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FOREWORD 
The purpose and the history of these volumes were described in the 
prefatory material to vol. I. The present second volume contains chapters 
on Bessel functions and other particular confluent hypergeometric 
functions, on orthogonal polynomials and related matters, and on elliptic 
functions and integrals. The method of compilation was similar to that 
of the first volume. Of the chapters presented here, Magnus participated 
actively in the preparation of Chapters IX and XI, Oberhettinger of 
Chapter VII, and Tricomi of Cha pters VIII, IX, X, and XIII. Since the 
final version of several of the later chapters in this volume was pre-
pared after the author of the first draft left Pasadena, the editorial work 
was much more onerous, and in several cases the revised version differs 
considerably from the first draft. 
For Bessel functions we drew heavily on Watson's Treatis e for a 
(comparatively) brief summary of the topics to be found there, while 
results obtained since the publication of Watson's book are presented in 
more detail. Functions of the parabolic cylinder are described fairly 
fully, those of the paraboloid of revolution only very briefly: a recent 
book by H. Buchholz (Die lconfluente hypergeometrische Funlction, 
Springer-Verlag, 1953) gives full information on the latter functions. In 
the case of functions defined by integrals (error functions, exponential 
integral, and the like) we adopted (by no means unanimously) notations 
which are a compromise between the notations which seem the best ones 
from the mathematical point of view and those most convenie nt for the 
user of existing mathematical tables. In the chapters on orthogonal 
polynomials we summarized briefly some aspects of the general theory, 
using extensively Szego's book: mainly we presented the properties of 
the classical orthogonal polynomials, although we found it us eful to 
include some of the less well-known polynomials, polynomials of a 
discrete variable, hyperspherical harmonics, and some biorth ogonal 
systems of polynomials of several variables. The chapter on elliptic 
ix 
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functions and integrals is comparatively brief but we hope that it will be 
found to contain most of the material frequently required when dealing 
with these functions. In particular, we have included more material on 
elliptic integrals of the third kind than is ofte n found in presentations 
as brief as ours, and attempted to include practically everything that may 
be required in dealing with Lame functions or ellipsoidal wave functions. 
We hope that the tabular arrangement of many of the formulas of Chapter 
XIII will contribute to the usefulness of this chapter. 
As in the first volume, a list of references has been given at the end 
of each chapter. The length of this list varies with the subject in hand. 
In the case of elliptic functions and integrals we listed merely some of 
the newer books, and those memoirs or older books to which we explicitly 
refer. In cases where bibliographies are available, we give very few 
references to work covered in the bibliographies, and more numerous 
references to books and papers which have appeared since the publication 
of the bibliographies. 
At the end of the volume there is a n Index of notations and a Subject 
index. Notations introduced in vol. I are often used here without further 
explanation. Their definition may be located by means of the Index of 
notations appended to vol. I. The system of references is the same as in 
vol. I. In the text, references to literature state the name of the author 
followed by the year of publication, more de tails being given in the list 
of references at the end of the chapter. Equations within the same section 
are referred to simply by num her, equations in other sections by the 
number of the equation. Chapters are numbered consecutively, Chapters 
I to VI being in vol. I, Chapters VII to XIII in the present volume. Thus 
3. 7 (27) re fers to equation (27) in section 3.7 and will be found on P• 159 
of vol. I, while 9. 7 (12 ) is on p. 144 of the present volume. 
Since the editor ha d less assistance in the preparation of this volume 
than in the preparation of vol. !,errors and mistakes are more likely to 
be prevalent he re. Suggestions for improvement and corrections will be 
gratefully received. 
A. ERDELYI 
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CHAPTER VII 
BESSEL FUNCTIONS 
F IRST PART: THEORY 
7 .1. Introduction 
Bessel functions are probably the most frequently used higher trans-
cendental functions. Broadly speaking they occur in connection with 
partial differential equations , usually when the variables are separated, 
or else in connection with certain definite integra ls . We shall briefly 
describe both types of applications and wi ll start with the latter. 
In 1770, Lagrange investigated the e lliptic motion of a planet about 
the sun. Let a, b be the semi-major and semi-minor axes, of the elliptic 
orbit; write ( = a- 1 (a 2 - b 2 ) X for the eccentricity; also let r, M, E , be 
respectively, the radius vector, mean anomaly, and eccentric anomaly . 
The equations obtained by Lagrange are 
(1) M=E-(sinE, 
(2) r = a (1- ( cos E) = adMj dE. 
They give rise to th e expans ions 
(3) sinE = ~ A sin (nM) , 
n=1 n 
cos£= B + 
0 
): 
n = I 
B n cos (nM) 
in which Bessel, in 1819, expressed the coefficients in the form of 
integrals. For instance 
A =G~ "n)- 1 (" cosEcos(nE-n(s in E)dE. 
n o 
Dy easy manipulations the integral occurring here can be expressed in 
terms of Bessel coefficients [compare 7. 3 (2) and the recurrence rel a tions 
of 7. 2 (56)], and the first expansion (3) bec omes 
(4) 
n= 1 
Similarly, the second expansion (3) can be transformed into 
00 
(5) cos E = - ~( + 2 L cos (nM) J~ (n()/ n. 
n= 1 
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Later, in 1824, Bessel made the integral, see 7.3 (2), the basis for the 
examination of the functions which now bear his name. 
Bessel functions occur most frequently in connection with differential 
equations. In w·atson's monumental Treatise (Watson, 1944), which is the 
standard work on Bessel fun c tions, the history of these functions is 
traced back to James Bernoulli (about 1700). Since Eule r (1764) and 
Poisson (1823) Bessel functions are associated most commonly with the 
partial differential equations of the potentia l, wave motion, or diffusion, 
in cylindrical or spherical polar coordinates. However, Bessel functions 
occasionally occur in connec tion with other differential equations or 
systems of coordinates. 
Let x , y , z be Cartesian coordinates, p, ¢, z , cylindrical coordinates, 
and r. e, ¢ , spherical polar coordinates, determined by the equations 
x = p cos¢, y = p sin¢, z = z, (6) 
(7) x = r sin (j cos¢, y = r sin (j sin¢. 
In these coordinates we have 
z = r cose. 
(8) D.F=Fxx+Fyy+Fzz=FPP +p- 1 F P+ p- 2 F¢¢ +Fzz' 
(9) F F R F R F ¢¢ D.F = F + 2 _r_ + _ e_ + c tn (j --+ --::-"'--"-:---
rr r r 2 r 2 r 2 sin 2 </> 
If solutions of the wave equation /I..F = FF = 0 in the form f(p) g (¢) h (z) 
or f(r) g (()) h (cp) a re sought, one obtains, in the respective cases, the 
ordinary differential equations for[, 
d 2[ df (lO) --2 + p-~--+ (k2- a2 - v2 p-2) [ = 0, 
dp dp 
d 2 (rf) (ll) r- 1--2- + (lc 2 - v(v + 1) r-2] f = 0, dr 
in which a and v are separation constants. The genera l solutions ofthese 
equations are respectively : 
(12) f(p) = Z)p(k 2 - a 2 ) X] 
(13) f(r) = r-Y, Z v+Y, (kr), 
where Z v denotes any l3esse l fun ction, or a lin ear coir.bination with 
constant coefficients of !3essel functions of order v . 
The wave equation, and its solutions in various systems of r:oordi-
nates, can be used to give a physically plausible approach to the theory 
of Dessel functions (Weyrich, 1937). Spherical waves of frequency v, 
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wave length A., and wave number lc = 2 rr/ A., originating at a source (~, ry, , ), 
may be described by the wave function 
R-1 e-i27T(vt -R f/I.)=R -1 e-i271Vt+ikR 
where R is th e distance between the poin ts (~, ry, ')and (x, y, z). If the 
z-axis is covered with sources of uniform density and phase, the resulting 
wave motion may be obtained by superposition in the form 
where p 2 = x 2 + y 2 , and by f!uyghens' principle this function represents a 
cylindrical wave. With '= z + p sinh r, equation (14) may be written as 
( 15) u = e- i 2T111t Joo e ikpcosh-r dr, 
-oo 
thus leading to Sommerfeld's integral representation of the Bessel func-
tions of the third kind. 
Notations: In this chapter we adhere to the notations used in \\atson's 
Bessel fun ctions. It may be worth while to mention a few notations which 
occur in the literature but are not used here. 
In Gray-Mathews, (1922, p. 25 and 23, respectively), two functions 
F v (z) and G v (z) are introduced by 
(16) Fv(z) = z -~v Jv(2z ~ ), 
( 17) G v (z) = ~ i rr H <~~ (z ). 
Jahnke-Emde (1945, p. 128) has 
(18) Av(z) = r(v + 1) (~z)-v Jv(z ). 
In Whittaker-Watson (1946, p. 373), the modified Hankel function Kv (z) .is 
defined by 
(19) Kv(z) = ~ TT [I_v(z)- Z(z)] ctn(vrr). 
This differs from our notation sec, 7.2 (13), 
A function closely related to Neumann'~ function Y v (z ), 7,2 (4), is 
denotedby Yv(z) (Watson, 1944, p. 63) or by Y v(z) (Gray-Mathews, 1922, 
p. 24): 
(20) Y (z) = Y (z) = rrY (z) e iv7T sec(vrr) . 
lJ lJ lJ 
For other notations of the "related" functions see sec, 7 .5iJ. 
7 .2. Bessel's differential equation 
7.2.1. Bessel functions of general order 
Bessel functions are solutions of Bessel's differential equation 
4 SPECIAL FUNCTIONS 7.2.1 
( 1) d
2 w dw 
2 
d 
\1 w : z 2 -- + z --+ (z 2 - 11 ) w = z -
v dz 2 dz dz 
+ (z 2 - v 2 ) w = 0; 
v, z are unrestricted, but for the present we assume that v is not an 
integer, (For integer values of v see sec, 7.2 .4 ,) The differential equation (l) 
is a limiting case of the hypergeometric differential equation (cf. Klein, 
1933, p. 156); .it has a singularity of the regular type at z = 0 and an 
irregular singularity at z = oo; a ll other points are ordinary points of the 
diffe rential equation. The standard method of obtaining solutions of a 
linear differential equation in the neighborhood of a regular singularity 
(Whittaker-Watson, 1927, 10.3) leads to the solu tion 
(2) J)z) ~ (-1)" (~~ z) 2"+v/ [m !r<m+v+ l)] 
m=O 
and J (z). The first solution, J (z), is called the Eessel function of 
-v v 
the first kind; z is the variable, v the order of the De sse l function. ]t is 
easily seen that the series for z -v J )z) converges absolutely, and 
uniformly in any bounded domain of z and v . Equation (2) may be written 
as 
(3) J)z)=(Yfz)v 
0
F
1
(v+l;-Xz 2)/r(v+l) 
= (Yfz)v e-iz 
1 
F
1 
(v + ri; 2v + l; 2iz)/r(v + l) 
by Kummer's relation, 6.3 (7). 
The linear combinations 
(4) Y )z) = (sinvrr)- 1 [J)z) cos (V7T)- J _)z)], 
(5) H (t)(z) = J (z) + i Y (z) = [i sin (vrr) ]- 1 [J (z)- J (z) e- iv7T], 
v v v -v 11 
(6) 
are likewise solutions of (l). Y v is called the Dessel function of the 
second kind or Neumann's fun ction. H ~~ l and H ~  l are the Bessel 
functions of the third kind, also called the first and second Hankel 
functions. From (5) and (6) we have 
(7) J )z) = Yz [H 1~1 (z) + H <~J (z) ], 
(8) Y )z) = Yz [H ~ 1 (z)- H <~l (z)] /i. 
From the definition it is seen that 
(9) H (tl(z) = e iv7T H 10 (z) 
- v 11 ' 
H 121 (z) = e- i 1.17T H < 21 (z ). 
-v v 
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Also, if z denotes the complex number conjugate to z , and similarly for 
other quantities, we h ave 
(lO)_ J)z) = Jv(z), Y )z) = Y-v(z), 
H ' 1 1(z ) = HE1(z ), H ' 21 (z) = HJ}_ 1(z ), 
11 v v v 
In partic ular, Jv andY v a re rea l if the order, v, is real and the variable z 
is positive , All the four Bessel fun ctions are sing le-valued in the z-plane 
cut a long the negative real axis from 0 t o -oo, For general v , they all 
have branch points at z = 0 , The Bessel function of the first kind is 
clearly an entire function of v, a nd later it will be seen that, w ith a 
suitable definition for integer v = n , the Bessel functions of the second 
and third kind are a lso e ntire functions of v. 
7 .2 .2. Modified Bessel functions of general order 
If z is replaced by iz, Bessel's differential equation (1) becomes 
2 d2w dw 2 2 ( ll) z - + z-- (z + v ) w = 0, 
dz 2 dz 
If vis not an integer (for integer values of v see sec. 7.2.5), Jv(iz) and 
J _)iz) are two linearly independen t solutions of (ll ), but more often the 
function 
(12) I (z)=e-i~V7TJ (zed1,7T) = }2 (Yzz) 2m+v/ [m !f'(m +v+ 1)] 
V v n=O 
(Yz z) v ( Yz z) v e - z 
F(v+ 1; ):j:z 2 )= 1 F,(v+Yz ; 2v+ l ;2z) r(v+ l) 0 1 [' (v + l) 
= 2- 2 v -~z -~ M
0 
(2z)/r<v+l) 
, v 
[ cou:pare 6.9 (ll )] and I_v (z) are used, They are known as the modified 
Bessel functio ns of the first kind and are real when v is real and z is 
positive, 
The function 
(13) K)z) = Yz rr(sin vrr)- 1 [I_ )z) - Iv(z)] = (Yzrr/ z)Yz W0 ,)2z) 
[ compare 6.9 (14)] is likewise a solution of ( ll) . It i s kn own as the mod-
ified Dessel function of the third kind or Basset's function (although 
the present definition is due to Macdonald). 
Clearly we have 
(14) K_)z )= K)z), 
and from (12), (5) and (6) it follows that 
(15) K)z)= Yzirre iY.v17 H~1l(ze i Y. 7T) =- YziTTe -i ~v7TH~2l(ze - iYz7T), 
6 SPECIAL FUNCTIONS 7.2.2 
so that 
(16) K.,(ze iX 77) = ~ i 11 e i Y, V7T H ~0(ze i 77) =- ~ i11 e - iX V?T H ~2l{z ), 
(17) H ~1 l( z) =-~ e -i X V?T K (ze- i Y, 77 ). 
17 v 
K v (z) is real when v is real and z is positive. 
7 .2 . .3 . Kelvin's function and related functions 
Kelvin's fun ctions ber{x)and bei (x)(x real)are defined by the equation 
(18) b er(x) + i bei(x) = J
0
(xe i'%' 77) = I
0
(xe i !4 77 ) . 
Extensions of this definition to 13essel functions of any order and complex 
z are given by the rel ations 
(19) b erv{z) ±i be iv(z) = J.,(ze±i){?T), 
(20) kerv(z} ±i keiv(z) = e+iY.v?T Kv(ze±i!477 ). 
Instead of (20) we may use 
(21) her (z) + i hei (z) = H 10 (ze i '%' 77 ) v v v 
(22) herv{z)- i heiv(z) = H~2l(ze-i ~ 77 ) 
so that 
(23) 2 ker)z) = - 11 h eiv(z); 2 keiv(z) = 17l:erv(z). 
T he functions berv{z), beiv(z), kerv(z), keiv(z), her)z), heiv(z) .are 
r eal when v isrealand zis realandposit1ve. (For details see McLachlan, 
1934, pp. 119, 168.) 
7 .2.4. Bessel functions of integer order 
Bessel fun ctions of the firs t kind of integer order are known as Bessel 
coefficients. IT n is a positive integer, the first n - l terms in the in-
finite series defining J _n (z) vanish because ~f the poles of the gamma 
fun ction in the denominator. The remaining gamma functions may be re-
written as factorials, and we have 
m = n 
o r, with m = n + l, l = 0, 1, 2, ••• , 
This relation hol ds for a ll integers n. 
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Bessel coefficients are generated by the expansion of exp [~z (t- t- 1)] 
in powers oft. To prove this we note that 
eY,zt e-Y,:jt= }: (~zt) 1/l! }: (-~zt- 1 )":/m!, 
l= 0 .. = 0 
and the coefficient of tn in this expansion is exactly Jn (z). This leads to 
the generating function 
or, replacing z by az and t by t /a to the more general expression 
n=-CXl 
=J0 (az)+ ~ Jn(az)[(t/a)n+h/a)-n] n= I 
for the Bessel coefficients. With a= 1 and t = e i ¢ we obtain the formula 
of Jacobi-Anger 
(26) e iz sin¢ = ~ e in</> J (z) 
n 
n=-oo 
=~(z)+2 ~ J 2n(z)cos(2n ¢ )+2i}: J 2n_ 1 (z)sin[(2n-l)¢] 
n= 1 n = 1 
and with t = ie i ¢ 
}: in Jn (z) cos (n¢). 
n= 1 
If v is an integer, the right-hand sides of (4), (5), (6) appear in inde-
terminate form. However the limits of these right-hand sides as v ...,. n 
(integer) exist and may be taken as the definition of Dessel functions of 
the second and third kinds of integer order. Clearly it will be sufficient 
to evaluate 
Y n(z) = lim Y v(z) 
v-> n 
n = 0, l, 2, ••• , 
Ily L'Hospital's rule applied to (4) we obtain 
(28) Y (z) =IT-I _v - (-l)n __::K.. • [
aJ aJ J 
n av av v= n 
From (2) and 1.7(1) 
a J, 1 00 tjJ (v + m + l) (29) __ v = J (z) log(~z)- :£ (-1)" (~z)v+zm 
av v m = 0 m ! r (v + m + l) ' 
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a J 00 1/J (- v + m + 1) (30) ----2.. =- J _)z) l og (X z) + ~ (-1)"' (X z) 11+2" ---:-=-:-----..,-
av " = 0 m ! r (- v + m + 1) ' 
and from formulas 1.17(11) and 1,17(12) form~ n -1, 
lim 1/J(- v + m + 1)/r(-v + m + 1) = (-1)n-m (n- m -1) ! , 
11-> n 
so tha t from (30) and (24) 
( aJ 11 ) --;- = (-1) n a 11= n 
+ ~ 1/J(m + 1- n) 
m = n 
(-1) " - n(Xz)2m - n 
r(m + 1- n) m ! 
(For special values of v in (29) see Mitra, 1925, Airey, 1935 a , and a ls o 
Miiller , 1940,) With a new index of s ummation l = m- n, the infinite sum 
in this expression can he written as 
~ (-1) 1(Xz) 2Z+n i/J(l +1)/[l !(l+n)!), 
l = 0 
and so we obtain 
n -1 
(31) rrYn(z) =2Jn(z)log(Xz)- ~ (Xz)2"-n(n - m - 1) !jm ! 
m= 0 
- ~ (-1)Z(Uzz)n+2Z I/J(n+l+1)+tjJ(l+1) 1 
-"' / z n = , 2, 3, , , , , 
z = o l ! (n + l ) ! 
wh i ch may he written as 
n -1 
(32) rrYn(z)=2[y +log(Xz)]Jn (z) - L (Xz) 2"' -"(n-m-1)l/m! 
m. = 0 
00 [ (X z)"+2m J 
- ~ (-1)" (hm+ n +h.,). n = 1, 2 , 3 , ,,, , 
"= o m ! (n + m) ! 
where we h ave used 1, 7 (9) a nd put 
h = 1-1 +2- 1 + .. •+m- 1 m = 1, 2, 3, .. , , h
0 
= 0. 
If v = 0, it follows from (30) that the finite sum in (32) is to h e omitted. 
Therefo re, we h ave 
(33) rrY
0
(z)=2[y+ log(Xz)] J 0 (z) - 2 ~ (-1)" (Xz) 2" (m!) - 2h.,, 
m. = O 
with th e sam e meaning of h ,. as in (32), It is to he noticed tha t according 
to (28) 
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=(-1)nYn(z) n = 1, 2, 3, , , , , 
With this definition of Y n (z) and Y _ n (z) and with the corresponding 
definition of Bessel functions of the third kind, all Bessel functions 
become entire functions of v. 
7 .2.5. Modified Bessel functions of integer order 
From (24) and (12) we have 
(35) J_n(z)=ln(z) n = 1, 2, 3, , , , • 
We therefore take I (z) and K (z) as a fundamental system of solutions of 
(ll) where n n 
(36) K (z) = lim K (z) = (-l)n% ~- _v_ [ a I a I J n v->n 1/ av av 
v= n 
In a similar manner as in sec, 7 .2.4 we obtain 
n - 1 (n - m - 1) ! (37) K (z)=(-1)n+lJ(z)log(~z)+~ ~ (-l)m0~z) 2m-n ___ _ 
n n m=O m! 
+%(-1)n ~ (~z)n+2m [t,b(n+m+1)+t,b(m+1)]/[m!(n+rn)!] 
m = 0 
n = 1, 2, 3, , , , • 
]n case n = 0 we have 
(38) K0 (z)=-10 (z)log(~z)+ ~ (~z) 2m t,b(m+1)/[(m!) 2]. m=o 
With the definition of Kv (z) completed in this manner, we have an entire 
function of v. 
7 .2.6. Spherical Bessel functions 
The Bessel functions and modified Bessel functions reduce to com-
binations of elementary functions if and only if v is half of an odd in-
teger (Watson, 1944, 4,7 to 4.75), We shall express here K n+ Y, (z) for 
n = 0, l, 2, , , , , in terms of elementary functions. The corresponding 
expressions for the other Bessel functions follow from ( 16), ( 17), (7), 
and (8), and are recorded in sec, 7,1 l, Whe nn= 0, 1, 2, , , , , and v = n + ~ 
we have from 7,3 (16) 
(39) K ( z) (_rr ) y, e-z Joo e-t(1 + t/2z)n tn dt. 
n+Y, =~ n! o 
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Now the binomial expansion of (l + Y2 t/z)n terminates and at once leads 
to the representation of K n+}<; (z) in finite terms in the form 
( 
TT ) X n r (n + m + 1) (40) K +Y, (z) = - e-z I. (2z)-" . 
n ' 2 z m = 0 . m ! r (n + 1-m) 
Using Hankel's symbol 
2-2m 
(v, m) =--\ (4v 2 - 1) (4v 2 - 3 2) •• • [4v2 - (2m -1) 2]! 
m! 
= r (Y2 + v + m)/ [m ! r (Y2 + v- m)], 
[compare l ,20 (3)], this can be written as 
(41) K n+Y, (z) = (Y2 rr/z)X e-z "! 
0 
(n + Y2, m) (2z)-". 
Hence, for instance if n = 0, we have 
(42) K X (z) = (Y2 rr/z)y, e-z. 
From (42) and also 7 ,ll (22) we obtain the representation 
(43) K +Y,(z)=(-1)n(_rr )y, zn+l (__c!__)n ~. 
n ' \2z zdz z 
For the other types of Bessel functions see f-:Jrmulas 7,ll(l)to7.ll(l3). 
Bessel functions whose order is half of an odd integer often occur in 
connection with spherical waves, and in this context Sommerfeld's nota-
tion, 
(44) ,P (z) = (Y2 rr/z)y, J +•/ (z), 
m m 1 2 
(45) ( :n(z) = (~1~ rr/ z) y, 11 ~~~y, (z ), 
(46) ( <~l(z) = (Y2 rr/z)y, H ~2~y, (z), 
is often used. Sometimes t/; m (z) denotes a slightly different function 
(Watson, 1944, 3.41). For a class of polynomials connected with the 
spherical Bessel functions compare Krall and Frink (1949) and Durchnall, 
( 1951). 
7 .2. 7. Products of Bessel functions 
In order to obtain an expression for the product J (a z) J ({3 z) of two 
11. v 
Besselfunctionsintheformofa series of ascending powers of z we use 
(2) and Cauchy's rule for the multiplication of power series. Thus the 
coefficient of (-1)" (Y2 a z )11. 0/~ f3 z) v 0·2 az) 2 " is found to be 
f ({3/a) 2n/[n! r(v + n + 1) (m- n)! r(fl + m- n + 1)), 
n=O 
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This may be expressed as a te rmina ting bypergeometric series by means 
o f formulas 1.2 (3), 1.20 (5), and 2 ,l (2) and leads t o t he expansion 
(47) r<v + 1) J ({3 z) J (az) = (~ az)I.L (~ {3 z)" tl I.L 
~ (-1)" (~az) 2'" 2 -2 
x ,L ( ) 2 F 1 (-m, -11-m; v + 1 ; {3 a ) • 
.. =om!r Jl+m+1 
This expansion simplifies when {3 = a, because then the hypergeometric 
series may be summed by Gauss's formula 2 ,1 (14), so tha t 
~ (-1)" (~ z )"+I.L+2'" r<v + J1 +2m+ l) 
. (48) J (z) J (z) = '-' . 
v I.L m=O m!r(Jl+m + l)r(v+m+1)r(v+Jl+m+1) 
] n the notation of generalized hypergeometri c series 
(49) r(v + 1) f'(Jl + 1) Jtl(z) JI.L (z) 
= (~z)"+I.L 2 F 3 (~ + ~ v + ~Jl , 1 + ~v + ~ Jl ; 1 + v , 1 + Jl, 
1 + v + J1; - z 2 ) . 
From (48) we easil y deduce the expansion 
e±iz J (z) = 17-l{ (2z)" I f'(v+n+ ~)(±2iz)n 
t1 n=O n!r(2v+n+ l ) 
7 .2.8. Miscellaneous results 
Differentiation formulas and recW'rence relations follow. From (2) we 
find that 
(50).:!:_ [z" J (z)] = z" ~ (-1)" (~z) 2"+v- 1 /[m! f'(m + v)] = zvJv_
1
(z), 
dz " ., = o 
d ~ (51) - [z - v J (z)] = z -v L (-l) m (~ z) 2 " +v-I /[(m - l) ! r (m + v + 1)] 
dz v m = 1 
=- z -v Jv+ l (z), 
and hence by repeated differentiation 
(52) (z~z ) " [z" J)z)] = z"-"J v-m(z), 
(53) (___!!:__)" [z - v J)z)] = (-1) m z -v-m Jv+m (z) 
zdz 
From (50) and (5 1) it is obvious tha t 
(54) z J ' )z) + vJv(z) = z Jv-l (z), 
m = l, 2, 3, , , .. 
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(55) zJ'(z)-vJ(z)=-zJ+ 1 (z) v v v 
and hence 
(56) Jv_ 1 (z) + Jv+ 1 (z) = 2vz- 1 Jv (z), 
(57) Jv_ 1 (z)- Jv+ 1 (z) = 2 J~ (z). 
7.2.8 
By virtue of (4), (5), (6) the same relations are valid for Bessel functions 
of the second and third kind. Relations (12), (13), and the previous 
results give similar formulas for the modified Bessel functions. For these 
see sec. 7.11. 
From the r ecurrence relations the following inequality (Suisz, 1950) 
may be derived 
[Jv(x)J2- Jv_ 1 (x) Jv+ 1 (x) > (v + l)-1 [Jv(x)] 2 v> 0, x real. 
WRONSKIANS 
The Wronskian of two solutions w 1 and w 2 of (1) is a constant multiple 
of exp [- J z- 1 dz]. 
(58) Wlw1 ,w2 l=w 1 w~ -w 2 w; =Cz- 1• 
The constant C can be computed from the first terms of the series expan-
sions of the solutions involved. If we take w 1 = Jv(z),w 2 = J_v(z) we 
find from the series (2) that 
lim zW = - (2v)/[r(l- v) r(l + v)] =- 2rr- 1 sin (vrr) = C, 
z -+ 0 
and therefore we have 
(59) W [Jv, J_) =- 2(rrz)- 1 sin (vrr). 
If vis an integer, this Wronskian va nishes, thus confirming the result 
of sec, 7.2.4 about the linear dependence of Jn and J_n• For other 
Wronskians of Bessel functions or modified Bessel functions see sec. 7 .11. 
From (59) and (54) it follows that 
(60) J-v+ 1 (z) Jv(z) + J_v(z) Jv_ 1 (z) = 2(rrz)-
1 
sin (vrr). 
For other similar formulas see sec. 7 .11. 
ANALYTIC CONTINUATION 
The Bessel function of the first kind of variable ze im 7T where m is any 
intege r, may be expressed by (2) as 
(61) J (ze im 7T) = e im7TV J (z) 
v v 
m = ± 1, ± 2, ± 3, •••• 
For the corresponding relations for the other types of Bessel function5 see 
sec. 7 .11. 
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DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 
A large class of differential equations whose solutions may be expressed 
In terms of Bessel functions has been obtained by Lommel. One of 
Lommel 's transformations is 
z = {31;~', w = ~;-av 
where t'; is the independent variable and v the new dependent variable. 
This tranformations carries (l) into 
2 d . 2dv v 2 2 2 (62) t'; d t'; 2 + (l - 2a) t'; d t'; + [({3yt';~') + (a 2 - v y )] v = 0, 
If w 1 (z) and w 2 (z) are any two linearly independent solutions of Bessel's 
equation, the general solution of (62) is 
(63) v 1 =t';aw 1 ({3t';~') and v 2 =t';aw 2 ({3t;J'). 
For other differential equations whose solutions can be expressed m 
terms of Bessel functions see Kamke(l948, P• 440). 
The general solution of the inhomogeneous Dessel equation 
d 2 w dw 2 2 (64) z 2 --+z -+(z -v )w=f(z) 
dz 2 dz 
may be obtained by the method of variation of parameters in the form 
(65) w =Aw
1
(z) +Bw 2 (z) + u(z) 
where w 1 (z) and w 2 (z) are two linearly independent solutions of the 
homogeneous equation (1), u (z) is a particular solution of (64) defined by 
(66) Cu(z)=-w
1
(z)j' t- 1 w
2
(t)f(t)dt+w
2
(z)j' t- 1 w
1
(t)[(t)dt 
zo zo 
and C is the constant in the Wronskian of w 1 and w 2 [cf. (58)]. 
The functions J' (z) and az J' (z ) + bJ (z) satisfy the following 
v v v 
differential equations respectively, 
2 2 2 d 
2 
w 2 2 dw [ 2 2 2 ( 2 2)] (67) z (z -v)--+z(z -3 v )- + (z -v)- z +v w=O, 
dz 2 dz 
d 2 w dw (68) z2 [a2 (z2- v2) + b2] --- z [a 2(z2 + v2)- b2]-
dz 2 dz 
+ [a 2 (z 2 - v 2) 2 + 2abz 2 + b 2 (z 2 - v 2)] w = 0. 
7 .3. Integral representations 
7 .3 .1. Bessel coefficients 
If Cauchy's theorem of residues is applied to 7,2 (25) we obtain 
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C is any simple closed contour in th e t-plane around the origin. U in 
(l) we put a = 1 and choose C to be the unit c ircle around the origin, 
t = e i¢ , we have 
(2) 2 TT J (z) = J 2 7T e i (zsin ¢ -n¢) d ¢ = 2 J'r cos (z sin ¢ - n ¢) d ¢ 
n 0 0 
n = 0, 1, 2, , •• , 
This is Dessel's representation. 
7 .. 3.2. Integral representations of the Poisson type 
For general v we have Poisson's integral representation [for a general-
ization of this formula see 7, 8 (ll)] 
(3) f'(v + ~) J (z) = 2rr -~ (J;.; z)v J ~7T cos (z sin¢) (cos ¢) 2v d ¢ 
v 0 
Rev>- 12. 
This result may be proved by expanding cos (z sin ¢) into a series of 
powers of z and integrating term by term. ln this process one encounters 
the integral 
J ~7T (sin ¢) 2"' (cos ¢) 2v d ¢ 0 
which is found to be equal to 
~ r (v + ~) [' (m + ~)/1 (m + v + 1) 
by virtue of 1.5 (19), Therefore, we have 
f'(v+ ~)J (z)=rr-~(~z)v I (-1)m z 2"' ['(v+~)r(m+~) 
v m=O (2m}!r(v+m+1) 
Using the duplication formula from 1.2 (15) of the gamma function for 
(2m)! = 1 (2m + 1) and remembering also 7.2 (2) the result (3) is estab-
lished, Slight modifications of (3) are given in sec, 7 ,12. 
Poisson's integral, in the form of 7,12 (6), may be used to derive an 
inequality for Jv(z}. L e t v be real, v > - 12 and z = x + iy (x, y real); 
then we obtain 
I ~7T 
f'(v+ 1) jJ (z)j.:;:; TT-~ (~jzi)v J e 1Y1 (cos ¢)2Vd¢ 
v -~7T 
and by virtue of l. 5 ( 19) 
(4) JJ)z)j5, j~zj ve 1 Y 1/['(v +1) 
[see also 7,10 (22)]. 
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7.3 .3. Representations by loop integrals 
Bessel functions for unrestricted values of the order v may be repre-
sented as loop integrals, Let a be a complex number with Re a> 0; then 
we have the representation 
(5) 2rri J (az) = z 11 J<o+) exp[~a(t-z 2 t- 1 )] t-v- 1 dt 
II -oo 
= (z/2) 11 J<o +) exp[a(t-~z 2 t - 1 )]t_11_ 1 dt 
- oo 
Rea > O, Jargt JS"· 
(0 +) 
Here the symbol, f_oo denotes, as usual, integration along a contour 
which starts at infinity on the negative real t-axis, encircles the origin 
counter-clockwise, and returns to its starting point, C !early (5) is an 
extension of (1), for the integrand in (5) is one-valued, and the loop may 
be deformed into a closed contour a round the origin, if v is an integer. 
'l o prove (5), we use the expansion 
exp [- az 2/(4t)] = ~ (-1)• (~ az 2 )., t -., /m! 
m = 0 
in (5) and integrate term by term. From 1,6 (6) we obtain 
f_<:+l eatt -" -v-1dt = 2TTiam +v;r(m + v+ 1). 
Therefore, we have 
J<o+) exp[at- ~ az 2 t- 1]t_11_ 1 dt 
-oo 
=2TTi(~z)- 11 }: (-1)" (~az) 2m+11/ [m!I'(m+v+1)], 
m=O 
and using 7,2 (2) this establishes (5}• 
The corresponding loop integra l for the other types of Dessel functions 
may be obtained using formulas 7,2(4} to 7.2(6} and formulas 7.2(12} and 
7.2 (13}. For these see McLachlan and Meyers (1937}. 
When Re v > -1 and a is real and positive, the contour in (5} may be 
deformed into one parallel to the imaginary axis, leading to 
c + ioo 2 -t) (6) 2 · J ( ) vJ l-ia(t-z t - v -1 d 
m vaz=z c-iooe t tc,a > O, Rev > -1. 
HANKEL'S REPRESENTATIONS 
Generalizations of Poisson's integral (3) were given by Hankel. The 
first of these is 
(7) 2 ·J () - l-ir(11 )(11. )11 J<1+ ,-1-lei•t(t z_ 1 )v- !-idt, TT~ Z = 1T 12 - V , 2 Z 
II 
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v + X not a negative integer. The path of integration is the fi gure eight 
indicated in the diagram be low. 
t- plane 
The .initial amplitude of (t - l) and (t + l) at the point of inte rsection 
with the positive real axis on the right-hand side of t = l is zero. To 
prove (7) we replace the original con tour by the dotted one. If we assume 
tha t Re (v + X) > 0 and make the radii of the circlesaround ± 1 tend to zero, 
the n we obtain 
J (1+,-1-) . I / Jl • 1/ e ut(t 2 - l)v-" dt = 2i cos (vrr) e ut(l- t 2)v-" dt 
-I 
Rev > -X. 
If the integra l on the right-hand side is expressed by 7.12 (7), we obtain 
(7). By the theory of analytic continuation the restriction Re v "> - X may 
be omitted as long as v + X is not a positive -integer. 
Another representation [for a related expression compare 7. 8 (13)] is 
(8) 2rri J)z) = rr-y, r(X + v) e i 3 v-rr(Xz )-v 
J ~- 1 + • 1 +) izt ( 2 l) -v-Y, d X i S e t - t ooe 
v + X f. 0, - 1, - 2, ••• , 8 .~ arg t .5. 2 rr + 8, - 8 < arg z < rr- 8. 
t- plane 
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and ·the initial and final values of arg t are taken to be 8 and 2 TT + 8. To 
prove (8) we take the contour to lie outside the unit circle. Then we have 
00 Z. rU~+ v+m)t-zv-z.- 1/m!. 
m=O 
We insert this in (8) and integrate term by term. Then from 1.6(6) with 
t;; = ze- i~ 77 we obtain 
J!o+) t-zv-z.-T e iztdt = 2rriz zv+z .. e-i37T(v+ .. >;r(2v +2m+ 1) 
ooeiS 
- 8 < arg z < TT - 8. 
Thus we have 
00 2 201 +zv r(~+v+m) 
L (-1)• (~z)v+z .. ------:-----,--
•=0 m!r(2m+2v+ 1) · 
Using the duplication formula from 1.2 (15) for the gamma function, (8) 
is established. 
7 .3.4. SchU\fli's, Gubler's, Sonine's and related integral representations 
From the results of sec. 7.3 .3 a number of representations in the 
form of definite integrals may be obtained • 
.. 
SCHLAFLI'S REPRESENT AT IONS 
ln (5) we interchange a and z, put a = 1, and deform the loop into a 
path consisting of the real axis from -oo to -1 (arg t = - rr), the unit 
circle in the positive sense around the origin (-rr s; arg t ~ rr), and the 
real axis from -1 to -oo (arg t = rr). The result is Schlafli's representation 
(9) TT J (z.) = f 77 cos (z sin¢- v¢) d¢- sin (vrr) Joo e- (z sinh,B+vj3 ) d{3 
v 0 0 
Re z > 0. 
It still holds in case Re z =0 provided that Re v > O. Formula (9) reduces 
to (2) in case v is an integer. Also 7.2 (4) and (9) admit a sir.ci lar 
expression for Neumann's function 
(10) rrY (z)=J77 sin(z sint-vt)dt- J""(evt+e-vtcosvrr)e-zsinhtdt 
v 0 0 
Re z > 0. 
[For the first integral on the right-hand side of (9) and (10) .compare 
7 .5 (32).] Generalizations of (9) and (10) are given in formulas 7 .12(17) 
and 7.12(18). 
GUBLER'S REPRESENTATIONS 
From (8) another representation for Jv(z) may be derived by specializing 
18 
the contour, 
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t- plane 
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We choose o = ~77 and deform the contour into the dotted line , H Rev<~ 
and the radii of the circles around ± 1 tend to zero, we obtain the result 
(ll) ['(~-v)Jv(z)= 2rr-~(~z)-v[J~ n-t 2)-v-~cos(zt-vrr)dt 
Re z > 0, Re v < ~. 
This formula corresponds to Poisson's integral (3) . If in (12) vis replaced 
by - v and this is combined with (3) and also 7 . 2(4), the corresponding 
expression for Neumann's function is 
(12) f'(v+~)Y (z)=2rr-~ (~z)v[f 1 (l-t 2) v-~sin(zt)dt 
v 0 
Re z > 0, Re v > - ~ . 
lly introducing Struve's fun c tion 7 , 5 (78) in (12) we have 
(13) [H (z)- Y (z)]f'(v+~)=2rr-Y.(~z )V f""e -•t(l +t 2 )v-Y,dt 
v v 0 
Re z > 0, 
Now in (8) we take o = 0 and as a path of integration the dotted line, 
Replacing z by ze i ~ -rr a nd v by - v we obtain, as we suppose R e v > - ~ 
.in order that the radii of the indentations around t = ±l may tend to zero, 
(14) I (z)= rr- 312 f'(~-v)(~z)v[sin(2vrr)J."" e -•t(t 2 -l)v-~ dt 
- v 1 
+ cos(vrr) f e•t(l-t 2 )v - Y,dt] Rev>-~, Re z > 0, 
-t 
Hence and by the aid of formulas 7 . 2 (13 ), 7 . 2 ( 12), a nd 7 . 2 ( 14) we obtain 
the result 
Re v > - ~i, R e z > 0. 
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Hence, with t- l = v/z, we have 
(16) r(v+~OK (z)=(!t277/z)~ e-z J"" e-vvv-~ (l+!t2v/z)v-~ dv 
v 0 
largz!<17, Rev>-7i, 
or more generally 
iS 
r(v+!t2)K (z)=(!t217/z)~e~zJ""e e-ttv-~(l+!t2t/z)v-~dt 
v 0 
(17) 
Rev>-~, !ol<~"• 8-17<argz<o+ 17. 
7 .3.5. Sommerfeld's integrals 
If we evaluate J e iz cos -r e iv(-r-~7T) dr taken along the rectilinear con-
tours c 1 (from- ~17 + i"" to ~17- i"") and c 2 (from ~17- i"" to 3./277+ i"") (cf. figure), 
{3 a=<l> a= <I>+ 277 
a 
-17 
a=-<l> a=11-cl> a=2rr-<I> 
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we find from (9), (lO), 7,2(5) and 7,2(6) that 
(18) TT H (I l(z) = J e izcos.,. e iv (-r -~77) dr, 
J,l c1 
7.3.5 
both integrals being convergent for Re z > 0, The contour c 
1 
may be 
replaced by a contour C1 from - T/ + i oo to T/ - i oo, where T/ is a suitable 
number between 0 and rr. With the notations 
<l>=argz, a=Rer, /3=1mr, r=a+i/3, 
it is easy to verify that Re (iz cos {3) is represented asymptotically by 
-lz I cosh 13 sin (<I>+ aHor large {3. The upper or lower sign is to be taken 
according a s l3 < 0. Therefore the integrand of ( 18) vanishes exponentially 
as r -+ oo in the shaded part of the r-plane. We may replace c 1 by C 1 as 
long as-.,< <l> < ~ TT or -Y:rr < <l> < rr- T/ according as 0 < T/ < ~TT or 
~ TT < T/ < TT. Thus we have 
(20) TT H ~1l(z)= fc e izcosr e iv(r-~77)dr 
1 
and similarly 
(21) TT H ~2l(z) = JC e izcosr e iv(r-'!m) dr, 
2 
C 2 being a contour from T/ - i oo to 2 TT - T/ + i oo, The integrals are con-
vergent for 
(22) -., < <l>=argz < rr-.,, O~T/~TT, 
and by the theory of analytic continuation this is the range of validity for 
(20) and (21 ), 
With these results it follows from 7, 2 (7) that 
(23) 2rr J)z) = fc e izcosr e i v(r-Ym)dr, 
3 
- T/ < arg z < rr - .,, 0 :S T/ ~ rr, 
c3 being a contour from-.,+ ioo to 2rr-., + ioo. 
Very often the contour integrals 
oo+i7T . (24) TT H (1) (z) = - i J e z sinh a -vada 
v -oo ' 
(25) rrH(2l(z)=i Joo-i17ezsinha-vada, 
v -oo 
J
oo+i17 inh (26) 2rr J (z) = - i e zs a -vada, 
V oo-i7T 
valid when larg z I < ~ rr, are used, They simply are deduced from (20), 
(21), and (23), respectively, ta king T/ = ~ TT and introducing the substitution 
r=~rr+ia. 
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SPECIAL CASES 
We choose TJ = 0, take the contours C 1 and C 2 to be r ectilinear, and 
obtain He.ine's expressions 
(27) 1T H (1 >(z) =- ie- i ~ VTT Joo e izcosh t e - vt dt 0 < arg z < TT, 
V -oo 
(28) TT H 12 1(z) = 2 ie i~ VTT [ f"' e iz cosh t cosh (vt - i vTT) dt 
v Jo 
- i JTT e- iz cos t cos (vt) dt] 
0 
If we take TJ = TT and C 1 , C 2 to be rectilinear, we obtain 
0 < arg z < TT. 
(29) TT H 11 1(z) =- 2ie-i ~ VTT [j oo e- i:cosh t cosh (vt + i vrr) dt 
v 0 
+ i JTTe i:cos t cos (vt) dt] 
0 
(30) TT H(2l(z) = ie i~VTT Joo e-izcoshte-vtdt 
V -oo 
From (27) to (30) we obtain respectively using 7,2 (7) 
- TT .< arg z < 0, 
- TT < arg z .< 0. 
(31) TTJ (z) = ei~VTT[JTT e-iz costcos(vt) dt- sin(vir) J00e -vt+iz cosh tdt] 
v 0 0 
0 < arg z < TT, 
(32) TT J (z) = €- i~V1T u:7T e i:cos t COS (vt} dt- sin (vrr) Joo e-vt-i:cosht dt] 
v 0 0 
- TT < arg z < 0. 
In (27) let e t = v/ a; then we have 
(33) TTH<1l(az)=-ie-i '!.vTT a V Joo ei '!. :(v+a2/vJV-v-1 dv 
v 0 
Imz·> O, Im(a 2 z} > O. 
7 .. 3.6. Barnes' integrals 
A representation of the Bessel function of the first kind as a Mellin-
Barnes integral (see 1,19) is 
(34) 4"Jv(x)=r+.ioo (%x)-•r(Xv+ Xs)/r(l+%v- Xs)ds 
c- too 
x > 0, - Re v < c < l, 
and may be proved by evaluating the integral in terms of the residue of the 
integrand or applying Mellin's inversion formula to 7, 7 (l9). 
lf the restriction - Re v < c < l is removed, the integral still makes 
sense, but it need not represent a Bessel function. We put 
f a+ ioo (35) 4rriJ (x)= (?fx)-•r(%v+Xs)/r(l+%v-%s)ds 
v 1 m cr- ioo 
x > 0, o .< l, -2m-Rev < o < -(2m- l)- Rev, m = l, 2,,.,, 
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the integral being taken along a line parallel to the imaginary axis. The 
evaluation of the integral in tenus of the residues of the integrand gives 
• -I (% x)l'+2n 
4 77 J (x) = 4 77 J (x) - 4 77 i ~ (- 1) n 
11
•" 
11 n=o n!r(v+n+1) 
We define for arbitrary complex values of z and v 
(36) J (z)= ~ (-l)n(%z)l'+2n/ [n!r(v+n+l)] 
ll,a n~ a m = 1, 2, 3, ••• , 
and call this the cut Bessel function of the first kind. From (33) we have 
d (37)-[z11 J (z)]=z 11 J _
1 
(z), 
dz 11,• 11 •" 
d (38)- [z-11 J (z)] =- z-11 J
11
+1 (z). dz 11 '• • • 
7 .3. 7. Airy's integrals 
Airy's formulas, 
(39) f
0 
00 
cos (t 3 + 3tx) dt = (x/3) ~ K 
113 (2x 312) x > 0, 
(40) J"" cos(t 3 - 3tx) dt =- 77/3 x~ [J113 (2x 312) + J_ 113 (2x 312)] x > 0, 0 
can be proved as follows. In (39) we substitute t = 2x~sinh -$-v.Since 
4 (sinh v / 3) 3 + 3 sinh (v./ 3) = sinh v 
we obtain 
J"" cos (t 3 + 3tx) dt = 2x~/3 J"" cos (2x 312sinh v) cosh (v / 3) dv, 
0 0 
and using 7.12 (25) this establishes (39). 
To prove (40) we express the right-hand side of (39) by means of .its 
power ser.ies [see 7,2 (12) and 7.2 (13)] and obtain 
f""cos(t 3 + 3tx) dt 
0 
["" 3a 
00 
x3" j 
= 1/377 l x ~ • 
a=O m! r(- l /3 + m + 1)- X ,.ft0 r(l/3 + m + l) m! 
Here we replace x by- x and using 7.2 (2) we obtain (40). For generali -
zations of the formulas (39) and (40) see Watson (1944, pp. 320.324). 
7 .4. AsymptoUc expansions 
The asymptotic behavior of Bessel functions is different according as 
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the order v , the variable z, or both of these quantities increase indefi-
nite ly. The power series expansions of 7, 2(2) are asymptotic expansions 
when z is fixed and v-> "" • It is comparative ly easy to derive asymptotic 
expansions for the case that v is fixe d and z -> ""; when both v and z are 
large, the investigation becomes much more involved, 
7 .4 .1. Large variable 
We shall derive here the asymptotic expansion of the modified Bessel 
function of the third kind, K v (z ), The corresponding expansions of other 
Bessel functions may be obtained by means of fonnulas 7.2 (16), 7. 2 (17), 
and 7. 2 (8); the results are given in sec, 7,13 ,l, 
We start with the integral represe ntatio n 7,3 (17), 
iS 
r(v+~DK (z)= (~rr/z )~ e-• f""e e-ttv-~ (1+~t/z)"'-~dt, 
1/ 0 
Rev > - ~, lol< ~rr, 8-rr<argz<o+rr, 
substitute the binomial expansion with remainder term, 
M-1 r< 11) 
, '\' v+ 12 (l+~t/z)v-!4 = L (~t/z)" +rM, m=Om!r(v+~-m) 
and use 1.1 (6) obtaining 
( l) K .,(z) = (~ rr/ z) Y. e - z [: ~ : 
m! r(v+~-m) 
r<v+ ~+m) 
(2 z)-" +RM] 
-3rr/2 < arg z < 3rr/2, 
where the remainder is given by 
(2) (M -1)! r (v+ ~-M) R M 
= (2 z )-M f"" e - tt v - X +M dt r (1-v )M-1 (1 + ~ vt jz )v-Y, -M dv. 
0 0 
It is easy to see that for any fixed v with Re v > - ~. 
RM=O(Izi-M), Z->""• - 3rr/2+E~argz~3rr/2 -E, E>O. 
By a more careful discussion of (2) it may be shown that the modulus of 
th e remainder in (l) is less than the modulus of the first neglected term 
(m· = M) if v is real, M > v - ~ > -1, and Re z > 0 (Mac Robert 194 7, 
p. 272; Watson, 1944, p. 207) and that the remainder is approximately 
equal to half of the first neglected term when v and z are both real and 
2 z - M + ~~ is small in comparison with z (compare Burnett, 1929). Airey 
(see 1937), modified (1) so as to obtain a much closer approximation 
suitable for numerical computation to ldgh accuracy. 
Using Hankel's symboll.20(3) 
2-2.. r(~+v+m) 
(v,m)=--1(4v2 -1 2 ) ... [4 v 2 -(2m- l) 2]l= 2 , 
m! m!r(~+v-m) (3) 
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the asymptotic expansion may conveniently be written as 
M -1· 
(4) K)z) = (~rr/z)~e-•[ ~ (v,m)(2z)-m+0(jzj-M)] 
m = 0 
7.4.2 
-3rr/2 < arg z < 3rr/2. 
Since only if appears in the definition of (v, m), the restriction Re v > - ~ 
may be omitted. 
7 .4 .2. Large order 
The first reliable investigation of Bessel functions with large variable 
a nd order was carried out by Debye (1909) by means of the method of 
steepest descents . This metlwd is based · on the following consideration 
(Copson, 1935, P• 330; Watson, 1944, p. 235). 
Suppose a function F (z) is g iven in the forn\ 
(5) F(z) = fc e-zf(a)g(a)da 
where Cis a contour in the complex a-plane joining two zeros of e-zf(a), 
In many cases it is possible to choose C so that it passes through a zero 
a 0 of[' (a) and that the imaginary part of f(a) is constant along C, Thus 
we have [' (a0 ) = 0 and 
(6) Im [f(a)] = constant= Im [f(a0 )) 
along C so that Re [f(z )] changes as rapidly as possible when a traverses 
C, For large z, the modulus of the integrand has a sharp maximum at a 0 
and only that part of C which is in the immediate neighborhood of a 0 will 
give a significant contribution to the contour integral (5). 
For the sake of simplicity we assume that both order and variable are 
positive and put 
(7) Z = X > 0, 1/ = p > 0. 
Moreover, we shall assume that the quantity v 0 determined by 
(8) sinh v 0 = p/x , 
is fixed as p, x -+ oo , We shall discuss K (x) only; the corresponding p 
expansions of other Bessel functions are listed in sec , 7 , 13 ,2 , 
An integral representation for K (x) of the form (5) is immediately 
obtained from 7,2(15) and Sommerfeld's expression 7,3(20) in the form 
(9) K P (x) = ~i fc e -xcosa e ipa da = ~i fc e -xf(a) da 
where 
(10) f(a) = cos a - ip a/x. 
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According totheresultsinsec.7.3.5,thecontourC starts at -ry+ioo, ends 
atry-ioo,whereO_sry.~TT, and lies entirely within the strip-ry.<:;Re a.Sry 
of the complex a-plane. The condition[' (a)= 0 leads to 
(ll) sina=-ip/x=-isinhv0 , 
and this equation has an infinite number of solutions 
(12) am=- iv 0 +277m m = 0, ± 1, ± 2,, ... 
From these only a 0 lies within the strip - Ti < Re a< Ti• Hence we have 
(13) a 0 =- i log lx- 1 [p + (p 2 + x 2)X]! =- iv 0 
and from ( lO) 
(14) f(a 0 ) =cosh v 0 - v 0 sinh v 0 • 
The condition (6) shows that the path ofsteepest descent is the imaginary 
axis, and from (9) with a = iv we obtain 
00 h 00 (15) K (x)=~J e-xcos v+pvdv=~J e-xglvldv, 
P -oo -oo 
where 
g(v) =cosh v- v sinh v 0 • 
The substitution 
(16) r =g(v)- g(v 0 ) =cosh v- cosh v 0 - (v- v 0 ) sinh v 0 
maps the v -plane on the r-plane. The mapping is conformal except at the 
points vm= v 0 + 21Tim where dr/dv has a simple zero. Thus 
(17) <ll(r)=dv/dr=[g'(v)r 1 
may be represented in a neighborhood of T = 0 in the form 
(18) <ll (r) = ~ b TXn- 1 , 
n= 1 n 
and this expansion is convergent up to the next singular point r, which 
corresponds to v = v 0 ± 2 1ri. 
As v increases from - oo to v 0 , the variable r decreases from oo to 0; 
and as v continues to increase from v0 to oo, the variable r increases from 
0 to oo. We shall determine the coefficients b in ( 18) so that we may take 
arg r = 277 on the former, and arg r = 0 on ~he latter part of the path of 
integration. Then we have 
(19) K (x) = ~e-xf<vol Joo e-n [<ll(r)- <ll(re i 2 11)] dr. 
p 0 
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Here we use (18) and apply Watson's lemma (Copson, 1935, p. 218) to 
obtain the desired asymptotic expansion 
(20) K (x)=e-xf<vo) [M:t b 2n+lx-n-~['(n+~)+O(x-M-~)]. p n= 0 
The coefficients in (18) are obtained by Cauchy's theorem 
the l as t integral being taken around a small closed contour encircling 
v = v 0 once in the positive direction. 
Since [g(v)- g(v0)]-n-~ has a pole of order 2n + 1 at v = v 0 we ma y 
represent (v- v
0
) 2n+l [g(v) -g(v
0
)]-n-l!; as a Taylor series. We then have 
(v -vo)2n+1 [g(v) -g(vo)]-n-l!; = ~ A ~nl(v-vo)l 
l = 0 
with 
(22) A <nl = _1_{~ (v- v )2n+1 [g(v)- g(v )rn-l!i} 
l l ! dv l o o 
v= v
0 
On the o ther hand, Cauchy's theorem gives 
taken around a closed contour encircling v = v 0 • A comparison between 
(21) and (23) gives for the coefficients .in (20), 
(24) b2n+1 = ~'2A<2:l = 2(2~)! {:v2:n (v- vo)2n+1 [g(v)- g(vo)rn-~ }= v 
We thus obtain the asymptotic expansion 
0 
p, X> 0, 
where 
a =2X-m(l+p2/x2)\{+Xmb 
m 2m+ 1 
The first few coefficients in (25) are 
1 5 2 2 1 a=--+- (1+x / p )-
1 8 24 ' 
(26) a
0 
= 1, 
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A similar expansion derived by the method of the stationary phase 
was given by ]. Bijl (1937, P• 23). He gives the following result valid 
for p 2 x ~ 2 l. 
(27) IK (x)-2-~(p 2 +x 2)-~exp[-(p 2 + x 2)~+psinh- 1 (p/x)] p 
M -1 
x L 2" d 2,.f'(m+~)(p 2 +x 2)-~" /(2m)! j 
n=O 
,S; Cw-2M(p 2 +x 2)-~ exp(-(p 2 +x 2)X+p sinh-1 (p/x)), 
where w = px-X or (p 2 + x 2 )~ p-113 according asp ,S; x~ or > x)(. 
For the coefficients in (27) there exists the recurrence relation 
with d 0 = 1, d 1 = d 2 = 0. Here ( m--11) is interpreted as zero and 
the sum is formed over all l for which m - l is odd and 0 .s; l .s; m- 3. 
From (28) it follows that 
( ) d ( 2 2) ){ 2 ( 2 2 ~ 29 O = 1, d 2 = 0, d 4 = - p + X , d 6 = 10 p - p + X ) , 
d 8 = 56 p 
2 + 35(p 2 + x 2)- (p 2 + x 2 ) ){ and 
d !O =- 2100 p 2 (p 2 +X 2 ) + 246 p 2 + 210 (p 2 +X 2)- (p 2 +X 2 ) ~ , 
The corresponding expansions for J (x) and H (I 1 (x) are obtained in a 
p p 
similar manner from Sommerfeld's expressions shown in 7,3 (20) and 
7 .3(23) by the method of steepest descents(compare Dehye, 1909;Watson, 
1944, P• 235; Weyrich, 1937, p. 49). (For a discussion of the paths of 
steepest descents for various cases see Emde, 1937, 1939, and Emde 
and Riihle, 1934.) Different cases are to be distinguished according as p 
is larger, less or in the neighborhood of x. They are listed in formulas 
7,13 ( 11) to 7, 13 (16). Formulas for the upper hound of the remainder of 
the expansions 7.13 ( ll) and 7,13 (14) respective ly, and recurrence rela-
tions for the coefficients have been given by 1\·leijer (1933, p. 108), and 
VanVeen (1927, p. 27), respectively. 
Recently (compare Schobe, 1948) two different asymptotic expansions 
for the second Hankel function have been derived from the contour integral 
of 7.3 (25), The terms of Schohe's series are not elementary fun ctions 
as in Debye 's series shown in 7.13 (ll) and 7. 13 (13) hut involve th e 
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second Hankel function of the orders l./3 and -2/ 3 . The first tenn is just 
Nicholson's formula 7,13 (27) and Watson's formula 7, 3 (34) respectively, 
7 .4.3. Transitional regions 
The asymptotic expansions 7 .13 (11), 7,13 (13)and 7,13 (lS)forH 111 (x), p 
valid in case x > p, x < p and x nearly equal to p respectively, do not 
cover all possibilities since the restriction x - p = 0 (x 113) has to be 
imposed in the last case, In the transitional region, that is when p/x is 
nearly equal to 1 while jx - pj is large, other formulas have to be used, 
These have been given by Nicholson (Watson, 1944, p. 248); Watson 
(1944, P• 249); Schobe (1948); Tricomi (1949). 
Nicholson's formulas for integer order n 'of the Bessel function of the 
first kind are 
(30) Jn(x) -77-1 3-1/6 C.;/x)l/3 Kl/3(,;), 
(31) J"(x)- 3-2/3(ljx)113 [JI/3(,;) + J _l /3(,;)], 
according as x < n or x > n and 
2 ( )-l{ (32) ,; = 3 ; \x - n \-312 , 
[For the Y n (x) see 7, 13 (24) and 7 .13 (26) .] These formulas were derived 
by means of the principle of the stationary phase (Watson, 1944, p . 229), 
For this purpose we start with the integral representation 7,3 (2) 
(33) 77 Jn (x) = J: cos (n¢- x sin¢) d¢. 
The phase is stationary where d/ d¢ (n¢ - x sin¢) = 0 or cos ¢= n/ x. 
Since n is supposed to be nearly equal to x, ¢ is small, and in the neigh-
borhood of the stationary point we may replace sin¢ by¢- ¢ 3/6 , Thus 
77 Jn (x ) - fo7T cos [x¢ 3/6- (x- n)¢] d¢ 
- Joo cos [x¢ 3/6 - (x- n) ¢ ] d¢. 
0 
This is Airy's integral 7 . 3(39)and 7 , 3 (40) respectively, according as 
x < n or x > n and the desired results (30), (31) are established, 
This method of deriving Nicholson's formula is a questionable one; 
moreover the range of va lidity and the order of magnitude of the error 
cannot be de termined. [A rigorous theory of th e method of the stationary 
phase has been given by van der Corput (1934, 1936). This method was 
applied by J, Bij l (1937) to derive as }'IT ptotic expansions for the Dessel 
fun ctions,] 
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WATSON'S FORMULAS 
A more precise form of Nicholson's formula was given by Watson 
(1944, p. 250) 
(34) e i-rr/6 H{2l(x) = 3-X we -ip( .. -w 3/3 - tan -1w) 
p 
x 111)~l(pw 3/3) + O(p - 1). 
Here the order p is not restricted to be an integer, and we have 
(35) w = (x 2/ p 2 - l) X, 
where arg w = 0 for x > p and arg w = ~ rr for x < p. The corresponding 
formu las for J (x) and Y (x) are listed in formulas 7. 13 (28) to 7.13 (31). 
· P P 1 - x ( ) X In case x is nearly equal to p, w can be replaced by (~ p) x- p 
[arg (x - p ) X = 0 or ~ rr for x > p or x < p respectively], and Nicholson's 
formulas (30), (31) are obtained. 
From his asymptotic expansion, Schobe (1948) derives the result (see 
end of sec. 7.3 . 2), ~ t ) 113 ( 9 )_312 (36) e i -rr/6 H (2 l (x) = 3 -1/s - - + _P_ 
P x 10 lO x 
[ ( 
9 P )-x] x H(2) e - + 113 10 lOx + 0 (p-s/2), 
2 t= S (~x)-X (x-p)312, 
and arg (x - p) 312 equal to 0 or 3rr/2 according as x '> p or x .< p. 
Another formula was given by Tricomi (1949). The results are 
(37) rr JP [p + (p/6) 113 t] = (6/p) 113 A 1 (t) 
- l/(lOp) [3t 2 A; (t) + 2t A 1 (t)] + O(p- 513), 
(38) rr Y P [p + (p/6) 113 t] = (6/p) 113 A 2 (t) 
+ 1/(lOp) [3t 2 A~ (t) + 2t A 2 (t)] + O(p - 513) . 
Here, .1 1 (t) and A 2 (t) denote the fun ctions 
(39) A 1 (t) = rr/3 (t/3) X I J _113 [2 (t/3) 
312] + J, 13 [2(t/3) 
312 ]1, 
(40) A 
2 
(t) = rr/3 tx I J _113 [2(t/3)
312]- J 113 (2(t/3)
312Jl 
[see Airy's integral 7 . 3 (40)] 
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7 .4 .4 . Uniform asymptotic expansions 
DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION METHODS 
The asymptotic formulas discussed so far have been obtained from 
integral representations for th e I3essel functions mostly from Sommerfeld's 
formulas (see 7. 3. 5). Another approach uses the differe ntial equation 
as its s ta rting point. 
For the following we restrict ourselves to positive real values of both 
order p and argument x and transform the Bessel equation of 7. 2 (1) by 
the s ubstitution x = pe Y. The re s ulting equation is 
(4 1) w" (y) + p 2 (e 2Y- l) w (y) = 0. 
The asymptotic behavior of solutions of differential equations of the form 
(42) w"(y) +[p 2 <1> 2 (y) - K(y)] w(y)=0 
in which p is a large parameter, has been investiga ted by several authors 
(Horn, 1899; Schlesinger, 1907; I3irkhoff, 1908; Blumenthal, 1912; Jeffreys, 
1925; J ordan, 1930). The basic principle is that approximately identical 
differential equations will have approximately identical solutions. In the 
work of earlier a uthors the comparison equation has a constant <1>, and 
therefore , all these methods fail in a region in which <I> (y) has a zero. In 
the case of the Bessel equa tion this failure occurs in the neighborhood of 
y = 0 or x = p . 
L a nger (1931, 1932, 1934) used a comparison equation in which <I> (y) 
is essentially a suitable power of y and was thus able to cope with zeros 
(of a ny order) of <1> 2 (y). The solution of Langer's comparison equation 
may be expressed in terms of Bessel functions of order l /3 . The appli-
cation of L anger 's results to (28) l eads to the following asymptotic 
formula which is valid uniformly in 0 < x < oo (Langer, 193 1, pp. 60-61). 
(43) ei7TI6 lJ <2l(x )= w-Yi(w -tan - 1 w ) Yi 
p 
x H : ~; (pw - p tan - 1 w) + 0 (p - 413 ) w = (x 2 / p 2 - l)Yi. 
For x > p, ar,g w and arg (w - tan - 1 w) a re equal to zero; for x < p, arg w 
is equal to ~ rr, and arg (w - tan - 1 w) is equal to 3 rr/ 2. [The results for 
J P (x) a nd Y P (x ) a re listed in formulas 7.13 (32) to 7 .13 (35).] For a com-
parison between numerical values of J (x) and those obtained by Langer's p 
formula (43) see Fock (1934), a nd for an extension of (43) to c omplex p 
and x , see Langer (1932). 
In case of s ufficien tly small w (x nearly equal to p) w - tan - 1 w may 
be replaced by w 3 /3 a nd Watson's formula (34) is obtained. 
The method of the "approximately identica l" d ifferential equations 
was a lso used by Cherry (1949, P• 12 1), to obtain uniform asymptotic 
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expansions for the Bessel functions, The differential equation for 
yl{ J [a(l-y2)l{] 
p 
where 
(45) u = tanh- 1 y - y. 
Neary= 0, the coefficient of win (44) can be developed in the form 
5 
- p2 + - u-2+ (a2- p2 -1/35) (3 u)-2/3 + p (u213) 
36 
where P stands for a power series. Thus (44) is close to 
d
2
W ( 5 ) (46) - 2- + W - p 2 + - u - 2 = 0. du 36 
But according to formulas 7.2(62) and 7.2(63) a solution of (46) is 
(4 7) W = (pu) y, K 113 (pu), 
and if (44) is written as 
d
2
w E 2 5 2 ) (48) -- + w - p + - u-
du 2 36 
= wf(u) 
with 
(49) f(u) = ~ u-2- (y-2- l) c~ y-4 - 2_ y-2 + a2- p 2) 
36 4 4 , 
31 
then, starting with the expression (47) in place of won the right-hand side 
of (48), we find the solution of (48) by an iterative procedure using the 
method of the variation of parameters. Further results may be found in 
Cherry (1949, 1950). 
7 . 5. Related functions 
There are certain polynomials and functions which are ei th er similar, 
or in some ways analogous, to Bessel functions or which occur in inves-
tigations connected with Bessel functions. These polynomials and func-
tions are thoroughly discussed in Watson's book (1944, Chapters 9 and 10), 
Here we shall give only a very brief account of th e basic properties of 
some of these functions. For more detailed information the reader 1nay 
refer to Watson's hook. 
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7.5.1. Neumann's and related polynomials 
Neumann's polynomials 0 n (z) are defined by the equation 
(1) (z - ~r 1 = ~ f J <e> o (z) 
n=O n n n 
f 0 =1, fn=2 if n_::::1, \t"\<\z\, 
and are of importance in the theory of the expansion of an arbitrary 
analytic function f (z) as a series of the form 
f(z) = ~ a J (z ). 
n= 0 n n 
In order to obtain an expli cit expression for 0 n (z) we start with the 
identity 
(2) (z -t")-1 = z- 1 J"" e-x ex.; /z dx Re t"/z < l. 
0 
In 7.2(25) we put a.= 1, replace z by t", t- t- 1 by 2x/z, and obtain 
This we substitute in (2), remark that term by term integration may be 
justified if lt"/z\ < 1 and compare the results with (l). Thus we obtain 
Neumann's integral representation 
0 
iS 
= ~ j
0
ooe l[t + (t 2 + l)~]" + [t- (t 2 + 1)~]-n l e -ztdt, 
where n > 0 and !o + arg zl < % rr. 
To exhibit the polynomial nature of On (z), we substitute 
[(t 2 +1)~ ±t]"= 
2
F
1
(-%n, ~n; ~; -t 2) 
± nt 2 F1 (~ +%n, %-%n; 3/2; -t 2 ) 
in (3) and integrate term by term with the result that 
(4) 0 2n(z) = ~n ! 
.n =o 
(n+m-1)1 
-----· (~z)-2 .. -1, 
(n- m) ! 
n 
(5) 02n+1 (z) = %(n + %) l (n + m)! (I )-z .. -z (n- m) ! Yzz ' 
m=O 
or, after some algebra 
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-:;_ l{ n 
(6) 0 (z) = !i ~ n(n- m- l) ! (%z) 2 " -n- 1j m 
n m.=O 
In particular we have 
(7) 0
0
(z).=z-1, 0 1(z)=z-2 , 0 2 (z)=z- 1 +4z- 3 • 
Evidently 0 n (z) is a polynomial in z - 1 of degree n + l. From (6) we have 
the following inequality 
n > l. 
Hence, and from 7. 3 (4) it follows that the series 
~ a J (0 0 (z) 
n==O n n n 
.Is absolutely convergent whenever the series ~ an(~/ z) n is absolutely 
convergent. 
From the definition we have the relations 
(9) O~{z)=-0 1 (z), 
(10) 20~(z)=On_ 1 (z)-On+ 1 (z) n ~ l, 
(11) (n- l) on+1 (z) + (n + l) 0 n-1 (z)- 2t- 1 (n2 - l) on (z) 
(12) nzO 1(z)-(n 2 -l)O (z)=(n-l) zO' (z)+n(sin%nTT) 2 , n- n n 
(13) nzO +1 (z)-(n 2 -l)O (z)=-(n+l)zO'(z)+n(sin %nTT) 2 • n n n 
From these relations it follows that 0 n (z) satisfies the differential 
equation 
d2 v (14) z 2 --+3z 
dz 2 
dv 
+ (z 2 + l - n 2) v = z (cos % n TT) 2 
dz 
+ n (sin %n TT) 2 • 
If C denotes any simple closed con tour around the origin, then from 
(6) a nd 7.2 (2) it follows that 
( 15) j 0 (z) 0 (z) dz = 0 m = n and m f n, 
C "' n 
(16) fc J .. (z) 0 n (z) dz = 0 rn f n, 
(17) _[ J (z)O (z)dz=TTi m ~ l. c .. .. 
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For some purposes SchHifli 's polynomial, 
~ ~n 
(18) S
0 
(z) = 0, S (z)= ~ (n-m-l)!(~z)-n+z"/m! 
n a=O 
n '.2 l, 
may conveniently be used (Watson, 1944, Sections 9.3 -9.34). It is con-
nected with :Neumann's polynomial by the relation 
(19) n S (z) = 2z 0 (z)- 2(cos ~n rr) 2 • 
n n 
The polynomials 11 n (z) defined by the expansion 
(20) (z 2 - e)-l = ~ ( [J (z}f .n (z) 
n=O n n n 
1~1 <Iii, 
have also been investigated by Neumann. (cf. Watson, 1944, Sections 
9.4 and 9.41). 
Both of Neumann's polynomials have been generalized by 'Gegenbauer 
(Watson, 1944, ·sections 9.2, 9.5). The defining expansions are 
(21) C'/(z- t) = n~ 0 A n,v(z) Jv+n (~) 1~1 < lz.l , 
{22) ~!I+J.i./(z-~) = n~O Bn;j.J.,II(z) JJ.i.+~n(~) Jv+~n(~). 
7.5.2. Lommel's po]ynomials 
Through repeated application ofthe recurrence relation, see 7. 2 (56), it 
follows that J v+.t may he expressed in the form 
(23) J
11
+.. (z) = J
11
(z) R ,,
11
(z)- J
11
_ 1 (z) R ,- 1 ,v+ 1 (z), 
where R is a polynomial of degree min z- 1 ; it is called Lommel's 
... v 
polynomial. Similarly we have 
(24) (-l)"J_ 11_m(z)=J_)z)Rm,)z)+J_ 11 _ 1(z)R,._ 1, 11 +1 (z). 
From (23), (24), and 7.11 (33) we find that 
(25) R (z) = ~ 7T z (sin vrr)- 1 [J + (z) J +I (z) 
m,v 11 m -v 
+ (-1)" J-v-,. (z) Jv-1 (z)]. 
Using the power series of 7. 2 (48) for the product of two Bess e l func-
tions we find from (25) after some reductions 
~~ .. 
l (-1) .. (m- n) 'r (v + m- n) (26) R (z) = . (~z)-..+zn 
" •
11 
n=O n!(m-2n)!r(v+n) 
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r(v+m) 
= r(v) (~z) -" 2 F3 (~ - ~m,- ~m; v, - m, 1-v-m;-z 2 ), 
Hence we can find that 
(27) R.,v(z) = (-1)" R,.,-v- m +1 (z), 
Since the 13essel functions of the second kind satisfy the same 
recurrence relations 7,2 (56), we obtain a relation analogous to (25) 
(28) Yv+. (z) = Y)z) R .. , )z) - Yv_ 1 (z) R,. _ 1 , v+ 1 (z) , 
Hence, from (25) and 7 ,ll (36) we have 
(29) R,. ,)z) = - ~ 17Z [Yvh (z) Jv_ 1 (z) - Jv+m (z) Yv_ 1 (z)], 
Let n be an integer, m = 2n and v = ~n in (25), Using (26) and 7 ,ll (5) 
we obtain 
n 
= 2(17z)- 1 l 
a=o 
(2z) 2• -zn (2n- 2m)! (2 n- m)! 
m ! (n - m)! (n - m) ! 
The recurrence and differentiation formulas satisfied by R,. v may be 
obtained from (25). For these formulas and also for the proof of Hurwitz's 
limit 
(31) l im 
" ... 00 
[(~z.)•+vR +1 (z)/r(v+m+1)]=J (z) .-,v v 
see Watson (1944, sections 9,63, 9 , 65), For other results see Mcdonald 
(1926). 
7.5 .3. Anger- Weber functions 
Anger's function J v (z) a nd Weber's function Ev (z) are defined by 
integrals of the Bessel type 
(32) .J (z)±iE (z)=17- 1 F'e±i(v<J> -z sin<f>)d¢. 
v v 0 
Hence, from 7 , 3 (9) and 7 , 3 ( 10), respectively, follow the expressions 
(33) J (z)= J (z) + 17-1 sin(v17) Joo e -z sinht-vtdt 
v v 0 
= J (z) + 17-1 sin (VTT) Joo e -zv [ v+O + v 2)~]-v(l+v 2f~dv 
v 
0 Re z > 0, 
(34) E (z)=-Y (z)-17- 1 Joo(evt+e - vtCOSV17)e-zsinhtdt 
v v 0 
=- Y (z)- 17-1 Joo e - zv l[v+(l + v2)Y,]v 
v 0 
+cos v17 [v + (1 + v 2)~]-v l(1 + v 2 )-~ dv Re z > 0. 
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From (33) is it evident that 
(35) J n (z) = J n (z) n = 0, ± 1, ± 2, .... 
The expansion of the integrand of (32) in powers of z and term by 
terrr. integ~:ation by the aid of 1.5 (29) lead to 
oo (-l)n (Xz)2n 
· (36) J )z) = cos (Yz vrr) l 
n=o i(n+l+Xv)r(n+l-Xv) 
00 (-l) n (X z)2n +1 
+ sin (Yz vrr) l 
r (n + 3/2 + }2 v) T (n + 3/2- X v) ' 
n==o 
00 
~ (-l)n(Xz)2n 
(37) E)z) = sin(~vrr) L,. 
n=o r (n + 1 + X v) r (n + 1 - Yz v) 
~ (-l)n (Yzz)2n+1 
- cos (Yz vrr) 1.. . 
n= 0 i(n + 3/2 + Yzv) r (n + 3/2 - Yz v) 
CONNECTIONS BETWEEN THE ANGER AND THE WEBER FUNCTIONS AND 
RECURRENCE RELATIONS 
From (33) and (34) we have 
(38) sin (vrr) J 
11 
(z) = cos (v7T) E 
11 
(z) - E_
11 
(z ), 
(39) sin (v7T) E)z) = J_
11
(z)- cos (v7T) J
11
(z). 
If we differentiate (32), we obtain 
2 [ J 1 (z) + i E 1 (z )] = 77-1 J7T \e i [ (v-1 )¢- z sin¢]_ e i [(v+1 )¢- zsin¢] l d¢ 
v v 0 
and he:~ce using (32) again 
(40) 2J~(z)=J11_ 1 (z)-J11 + 1 (z), 
(41) 2E~(z)=E11_ 1 (z)-E 11+ 1 (z). 
In a similar manner, from (32),we derive 
(42) J
11
_ 1 (z) + J 11+1 (z) = 2vz- 1 J)z)- 2(rrz)- 1 sin (v7T), 
(43) E
11
_ 1 (z) + E 11+1 (z) = 2vz - 1 E 11(z)- 2(rrz)-1 (l- cos vrr). 
From (33) and 7.2 (l) we find that 
J:(z) + z- 1 J~(z) + (l- v 2 z-2) J
11
(z) 
= "-t z- 2 sin(vrr)lco_:!_ [(- z cosh t + v) e-z sinh t-vt] dt, 
0 dt 
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and thus it is evident that 
(44) Jv"(z) + z- 1 J'(z) + (1- v 2 z- 2) J (z) = 11- 1 z-2 (z- v) sin(v77). 
lJ lJ 
From (44) and (39) we find that 
(45) E"(z) + z- 1 E' (z) + 0- v 2 z- 2) .E (z) 
lJ lJ lJ 
= - 11- 1 z- 2 [z + v + (z - v) cos (v77)] 
ASYMPTOTIC EXPANSIONS 
The asymptotic expansion of Jv(z) and Ev(z) for large z and fixed v 
may easily be obtained by Watson's lemma. We substitute 
(46) [v +0+v 2)~]v(1+v 2)-~ = 2 F 1 (~+~v, ~-~v; ~;-v 2) 
+ vv 2 F1 (l + ~ v, 1- ~ v; 3/2;- v 2 ) 
in (33) and (34) respectively, use 2.1 (2), 1.1 (5), and obtain 
M- I 
(47) J (z) = J (z) + (77z)- 1 sin(v77) [ I (-1)" 2 2" (~ + ~v) (~-~v) z-2" 
11 v n= 0 n n 
+ v O(Jz J-2M-I)], 
(48) E (z) =- Y (z)- (77z)- 1 (1 +cos v77) 
lJ lJ 
+ O(JzJ-2M-t)]. 
For th e asymptotic expansion of Jv(z) and Y v(z) in (47) and (48) 
respectively see 7.13 (3) and 7.13 (4). 
The case of large Jvl and JzJ is discussed in Watson (1944, p. 316). 
7 .5.4. 'Struve's flDlctions 
Struve's function is defined by a representation similar to Poisson's 
integral 7.3 (3) 
(49) I r(v+~)H (z)= 277-~ (~z)V J O-t 2)v-~ sin(zt)dt 
v 0 
~ J~7T 2 
= 277- (~z)v sin (z cos¢) (sin¢) v d¢ 
0 Rev>-~. 
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From this expression it may be shown (Watson, 1944, p. 337) that H
11
(x) 
is positive when x is positive and v '~ ~. 
If (49) is transformed into a loop integral, the restriction on v may be 
removed and we have 
(50) H (z)=-irr- 312 r(~-v)(~z) 11 J(T+)(t 2 -l) 11-X sin(zt)dt 
ll 0 
v .;, L/2, 3./2, 5/2, •••• 
A further representation follows from 7. 2 (12) 
(51) 
(3 - ~ rr < arg ~ < (3 + Yz rr; - ~ 1T- f3 < arg z < ~ 1T- (3. 
(For other integral representations cf. Meijer, 1935 a, p. 628, 744; 1939; 
l940, P• 198, 366; Nielsen, 1904, P• 234). 
The modified "Struve function is 
(52) L (z)=-ie-iJ.iv7TH (ze iJ.i7T) 
v v 
Hence we have from (49) 
(53) L (z) r<v + Yz) = 2rr- J.i (~ z)11 JJ.i7Tsinh (z cos¢) (sin ¢) 211 d¢ 
v 0 
Rev>-~. 
From (51) we have 
x > 0, Rev<~. 
A representation of H 
11 
(z) as a senes of ascending powers of z is 
obtained from (49) by expanding sin (z cos ¢) in powers of z 
(55) H)z) = ~ (-l)" (Yzz)v+znt+l/[r(m + 3/2) r(v + m + 3/2)] 
m=O 
Hence it is evident that (Yz z) -v H )z) is an entire function of v and z. 
Furthermore we have 
(56) H (ze im 11) = e i7T(v+ 0 " H (z) 
v v m = 1, 2, 3, •••• 
From (52) we obtain 
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From (55) we easily obtain the differentiation formulas 
d (58) dz[z 11 H)z)] = z 11 H
11
_ 1 (z), 
d (59) ~[z-11 H)z)] = 2-11 77-l{/r(v + 3/2)- z-11 H
11
+
1 
(z). 
39 
Carrying out the differentiation on the left-hand sides of (58) and (59) and 
comparing the results we find that 
(60) H
11
_ 1 (z) + H 11+ 1 (z) = 2 vz _, H)z) + 11 -){ (Yz z) 11/r (v + 3/2), 
(61) H
11
_ 1 (z)- Hv+l (z) = 2 H~(z)- 11-l{ (Yz z) 11/r (v + 3/2). 
From (58) and (59) it follows that the Struve function satisfies the 
differential equation 
(62) z 2 H~(z) + z H~(z) + (z 2 - v 2) H)z) = 11-l{ (Yzz) 11- 1/r(v + Yz), 
ASYMPTOTIC REPRESENTATIONS 
]n (51) we put z = l, expand (l + t 2 e-2 ) 11-% into a series of ascending 
powers of t, integrate term by term and 'obtain for large e and fixed v 
M -1 (63) H
11
(e) = Y 
11
(e) + 11 _, I [r (m + Yz) (Yz e)-2 • +v-I !r<v + Yz- m)] 
11=0 
+ 0 <Jelv-2M-') Jarg .fl < tr, 
For the asymptotic expansion of Y )e) see 7,13 (4). Furthermore it may 
be proved that if v is real and e > 0, the remainder after M terms is of the 
same sign as, and numerically less than, the first neglected term, pro-
vided M + Yz- v ~ 0. 
For the case of large Jvl and lei see Watson (1944, P• 333). 
If v = n + Yz (n = 0, 1, 2, ••• ')'then (l + t 2 e- 2 ) 11-% in (51) is a poly-
nomial, and we have 
m=O 
Y n+% <e) is given by 7 ,ll (2). Furthermore from (51) and (54) we obtain 
(65) H_(n+l{)(z)=(-l)nJn+l{(z); L_(n+%)(z)=1n+%(z) 
For n = 0 we obtain from (64) 
Hl{(z) = <Yz 11Zr% n- cos z). 
n = 0, l, 2, •••• 
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When n is a positive integer we may deduce from (37) and (55) (Watson, 
1944, p. 337) 
<~n 
(66) B (z)=77- 1 L r(m+~)(~z)n- 2"- 1 fr(n+~-m)-.E (z), 
n •=O n 
<~n 
(67) H (z) = (-1)"+ 1 77- 1 L r(n- m- ~) (~z)-"+2" +1/r(m+3/2) 
-n '"'= 0 
For further results concerning Struve functions see Baudoux{l946). 
7 .5.5. Lommel's functions 
We consider the inhomogeneous Bessel differential equation 
2 d2w dw 2 2 +1 (68) z --+ z --+ (z - v) w = zJ.L 
dz 2 dz 
p., v be.ing unrestricted constants. A solution of (68) is . 
(69) 
oo (- 1),. zJ.L+1 +211 
s (z) = ~ 
J.L,V • .ff o [(p. + 1)2- v2] [(p. + 3)2- v2] • • • [(t.t +2m+ 1)2- v2) 
= zJ.L-1 ~ (-1)" (~z)2 .. +2r(~p.- ~ ·v+ ~)r(~p. + ~ v + ~) 
.,41, 0 r (~ 1L- ~v + m + 3/2) r (~ p. + ~ v + m + 3/2) 
zJ.L+1 
- (p. - )/ + 1) (p. + )/ + 1) 
x 1 F 2 (l; ~p.- ~v+3/2; ~p.+ ~v+3/2; -~z 2), 
The solution (69) becomes nugatory when one of the numbers p. ±vis an 
odd integer. 
If the differential equation (68) is integrated by the method ofvariation 
of parameters and if that solution is determined which is approximately 
[(p.- v + 1) (p. + v + l)r1 zJ.L+1 for small z, one finds 
(70) s J.L, 11(z) = ~ rr(sin v77) - 1 [ J )z) f0 • zJ.L J _)z) dz -J_11(z) .( zJ.L J)z) dz] 
• • 
= ~ 77 [Y
11
(z) J zJ.L J (z) dz- J (z) l zJ.L Y (z) dz], 
0 1/ 1/ 0 1/ 
The two expressions in (70) for s 11 are identical when v is not an j.L, 
integer. When v is an integer, the former expression is not defined, but 
the latter is still valid. 
Another particular integral of (68) is 
(71) s J.L• )z) = s J.L, 1/(z) + [2J.1.- 1 r (~ p.-~ v+ ~) r (~ p.+~ v+~)/ s.in (J.177)] 
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x. lcos [%(11- v) 11] J_11 (z)- cos [%(/1 + v) 11] J 11 (z)l 
= s (z) + 2Jk- 1 r Oiz 11 -% v + Yz) r (% 11 +% v + %) J.L,II 
xlsin[%(f1-v) 77] J)z)-cos [%(11-v) 11] Y)z)l. 
41 
When either of the numbers /1 ± v is an odd positive integer, S may he J.L,II 
represented by the following terminating series in descending powers of z 
(cf. Watson, 1944, p. 347): 
(72) S (z)=zJ.L- 1 11-[(f1-1) 2 -v2]z-2 J.L,II 
+ [(/1- 1)2- v2] [(f1- 3)2- v2] z-4- • • • l. 
In case 11 + v or 11- vis an odd negative integer, s in undefined, J.L,II 
hutS (z) approaches a limit (Watson, 1944, p. 348). J.L,II 
RECURRENCE RELATIONS 
From the definitions we have 
(73) s +2 (z)=zJ.L+ 1 -[(f1+1)
2
-v2]s 11 (z), j.J. ,v p.,, 
(74) s' (z) + (v/z) s 11 (z) = (f1 + v- 1) s _ 1 11 _1 (z), jJ..,V j..J.., J.L t 
(75) s ~. 11 (z)- (v/ z) s J.L, )z) = (J.L- v- 1) s J.L-I ,II+ I (z), 
(76) (2.v/z) s J.L,)z) = (f1 + v- 1) s J.L-I ,v-I (z)- (/1- v- 1) s J.L-I ,II+ I (z), 
(77) 2s L)z) = (/1 + v -1) s J.L-I ,v-I (z) + (/1- v- 1) s J.L-I ,v+l (z). 
From (71) it follows that the same relations are valid if in (73) to (77) 
s J.L, v (z) is replaced by S J.L• v (z). 
SPECIAL CASES OF LOMMEL 'S FUNCTIONS 
Several of the functions associated with Bessel functions can he 
expressed in terms of Lommel's functions. 
(78) 02n(z) = z- 1 sl ,2n(z), 02n+l(z)= (2n+ 1~ z- 1 s0,2n+l (z), 
(79) S2n(z)=4nS_,, 2n(z), S2n+ 1 (z)=250 , 2n+ 1 (z), 
(80) A 2n , )z) = 21/ z v-I r(v + n) (v + 2n) s I -II,V+2n (z)/n!' 
(81) A 2n+l ,)z) = 2v+l zv-l r(v + n + 1) (v + 2n + 1) S-v,v+2n+l (z) / n 1, 
(82) J (z)=sin(vrr)s 0 (z)/77-vsin~V7T)s 1 v(z), v , ll • 
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(83) E (z)=-(l+cosvrr)s0 (z)/rr-v(l-cosvrr)s_ 1 . ,(z)/rr, v ,v • v 
(84) H (z)= 2 1 -vrr-~ s (z)/r(v+ ~) 
v v.v 
= Y (z)+ 2 1 -vrr-~ S (z)/r(v+ ~). 
v v,v 
where the notations introduced in sec. 7.5 have been used. 
Young's function ( 1912) is 
(85) C)t) = "'~ 
0 
(-l)• z v+2"/r(v +2m+ l) = z ~ s v-312 , 112 (z )/r (v-1). 
ASYMPTOTIC EXPANSION 
The series (72)diverges in general, but it can be shown (Watson, 1944, 
P• 351) to be an asymptotic expansion of S J.L, v (z) when lz I is large and 
largzl < rr. 
INTEGRAL REPRESENTATIONS 
The integral representation 
(86) s (z)= 21-L(~z)~(T+v+J.L>r(~+ ~11 - ~v) 
j.L,J.I 
X ~ ~ 71 J ~(I +p.-v )(z sin e) (sin e)~ (I +v-).L )(cos mv+J.L de 
Re (v + 11 + l) > 0 
may be verified by expansion in ascending powers of z. For further 
integral representations see formulas 7.12 (48) to 7.12 (52) and Szymanski 
(1935); Meijer (1935a, 1938, 1939a, 1940, PP• 198,366). 
Lommel has also investigated functions of two variables defined as 
(87) U (w, z)= ~ (-l)" (w/z)v+2"' J +
2 
(z), 
71 •= 0 ll Rl 
(88) V v (w, z) = cos(~ w + ~ z 2 /w + ~ vrr) + U -v+2 (w, z ). 
For the theory of these see Watson (1944, sections 16.5 to 16.59); see 
also Shastri (1938). 
7 .5.6. Some other notations and related functions 
In Nielsen's Handbuch der Theorie der Zylinderfunlctionen, some 
notations (for a list of those see Nielsen's book, P• 406) different from 
those introduced in sec. 7.5 are used. These notations are 
zv(z)=H (z}, l{IIJ(z)=J (z), QV(z)=-E (z), 
J.l J.l J.l 
rrv•P(z) = 2 2 -p cos[~ rr (v- p)] s p -I , ~.~<z )/[r (~ p- ~ v)r(~ p+ ~ v)]. 
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Furthermore the following functions are investigated there: 
fF(z)= Y:;[J)z)+ J_,.,(z)], X11(z)= Y:;[J)z)- J_,.,(z)], 
7T<ll 11 (z) = i 11 ]
0
11 
e izcm¢ cos(v¢) d¢, 
7T A 11(z) = i 1 - v ] 11 e iz cos¢ sin (v¢ ) d¢. 
0 
The last two functions are generalizations of Hansen's integral see 
7.12 (2) for the Bessel coefficients. [See also formulas 7.12 (40) to 
7.12 (45).] 
7 .6. Addition theorems 
There are two types of expansions of Bessel functions which are 
known as addition theorems. Roughly speaking, Gegenbauer's type is 
connected with the theory of spherical wave functions (in 2 v + 2 dimen-
sions), while Graf's type is more nearly related to the theory of cylindri-
cal waves. This d escription is not quite accurate, and the two types 
coincide when v = O. As a matter of fact these two types are developed 
as two different generalizations of Neumann's addition theorem for ~. 
7 .6.1. Gegenbauer's addition theorem 
Gegenbauer's addition theorem will be established for the modified 
Bessel function of the third kind, K 
11 
(z ). We put 
(1) w = (z 2 + Z 2 - 2zZ cos¢)l{ = [(Z- ze-itP) (Z - ze 'i>)]l{ 
and assume at first that z, Z, ¢, are real and 0 < z < Z. With z = land 
a= win 7 .12(23) we have 
(2) 
If v f, 0, we use Sonine 's expansion 7.10 (5) 
exp[t- 1 zZ cos¢] 
=[2t/ (zZ)] 11 r(v) ~ (v+n)C~(cos¢)111+n(zZ/t), 
n= 0 
substitute in (2), and integrate term by term using here 7. 7 (37) in the 
process. Thus we obtain the addition theorem (for the c:: see sec. 3.15), 
(3) 
v f, 0,- l,- 2, ... ' z < z. 
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If we make v tend to zero, we obtain,using 3. 15 (14), 
00 
(4) K 0 (w)=I0 (z)K 0 (z)+2 n~l In(z)Kn(Z)cosn¢ z .< z. 
It follows from 7.2(12) and 7.2(13) that the series (3) converges like 
~ C11 (cos ¢) (z/Z)n and therefore from 3.15 (l) that (3) and (4) hold, 
provided that lze± i¢1 < IZI . 
The addition theorems for the other Bessel functions follow from (3) 
by means of 7.2(16), 7.2(17), 7.2(7), and 7.2(8). 'Also see 7.15(28) to 
7.15(32). 
7.6.2. Graf•s addition theorem 
Graf's addition formula 
(5) ( 
Z- ze-i<P) ~ 11 oo 
J (w) ·,p = ~ J + (Z) J (z) e in¢, 
v Z-ze' n-=-oo v n n 
where we have 
lze ±i¢1 <IZI, w = (z 2 + Z 2 - 2 z Z cos ¢) ~ = [(Z - ze-i¢)(Z - ze "i>)] ~ 
may be proved as follows. From 7.3 (5) we obtain 
(2rri) Jv+n (Z) Jn (z) e in¢= /o+) . e ~Z(t-t-tl t-v-l(ei¢ /t)nJ,.(z)dt. 
-oo exp (- 1,8 ) 
From 7.2 (25) we have 
(2rri) ~ J + (Z) J (z) e in¢ 
11 n n 
n=-oo 
(o+) 
= J exp[~Z(t- t- 1)- ~z (te-i¢- t- 1 e i <P)] t-v- I dt. 
- oo exp (- i,B) 
·Now we put (Z - ze -i¢ ) t = wv, (Z ~ ze i¢ )/ t = w/ v and take that va lue 
of the square root (l)which makesw-+ + Z when z-+ 0, We then may 
take the contour to start from and end at- oo exp (-i a) where a= arg w. 
Thus we have 
(2rri) ~ 
n=-oo 
J (Z)J (z)ein¢=w-11 (Z-ze-i¢) 11 
v+n n 
x J (o+> exp[~w(v- v- 1)] v -v-l dv. 
- oo exp (- ia) 
Us.ing 7.3 (5) again we obtain (5). 
Formula (5) may be written in a slightly different manner, intro-
ducing a n angle tf; by means of the equations 
Z - z cos ¢ = w cos tf;, z sin ¢ = w sin tj;, 
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so that in case of real¢ and positi-ve z, Z and w, rf; is the angle opposite 
to z in the triangle with the sides z, Z, w. We then have 
(6) e ivl/1 J (w) = 
v 
00 
k 
n=-oo 
Jv+n(Z) J n(z) e in¢ 
lze±i¢ 1 < IZI m case vi= O, ± 1, ±2, •••. 
For the other Bessel functions see formulas 7.15 (33) to 7.15 (36). 
A duplication formula for the Bessel function of the first kind and for 
the modified Hankel function in case the order is half an ·odd integer has 
been derived by Cooke (1930). The results are 
(7) Jm+~(2z) = (-l)"' rry, m!z"+~ 
X f (-lf(2m-2n+ l)Jm-n+Y, (z ) J-( .. -n+~ Fz)/[n!(2m-n+l)!]. 
n= 0 
(8) -~ 1 .,+~ {' (-l)"(2m-2n+lHK,.-n+x(z)]
2 
K +~ (2z) = rr m.z f.. 
" n=O n!(2m-n+l)! 
For other similar formulas see Cooke (1930 ). 
7. 7. Integral formulas 
7.7 .1. Indefinite integrals 
From formulas 7.2 (52) and 7. 2 (53), respectively, we have 
(l) 
(2) 
J zv+t J (z)dz = zv+t J (z} v v+l ' 
J z-v+t J)z) dz = -z-v +l Jv-1 (z}. 
From sec. 7.2(57) we obtain 
., -I 
(3) J Jv(z) dz = 2 n; o Jv+2n+l (z) + J Jv+2" (z) dz m = 1, 2, 3, ••• • 
Equations 7. 2 (4) to 7.2 (6) show that (l) to (3) are valid for Y v (z) and 
H'l)(z), H'2 l(z). For similar formulas see 7.14(1) to 7.14(13). 
v v 
7. 7.2. Finite integrals 
Many definite integrals involving Bessel functions are of the con-
volution type 
F * G(t)= rF(v)G(t-v)dv 
0 
and may be evaluated by means of the convolution formula of the Laplace 
transform (Doetsch, 1937, p. 161; Widder, 1941, P• 84). According to 
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this method if 
and 
g(s) = L lGl, then f(s) g(s) = LlF * Gl. 
The formula is valid for example if L lFl and L lGI are absolutely con-
vergent. 
•As an example we shall prove Sonine's second integral in this 
manner. With 
F (a, t) = a-J.Lt'I.J.L J (at'!.) 
J.L J.L 
we have from (24) for Re J1 > - l 
fJ.L(a,s)=LlFJ.L(o., tH=2-J.Ls_J.L_ 1 exp(-~a 2 s- 1 ) 
'Now we have 
f J.L(a, s) f.,({3, s) = 2fJ.L+v+ 1 [(a 2 + {3 2)'1., s] 
and this leads to Sonine's integral 
f r'I.J.LJ (ar'l.) (t- r)'l.v J [{3(t- r)'l.] dr 
0 J.L v 
Re v > - l, Re J1 > - l. 
Putting t = 1 and substituting r =(sin e) 2 we obtain 
J 'I.1T . +1 +1 (4) 
0 
JJ.L(a sin fJ) Jv(f3 cos fJ) (sin fJ)J.L (cos fJ)"' dfJ 
= aJ.L {3"' (a2 + {32)-'1. cv+J.L+1 l J [(a2 + {32)'1.] V+J.L+1 
Rev ·>-1, Re11>-l. 
A limiting case of (4) may be mentioned separately. If we divide 
both sides of (4) by {3"' and let f3-> 0, we obtain Sonine's first integral 
(5) Jo'I.7T JJ.L(a sin fJ) (sin (J)J.L+1 (cos e)zp+ 1 d(J 
= 2P r(p + l) a-p- 1 Jp+J.L+ 1 (a) Re p >- l, Re f.1. >- l. 
Other formulas of the convolution type are 
(6) t Jo rJ.LJ/r) (t- r)"' J)t- r) dr 
= (2rr) -'I. ·r (v + ~)r (f.1. + ~) t v+J.L+'I. J v+J.L+'I. (t)/r (.v + f.1. + l) 
Re f.1. •>- ~. Re v > - ~. 
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(see Hardy, 1921, P• 169) and 
(7) J'r-!.{ J
2 
(ar!.{Ht-r)-!.{cos[,B(t-r)!.{]dr 
0 v 
Rev > -~, 
which may be written as 
. !.{ 7T I (8) J J2 [2(z() !.{ sine] cos [(z- ()cos e]de = ~ TT J (z") J (() 
0 v v v 
Rev > -~. 
Formulas (6) and (7) result from the convolution theorem in connection 
with (17) and (23), (25) respectively. 
An integral formula involving Struve's function, corresponding to 
Sonine's first integral (5), is 
(9) J!-{7TH (z sin eHsin e)~+, (cos 6) 2 P+1 de 
0 ~ 
= [' (p + 1) 2 P z - p-t Hp +~+ l (z) Rep> -1, Rep. > -3/2, 
and may be established as follows, We expand the Struve function under 
the integral sign according to 7, 5 (55) and integrate term by term using 
1.5 (19). 
In many cases the representations 7,2 (4 7) to 7, 2 (49) of a product of 
two Bessel functions as a power series may be used for the evaluation 
of integrals involving Bessel functions, For instance we have from 7,2 (2) 
and 1,5(19) 
!.{7T J J (2z sin O)(sin e)V (cos e) 2 v de 
0 v 
=..!:_ ~ (-l)"' zv+2"'1(v+m+ ~)1(v+~) 
2 ~ 0 m!f'(v+m+l)1(2v+m+l) 
and by 7,2 (49) this lea ds to the result 
!.{7T (lO) J J (2z sine)(sine)v(cose) 2 vde 
0 v 
= ~z-v TTl{ f'(v+~) [J)z)] 2 
Similarly we prove Neumann's formula 
Rev > -~. 
(ll) Jo!-{7T Jv+~(2z cosO) cos[(p.-v)e]d8= ~TT Jv(z) J~(z) 
Re(v+ p.) > -l 
in the proof of which we use formulas 7, 2 (2 ), 1. 5 ( 19) and 7. 2 (49), 
A generalization of Neumann's formula 
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(12) rr(2azP-L(2{3z)-VJ (az)J ({3z) I.L v 
=I~ 7T e i8 (!J.-v ><cos e)v+!J. <A.z )-v-!J. J <A.z) de 
- ~7T v+!J. 
Re(v+ J.L) > -1, ,\ = [2cos Cl(a 2 e i8 + {3 2 e -iB)]~ 
may be proved as follows. We expand the Bessel function under the 
integral sign according to 7.2 (2) and obtain 
rr(az·)-!i. (f3 z )-v J J.L(az) J)f3z) 
= .f (-1)" 2-• z 2'" 
... = 0 m! f' (m + v + J.L + 1) 
x f ~71 ei8(J.L-vl(cose)•+v+J.L(a 2 ei8+{3 2 e-i8)" d(;l. 
-~7T 
But the integral is expressible as a hypergeometric function 2F 1 [also 
compare 2.4(11)] and by 7.2(47)the truth of (12) is obvious. [For a 
related representation see 7. 14 (60).] 
Another class of integral formulas may be derived from the addition 
theorem in sections 7 .6 and 7 .15. From 7. 15 (31) we have 
( 13) 11 [Jn (z )]2 = J
0
71 J 0 (2 z sin¢) cos (2 n ¢ ) d¢ n = 0, 1, 2, ••• , 
or, more generally, if Z v denotes any Bessel function of the first, sec-
ond, or third kind, we obtain from formulas 7 .15 (28), 7.15 (29), and 
3.15 (17) 
(14) f 77 w-vz (w)Cv(cos¢)(sin¢)2vd¢ 
0 v • 
=2 rrf'(m+2v)(2 zy)-vz + (y )J+ (z.)/ [m ! f'(v)] 
v It v • 
w = (z 2 +y 2-2zycos¢)\ Rev > - ~, m=0,1,2, •••• 
For other formulas of a similar type see formulas 7.14 (14) to 7.14 (23) 
and Watson (1944, P• 373); Copson (1932); Rutgers (1941); B. N. Bose 
(1948); MacRobert (1947, P • 383). 
7.7 .3. Infinite integrals with exponential fmctions 
The formula 
(15) 2 v +I.La -I.L{3 -vyA.+!J.+v r(v+ 1) J"" J (at·)J ({3t)e-yt t A.-t dt 
0 I.L v 
= I f' (,\ + 11 + v + 2m) 
., = 0 m ! f' (11 + m + 1) 
x 2F, (-m, -11-m ; v+ 1; {32 a- 2) (-~a2 y-2)• 
Re(A+Il +v) -> 0, Re(y±ia ± i{3) > 0 
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may be proved by replacing the Bessel function product by its power 
series expansion 7, 2 (4 7), then integra ting term by term, and also using 
1,1 (5), In some special cases the right-hand side of (15) reduces to 
simpler expressions, lf,for example, we put A+ v = p and let f3 tend to 
zero, we obtain Hankel's integral 
(16) (2 y/ a)J.L yP f' (fL + 1) 100 e - -y t J (at) t P- 1 dt 
0 J1. 
= f' (ll + p) 2 F, (X P + X ll• X P + X ll + X; fL + 1; -a 2 y -z) 
= f'(fL + p) (1 + a2 y-2)-~J.L-~ P 
x 2F, [Xp+XJL, X+XfL-Xp;fL+1; a 2/(a 2 + y 2 )] 
Re(p + fL) > 0, Re (y ± i a) > 0, 
The second expression (16) is derived from the first one using the trans-
formation fommla of 2.10(6) for the hypergeometric function. 
From th e second formula in (16) we see that if p = fL + 1 
(17) J"" e-'YtJ (at) tJi.dt = 1T~ (2a)~" f'(fL +X) (y 2 + a 2)-~ ·-J1. 
0 J1. 
Re(2fL+ 1) > 0, Re(y ±ia)> O. 
If in (16) p = 1, we obtain from 2,8(4) 
(18) Joo e-YtJ (at) dt = a-J.L(y 2 + a2)-~ [(y 2 + a2) ~ - y]J.L 
0 J1. 
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Re fL > -1, Re (y ± i a)> 0, 
Furthermore from the second expression in (16) with y = 0, using 
2,1 (14) we have 
(19) Joo J (at) tp- 1 dt = 2P- 1 a-p f'(X fL + Xp)/f'(l + XJL- Xp) 
0 J1. 
-Re fL < Re p < 3/2, a > 0. 
In the same manner a number of similar integral formulas containing 
tre square of the integration variable in the exponential function may be 
established, For example the relation 
(20) 2v+J1.+1 a -J1. {3 -v yv+J1.+ A. f' (v+ 1) Joo J (at) J ({3t) e --y 2t 2 t A.- 1 dt 
0 J1. v 
=I f' (m + X v + X ll + X A.) m! f' (m + fL + l) 
X 2F1 (-m, -JL- m; v+ 1; {32 a-2)(-~ a2y-2)m 
Re(fL+v + A.) > O, Rey 2 > 0 
may be derived using the expression of 7,2 (4 7) and integrating term by 
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tenn. We shall now investigate some special cases m which (20) re-
duces to simpler expressions. 
Let {3 = a; then we obtain using 2,1 (14) 
00 2 2 ,>, (21) J J (at) J (at) e-'Y t t -I dt 
0 J.L v r (X A + l/ II + X v) 
=2-v-J.L-Iy-v-"k-J.LaV+J.L 2 /2,- 2 
r<jl·+ l) r(v + l) 
X 3 F 3 (Xv+Xp.+ X, Xv+ Xi!+ l, Xv+Xjl+ X>..; p.+ l, v+ l, p.+ v+ l; -a
2y - 2 ) 
Re(v+A.+it)>O, Rey 2 '>0. 
Let {3 tend to zero in (20), Then the expression on the right-hand 
side of (20) reduces to a confluent hypergeometric function, and we 
obtain with 'v + A= p 
J 00 2 2 (22) r(p. + l) J (at) e -y t tp-l dt 0 J.L 
= Xy-Pr(Xp. + Xp) (X a/y)J.L 
1 
F 1 (Xil + Xp; il + l;- ~ a 2 ·y-2 ) 
= X y -p r (X il +X p) (X a/y)J.L exp (- ~a 2 'Y - 2 ) 
X 1 F1 (Xp.- Xp + l; p. + l; ~ a 2 ·y- 2 ) 
Re y 2 ·> 0, Re (p. + p) '> O. 
Furthermore we have 
(23) J·oo J ( ) -y2t2 d X JS -1 ( 2-3 2 -2)'1 (2-3 2 -2) 
0 
J.L at e t = 2 TT ·y exp - a y lSJ.L a y 
Re y 2 1> 0, Re p. '>- l, 
00 2 2 (24) J J (at) e-y t tJ.L+I dt = a1L(2,y2)_J.L_ 1 exp(-~a 2 y-2) 
0 J.L 
Reit'>-1, Rey 2 >0, 
00 2 2 (25) j
0 
J)at) J~.~(f3t) e-y t tdt 
= X·y -2 exp [- ~-y -2 (a 2 + {3 2)] Iv (X a{3y -2) 
Re ·v '> - l, R e y 2 > 0. 
Formulas (23) and (24) originate from (22), and (25) from (20). 
A formula similar to (16) 
(26) r(X + p.) "-JS (2{3)-v(a + {3)v+J.L foo e-atK ({3t) tiL- 1 dt 
0 v 
= r (il + v) r (il- ·v) 2 Fl [v + p., •V +%; p. +X; (a- {3)/(a + {3)] 
= (2a)-zv-2Jl.(a + {3)zv+ 2J.Lr(p. + vH'(il- v) 
x 2 F 1 (v+jL,p.; 2.v+2i!; l-f3 2/a2 ) 
Re(il ±v)'>O, Re(a+f3) 1>0 
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may be proved by inserting here 7.3 (15) for K)f3t), interchanging the 
order of integration, and then using 2.12 (5). From (26) and 2.8 (4 7) for 
a= 0 we have 
(27) ro K ({3t)tJ.L-I dt= 2J.L-2 {3-J.Lf'(Jr2!l + %v)f'(%1l- %v) 
0 v 
Re(ll ± v) > 0, Re {3 > 0. 
Furthermore from (23) and 7.2(13) we obtain 
(28) ]
00
K (at)e-y 2t 2 dt=~77~ y- 1 sec(%!l77)exp(2-3 a 2/ y2 ) 
0 J.L 
x K~)2-3 a 2/y 2) -1 < Re ll < l. 
Furthermore one may consult Shabde (1935); Mohan (1942, P• 171); Sinha 
(1942). 
7.7 .4. The discontinuous integral of Weber and Schafheitlin 
We shall now investigate the integral Joo J (at) J (bt) t-p dt in which 
0 ).L v 
a, b, are positive real. It turns out that even when the integral converges 
for all positive a and b, its analytic expression is different, according as 
a is smaller, equal to, or larger than b. The results are 
(29) 2P bJ.L-p+l f' (ll+ 1) f' (% +% v+% p-% ll) 
x j 00 J (at)J (bt)t-Pdt=aJ.Lf'(%+%v+%/l-%p) 
0 J.L v 
x 2F,(%+%v+%!l-%p, %+%!l-%v- %p; !l+1; a
2 / b 2 ) 
Re (v + ll- A+ 1) > 0, Re p > -1, 0 <a < b, 
with a corresponding expression for 0 < b < a [interchange a and b in 
(29)] and 
(30) Joo J (at) J (at) t-Pdt 
0 J.L v 
2f'(%+%v- %1l+%p) f'( %+%v+ %!l+ %p) f'(% + %1l-%v+%p) 
Re(v+!l + 1) > Rep > O, a > O. 
The proof of these results follows. We use (12) with a= a, {3 = b, z =tin 
the integrand of (29), interchange the order of integration, evaluate the 
integral with respect to t by (19), and obtain 
Joo J (at) J (bt) t-Pdt 
0 J.L v 
= 77-1 aJ.Lbv2 ~v+~J.L-~p-~ f'(%v+ %/l- %p+%) 
I, (% ll + % v + % p + %) 
J ~7T iB(J.L-v)l e) ~ {v+J.L+p-1) X e ~OS -~71 
x (a 2 e iB + b 2 e - iB)~(p-v-J.L-I}de. 
But the integrand on the right-hand side is expressible as a hypergeo-
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metric function 2F1 , compare 2,4(11), a nd we immediately obtain the 
expressions (29) and (30) according as b > a or b = a, In some special 
cases the hypergeometric function reduces to a simpler function, For in-
stance the formulas 7,14 (28) to 7,14 (31) are derived from (29) and (30) 
by putting p = v = ~. 
An integral related to the Weber-Schafheitlin integral but with one 
Bessel function replaced by a modified Bessel function of the third kind 
can likewise be expressed in terms of hypergeometric functions, hut it 
has nodiscontinuityat a= b. We obtain 
(31) 2P+1 av-p+1r (v+1)f""K (at)J (f3t)t-Pdt 
0 !1- v 
= (3V r (~ 1/- Y:! p+~ /l+ ~) r (~ V-~p- ~ /l +~) 
X 2F1 (~ v-~p+~ll+~, ~ v- ~ p-~ll+ ~; v+1; -f3 2/a2) 
Re (a ± i {3) > 0, Re (v- p + 1 ± ll) > 0, 
by expanding Jv(f3t) in a power series of 7, 2 (2) and integrating term by 
term using (27). Further integrals of a similar type are given in formulas 
7.14 (35) to 7.14 (39). Here formulas 7.14 (35) and 7.14 (36) a re conse-
quences of (31). The other formulas were given by Dixon and Ferrar(1930). 
7.7 .5. Sonine and Gegenbauer's integrals and generalizations 
Discontinuous integrals of a more general type than (29) to (30) have 
been investigated by Sonine and Gegenbauer. The integral 
(32) f""J (bt)J [a(t 2 +z 2)~](t 2 +z 2)-~ v tJ1.+ 1 dt 
0 J1. v 
= 0 a < b, Re v > Re ll > -1, 
= bJLa-v z 1 +J1.-v(a2- b2)~ v-~Jl.-~ J [z (a 2- b 2)~] 
v-Jl.-1 
a > b, Re v > Re ll > -1, 
may be established by replacing the second Bessel function under the 
integral sign by using 7.3 (6), interchanging the order of integration, and 
using (24) and again 7.3 (6), 
Generalizations of (32) have been given by Bailey ( 1935 a), and by 
Gupta (1943). For instance according to Bailey, we have 
oo • -Y,v (33) J J (bt)t 1-L+ 1 II J [a (t 2 +z 2)~](t 2 +z 2) 2 0 dt=0 
0 f.J. n= 1 11 n n n n 
b > a 1 + a 2 + ••• +am, Re(v 1 + ••• + v., + ~m - ~) > Re ll > -1, 
(34) f"" J (bt)t Jl.- 1 
0 J1. 
m -v 
= 21L-1 b-~Lr(ll) II z n J (z a ) 
n= 1 n 11 n n n 
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Another generalization of (32) is due to Sonine. T o obtain this le t us 
consider for a positive integer m and Re a > 0 the integral 
J. z p -1 J [b (z 2 + '2) X] (z 2 + '2)- X ~ (z 2 - a 2 )-'" -1 H <11 (az) dz 
c ~ v ' 
where C is a contour consisting of the upper semicircle lz I = R and its 
diameter, with an indentation at z = O. When R approaches oo, and the 
indentation shrinks to a point, the con~ribution of the circ ular arcs in C 
vanishes if a~ b , Re (±v) < Re p <(2m + 4) + Re IL• Expanding the inte-
grand in ascending powers of (z 2-a2) we f ind that the residue at the pole 
z 2 = a 2 is 
2-"-
1 
( d )" 
-- -- lap- 2 J [b (a2 + ' 2)% ] (a 2 + , 2)-% ~ H 111 (aa)l. 
ml ada ~ v 
From Cauchy's residue theorem and 7,2(16) we find tha t 
(35) loo t p-1 J [b (t 2 + ,2)%) (t2 + ,2)-X~ (t2- a 2)-" -1 
0 ~ 
x [H (1 l(at) +, e irr (p- v) H 12l(at)] dt 
v . v 
=:!..!:_ 2 - " -- laP-ZJ [b(a 2 +, 2) % ](a 2 + , 2 ) -X~H 111(aa)l . (d) '" 
m! ada ~ v 
a?_b , Re( ±v) < Rep <2m+4+ Rep., Re(ia) < O, m=0,1,2, .... 
Similar formulas a nd special cases are listed in 7 .14 (46) to 7,14 (59). 
7. 7 .6. Macdonald's and Nicholson's formulas 
Representa tions of a product of Bessel functions as an infinite in-
tegral have been given by Macdonald and Nichol son. Macdonald's formula 
(36) f00 exp [- ~ t-~t- 1 (z 2 +Z 2)]K (zZ / t)t- 1 dt=2K (z)K (Z) 
0 v v v 
larg z I < TT, largZ I < TT, jarg (z + Z)l < ~ TT 
is an immediate consequence of 
{
2 Jv(x) K)X) 
(37) Joo exp [- ~ t- ~t - 1 (x 2 + X 2)] I (xX/ t) t- 1 dt = 
0 v 
2Kv (x) Iv(X) 
according as X > x or X< x. We prove (37) for positive real x and X and 
obtain (36) for positive z, Z, by 7, 2 (13); the exte nsion t o complex z , Z, 
follows from the th eory of analytic c ontinuation. Putting a = x, {3 = X , 
y 2 = ~ t, in (25) we have 
(38) I)xX/ t) = t exp[(x 2 + X 2)/(2t)] ]
0
00 
Jv(xv) J)Xv) e -Y.tvz v dv . 
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Inserting this into (37) we obtain 
J oo exp[-~t- ~t- 1 (x 2 + X 2 )] I (xX/ t) t- 1 dt 0 v 
= J oo J (xv)J (Xv)vdv Joo e-Y,t(l+v 2 )dt 
0 v v 0 
=2J
00 (l+v 2)- 1 J (xv) J (Xv)vdv 
0 v v 
a nd using 7.14 (57) this proves (37)• 
Nicholson's formulas 
(39) K (z)K (z)=2f
00
K + (2zcosht)cosh[(/l- 'V) t]dt JL V O VJL 
= 2 f
0
00
Kv-JL (2z cosht) cosh [(/l + v)t ] dt 
may be proved as follows. From 7 .12 (21) we have 
7.7.6 
Re z > 0 
K (z)K (z)=~ _[00 Joo e - z(cosht+coshv)cosh(~)cosh(vv)dtdv . 
V J.J. - oo -oo 
Now we make the tra nsformation t + v = 2(, t-v = 2ry, and after some 
reductions we obtain 
K (z)K (z)=~Joo Jooe -2~cosh ~cosh7Jcosh [(!l+v) (] 
lJ f.J., -oo - oo 
x cosh [(/l- v ) T/] d (dry . 
With 7. 12 (21) this proves (39). 
Another formula due to Nicholson is (Watson, 1944, P• 444) 
(40) [J )z )]2 + [Y )z )]2 = 8 rr - z fooo K 
0 
(2 z sinh t) cosh (2vt) dt 
R e z > 0. 
For s imila r formulas, especially integrals for the product of two 
Bessel fun ctions, see Watson (1944, p. 445); Chaundy (1931); Dixon and 
Ferra r (1930, 1933); Meijer (1935, P• 241, 1935 b, 1936, 1936 a , 1940, 
P• 366). For the s um or difference of a product of two Bessel functions, 
see Buchholz (1939, 1947) . 
7.7 .7. Integrals with respect to the order 
A formula due to Ramanujan (Watson, 1944, P• 449) valid for real y 
and a , b > O, Re (v + /l) > l, 
(4 1) Jooa _JL_% J (a) b-vh J (b) eixYdx 
~ JL+% v - % 
= (2 cos ~y) l{(v+JL> (az e -i l{y + b z e i l{y)- l{ (v+JL)e iXy(v-JL) 
xJ 1[2cos~y(a 2 e - iXy+b 2 eiXy)] XJ \y \ < rr, V+JL 
= 0 lrl > rr 
may be proved by applyin11: Fourier's inversion formula to 7 . 7 (12). 
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The cylindrical and the spherical wave function may be expressed, 
respectively, as 
(42) K 0 [(a 2 + b 2 - 2ab cos¢)~] 
=(2/rr) _(° Kix(a)Kix(b) cosh[(rr- ¢)x]dx, 
2 2 y, (43) (a2 + b2- 2ab cos¢)-'!. e-ik(a +b -2ab cos¢) '=-~rr(ab)-y, 
x Jooo xe7Tx H~>(ka) Hi!>(lcb) tanh(rrx) P-Y,+ix (-cos¢) dx 
Im k S 0. 
Equation (42) may be obtained from !\lacdonald's formula 7. 7 (36) and 
(43) from the residue theorem in connection with 7.15 (41); (42f is 
a special case of a formula given by Crum (1940), 
(44) J: K i <t+1J) (a) K i(~ +1J )(b) e (7T-C }7) dry= K i (,f -~/c) e -,fB-I;A, 
where A, B, C, are the angles of the triangle whose sides are of lengths 
a, b, c. 
Another generalization of (42) and (43) is 
(45) w-v K)w) = ~f'(v) (~ab)-v 
x J_: sech(rrx)(v- ~ + ix) Kv-Y,+ix (a) Iv-Y,+ix(b) 
w = (a 2 + b 2 - 2ab cos¢)y, 
(for the definition of C'::y, + ix see sec. 3 .15). For the proof of (45) use 
7.6(3) and the residue theorem. 
Other formulas are 
(46) Joo K . (a) cos (xy) dx = ~ rre -acoshy 
0 u: 
(47) J;' K ix (a) cosh(~ rrx) cos (xy) dx = ~ rr cos (a sinhy), 
(48) J: K ix (a) sinh (~rrx) sin (xy) dx = ~ 1T sin (a sinhy). 
They may be derived from formulas 7.12 (21 ), 7.12 (25), and 7.12 (26) 
respectively. For other results compare Ramanujan (1920, 1927, PP• 
200, 224, 229); Fox (1929); 1\lacRobert (1931, 1937); Crum (1940). 
7 .8. Relations between Bessel and Legendre functions 
The Bessel and the modifie d Bessel functions may be expressed as 
a limiting case of the Legendre functions. In the expressions 3.2 (14) 
and 3 .4(6 )for the Legendre functions we replace z by cosh (z/ v) and x by 
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cos (x/v), respectively, to obtain 
P ;;11- (cosh z/v) I'(fl+ l) 
=[tanh(~ z/v)]J.L 2~ 1- v, l+ v; l+11;- [sinh(~ z/v)]Zl, 
P~f.L(cosx/v) I'(fl+ l) 
= [tan (7fx/v)]J.L 2~ 1-~', l+v; l+f1; [sin(~x/vW !. 
We now let v approach oo and use 7.2(12) and 7,2(3) to obtain 
e~:~ z )1-L 
(1) lim vi-LP-1-L(coshz/v)= ~(f1+l;74z 2)=I (z), 
(2) 
V->00 V f'(fl + l) 0 !L 
lim 
v-> oo 
(y,_x )J.L 
vf.L p-!-L(cosx/v) = ---
v r <11 + 1) 
7 .8 
A similar relation (see Poole, 1934) may he derived from 3,2(41), It is 
(3) lim I Q0[f1/(iz )] e -if.L17/l' (f1)! 
J.L-> 00 
= ie iX V7T(Y:;rrz)y, Jv+X (z), 
Relations analogous to (l) and (2) may he obtained for Legendre 
functions of the second kind either from (1) and 3,3 (4) or from (2) and 
3,4(13), These relations are 
{
lim v-f.Le-if.L7TQ~(coshz/v)= K (z) 
V-+ oo J.1. 
(4) 
lim vf.LQ-J.L(cosx/v)=-~17 Y (x), 
v--+ oo v J.1. 
We now turn to some integral relationships between Bessel and Legendre 
functions, Comparing the hypergeometric series on the right-hand side of 
7,7(26) with 3.2(16) we obtain 
(5) I'(-v- f1) I'(v- f1 + l) P~(z) 
=(~rr)-X (z2_l)-XJ.L Jooo e-tz Kv+Y,(t) t-f.L-Y, dt 
Re z > -1 1 Re (v- f1 + l) > 0, Re (v + p;) < 0 
and similarly from 7,7(16) and 3.2(41) 
(6) 
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Applying Whipple's formulas 3.3 (13) and 3.3 (14) to (5) and (6), respec-
tively, we obtain four further integra l representations 
(7) r(v-JL+1)Q~(z)=eij../.77 (z 2 -l)- !4v-!4 
2 )- ~ 
X Joo e -tz(z - 1 K (t) t v dt 
0 JJ-
Re (v ± 11) > -1, 
(8) ['(-v-JL)P ~(z ) = (z 2 -1)~v f000 e -t z(z 2 -l) -~ I_)t)tvdt 
Re (v + 11) < 0, 
00 ( 2 )-~ 
r(v+ 11 + 1) p - JJ-(z ) = (z 2 -l)-~v-~ J e -tz z - 1 I (t) tv dt 
v 0 JJ-
(9) 
Re (v + 11) > -1, 
(10) r(v + 11 + 1) p-JJ-(cos 8) = l oo e -teas e J (t sin 8) tv dt 
v 0 JJ-
Re (v + 11) > -1, 0 :s 8 < ~ TT. 
Equation (9) follows from(8) by means of 3 ,3 (l) and (10) follows from (9) 
by means of 3, 4 ( l). 
A simple example of a representation of Bessel's functions of the 
first kind by means of a n integral involving Legendre fun ctions is Gegen-
bauer's generalization of Poisson's integral, 
(ll) 2v 1T!4 f' (v+~) ['(n+2v) i n Z -v J + (z)/[n! ['(2v)] 
v n 
= J 77 e izcos¢ C"' (cos ¢ H s in ¢ ) 2"' dcf> 
0 n 
Re v > - ~ . n = 0, l, 2, ••• , 
This can be derived from Sonine 's formula 7 .10(5). We rep lace y by 
cos ¢ , multiply both sides by c:;(cos¢) (sin ¢) 2"', integrate te rm by term 
with respect to ¢ , and use 3 ,15 (17), 
A simil ar formula 
(12) (2TT/z)l4 in(sincf>)v- !4 C~(cos cf> )Jv+n(z) 
= j
0
rr e iz cosB cas¢ Jv - '1, (z s in 8 sin cf>) C ~(cos 8) (sin (J)v+l4 d(J 
Rev > - Yz , larg zl < TT, n = 0, 1, 2, •••. 
may be derived from th e add ition theorem 7, 15 (17). For further formulas 
of these types see Meijer (1934, 1938); MacRobert (1936, 1940); Bailey 
(1935 a) . 
Finally we mention Whittaker's loop integra l which is re lated to 
Hankel's integral 7 . 3 (8) . It is 
(13) TT3/2J,(z)=(Yzz ) 'IZe - !4 i 7T (v+!4 )JH .: t+l eiztQv-!4(t)dt 
oo e t 
- ~ TT + 8 < a rg z < ~ TT + 8, 181 < Yz TT. 
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To pmve this formula we assume that the contour lies entirely outside 
the circle It I = l; then we expand Q v-~ (t) in descending powers of t 
according to 3.2 (5) and proceed as in sec. 7 .3. From (13) we obtain a 
corresponding expression for the second Hankel function 
(14) 77 312 H( 2J{z) cos(v77)= (~z)~ e~(v+~)i7T J(-l+,l+) eiztp (t)dt 
v oo e- iS v-~ 
-~17 + 8 < argz < ~17 + 8, 181 < ~77, 
where we have used 7.2 (6) and 3.3 (8). 
An expansion of Legendre's function P 
21 
(cos e) in a series of Bessel 
functions, 
(15) P )cos e)= (e/sin e)~ ~ a (e) (v+ ~)-m J [(v+ ~)e) 
m =·0 m m 
has been given by Szego (1933). The am (e) are elementary functions, 
regular in 0 s Re e < TT. In particular' a 0 = l, a I = 2-3 (ctn e - e-l ), etc. 
(15) is uniformly convergent in 0 s e s eo- (where ( > 0 and 
eo= 2(2!1,- l) TT = (0.828 ... )77. 
This formula may be derived as follows. In 7.10 (15) we puts = l, z = e, 
r
2 
= l - t 2/ e 2 , and v = -72 to obtain 
2cost=0~rr)X ~ 2 1-"(e 2 -t 2)" e-m+XJ .. -y,(e)/m!, 
ll =-0 
and hence 
2(cost-cose)=(~77)X ~ (G 2 -t 2 )'" 2 1 -" e~-~~~ J.,-~(e)/m!. 
m=l 
If we use this expansion in ~'!ehler's integral 3. 7 (27), integrate term by 
term, and use 7.3 (3) we obtain (15). 
In the paper by Szego· already referred to, similar expansions are 
given for P 
21
(cosh ~), Q
21
(cos6l)and Q)cosh ()on pages450,449,and 
448, respectively. 
7 .9. Zeros of Bessel functions 
A detailed discussion of this subject is contained in Chapter XV of 
Watson's book. Some further results h ave been obtained since the orig-
inal publication of Watson's book in 1922 and are not included in the 
1944 edition. Here we shall discuss briefly the more important results. 
GENERAL RESULTS 
From general theorems on differential equations Once, 1944, Chap. X) 
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follow the statements: 
a) Any zero of any solution ,of 7,2(1) or 7,2(11) is a simple zero, 
the only possible exception being the origin. 
b) The real zeros of two real linearly independent solutions of 
7.2 (l) separate o.ne another. Here a real solution is defined by 
a J)x) + b Y11 (x) with real a, b, v, and positive real x. 
BESSEL FUNCTIONS OF THE FIRST KIND 
For the special case of the function J
11
(z) the following theorems may 
be proved, 
The zeros of J
11
(z) and J~ (z) for real v are symmetrical with respect 
to the axes of coordinates. 
For real v, J 11 (z) has an infinite number of real zeros (Watson, 1944, 
P• 478; Wilson, 1939). 
If Y 11 , 1 , Yv, 2 • • • are the positive zeros of J v (x) arranged m ascending 
order of magnitude, then 
v > - 1, 
(Watson, 1944, p. 4 79). 
When v > -1 a nd A, B, C, D, are real numbers such that AD- BC f. 0, 
then the positive zeros of AJ (x) + BxJ' (x) and CJ (x) + DxJ' (x) 
v v v v 
separate one a nother and no function of this type can have a repeated 
zero other than x = 0 (Watson, 1944, p. 480). 
V.'hen A and B are real and v > -1, then the function 
A Jv(x) + BzJ~ (z) 
h a s only real zeros except that it has two purely imaginary zeros when 
AlB+ v < 0 (Watson, 194.4, p. 482). For an asymptotic formula for these 
positive zeros see ~loore (1920). 
For v > 1 the function J - v (z) has an infinity of real zeros and also 
2 [ v] conjugate complex zeros, among them two pure imaginary zeros when 
[v]is an odd integer (Hurwitz's theorerr,), (For different proofs see Watson, 
1944, p. 483; Obreschkoff, 1929; Po1ya, 1929; Falkenberg, 1932; Hille 
Szego, 1943)• 
A generalization of Hurwitz's theorem due to Hilb (1922) states that 
the principal branch of the function 
A J)z) + B J_
11
(z), (A, B, real, B f. 0, v > 0) 
has [v] complex zeros with a positive re a l part in case [v] is even; when 
[v] is odd there exist [v]- 1 or [v] + 1 complex zeros with a positive real 
part according as (A/B)< 0. 
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The number of zeros of z - v J)z) between the imaginary axis and the 
line on which 
Re z = mrr + (~ Re ·V + !t.;) TT 
is equal tom for sufficiently large m, and all the zeros of J (z) lie in-
v 
side a strip lim zl <A where A is bounded when vis bounded. 
Let y, , y ' and y" be the smallest positive zeros of J (x ), J' (x) and 
v 11 v v v J~ (x) respectively; then we have (Watson, 1944, p. 485) 
[v(v+ 2)]){ < Yv< [2(.v+ l) (v+ 3)]X, 
[v(v+ 2)]){ < ,y' .< [2v(v + l)]Yz, 
1.1 
when ·V •> 0, and 
[v(v - l)]l{ < ·y" < (v 2 - l) l{ 
1.1 
when v > l. For better bounds and for results on the following zeros see 
Mayr (1935). 
The formula 
·Yv= ·v+ 1,855, 757v 113 + 103,315v-113 +0(v- 1) 
and similar formulas for other zeros of the Bessel fun ctions of the first 
and second kind have been given by Tr.icomi (1948).1Forfurtherinformation 
about the zeros of Jv (x) and J~ (x) see Bickl~ y(1943);Bickley and Miller, 
( l945);Gatteschi (1950); Olver ( 1950), 
It has been proved by Siegel ( 1929) that J v (z) is not an algebraic 
number when v .is rati onal and z is an algebrai c number other than zero. 
This theorem proves Bourget's conjecture that Jv(z) and Jv+m (z) 
(m= 1, 2, 3, ,, ,) have no common zeros other than zero (Watson, 1944, p. 
484). 
Investigations about the zeros v n of Jv (z) regarded as a function of 
.v, with fixed z have been carried out by Coulomb( 1936). They show that 
for positive real values of z , the vn are real and simple and asymptotically 
near to negative .integers (cf. a lso Gray and Mathews, 1922, p. 88). 
The graph of J v (x) for fixed •V > - l and variable x 'L 0 resembles the 
graph o f a damped oscillation. 'The successive a reas of "half-waves" 
above and below the axis, form a decreasing sequence (Cooke, 1937). 
The factorization theorem for e ntire functions (Copson, 1935, p. 158) 
l eads to th e representation of z -v J v (z) as an infinite product (\'\atson , 
1944, p. 497). We consider those zeros of z - v J v (z) for a fixed .v .f - l, 
- 2,- 3, ... , which lie in the half-plane Re z > 0 (those are symmetrical 
to the real axis) and arrange them according to non-decreasing real parts 
(in case there exist zeros on the imaginary axis only those with a posi-
tive imaginary part are considere d). This sequence is denoted by y 1, , n 
(n = 1, 2, 3, , , , ). Then we have 
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(l) 
A s imilar expansion is (Buchholz, 1947), 
(2) 2r(v)()!.;z ) 1- 11 J '(z) = ll [1-z 2(y' )- 2], 
V n = 1 v, n 
H ere the ·y ' is a sequence formed of the zeros of z 1 - 11 J' (z) in the 
V , n V 
same manner as the sequence y was formed of the zeros of z -~~ J (z ). v,n v 
Fonning th e logarithmic d erivative of (1) and us ing 7.2(51)we obta in 
(3) J +1 (z)/J (z)=-2z ~ (z 2 - ·y 2 )- 1• V V n= 1 v, n 
Hence the following power series valid for lzl <·y
11 
may be derived 
(4) ~Jv+l (z)/ J ( z) = ~ 52 z2n-1 
v n=t n,v 
where 
(5) 5 = ~ - 2 ! 
2!' II m = I •Y II' " 
and in particular (Nielsen, 1904 , p. 360) 
(6) 5 2 = T 2/ (.v + 1), 5 4 = 2-4/[(v + 1) 2 (v + 2)], ,v ,v 
For further similar expansions and re lations see sec. 7 .15; Fors yth (1921); 
Buchholz (194 7). 
BESSEL FUNCTIONS OF THE SECOND KIND 
The oldest result on zeros of Bessel functions of the second kind is a 
theorem by Schafheitlin (Wa tson, 1944, p. 482) accordin g to which the 
principal bran ch of Y0 (z) has no zeros with a positive real part other than 
real zeros. This result has been extended by Hilb (1922). Wh en [v] is 
even, than Y 
11 
(z ) has [v] complex zeros in la rg z I ::;~ 17, ~hen [v] is odd, 
th en Y (z)has [v]- 1 or [v] + 1 c omplex zeros in the same range, accord-
. II ,;::: 
.mg as cos ~v17) ·~ 0, Thus Y 2n (z) andY 2n+l (z) (n = 0, 1, 2, .,. ,) have 2n 
complex zeros in I arg z I . .:::; ~ 17. 
Yn (z ) (nan integer) has compl ex zeros in th e left-half-plane on all 
branches and in th e right-half-plane on a ll branches but the princ.ipa l 
branch. Furthermore Yv(z ) has po s itive real zeros only if vis ra tional but 
not an inte ge r. In the latte r case Y )z) has positive real zeros on th e 
principal branch and other rea l zeros only if ·V is rational but not an in-
teger. In the l a tter case Yv(z) has rea l ze ros onl y on the branch for which 
2mv in 7,ll(4l)is a n integer, (Hillmann, 1949). 
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For the zeros of linear combinations of J
11
(z) andY 
11
(z) see Watson, 
(1944, Chap. XV);Hilb(l922);llillmann(l949). For a theorem similar to 
Bourget's hypothesis see Banerjee (1936), 
For a combination of products of the Bessel functions of the first and 
second kind we have the theorem (Gray-Mathews, 1922, p. 82): If v is real 
and a and b are positive, then 
J)ax) Y 
11
(bx) - J
11
(bx) Y )ax) 
is a single-valued even function of x, whose zeros are a ll real and simple 
(see a lso Jahnke-Emde, 1945, p. 204; for similar combinations Carslaw 
and Jaeger, 1940; Kline, 1948). 
BESSEL FUNCTIONS OF THE THIRD KIND 
Investigations about the zeros on the principal branch of the first and 
second Hankel functions for real non-negative v have been carried out by 
Falkenberg and Bilb (1916), and Falkenberg (1932). The results are': H;1 >(z), v ~ 0, is fre e of zeros in 0 .:S arg z .::; rr. The zeros, for · V '~ 0, of 
H~1 lin -rr .< arg z .< 0 and those of H ~2 l in 0 < arg z < rr lie symmetrically 
with respect to the imaginary axis . 
There are no pure imaginary zeros except when v = (2k - l) + ~· 
(k = 1, 2, 3, , , , , ) in wh ich case there is one such zero. 
The total number of the zeros of H ' 1l, (2l (z) on the principal branch is 
ll 
equal to 
0 if 0 s; v .< 3/2, 
21c-l if •V=(2lc-l)+~, 
2k if (2k- l) + ~ < v .< 2k + Y2 k = 1, 2, 3, •••• 
A theorem a nalogous to Bourget 's hypothesis states that H~1),(2l(x)and 
H ' 1+l, ' 21 (x) have no common zeros when ·v is real ·> -land m = 1, 2, 3, , , , , 
ll " -(Banerjee, 1935 ), 
MODIFIED BESSEL FUNCTIONS OF THE THIRD KIND 
For v;::: 0, K
11 
(z) has no zeros for which \arg z'\ <5:. ~ rr. The number of 
zeros in \arg z \ .< rr is the even integer nearest to ·V - ~ unless v - 7~ is 
an integer, in which case the number is v- ~ (Watson, 1944, p . 511). 
'When v + l is positive real, a nd m a positive integer, K 
11 
(z) and 
K v+m (z) have no common zero. 
If f(z) and g (z) a re given analytic functions without common zeros 
such that g(z)/f(z) is meromorphic, and Re[g(z)/f(z)] ~ 0 for Re z ~ 0, 
then the function 
F(z) =f(z) K' (z) - g (z) K (z) 
ll ll 
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has no zeros in the right-half of the complex plane (Erdelyi and Kermack, 
1945). 
The zeros of Kv (z) and I)az) K)bz)- K)az) Iv(bz) regarded as a 
function of ·V are all purely imaginary, and these functions have an infi-
nite number of zeros (Gray-Mathews, 1922, p. 88); corr:pare also Polya , 
(l926)and Bruijn (1950). The function G (z) corresponding to equation (iii) 
in Polya's pap er is 2K iz (A.). 
7.10. Series and integral representations of arbitrary functions 
7.10.1. Neumann series 
A Neumann series is a series of the type 
(1) ~ a J + (z). 
n= 0 n v n 
By the expansion 7 .2 (2) .it is evident that .its circle of convergence is 
identical with that of the power series 2, a (~ z) v+n; r (v + n + 1). 
n 
The 'Neumann ser.ies expans.ion of a function f (z) which .is given by a 
power series can easil y be obtained. For this purpose we first give the 
Neumann series of a power of z 
(2) (~z)v= ~ lv+2n)r(v+n)J +2 (z)./n!, 
n= 0 v n 
v not a negative integer, whichmaybeverifiedbyinsertingfor Jv+n(z) its 
power seriesl, see 7. 2 (2), and rearranging the right-hand side in powers 
of z. All the coefficients except that of z v v anish. 
Now let 
oo I f (z) = 2, b 1 z • I= o 
If each power of z is replaced by its Ne umann series (2), we obtain 
f(z)= z -v -~ b 1 2l+v ~ (v+l+2m)r(v+l+m)Jv+l+m(z) /m !, l = 0 m= 0 
and hence 
f(z) = z - v ~ a J + (z), 
n= 0 n v n 
where 
(3) a = 2v+n (,v + n) 2, 2-zs r (v + n - s) b n-2s / s ! . 
n s = 0 
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Conversely, the b 1 may be expressed m terms of the an (Nielsen, 1904, 
p. 271) as 
(4) 
s y, l 
b
1
1(v+l+l)=2-Z-v ~ 
.a=O (
·V + l) (-1),. m a Z-2., • 
Some cases in which a simpler expression may be found for the sum m 
(3) are of special interest. For example we take 
f(z) = e izy = ·~ (iy)1 z I;z!. 
l = 0 
Then we have from (3) after some algebra 
an= in yn 2v+n r (v + n + l) 
2 
F
1 
(- Yz n, Yz - Yz n; l- n - v; y - 2},/n ! , 
or, introducing Gegenbauer's polynomial 3.15 (8) we obtain Sonine 's 
formula 
(5) z 11 eiyz=211 1(v) ~ in(v+n)C~(y)Jv+n(z) vf,0,-1,-2, 
n= o 
The expansion of a Bessel function as a Neumann series 
(6) (Yzaz)J.L-v J)az) !(v+ l) 
= ~ 2 F, (-n, 11 + n; •V + l; a 2) r (/1 + n) (/1 + 2n) J J.L+2n (z}/n! 
n= 0 
may easily be established in a similar manner. We expand the left-hand 
side of (6) in a power s e ries of z and use (3). In the same manner we 
obtain the Neumann series of Lommel 's function 7.5 (69), 
+I ~ (/1 + l + 2n) l (/1 + l + n) 
(7) s J.L,V(z) = 21L /~a n! [(2n + l + /1)2 - ·v2] JJ.L+I+2n (z). 
Hence, using 7.5 (82) to 7.5 (84) s im ilar expressions for Anger's, Weber's, 
and Struve's functions may be obtained. For further resuLts compare s ec . 
7.15; Nielsen, 1904, Ch. XX; Watson, 1944, Ch. XVI; Baudoux, 1945, 1946. 
The theory of the expansion of a function f (x) of a r eal variable x in a 
Neumann series is based on the integral formulas [cf. 7.14 (32)] 
Jaoo t-1 Jv+2n+t (t) Jv+2m+t (t) dt ={0 
(4n + 2v + 2)-1 
m=n, v'>-1. 
m f, n, 
Hence, we derive formally the expansion 
(8) f(x) = n~ a (2v + 2 + 4 n) J 11+2n+l (x) J~ t-1 f(t) J11 +2n+l (t) dt 
-' ·>- l. 
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The theory of this expans ion has been given by Wilkins (1948, 1950). 
The special case v = 0 has been formerly investigated by Webb, Kapteyn, 
Bateman (Watson, 1944, p. 533); Korn (1931) and Titchmarsh (1948, 
p. 352). (For the term by term integration of a Neumann series see Hardy, 
1926.) 
A series of the type 
(9) n~O anJJ.L +Y, n(z)Jv+Y,n(z) 
is called a Neumann series of the second kind. If the product of the two 
Dessel functions is replaced by its power series of 7, 2(48) we obtain the 
relation 
a J +u (z) J +u (z) = ~ 
n ).Lnn vnn I=O b z I I 
where 
<X I 
(11) r(v+ 1+~n) r<f.l+ 1+~n)bl= 2-l-v-J.L-~ (-1)"' 
m. = t 
and hence (Nielsen, 1904, P• 292) 
(12) a = 2v+J.L+n (v+ f.l+ n) 
n 
S Xn 
( l+vm+f.l) a 1-z,. 
X '\' 2-zs b L n-2s 
s = 0 
r<v+ 11+n-s )r(v+ 1-s + ~nW <11+1-s + ~n) 
s ! r(v+f.1+n-2s +1) 
provided neither f.l, nor v, nor f.1 + v is a negative integer. Formula (12) 
gives the expansion of a power series in a Neumann series, and it may be 
shown that the Neumann series thus obtained converges uniformly within 
the interior of the circle of convergence of the power series. 
A simple example is the expansion of a power of z . We easily obtain 
from ( 12) I v+p..+2n 
n=o V+f.l+n 
(For further results see Nie lsen, 1904, Chap. XXI; Watson, 1944, P• 525; 
and Banerjee, 1939.) For series involving the product of an arbitrary 
number of Bessel functions see Stevenson (1928). 
A modified form of Neumann's series is the series 
( 14) ~ a z n J + (z ). 
n= 0 n v n 
From the loop integral, see 7.3 (5), we immediately obtain the following 
equation 
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With s = 1 and r2 = 1 - A. 2 we obtain the multiplication theorem of the 
Bessel function 
(16) J (A.z)=A.v ~ [~z (1-A. 2)]nJ + (z)/n!. 
V n=O V n 
Hence, making A approach 0 we deduce that 
(17) (~z)v=r(v+1) ·~ (~z)nJv+n(z).jn! 
n= 0 
a fa-mula analogous to (2). 
Equation ( 17) is useful for the c onvers.ion of a power senes into a 
series of the type mentioned above. We obtain 
(18) Z~o bzz2l=z-v n~o anznJv+n(z) 
where 
(19) an= 2 2s-n+v b 
s ' 
and hence 
(20) r(v+ n + 1) bn = f (-1)• 2-v-n-s an_.fs1 
s= 0 
(Nielsen, 190't, Ch. XXI), 
7 .10.2. Kapteyn series 
Series of the form 
(21) ~ a J + [(v + n) z] 
n= 0 n V n 
are known as Kapteyn series. From the .inequality (Watson, 1944, p. 270) 
(22) IJa(az)l ~ ( 1 +I si::" I) lzaea(l-z2lX [1 + (1- z 2)X]-a I 
it is evident that (21) converges throughout a domain in which 
(23) !: a [w(z)]n 
n=O n 
is absolutely convergent where 
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2 ~ (24) w(z)=ze<t-z 1 /[l+(l-z 2) ~] . 
The expansion of a power of z in a Kapteyn series 
(25) (~z) 1 = (~z)-"(v+ l) 2 
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X ·~ r (.v + l + n) (v + l + 2n) -v-I-I Jv+ I+ 2J(v+ l + 2n) z]/n! 
n= o 
v not a negative integer, may be verified by replacing each Bessel func-
tion on the right-hand side by its power series 7,2 (2), The series (25) 
converges throughout the region 
(26) jw(z)j < l. 
With (25) we may transform a power series into a Kapteyn series. If 
each power of z in 
(27) f(z) = ~ b z 1 
I= o I 
is replaced by its Kapteyn series (25), we find after some algebra 
(28) f(z) = z-v ~ a J + ['v + n) z], 
n= 0 n v n 
v not a negative integer, where 
'S_ ~ n 
(29) a=~ :k (•v+n-2s) 2 r(v+n-s)(~v+%n) 2•-n-v-t. 
n s= 0 
The series in (29) is absolutely convergent when 
jw(z ) j < l and jw(z)j < jw(p)j 
where p is the radius of convergence of (27), 
A Kapteyn series of the sec.ond kind is a series of the type 
(30) n~ 
0 
an J~v+Y.n [(%.v + %p + n) z] J Y,p+~J(%v + ~P + n) z]. 
It may be shown (Nielsen, 1904, p. 307) that 
(31) (% z)v+p = (v +p) r (l + •ll) r (l + p) 
X n% o (ll +p: n -l) (v +p + 2n)-v-p-l 
xJ + [(v+p+2n)z] J + [(v+p+2n)z], V n p n 
where v, p, ·v + p, are not negative integers. 
Now, let 
oo I (32) f(z) = :k b 1z , I= o 
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then (N ie lsen, 1904, p. 308) we have 
(33) f(z) = z - X(v +p) n~o an J~(v+n)[(~~v+Xp+n)z] JX(p+n)[(X v+ Xp+Ym)z ], 
where 
(34) (Xv+ Xp + Xn ) ~ v+Xp+n+ 1 2 - X(v +p+n)a 
n 
.$ Y, n i <X v+ X p+n-2s) r <~ v+ Xn -s + l) r (~ p + ~~ n-s + l) 
( X v + Xp + n)-• 
s = 0 
X (
X v+ Xsp+n-s -1) 
b n-2s • 
For further results and examples see Nie lsen (1904, Chaps. XXII, XXIII); 
Watson (1944, Chap. XVII); Bailey, (1932); B udden (1926). 
7 .u .3. Schlomilch series 
Series of the form 
(35)({x)=Xa 0 + ~ amJ0 (mx) 
n= 1 
have been investigated by Schlomilch. There is an expansion theorem for 
an a rbitrary function of the real variable x over the interval (0, 1T) {Gray 
a nd Mathews , 1922, P• 40; Wa tson, 1944, P• 6 19). 
For a function r (x ) which possesses, in the interva l 0 :5: X :5: 17', a con-
tinuou s derivative of bounded variation there is an expansion {35) with 
(36) a 0 = 2({0) + 2rr- 1 Frv J~7Tf '(v sin¢)d¢ dv, 0 0 
1 J7T JY,7T I ) (37) a = 2rr- v cos(mv) r (v sin¢ d¢ dv. 
m 0 0 
A genera lized Schlomilch series is 
(38) L [a 
111 
Jv(mx ) + bm Hv(mx )] (Xmx)-v, 
The theory of such expansions may be found in Watson (1944, Chap. XIX) 
and Nie lsen (1904, P• 134). In a p a per by Cooke (1928), the results 
stated in Watson's book are partly simplified a nd extended. The theory is 
based on the formulas 
(39) J~7TJ (z sin8Hsine)"'+ 1(cos m-zvde 
0 v 
= 2-v 17'- ~ rex- v) z"' - 1 s in z 
-1 < Rev < X, 
(40) JX7T H (z sin8)(sin8)"'+ 1 (cose)-2"'d8 
0 v 
-3/ 2 < Rev< l/2, 
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which may eas ily bederived fromequations7.7(5)and 7.7(9) putting there 
Jl = v and p = - v- Yz . Now, le t us assume the validity of the expans i ons 
(41) f(x) = Y. [a J (mi) + b H (mx)] ( Yz mx )-v 
m = 1 m V m. 1.1 
- Yz < v <Yz, -rr ::;x::;11. 
Here, we replace X by X sine, multiply both s ides by 
(sin 8)2 v+ 1 (cos e)- 2 v, 
integrate with respect to e from zero to Yz 11 and use (39) and (40), Thus 
we obta in formally 
f JI,7T ((x sin e) (sin e)ZV+l (coS e)- 2 V de 
0 
= 11-y, r(~~ - v) ~ [a sin(mx ) + b (1- cosmx)V(mx), 
m = 1 81 m 
a nd hence for th e coefficients of the expans ion (41) 
(42) r<Yz-v)a =m 11-y, 
"' 
X J7T t sin (mt) {.{.7T ((t sin 8)(sin 8)2 V+l (COS 8)-2v d8dt, 
-rT 0 
(43) r(Yz-v) b = - m11- Y, 
m 
J7T J'Y,7T X t COS (mt) ((t sin 8)(sin 8) 2 v+ l (cos e)- 2 vde dt, 
-7T 0 
The series (4l)with the coefficients (42) and (43) is called the Schlomilch 
series of f (x ), 
In the paper by Cooke, a lready referred to, i t is proved tha t the class 
of functions for whi ch (41) with the coeffic ients (42) and (43) is valid in 
any interval excluding 0, ± rr, is the class for which the theory of Fourier 
series applies. Furthermore theorems analogous to the Riemann-Lebesgue, 
Pars~val, Riesz-Fischer theorems on Fourier series are es tablished. In 
this connection see also Cooke (1927, 1929, 1930b, 1936); Wilton (1927); 
Jesmanowicz, (1938); Wilkins (1950 a). 
Let us now consider some simple examples of the Schlomilch expan-
sion (41). We take f(x) = (ax )-v H )ax) (a arbitra ry). This is an odd 
function of x [compare 7.5 (55)] and we have a., = 0 in (41), On account 
of (40) we obtain from (43) 
rrb, =- (-1)" 2- v+l m sin (a11)/(m 2 - a 2 ) 
and thus 
(44) 11 (ax )-vu)ax ) =- 2-v+1sin(a 11) l (-1) " ; 
2 
(Yzmx )-v H (mx) 
m=1 m-a v 
- rr<x<rr, Rev>-3/ 2 
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Dividing both sides of (44) by sin (arr) and making a approach zero we 
obtain [see 7, 5 (55)] 
(45) rr-Y,/1(v + 3/2)+ ~ 
m=1 
(-1)"' O~ mx)-v- 1 H)mx) = 0 
0 < x < rr, R e v > - 3/ 2. 
Now let f(x) = (ax)-v Jv(ax), Here f(x) is an even function of x, and 
therefore, b m = 0, From (42) and (39) we obtain 
rra., =- (-.l)m 2-"+1 sin (a17') m 2/[a(m 2 - a 2 )], 
and therefore, 
(46) 7T (ax )-v J (ax)= -2 -v+1 a - 1 sin (arr) 
v 
x ~ (-l)'"m 2 (m 2 -a 2 )- 1 (~ mx)-"Jv(mx) 
nt=1 
0 < x < rr, Re v > - ~. 
l\1aking a approach zero in (46) we obtain 
(47) ~/1(v+1)+ ~ (-1)"(~mx)-"J (mx)=O 
m = 1 V 
- ~ < v::::; % and 0 < x < 7T or v > ~ and 0 < x < rr. 
From (45) and (4 7) one sees that there are generalized Schlomilch 
series with non-vanisl1ing coefficients which converge and whose sum 
vanishes almost everywhere, Such series are known as null series (Nielsen, 
1904, Chap. XXV; Fox, 1926; Cooke, 1930)• The existence of null series 
indicates that the Schlomilch expansion of a function, if it exists at all, 
is not unique, 
For other results and examples concerning Schlomilch and related 
series, see Pennell (1932); Bennet (1932); Doetsch (1935); Erdelyi (1937); 
Kober (1935); Watson (1931); Infield, et, al, (1947); Magnus and Ober-
hettinger (1948, pp. 58-62), Expansions where the Bessel and Struve 
functions in (38) are replaced by their squares have been given by 
Thielmann (1934), 
7.10 ,4. Fourier- Bessel and Dini series 
Let v > -1 and let x = y .. and x = y n be two positive zeros of Jv (x) 
(in this case all the zeros of J v (x) are real; see sec, 7, 9). Using 7, 2 (56) 
we then find from 7,14 ( 9) and 7, 14 ( 10), respective! y, that 
(48) J;,1 t J)y. t) J)ynt) dt ={O 
~[Jv+1 (y.,>JZ 
n im, 
n = m. 
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Similarly if A • and An denote two positive zeros (see sec. 7 .9) of the 
function z J~ (z) + a J .)z ), where v 2.- Y2 and a is any given constant, we 
infer from formulas 7.14 (9), 7,14 (10), 7 .2(54) and 7.2 (55) that 
(49) J; t JJJ(A,.t)J)Ant)dt=O n -1m, 
=YzA- 2 lA2 [J'(A )]2+(..\ 2 -v 2)[J (A )JZ! 
m. "" v m • V m n=m 
The integral formula (48) expresses an orthogonal property of Bessel 
functions and suggest the expansion of an arbitrary function f (x) of a 
real variable x in the form 
(50) f(x) = ~ a J (y x) 
Rl = 1 m. 11 "' 
with 
(51) Y2[Jv+ 1 (y,.Wa,. =~1 tf(t)J)y.,t)dt, 
where y1 , y2 , y3 , ••• are the positive zeros of the function Jv (x) ar-
ranged in ascending order of magnitude. This expansion is called the 
Fourier-Bessel expansion of f(x). 
Similarly from (49) we have 
(52) f(x)= ~ b J (Ax) 
m=t m. ll m 
with 
= 2 A 2 r t J (A t) r<t) dt, 
/Jl 0 1.1 Rl 
where v ~ - Y2 and A 1 , A 2 , ••• are the posrtrve zeros of the function 
z J:(z) +a Jv(z) arranged in ascending order of magnitude. This expan-
sion is called the Dini expansion of f(x). 
The theory of the Fourier-Bessel and Dini expansion is given in 
Watson (1944, Chap. XVIII) and the following theorem may be stated: 
Let t ~ f (t) be absolutely integrable over (0, 1) and let v > - Y2; then if 
0 < x < l, the expansions (50) and (52) behave in the same way as an 
ordinary Fourier series (see also Moore, 1911; Stone, 1927; MacRobert, 
1931; Titchrnarsh, 1946, P• 70). For the behavior near x = l and x = 0 
see Watson (1944, pp. 594, 602, 615) and Young (1941); for the Gibbs 
phenomenon Cooke (1927), Wilton (1928), Moore (1930). For series similar 
to (50) and (52) but with the square of the Bessel function see Thielmann 
(1934). 
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Let for example f(x) = xv, then we obtain from (50), (53) and 7.7(1) 
O.:;;x<l. 
0 ~ X :S;: 1, a + •V 1> 0, 
lff(x) = Jv(xz), then we obtain from 7,14(9) 
Q ~ X< 1, 
(57) J)xz) 
= 2 f A.! J)A.., x) [.\, Jv+t (.\.,) Jv(z)- z Jv(A.,.) Jv+t (z)) 
'= (,\ 2 - z 2)1,\ 2 [J' (,\ )JZ + (,\ 2 - •V2)[J (,\ )f I 
111 - 1 11 " V a m V a 
Q .~ X~ 1. 
For further examples see s ec, 7 .15. 
'An expansion in series of Bessel functions which is suitable for a 
positive finite interval has been given by Titchmarsh(1923a, XIII- XVI) 
(see also MacRobert, 1931). 
Let f(x) he defined for a < x < b (a '> 0). Then the expansion in 
question is 
(58) f(x) = •! 
1 
a,. [J)y. x) Y )y • b)- Y v(.y., x) J)y., b)], 
where z = Y. is the m-th positive root of 
Jv(az) Y )bz)- Y )az) J)bz) = 0, 
and 
(59) I [J)y. a)f- [J)y .. b)F I a .. 
= ~ 77 ·y 2 [J (y a)f Jb [J (y t) Y (y b)- Y (y t) J (y b))tf(t)dt. 
avn 0 vm vm vm. lim 
GENERALIZED DIRICHLET SERIES 
Series of the form 
f(s ) = ~ a (,\ s) ~ K (,\ s ), 
n= 1 n n v n 
s = a+ i r, .\ 1 < .\2 < • • • < An < • • • , lim ,\ = oo n 
n-+ oo 
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have been investigated by Greenwood (1941). For v = 72 they reduce to the 
Dirichlet series 
f(s) = (72" )~ 00 -A. s 2, a e n 
n= t n 
For various theorems concerning these series see Greenwood (1941). 
7 .10.5. Integral representations of arbitrary functions 
The theory of Schlomilch series (compare 7.10.3) gives a method of 
expressing an arbitrary function as a series of the functions J v and H v. 
Similar methods may be applied to corresponding expressions of an 
arbitrary function as an integral involving Bessel and related functions. 
We always suppose for the following that f(t) is a real function of the 
real variable t and is of bounded variation in the neighborhood of t = x. 
If f (t) is not continuous at t = x, in the following formulas f (x) must 
be replaced by 72 [f(x + 0) + f(x - 0 )]. The conditions on v in some of 
the following expansion formulas have been relaxed by Cherry (1949a). 
The simplest type of such a representation is Hankel's integral formula 
(60) f(x) = r J (tx)tdt Joo f(v) J (vt)vdv, 
0 v 0 v 
valid if v 2 -72 and 
Joo t~ lf(t)l dt 
0 
is convergent, or v > -1 and 
Joo t ~ lf<t )I dt and r t v+l lf<t )I dt 
0 0 
are convergent. The theory of the expression (60) has been thoroughly 
discussed by Watson (1944, Chap. XIV); Titchmarsh (1948, P• 240)and 
Tricomi. In case v= :t1i2, (60)reduces to Fourier's sine and cosine integral 
respectively. 
A generalization of Hankel's integral is due to Hardy (1925), who gave 
the formula 
(61) f(x) = Jo Gv(xt)tdt fooo F )vt) vf(v) dv, 
where 
(62) F )z) = l 
m=O r (a + m + l) r (a + m + v + l) 
r(a) r(v+a) 
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(63) G 
11
(z) =cos (a rr) J)z) +sin (a rr) Y 
11 
(z), 
valid under the following conditions (Cooke, 1925): 
(i) a > - 1, a +·v '> -1, y + 2a < 3/2, \·v\ ~ 3/2, 
(ii) t 17 f(t) integrable over (0, 8), a= min (1 + ·v + 2a, ~), o '> 0, 
(iii) tX f(t) integrable over (o, oe ), 
The theory of the expansion formula (61) has been given by Cooke(1925). 
SPECIAL CASES OF HARDY'S FORMULA 
]£a = 0, we obtain F (z) = J (z), G (z) = J (z). This case reduces 
ll ll ll v 
to Hankel's formula (60). If a = ~. we obtain F )z) = H)z), G ) z ) = 
Y 
11 
(z ). This leads to 
(64) f(x) = j Y (xt) t dt foe H (vt) vf(v) dv. 
0 ll 0 ll 
If a = - ~. we obtain 
(65) f(x) 
lf ·v = ~. we obtain 
F)z) = (~ rrz)-X C 2a+l (z), 
where C 24 +1 (z) is Young's function 7.5 (85). 
Weber and Orr's formula 
(66) f(x) = 11 11 11 11 t dt l oe J (tx) Y (at)- J (at) Y (tx) [J (atW + [Y (at)F ll ll 
x Joe [J (vt) Y (at)- Y (vt) J (at)] vf(v) dv, 
0 ll ll ll ll 
valid for v real a nd f 0oe t X \f(t)\ dt convergent, reduces to F ourier's sine 
integral in case v = ± ~ (Titchmarsh, 1923; Watson, 1944, p. 468). 
Another formula due to Titchmarsh (1925) is 
(67) f(x) = TT foe r (xt) t dt foe (d/ dt) [t Av(vt)] vf(v) d v 
0 v 0 
where 
(68) r (z) = sin(arr)I[J (z)F- [Y (z)f!- 2 costarr) J (z) Y (z), 
ll ll ll ll ll 
~ (-1)" r(v + m +a+ l-'2) TT-l{ z 2v+2a+2m 
(69) A (z) = L, , 
ll • = 0 r (a+ m + 1) r (v +a + m + 1) r (2.v +a+ m + 1) 
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valid under the following conditions (Cooke, 1925) 
(i) a > - l, a + 2 v •> - 1, 1 •> a + v ·2: - ~ I vi ~ l, 
(ii) t(j f (t) .integrable over (0, o), a = min (1 + 2 v + 2a, 1), 
(iii) t f (t) integrable over (8, oo ), 8 •> 0. 
The theory of the expansion formula (67) has been given by Cooke (1925). 
Special cases of (68) and (69) are 
a= 0, 1 )z) =- 2J)z) Y)z), A)z) = [J
11
(z)J2, 
a= - ·v, 
a= - 2v, 
A)z) = J
11
(z) J _
11
(z), 
A)z) = [J_)z)]l. 
A generalization of •laplace 's integral involving Bessel functions has 
been given by Meijer (1940, PP• 599, 702): 
(70) f(x) = (rri)-1 JC+iooi (xt) (xt)X dt Joo K (tv)(tv)X f(v) dv. 
C- ioo 11 0 11 
As K
11
(z) = K_
11
(z) 7.2 (14) we also have 
C + ioo 1 (71) f(x)= (2rri)- 1 fc -ioo ['I
11
(xt) + I_)xt)] (xt)X dt 
x Joo K (vt) (vt)X f(v) dv 
0 v 
(cf. also Boas, 1942). In case ·V = ± ~. (71) reduces to •laplace's formula. 
Other integral representations of arbitrary functions are 
(72) f(x) =- ~ J i oc t J/x) dt Joo Jl!21 (v) v- 1 f(v) dv 
-ioo 0 
(Kontorovich and •Lebedev, 1938), 
(73) f(x) = rr- 2 J.oc eX7T(x+tl K. (a) dt 
- 00 t (x + t) 
x _[00 eX7T(t +vl K. (a) f(v) dv 
oo t (t+vl a > 0, 
(Crum, 1940), 
f oo J. (ex)+ J . (ex) oo (74) f(x)=~ •t . -•t tdt J [J.t(ev)+J_.t(e v)]{(v)dv 0 smh(rrt) -oo • • 
(Titchmarsh, 1946, p. 83), 
(75) xf(x) = 2rr- 2 Joo K .t(x) t sinh(rrt) dt Joo K .t(v) f(v) dv 
. 0 l 0 1 
Qlebedev, 1946), 
o-+ i oo oo (76) f(x) = (rri)- 1 J tK (x) dt J v- 1 f(v) I/v) dv 
a-- i oo t 0 
Kebedev, 1947). For further examples see Hardy(1927), and Hardy and 
Titchmarsh (1933). 
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DUAL INTEGRAL EQUATIONS INVOLVING BESSEL FUNCTIONS 
In some problems of potential - and e l ectromagnetic or acoustic 
radiation theory the unknown function satisfies one integral equation 
over part of the range (0, oo) and a different equation over the rest of the 
range (Nicholson, 1924; King, 1935, 1936; Sommerfeld, 1943), The pair 
of equations (Titchmarsh, 1948, p. 337; I3usbridge, 1938) 
I; ya f(y) Jv (xy)dy = g (x ) 0 < x < l, 
(77) 
f"" f(y ) J (xy) dy = 0 
0 v 
x> I 
has the sol uti on 
(78) i(~a) f(x) 
= (2x)I-Y,aj 1 t 1 +Y,aJ (xt)dt I 1 g(vt) vv+l (l-v 2) Y,a- l dv 
o v+Y,a o ' 
supposed a > 0. 
The special case a= l, v = I, g (x) = l has the solution 
~7Tf(x)=x- 2 sinx-x- 1 cosx. 
The pair (Trant er, 1951) 
Ioo y <I! (y) J (xy) dy = [(x) 
0 v 
0 <X< I, 
(79) 
Joo <I! (y) J (xy) dy = F (x) 
0 v 
X> 1 
has the solution 
(80) <ll (y) = H (y) + (~ 7T y) y, { t v+Y. L (t) J +'/ (ty) dt, 
0 V n 
where 
(81) H (y) = F (l) J +I (y) + y Ioo x F (x) J (xy) dx, 
v 1 V 
The sol uti on of 
I: <ll(y) J)xy) dy = G (x ) O<x< l, 
(83) 
Joo y ell (y) J (xy) dy = g (x) 0 v X > l 
lS 
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where 
(85) K(y) = ]
1
00 
xg(x) Jv(xy) dx, 
(86) X rrt 2v ,f(t) = M (O) + t fot (t 2 - x 2)-~ M' (x) dx 
(87) M(x) =xvG(x) - xvJ: K(y) J)xy) dy. 
77 
-~ 
J 
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SECOND PART: FORMULAS 
7.11. Elementary relations and miscellaneous formulas 
SPHERICAL BESSEL FUNCTIONS 
In (l)to (l3)n= 0, l, 2, ••• , 
'>.X n 
(1) Jn+ Y, (z) =(X! 1TZ)- Y, [sin (z- X! n 1T) }; (-1)" (n + X!, 2 m) (2 z) - 2 " 
m = 0 
<;_y, n-Y, 
+cos(z -~~ n1T) }; (-1)"(n+X, 2m+1)(2z)-2"-1], 
m=O 
'>.X n-Y, 
(2) Yn+ Y, (z)=(X!TT z)- Y, [sin(z- X!nTT) }; (-1)"(n+ ~~, 2m+ 1)(2z)- 2"- 1 
m = O 
<;_Y, n 
-cos (z- X! n TT) I (-1)" (n + X!, 2m) (2z)-2"], 
m = 0 
(3) H ( 1) ( ) - (X ) - Y, . - n -1 iz f . m ( + X ) ( 2 Z) - " n +Y, z - 2 1T z ~ e ., = 
0 
~ n 2, m , 
(4) H ~~ y, (z) =(X 1TZ)-Y, in+t e -iz f (-i) m (n + X!, m) (2z)-", 
m=O 
(5) J-n- Y, (z) =(-l)n+1 Yn+ Y, (z); Y -n-Y, (z) = (-1)n Jn+Y. (z), 
(6) H 111 (z)=i(-1)nH(1) (z) · H 121 (z)=-i(-1)nH121 (z ). 
-n- Y, n+Y, ' - n- Y, n+Y, 
(7) J +" (z) = (-1)n (X! 1TZ)- Y, zn+1 {__...!:.._)" sin z' 
n n \zdz z 
(8) Y (z)=-(-1)"(X!7Tz)-Y,zn+t(_!_)" cos z 
n+Y, 2 zdz -z-' 
(9) H 111 (z)= -i(-1)n (XTTz)- Y, z "+ 1 f_:!_)" 
n+ Y, • \ zdz 
e iz 
--, 
z 
(lO) H 1!'" (z) = i (-1)" ( X! 1T z) - '/, z n + 1 (_!:__)" e - iz , 
n n zdz z 
(11) y, ( d )" sin z 1/J (z) = (X! 1r/ z) J +'/ (z) = (-1)" z n -- --, 
n n n zdz z 
(12) ( 0'(z) =(X 1r/ z) y, !/ <:ll/ (z) =- i (-1)n z n (.!!._)" 
n n n zdz 
e iz 
-, 
z 
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~ (Zl(z) = (72rr/z)X H(Zl (z) = i (-l)n zn ( ~ )n e -iz (13) 
n n+X zdz z 
(14) JX (z) = Y -x (z) = (72rrz)-X sin z, 
(15) Y X ( z) = - J _X (z) = - (72 rr z) -X cos z, 
(16) IX (z) = (72rrz)-X sinh z, 
(l?) H ~ 1 (z) =- i H~1~ (z) =- i(72rrz)-X e iz, 
(18) H~21 (z) =i H~2~(z) =i(72rrz)-X e-iz, 
RECURRENCE RELATIONS AND DIFFERENTIATION FORMULAS FOR 
MODIFIED BESSEL FUNCTIONS 
(19) (_!_)" [zVI (z)] = z 11-" I (z), 
zdz II ~~-m 
(20) ( __;!__)" [z_11 . ..z;_,(z)] = z- 11-" I+ (z), 
,-zdz v "' 
(21) c~)" [z 11 K (z)] = (-1)" z 11 -m K _ (z), 
zdz 11 v m 
(22) ( __:!_)" [z -v K (z)] = (-1)" z -~~-m K + (z ), 
· \ zdz 11 11 " 
(23) I 1(z)-I+1(z)=2vz- 1 l(z), ~~- v 11 
(24) -Z-1 (z) + -Z+1 (z) = 2 r)z), 
(25) K 11~ 1 (z)- K 11+1 (z) =- 2vz-1 K)z), 
(26) K 1 (z) + K +1 (z) =- 2K' (z). v- v v 
WRONSKIAN$ AND RELATED FORMULAS 
(27) W (J
11
, J_J =- 2(rrz)-1 sin(vrr), 
(28) W(J
11
, Y)=2(rrz)-1, 
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(29) W(J H(1!,(2~=±2i(rrz)- 1 
v' 11 ' 
(31) W <z, I_)=- 2(rrz)-1 sin(vrr ), 
(32) W (I , K ) = - z _, • 
J) J) 
(33) Jv(z) J-v+l (z) + J_)z) Jv-l (z) = 2(rrz)-1 sin(vrr), 
(34) IJC 11(z) H(2J (z) -Hen (z) IJC2l(z) =- 4i(rrz)- 1 
v v-1 v-1 v ' 
(35) Jv(z) Y v- 1 (z)- Y v(z) Jv_ 1 (z) = 2(rrz)-
1
, 
(36) Jv-l (z) H (~l(z)- J)z) H~1~ 1 (z) = 2(rriz)- 1 , 
(37) J)z) H~2}_ 1 (z)- Jv-l (z) H (~)(z) = 2(rriz)- 1 , 
(38) Iv (z) I-v+l (z)- I_v(z) Iv-l (z) =- 2(rrz)-1 sin(vrr), 
(39) Kv+fz) I)z) + K)z) Iv+l (z) = z- 1 • 
FUNCTIONS OF VARIABLE ze i1ra, (m integer) 
sin(mrr.v) (41) Y (ze im 77 ) = e- im 7TV Y (z) + 2 i cos (rrv) J (z ), 
v v sin (vrr) v 
7.11 
(42) H C1l(ze im7T) =-sin [(m- l) rrv] H(t J(z)- e-i7Tv sin(mrrv) H (2) (z), 
v sin(rrv) v sin (77v) v 
. sin[(m+l)rrv] . sin(mrrv) (43) H (2J(ze lm7T) = 11 (2l(z) + e l7TV H(1l (z) 
v sin(rrv) v sin(rrv) v ' 
(44) I (ze im7T) = e im7TVJ (z) 
J) J) ' 
sin (m 11v) (45) K (zeim11)=e-im1TVK.(z)-irr I)z). 
v v sin(77v) 
In case vis an integer equal to n, then 
l . sinClrw) nel+IJ 1m = l (-l) , 
v .... n sin(rrv) 
where l is equal to m- l, m or m + l respectively. 
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7 .12. Integral representations 
(l) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
BESSEL COEFFICIENTS 
1T J (z) = r' cos(z sin¢- n¢) d¢ , 
n 0 
TT J~ (z) =i-n foTT e izcre</> cos (n ¢) d¢, 
XTT 
TT J 2n (z) = 2 ~ cos (z sin ¢)cos (2n ¢ ) d¢, 
TT J 2n+l (z) = 2 ] 0X
71 
sin (z sin¢) sin [(2n + l) ¢] d¢. 
In (l) to (4) n equals 0, l, 2, . .. . 
POISSON'S INTEGRAL 
(5) f'(.v + ~) J (z) = 2rr-X (~z)v { .<;71 cos (z sin ¢ ) (cos ¢) 2v d¢ , 
v 0 
(6) = TT- X (~z)v i_7;, e izsin</> (cos ¢ )2v d¢ , 
(7) - X (~ )V J1 izt (l 2)v- X d = TT 2 z _ 
1 
e - t t, 
(9) = TT- X (~z)V J71 e izcoo</> (sin ¢)2V d¢, 
0 
in (5) to (10) Re ·v'> - ~. 
(11) 
HEINE 'S FORMULA 
TT Y (z) = e i X VTT li J71 e- izcas t cos (vt) dt 
v 0 
- J"" e iz cooh t [cosh (v t - i vrr) + e - i v71 cosh (vt)] dt! 
0 
81 
U < arg z < rr. 
MEHLER - SONINE FORMULAS 
(12) ["(% - .v) J (x) = 2rr - X (Xx)-v Joo (t 2 - 1)-v-X sin(xt) dt, 
V I 
in both formulas x ·> 0, - ~ < Re •V < X. 
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(14) TTJ (x)=2J00 sin(xcosht-~vTT)cosh(vt)dt, 
v 0 
(15) TTY (x) = -2]00 cos(xcosht-~~vTT)cosh(vt)dt, 
v 0 
in formulas (14) and (15) x > 0, -1 < Re v < l. 
(16) TTJ (x)=J00 e-vrsin(x cosht-Y~vTT)dt+]y, 77 cos(x sint-vt)dt 
v 0 0 
x > 0, Rev? 0. 
Generalizations of Schlafli's integrals (Lambe, 1931) 
(
X + Y ) Y, V 1 ·7T (17)TT -- J[(x 2 -y 2)X]=J eycostcos(xsint-vt)dt 
X- y v 0 
_ sin(VTT) Joo e-vt e-ycoshr-xsinhtdt 
0 
Re (x + y) > 0. 
(18) TT (x+y)Y,v Y)(x 2 -y 2 )X]=f"eycostsin(xsint-vt)dt 
X- y 0 
_ J<><> (evt+ycosht + e-vt-ycoshtcosVTT) e-xsinht dt 
0 
Rex> Re y > 0. 
MODIFIED HANKEL FUNCTIONS 
(19) 1(~- v) K)z) =TTY, (~z)-v J<><> e-zt(t 2 - 1)-v-Y,dt 
I 
Re z > 0, Rev<~. 
(20) 1(~+ v)K (z) = TTY, (~z)V Joo e-zcosht(sinh t) 2 vdt 
v 0 
Re z > 0, Rev>-~, 
Re z > 0, 
(22) 1(v + lf,) Kv(z) = (Y:;TT)y, zv e-z foo e-zr tv-X (1 + ~t)v-Y. dt 
0 
Re z > 0, Re v >- ~~. 
00 2 -t (23) K (az)= ~av J e-Xz(t+a t )t-v-1 dt 
v 0 
Re z > 0, He(a 2 z) > 0, 
(24) "I/ JOO · I / ( 2 -1 ) K(az)=~e'"v7Tav e•nzt-at t-v-ldt 
v 0 
Im z > 0, 
(25) Kv(x) cos(Xvrr)=J: cos(x sinht) cosh(vt)dt, 
(26) Kv(x) sin(YzvTT) = } 00 sin(x sinht) sinh(vt) dt, 
0 
in formulas (25) and (26) x > 0, - 1 < Rev < l. 
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(27) I< (z)=77-~(2z)vr(v + ~)J00 (t 2 +z 2)-v- Y, costdt 
v 0 
He v '>- ~. !a rg zl < ~ 77. 
HANKEL FUNCTIONS 
(28) i r(~ - v) !l 10 (z) = 277- Y, (~z)-v f.oo e izt(t 2 - 1)-v-Y, dt 
v ' Imz>O, Re ·v<~6, 
(30) 
(31) 
Re v '>- ~. 151 < ~ 77, I / 3 0 - / 2 77 < arg Z < 0 + -77, 
2 
(33) f' (v + ~) H (Zl(z) = (~ 77Z)-Y, e -i (z-Y.v7T-~ 7T) 
v 
i 8 
x J""e e -ttv-Y, (1- ~itz-')v-Y, dt 
0 
Re ·v'>- ~. ·10.1 < v 
. . / 2 77, 
- 3 77/ 2 + o < arg z < ~ 77 + o, 
BARNES' REPRESENTATION 
(34) 277 2 fl 1'l(z ) = -e-i Y. v7T J-C+ioof'(-v - s)f'(...-s)(- ~iz) v+zsds 
v -c-i oo 
jarg(-iz) j < ~ 77, 
(35) 277 2 H 12l(z) = e i Y, v7T J -C+ioo r(- v- s ) f'(-s) (%iz)v+zs ds 
v - c - ioo jarg(iz)j < ~~ 77, 
C is a ny positive number exceeding Re v. 
(36) 2 77i J (x) = J ioo r (- s ) [f' (v + S + l)] -I (~ x) v+zsds 
11 
-ioo 
x '> 0, Re v •> 0, 
(37) 77 512 H 11 ~z) =- e i (z-v7Tl cos (v77) (2z)V 
v 
x J i":'f'(-s) f'(-2v- s} f'(v + s + ~) (-2iz)• ds 
-,oo 
jarg(-iz} j < 377/2, 2.v not an odd integer, 
84 
(38) 
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rr 512 H (Zl(z) = e- i< z- v7T ) cos (vrr) (2z) v 
v 
• oo 
X J '. r<- s ) r (-2v- s ) r~v + s +X) (2iz)• ds 
-,oo 
7. 12 
larg(iz) l < 377/2, 2v not an odd integer, 
(39) 2rr 2 i K ( z)=(X rr/z) l-::e - zcos (v17) 
v 
Jioo X . r(s )r(X - s - .v)r(X - s+v)(2z)•ds 
- '"" I arg z I < 377/ 2 , 2 v not an odd integer. 
INTEGRALS EXPRESSED IN TERMS OF RELATED FUNCTIONS 
(40) J l-::7T cos (z cos¢) cos vcp d cp = 77 [4 cos (X vrr)]-1 [Jv (z) + J_v (z )] 
0 
= - ·V s in (X.V17) s 1 (z ) = rr [ 4 sin (Xv")r 1 [E (z) - E ( z)], 
- ,v v -v 
(41) JY,7T sin (z cos¢) cos v¢ d¢ = 77 [4 sin (Xv17)r 1 [J v(z)- J~v (z)] 
0 
= c os n~ ·vrr) s o,)z) = - 11 [ 4 cos (X v11)] - 1 [Ev (z) + E_)z)] 
(42) fo7T cos (z sin ¢) cos ·v¢ d¢ = - v sin (V17) s _ 1,v (z ), 
(43) J7T cos (z sin¢) sin v¢ d¢ = - v(l - cos ·v77) s _ 1 v(z) 0 • 
(44) J 7T sin (z sin ¢ ) sin ·v¢ dcp = sin (v77) s o,v (z ), 
0 
(45) J 7T sin (z s in ¢ ) cos vcp d¢ = (l + cos V77) s 0 (z ), 0 ,v 
(46) J00 e nt-zsinhtdt= X [S (z) - rrE (z)-77Y ( z)] 
0 n n n 
n=O, l, 2, . .. , Rez >O, 
(47) Joo e -nt-zsinh~t = X (-l)n+ 1 [S (z) + 1T E (z) + 1T Y (z)] 
0 n n n 
n = 0, l, 2, ••• , Re z > 0., 
Re z > 0, 
He z > 0, 
(50) 5
0 
(z ) = Joo e -z sinh t cosh~vt) dt, 
.v 0 
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(51) ·vS
0 
(z) = z J.oo e-zsinhtsinh(vt) cosh t dt, 
.v 0 
(52) S 
1 
(z) = z Joo e -zsinht cosh (vt) cosh t dt, 
,v 0 
in (50) to (52) Re z > 0. 
7 .13. Asymptotic expansions 
7.13.1. Large variable 
- rr < arg z < 211, 
M-1 (2) H~21 (z) = (%17z)-~ e-i(z-~v1T-~TT)[ ~ (v, m) (2iz)-"' + 0(\z\-M)] 
m= 0 
-2rr<argz < 17, 
For an appraisal of the remainder after the M -th term for complex v and 
- %11 < arg z < 3n/2 and for- 377/2 < arg z < %11 see Watson (1944, 
p.219). These results have heen extended to the range- 11 < arg z < 2rr 
and- 217 < arg z < rr by Meijer (1932, pp. 656, 852, 948, 1079). For the 
asymptotic behavior of a function expressed as an infinite Hankel func-
tion series see Meixner ( 1949). 
(3) J (z)=(%17z)-~lcos(z-% · v17-~rr) 
v 
xr'!
1 (-1)"' Cv, 2m) (2z)- 2" + O(jzr2M)] 
m=O 
m=O 
- 17 < arg z < 11, 
(4) Y (z)=(%17z)-~lsin(z-~v17-~17) 
v 
M-1 
x [ ~ (-1)"' (v, 2m) (2z)- 2"' + O( jzj-2M)] 
,=o 
M-1 
+ cos (z -% v11-~17)[ ~ (-1)" (v, 2m+ 1)(2z) - 2" -I +0 ( jzj- 2 M- 1)]j 
m=O 
- 11 < ar g z < 11. 
For formulas for the remainder after the M -th term see Watson (1944, 
PP• 206, 209) and in case of complex v Meijer, (1932, ref. above)~ For 
further formulas see Burnett ( 1929). 
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(5) M-1 I (z) = (277z)-~ le• [ ~ (-1)"'(v, m) (2z)-., + 0(\z\-M)] 
v m=o 
- ~ 77 < arg z < 377/2, 
(6) M -1 I (z) = (2z )-~ 77 -3/z cos (rrv) I ~ [e z- i (-1)" e - i7Tv-z] 
V m=O 
X r(m + ~ - v)r(m+% + v)(2z) - "'./m! + e z 0(\z\-M)I 
-3 rr/2 < arg z .<% 77, 
M -1 (7) K)z) = (%77/z)~ e-z [ ~ ~v, m) (2z)-., + 0(\z\-M)] 
m=O 
- 377/2 < arg z < 3rr/ 2, 
Throughout these formulas 
(v, m) = 2-zm 1(4.v2 - 1)(4v2 - 3 2 ) •• • [4v2 - (2m -1) 2 ]1 / m! 
= r(% + v+ m)/[m! ro~ + ·v- m)]. 
7.13.2. Large order 
(8) 
(9) a 0 =1, 
1 5 2 2 1 a = -- + - (l + x / p )-
1 8 24 ' 
3 77 2 2 1 385 2 2 2 
a·2 =---(1+x /p )- + --(1+x / p )-, . ... 128 576 3456 
(For other expansions ofi (x) see Lehmer, 1944; 1\'ontroll, 1946.) p 
(10) K (x)=2-~ (p 2 +x 2) - l( exp[- (p 2 +x 2) ~ +psinh- 1 (p/x)] 
p 
p, x > 0, a., as in (9), 
(ll) 77 HC1l(x) = 2~ (x 2 - p 2)-l( exp[i(x 2 - p 2) y, + ip sin- 1 (p/ x)] 
p 
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(12) b0 = l, 
1 5
, 2 2 1 b =----d-x /p )-
1 8 24 ' 
3 77 ( 2 2 -1 385 2 2 -2 b =--- 1-x /p) +--(1-x /p) , ••• , 2 128 576 3456 
M-1 
x[ ~ (-1)"2"b .. r<m+~)(p 2 -x 2)-)1"+0(x-M)] 
•=0 
p •>x>O, b., as in (12), 
(14) 2rr J (x) = 2){ (p 2 - x 2)-~ exp [(p 2 - x 2))1- p sinh ..... 1 (p/x)] p 
M-1 
X [ ~ 2 111 b,. r(m+~~) (p 2 -x 2) ..... y," +0(x-M)] 
111=0 
p 1>x ·>0, bm as in (12), 
(15) rrH'11 (x)"--2/3 ~ e 2 '"+ 1 l7Ti/3 B C~·x)sin[(m+1)rr/3] 
p m = 0 111 
X r(m + 1/3) (x/6)-(" +1 )/ 3 
p ~x, p, x •> 0, ( = 1- p/ x, 
B 2 (fx) = ~(f:x) 2 -~. 20 
' 1 3 1 B 3 (f:x) =- (f:x) -- f:X, 6 15 
1 4 1 2 l B 4 (f:x)=-(f:x) --(f:x) +-, 24 24 280 
1 5 l 3 43 B 5 (fx) =--(f:x) --(fx) + -- €X. 120 60 8400 
(ForB6 , 8 1 , 8 9 , see Airey, 1916, p. 520.) 
PURE IMAGINARY ORDER 
(17) 2rrJ. (x)=2)1(p 2 +x 2)-~ exp[i(p 2 +x 2))1-ip sinh- 1 (p/x)-~irr] lp 
p, X '> 0, a 
111 
as in (9), 
x '> p '> 0, b111 as in (12) 
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p •> x •> 0, bm as in (12), 
(20) K. (x)"' l/3rr e- Xp?T ~ (- l)m C (E"x) s in[(m + l) rr/3] 
~ m=O m 
X r(~m + l/3) (x/6)-(ndll/ 3 
p ~ x, 
C 1 (E"x) = E"x, 
p, X '> 0, b as in (12). 
.. 
7.13 .3. Transitional regions 
NICHOLSON'S FORMULAS 
(x '""n, n integer> 0) 
(23) J n (x) "' 3 - 2/3 (t"/x) 1 1 3 [ J 113 ( t") + J_ 113 ( t")], 
(24) Y (x)"-'3 - 116 (ljx) 113 [ J (t") - J (.;')] 
n 1/3 -1 /3 ' 2 
x > n, t" = - (~x)-X (n - x) 312, 
3 
(25) J (x)"-'rr- 1 3- 116 ("/x) 1.(3 K (") 
n S· 1/3 S ' 
(27) e i?T/ 6 H (2 l(x) "' 3 -116 ( "/x) 1/3 H l2l( ") 
n ~ l/3 S 
.;' = ~ (~ x )- X (x - n) 312 , for x > n, 
3 
a rg(x -n)=O; forx < n, arg(x - n)=rr. 
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WATSON'S FORMULAS 
(28) J P (x) = 3 -~ w [J1i3 (pw 3 / 3) cos o- Y 113 (pw 3/3) s in 8] + 0 (p - 1), 
(29) y p (x) = 3-~ w [J,/3 (pw 3/ 3) sin 0 + y 1/3 (pw 3/3) coso] + 0 (p -t ), 
89 
x > p, o =pw- pw 3/ 3 - p tan-1 w + rr/6, w = (x 2/ p 2 -l} ~ , 
(30) JP(x) = 3- ~ rr - 1 wePaK 1i3(pw 3 / 3) +O(p - 1), 
(31) Y P (x) = - 3 -~ we pa [11/3 (pw 3/3) + 1_113 (pw 3/3)] + 0 (p -t) 
x < p, a= p(w+w 3/3 -ta nh- 1 w), w=(l-x 2/p 2 )~, 
7 .13 .. 4. Uniform asymptotic expressions 
LANGER'S FORMULAS 
(32) J P (x) = w - ~ (w- tan -t w) 14 [J 113 (z) cos (rr/ 6) - Y 113 (z) sin (rr/ 6)] 
+ O(p-4/3) , 
(33) Y P (x) = w -~ (w - t an -t w) ~ [J 1 i3 (z) s in (rr/ 6) + Y 113 (z) cos (rr/6)] 
+ 0 (p -4/3), 
x>p, w=(x 2/ p 2 -l) \ z=p(w -tan-1 w), 
(34) JP(x) = rr-1 w - Y, (tanh- 1 w -w) ~ K 1/3(z) + O(p - 413 ), 
(35) YP(x) =-w-Y, (tanh- 1 w -w) ~ II;i3(z)+ I_
113 (z)l + O(p-
413 ) 
x < p, w =(l- x 2/ p 2)\ z = p(tanh-1 w-w). 
7 .14. Integral formulas 
7 .14.1. Finite integrals 
(2) fz - 11+11)z) dz = z-v+t·I
11
_ 1 (z), 
(3) Jzv+t K
11
(z) dz =- z 11 +1 Kv+t (z), 
(4) f z -v+t K)z) dz =- z-v+t K
11
_ 1 (z ), 
(5) J z 11 J)z ) dz = 2 11- 1 TT~ r(v + ~) z [Jll(z) B v-1 (z)- H)z) Jv-1 (z)], 
(6) f z 11 Kv(z)dz = 211 - 1 TT~ r 'v+ ~)z [K)z) L v-1 (z) + L ll(z) Kv-1 (z )], 
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(7) J zJ.L J)z) dz = (11 + ·V - l) z J)z) S J..L- 1,v_1 (z) -z Jv_ 1 (z) S J..L, v (z), 
(5) and (7) are also valid, when the 13essel function of the first kind is 
replaced by the Bessel function of the second or third kind. 
•Let w 11 (z) and W (z) he any 13essel function of the first, second, or 
third kind and the order v and 11 respectively; then 
(8) J [(/32 - a 2) z + (v2 -112)/z ] w (az) W (f3z) dz 11 J1. 
=z[aW (f3z)w 1 (az)-{3w (az)W 1 ({3z)] 
J..L 11 v 1.1. 
= az IT' J..L({:3z) w.v_ 1 (az)- f3 z W 1-'_1 ({:3 z) w)az) 
+(11- .v)IT' (f3z)w (az), 
J1. v 
(9) fzw (az) W (f3z) dz = z({:3 2 - a 2)-1 
v 11 
x [{:31T' v +1 ({:3z) wv(az)- a W )f3z) w 11 +1 (az)], 
(10) J zw (az) W (az) dz 
v v 
(ll) J z- 1 wv(az) W v(az) dz = (2v)- 1 w)az) JTI v(az) 
[ aw (az) aw +1(az)J + (2v)-1 az w +1 (az) v - w (az) v . v av v av 
•Let v (z) and V (z) he any modified Bessel function of the first or 
v J..L 
second kind and the order v and f.L respectively, then, 
(12) J[(/3 2 - a 2) z + V- ·v2)/z] v (az) V ((3 z) dz 
v J..L 
= z [-a V ({:3 z) v 1 (az) + f3 v (az) V 1 ({:3 z) ], 
J..L v v J1. 
(13) fz [vv(az)]Z dz 
=- ~ ~ z 2 t[v~(az)JZ- [v)az)] 2 (l + a-z z -z v 2)l. 
For other indefinite integrals see Watson (1944, PP• 163-138); Thielmann 
(1929); ~.lcLachlan ( 1934, p. 115); ~JcLachlan and ~ieyers (1936, r• 437); 
Straubel (1941, 1942); Pich t (1949); Horton (1950); Luke (1950), 
(14) JXrr J [z (sin /7) 2 ) J [z (cos (}) 2 ) (sin(} cos (}) - 1 d(} 
0 J..L v 
= ~(v- 1 + f.L- 1) Jv+)z)/z Rev> 0, Re 11 > 0, 
l1n (15) J J [z(sine)Z] J [z(cos8) 2 ] ctn8d(}= ~J + (z)/11 
0 J..L v v J1. 
Rev ·> -1, Re11 > 0, 
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(16) J ~11 J [z (sin e) 2 ] J [z (cos e) 2 ] sin e cos e de 
0 J.L v 
= z-
1 I (-1)" J + +2 +I (z) m= 0 11 J..L It Rev ·> -1, Re11 '> -l. 
(Bailey, 1930, P• 419, 1930c, P• 203; Hutgers, 1931.) 
(18) JY,n J,(z sine) J (z sin e) (sin e) 2S+ I (cos 8) 2J.L+I d8, 
0 1\ v 
(19) JY,11 J,(z sin e) J (z cos e) (sine) 2S+I (cose) 2J.L+I de, 
0 1\ v 
(Dailey, 1938, p. 145.) 
(20) J ~11 [J (z sin 8)]2 (sine) 2S+t (cos 8) 21-L+ t d8 
0 v 
(Bailey, 1938, p. 141.) 
(22) 
(23) 
r t "-sin (z- t) J . (t) dt, 
0 )/ 
J z t t- cos (z - t) J (t) dt, 
0 )/ 
(Bailey, 1930c, p. 204, 205.) 
(24) sin rr(v + 11) J~11K + (2z cos e) cos ((J1-v) e]de 
0 J.L v 
= ~ 77 [1_)z) 1_1-L(z)- I)z) 1 1-L (z)]. 
7.14.2. Infinite integrals 
INTEGRALS WITH EXPONENTIAL FUNCTIONS 
(Hardy, 1927 .) 
Re 1.1 > -1, 
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(27) j
0
00
l
11
( at) e-y
2 
t
2 
dt = ~ 77 X y - 1 exp (~ a 2 / y 2) ly,11(-~ a 2/y) 
Re v > - 1, He y 2 ·> 0. 
[see a lso 7 .14 (60) to 7 .14 (79)] . 
SPECIAL CASES OF THE WEBER-SCHAFHEITLIN INTEGRAL 
(28) ~ t- 1 J (at) sin (bt) dt = p.- 1 sin [p. sin-• (b/a)] 
0 11- b < a, 
= a JJ- p.- 1 sin(Yz77p.) [b + (6 2 - a 2)X ]-11-
(29) Joo t- 1 J (at) cos (bt) dt = p.- 1 cos [p. sin-• (b j a )] 
0 11-
= p.- 1 a 11- cos (Yz p.77) [6 + (b 2 - a 2) Xr11-
(30) Joo J (at) cos (bt) dt = (a 2 - b 2) - X cos [p. sin -• (b/ a)] 
0 11-
(31) Joo J (at)sin(bt)dt=(a 2 -6 2)-X sin[p.sin- 1 (6/a)] 
0 11-
= a11-cos(Yzp.77) (b 2 - a 2)-X [b + (6 2 - a 2) X]-11-
b ·> a, 
Re p. •> - l. 
b < a, 
b •> a, 
Re w> 0. 
6 <a. 
b •> a, 
':l.e ll ·> - l. 
b < a, 
b > a, 
Re p. > - 2. 
F or th e corresponding integrals for the Ne umann function, see Nie l sen, 
(1904, P• 195). 
(32) ~~ 77(v2 -p. 2 ) Joo J (a t)J (at) t- 1 dt =sin y~ (v - p.) rr, 
0 11- 11 
Re(v+ p.) > 0. 
y, (l ' ) "" +11- 1 ( ) (33)jooJ (at)J (at) t-<11 +11- 1dt = rr · 12 a p. + v , 
o 11- v a1(~f+ v+ /1)1 (/1+~)1(v + Yz) 
(34) f'(v- 11) Joo J (at) J (bt) tl1--v+ l dt 
0 11- 11 
=0 
Re(v+/1) ·> 0 . 
b > a, 
b <a, 
Re v > H e 11 > - 1, 
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INTEGRALS RELATED WITH THE WEBER-SCHAFHEITLIN INTEGRAL 
(35) 2p+l r~v+ l) av+l-p J K (at)"I (bt)t-P dt 
0 fl. v 
(36) 
(37) 
(38) 
= p r (% - %p + % J.L + %.v) r (% - % p - ~ J.L + %.v) 
X 2 F1 (%-~p+%J.L+ ~·V, %-%p-~J.L+%v;·v+ 1; b 2/a 2 ), 
He ~v- p + 1 ± J.L) > 0, 
2p+ 2 r(l-p)j0
00 K (at)K ((3t)t-Pdt 
fl. v 
a > b, 
=if-v-I (3v 2F 1 (~+%·v+% J.L-%p, J.-h %·v-% J.L-Xp; 1-p; 1-(3 2/ a 2 ) 
X r (X+ % v +X J.L - % p) r (X+ %.v - % J.L- % p) 
X r (X - % v + % J.L- X p) r (% - %·v - Yz J.L - ~p) 
Re(a+/3) 1>0, He(p±J.L±v+1)·> 0, 
X11f00 Y (at)J (bt)t-Pdt=sinX77(V -J,L- p) 
0 fl. v 
xJocK (at)] (bt)t - P dt a •>b , Re(v-p+1±J.L) '> O, 
0 fl. v 
Joo Y (bt) J (at) t - p dt 
0 v fl. 
=- Joo IY (at) J (bt) + (4/ 772)cos[Xrr(p+ v+ J.L)]T< (at)k' (bt)!t-Pdt 
0 fl. v fl. ."v 
a •>b, Re(p+·v-J.L) ·> -1, Rep ·> -1, 
(39) Joe J ({3 t) K (at) t v+J.l.+l dt 
0 v !J. 
= (2 (3) v (2 a)!J. r (v + IL + l) (a2 + (3 2) - v- !J.-1 
He(v + 1) > IRe J.LI, Rea >IIm /31 . 
For further comLinations see Dixon and Ferrar (1930). 
INTEGRALS INVOLVING PRODUCTS OF THREE AND MORE BESSEL 
FUNCTIONS 
(40) Joo t p- l J (at) J (bt) J, (ct) dt, 
0 !J. v f\. 
Watson,(l934). 
{
J r..(ct)} 
(41) Joe t p -l J (at) Jv (bt) dt , 
0 
JJ. K 'A (ct) 
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(42) J oo tp-l JJ.L (at)K r.._(ct) { I )bt) } d t, 
° K v(bt) 
(43) .fooo tp- l KJ.L(at) K)bt) K p (ct) dt, 
(Da iley, 1935 a, 1936.) 
(44) ) 00 [J (axW [J (bx)] 2 x 1 - 2vdx 
0 v v 
0 < Rev, 
(45) Joo J (ax) Yv(ax) J (bx) Y (bx) x 2v+ 1 dx 
0 v v v 
a2vb - 2-4 v r(3v+l) 2 
) ( ) 2F1 (v+ l/2, 3v+ l ; 2v+3/ 2; a / b 2) 2rr r(l/2- Jl r 2v + 3/ 2 
- l/3 < Rev < l/2. 
(For other formulas see Nicholson, 1920, 1927; Titchmarsh, 1927; Mitra, 
1933; l\1ayr, 1933; Sinha, 1943.) 
INTEG RALS OF THE SONINE GEGENBAUER TYPE 
(46) Joo J (bt) K [a(t 2 + z 2) lS ] (t 2 + z 2)-Y.v t i-L+I dt 
0 iJ. v 
= b i-La - v zii.- v+ l (a2 + b2)Y.v- Y,!J.-Y, K I [z (a2 + b2)Y. ] 
v - IJ.-
He 11 > -1, He z > 0. 
(47) f ooJ (b t)K [a(tz- y 2) Y. ](t 2 -y 2)-~ V t !J. + I d t 
0 iJ. v 
= r~ rre- i7T (v - !J.- Y, ) b ii. a - v y I +!J.-v (a 2 + b 2 ) Y, v - Y. IJ.- \S 
x 11;,:~_ 1 [y(a 2 + b2 ) y, ] 
fiev < l, Re 11 > -l, arg(t 2 - y 2)y,= 0 if t > y, 
arg(t 2 - y 2 ) o- = rra if t < y , wltere a= l-~ and - !~v, respectively . 
a > b, 
'1 · -1 bii. - v l +iJ.- V(b 2 2) '/,v- Y.ii.- '1. 1\ [ (b2 2) '1. ] 
= _ L 77 a x - a · v - !J.-I x - a 
a < b, 
Hcv > He/1 > -], x> O. 
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(49) Joo l/(2.l[a(t 2+x 2)~) (t 2 +x 2)- ~ v t 2!-L+1 dt 
0 v 
= 2/-L a -/-L-1 X 1 +J-L-v r (u + 1) l/(2.) (ax) 
r- v-J-L-1 
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Re (~ v- ~) > Re /1- > -1. 
a > 0, Re /1- > -1. 
(53) rre -iy(a 2 +b 2 )~ (a 2 + b 2)- ~ = 2 J: cos (bt) K
0
[a (t 2 - b 2)Y>] dt 
=-rri Joo cos(bt) H~2l[a(b 2 - t 2)~]dt, 
0 
(For similar formulas see Watson, 1944, p. 417-418; l\1ayr, 1932; Gupta, 
1943 b.) 
(54) eilf7T(p-v)Jootp-1 J [b(t2.+y2.)lf](t2.+y2.)-~J-L(t2.-a2)-m-1 
0 J-L 
x l cos[~rr(p- v)] J)at) + sin[~rr(p - .v)] Y v(at)ldt 
(56) Joo t v+ 1 J [b(t2+y2) lf ](t2+y2.)-lf!-L(tZ+/:F)-1 J (at)dt 
0 J-L v 
=f3 VJ [b(y Z-{32.)Y.](y2. - {32) - Y,J-LK (a {3) J-L v 
a .? b, Re {3 > 0, -1 < Re v < 2 + Re J-1., 
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(57) J"" tv - J.L+! J (bt) J (at) (t 2 + (3 2)- 1 dt = (3 v - J.L I (b(3) K (a{3) 
0 J.L v J.L v 
a;:::b, Rev>-1, R e (v-11)<2, Re(3 > 0. 
(58) J"" tv+! J (at) (t 2 + {3 2 ) - 1 dt = (3v K (a(3) 
0 v v 
a '> 0, Re (3 > 0, - 1 .< Re •V < 3/ 2, 
(59) Joe tv+! J (at) (t 2 + (3 2 ) _1.l_, dt = aJ.L (3v - J.L TJ.L K (a(3)/ r(ll + 1) 
o v v - J.L 
- 1 < Re v < 2 Re 11 + 3/2. 
For similar integrals see Watson (1944 p. 434-435.). 
(60) 
(61) 
PRODUCTS OF BESSEL FUNCTIONS 
( 
Ze t+ ze -t )~ <v +J.L> 
K (Z) K (z) = J"" e -<J.L- v>t 
J.L v --oo ze -t +zet 
x K + [(Z 2 +z 2 + 2Zzcosh2t)Yz]dt H.e(Z) ,> O, 
v J.L Re z ·> 0. 
rr ( X -x e - i8) Y, (V+J.L) 
2rr J (X) J (x) = f e ivB e [cos •VTT J + (w) 
l.l v - .,., X - xe ' l.l v 
(
X + xe t ) y, <v+J.L > 
-sin ·VTT Y + (w)]de- 2 sin vrr J"" e -vt -t 
v J.L o X + xe 
x [cos vrr J + (<IJ)- sin •VTT Y + (<IJ)] dt J.L v l.l v 
X > x > O, Re(ll- .v) <~, w=(X 2+x 2 -2xXcos8)~ 
<ll = (X 2 + x 2 + 2 Xx cosh t),y, 
(Dixon and Ferrar, 1933, p. 193, 194). 
(62) J (z) J (z) + Y (z) Y (z) J.L v J.L v 
=4rr- 2 J"" K (2z sinh t) [e<J.L-vltcosvrr +e -<J.L-v>tcos ll17]dt 
0 J.L+V 
Re z> O, !Re(v+ll)i<l. 
(63) J (z) J (z) + Y (z) Y (z) J.L v J.L v 
= 4rr- 2 J"" KV_J.L(2z sinh t) [e <J.L+v>t+ e-(JJ,+v)tcos (ll - .v) t] dt 
0 
Re z > 0, jRe( v-I'L) i < 1. 
(64) J (x) J (x) - Y (x) Y (x) = 4rr-1 J"" Y + (2xcosht)cosh[(ll-v)t ] dt J.L v J.L v 0 J.L v 
X 1> 0. 
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(65) J 1-L (x) Y v (x) + J v (x) Y 1-L (x) = -477 -• fo"" JJ.L+)2x cosh t) cosh[(j.r v)t] dt 
X > 0. 
(66) JI-L(z) Y )z)- Jv(z) Y 1-L(z) 
=477- 2 J"" K (2z s inht) [e (v -J.L) t sin (p.77)- e (J..t. - v)t sin (v77)]dt 
o v+J.L 
H.e z > 0, I He (v + p.)l < 1. 
(67) J (z) Y (z)-J (z) Y (z) 1-L v v 1-L 
=477 - 2 sin [(p. - v) 77] fc"" K v-1-L (2 z sinl1 t) e- (v+ J.L)t dt 
Re z > 0, I He (v- p.)l < 1, 
(68) K (x)I (x) = J"" J + (2x sinht) e (v- J.L)tdt 
v 1-L 0 v 1-L 
Re(v-p.) <3/2, Re(v + /1) >- 1, x > O. 
(69) [K)x )]2 s in ( V7T) = 77 J"" J 0 (2x s inh t) sinh (2 v t) dt 0 
IRe vi < %, x > 0. 
(70) [K)xW cos(v77) = - 77 -~"" Y 0 (2x s inht) cosh(2 v t)dt 
IRe vi < %, x > 0 . 
(71) _z(x) K (x) + I (x ) Kv(x) = 2 J oo J v + (2x sinht) cosh [(/1- v)t]dt 1-L 1-L 0 I.L 
He (v + 11) > -1, IRe (/1- v)l < 3/2, x > 0. 
(72) Iv(x) K)x ) - II-L(x) K)x ) = 2 [
0
00 
Jv+J.L (2x sinht) sinh[(p.- v)t]dt 
Re(v + 11) > -1, IRe (/1- v)l < 3/ 2, x > 0. 
(73) I I-L (x) K)x)- cos[(v- p.)77] I)x) K)x) 
= sin[rr(~~-v)] r""y (2xsinht)e-(v+J.Lltdt 
r . lo v - 1-L 
x > 0, IHe(v - p.) l < 1, Re (v + 11) > -~, 
a Y (z) a J (z) I oo 2 (74) J (z) _ v_ - Y (z) _ v_ = - 477 - J K
0
(2z sinht) e - v tdt 
v av v av 0 
Re z > 0. 
aK)x) a l)x) oo (75) Iv (x) - K (x) -- = 77 J Y0 (2x sinht) sinh (2v t)dt av v av 0 
+ cos(vrr) [K )x)] 2 x > 0, IRe vi < %. 
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For most of these formulas see Dixon and Ferrar (1930) and ~leijer (1936, 
P• 519). 
oo (xe-t + yet)~(v+!L) (76) If C2l(x) H C2l(y) = (Y2rr )-1 i J e- (v-J.L)t 
v J.L -oo xe t + ye t 
x Jl<2+l [(x 2+y 2+2 xy cosh2t)y,]dt \Re(v-/-L) \ < 3/2, 
v jJ. 
• 7T -. (x-ye i ¢ )Y,(v+J.L) ( 77) 2 11 K (x) I (y) = J_1T e 'v¢ _ . ¢ 
J.L 11 x- ye ' 
X Kv+)(x 2 + y 2 - 2xy cos¢)X] d¢- 2sin(vrr) 
(
x +ye-t )Y,(v+J.L) 
x Joo e 11 t K + [(x 2 + y 2 + 2xy cosht)y,] dt 
o x + yet v J.L 
X> y, 
Dixon and Ferrar (1933), 
(78) I (z) K (,;) = I oo J (2(z,;)y, sinht] e-<t"-z)cooh t dt 
v v . ....0 211 
Re v > - 12, Re (,;- z) > 0, 
(79) K (z)K (.;}=2cos(vrr)J00 K 2 [2(z,;)y,sinht]e-f.t+z)coohtdt v v 0 v 
-X <Rev<Y2, Re(zy,+ .;y,) 2 ~0 . 
[see also 7,14 (25) to 7.14 (27)]. 
INTEGRALS INVOLVING STRUVE'S FUNCTIONS 
(80) footJ.L-v-1 H (t)dt= 1(Y2/-L·)2JJ.-v-1 tan(Y2/-Lrr) 
o v 1(v-Y21l + l) 
(81) 
- l < Re /-L < l, Re v > Re /-L - 3/2, 
11~ 1(/-L+v) TIL-v f"" H (t) H (t) t - J.L- v d t = -::::-:-----::---:--:-----:-:----:-----,--:-
0 v J.L [' (/-L+ v+ }:;) I' (/-L + %) [' (v+ Y2) 
Re(/-L+ v)> 0, 
(82) J00 H (2zt)(t 2 -l)-v-Y,t- 11 dt=~~rry,!(Y2-v)z 11 [J (zW 
0 v v 
z >O, \Rev \ <Y2. 
For further integrals involv ing Struve's functions see Mohan (1942); 
Horton (1950), 
7.15. Series of Bessel functions 
SERIES OF THE NEUMANN TYPE 
(l) 
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(2) 
00 
(Yzz)!-L-v J)z) = l 
n= 0 
r (fJ. + n) r ~v + l- fJ.) (fJ. + 2n) 
n ! r ~v + l - fJ. - n) r (v + n + l) J J.L+2n (z ). 
(If v- fJ. is a non-negative integer this expression reduces to a finite sum. ) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
1 ~ (v + Yz + 2n) l (n + Yz) 
J (z sine)=(Yzrrz)-y, (sine)v L.. f'(v+Yz) 
v n=o f'(n+·v+l) 
x C ~:y, (cos e) J v+Y, +2n (z ), 
00 
H)z) [' (v + Yz) = 4rr-Y, l 
n= 0 
(v + l + 2n) r (v + l + n) 
Jv+1 +2n (z), 
n ! (2n + 2.v + l) (2n + l) 
J)z) rr= sin vrr [v-1 J 0 (z) + f (-1-+ (-l)n)Jn (z)J, 
n= 1 v + n v- n 
(?:;z)Y-v-1-LJ (az)J ({3z)=[ai-L,BV/f'(v+l)]~ (y+2m)J +2 (z) ).L v .. = 0 'Y " 
[ 
~ (-l)n r (y + m + n) a 2n 2 2 J 
x £.. I( )fir'( l'~~ 2 F1 (-n,-n-tJ.;·v+l;f3/a), 
o= o n . m- n ·L• n + fJ. + IJ 
f (y + 2m) r (y + m) 2 2 
x £.. 
1 
F 4 (-m, y+m; p+l,.v+ l; a, {3 ) Jy+ 2111 (z), 
m= 0 m. 
(Bailey, 1935 .) 
(8) Jizz J (z cosc}J cos<l>) J (z sin¢ s in<l>) ).L . v 
=(cos ¢ cos <P)U (sin¢ sin <IJ)V ~ (-l)n (p + •v + 2n + 1/J + +2 +I (z n= 0 J.J.. V n 
l (p + •V + n + l) l ~V + n + l) 2 
x 2 2 F 1 [-n,tJ.+v+n+1;v+l;(sin¢)] 
n ! r (fJ. + n + l) [[' (.v + l)] 
X 2 F1 (-n, fJ. + v + n + l; v + l; (sinciJ)
2 ] 
fJ., v not a negative integer. 
(\\ a tson, 1944, p. 370; lJ'liley, 1929). 
(9) z v = 2vr(l+~~ v) ~ (Yzz)Y,v+nJY,v+n(z)./n! 
n= o 
~ r (v- fJ. + n) 
(10) f'(v-tJ.) J)z) =l(fJ.+ l) £.. ) 
1 
(l~ z)v -J.L+n J1-L+n(z) , 
n=of'(v+n+l n. 
·V f, fJ., fJ. not a negative integer. 
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~ (~z sin2e)v+zn 
(ll) J (z cos(]) J (z sine)= L Jv +zn(z) 
v V n '=O n !l(•v+ n + l) 
v not a negative integer, 
= ( ±~h)" (13) (z +h) ±Y,v Y [(z +h) y, ] = \' 2 z ±Y,v - Y, m Y (z y, ) 
v m~ o m! v+m ' 
lhl < jzj, 
lhl < izl, 
(14) H(ll[z(l-a) X]= ~ (~ az) " -vH<1l (z)/ r(m - v +l), 
0 m- v 
m=- oo 
(15) H1:l[z(l-a)y,]=(l-a) y, ~ (~az)" -vf/~1~v+ 1 (z)/r(m - v+ l), 
m= --oo 
(16) (~ rr z) -y,cos[(z 2 - 2zt) y, ] = ~ t"-vJm-v - Y, (z )/ i(m- v +l), 
m=-.oc 
(17) (~rrz)-y, sin[(z 2 + 2zt)y, ] = ~ t" - vJ_< m- v - Y, l(z) / i(m - v+l ) , 
~~~= - oo 
) 2 = (21 Jv(2z COS e)= [Jy, ) z )) + 2 n: I JY,v-n (z) J Y,v +n (z ) COS (2n e) 
(22) [ J)z)) 2 = 2 n~ 
1 
(-l)n-l Jv +n (z ) Jv - n (z ) He z ·> 0, 
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(25) J
0
[x(t+t- 1)]=[J
0
(x)] 2 + ~ (-l)"(t 2"+t- 2") [Jn(x)f, 
n= I 
(27) bei(2~x) =2 ~ (-l)"J 2 +1 (x)I2 +l(x). n = 0 n n 
(For further examples s ee Bailey, 1935, p. 235; Wise, 1935; Banerjee, 
1939; Bateman and Rice, 1935; Fox, 1927; Rice, 1944; Rutgers, 1942; 
Nielsen, 1904, Ch. XIX to XXI.) 
ADDITION THEOREMS AND RELATED SERIES 
w = (z 2 + Z 2 - 2zZ cos¢) ~ a nd c:(z) is Gegenba uer's polynomial (see 
section 3.15), 
v~0,-1,-2, ... , lze ± i¢ 1< IZI, 
(29) a<n.<2l(w)=J (z)H<n.< 2l(Z)+2 ~ J (z)H<n.<2 l(Z)cos (n¢) 
0 0 0 n= 1 n n 
lze ±i¢1 < IZI, 
vI= 0, - 1, - 2, ... ' 
(31) J
0
(w) = J 0 (z) J 0 (Z) + 2 ~ J (z) J (Z) cos (n¢ ) , n = 1 n n 
(33) Y (w) e ivi/J = ·~ Y (Z) J (z) e in¢ 
v n=-.oc v+n n ' 
(34) H (1),(2l(w) e iv•/; = ~ 
v n=-CX> 
fl ( 0 ' 1 2 ) (Z ) J (z ) e in¢ 
v +n n ' 
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(35) K (w) e iV\/; = ~· K (Z) I (z) e in¢ 
V n=-oo v+n n ' 
(36) I (w)eivt/;= ~ (-lt .I + (Z)I (z)ein ¢ , 
v 11 n n 
n=-oc 
(37) (2z sin }·;¢) - v J (2 z sin~~¢) 
v 
•)/ f o, - l, -2, ... ' 
(38) J 0 (2z sin~~¢)= [J 0 (z )f + 2 ~ [Jn(z)Jl cos(n¢), n= 1 
or 
(39) tv J [z (t + t- 1)] = ~ t 2n J (z) J (z ), 
v v- n n 
n = - oo 
It! < l in case v f 0, ± l, ± 2, ... , 
(40) tvi [z(t- 1 -t)]= ~ (-l)nt 2nJ (z)J (z) 
v v-n n 
n=-oo 
It I < l in case v f 0, ± l, ± 2, ... , 
(41) (z 2 + 2 2 - 2zZ cos¢)-y, exp [±i[z 2 + Z 2 - 2zZ cos¢)'/,] 
= ± i 1T (zZ)-Y, n~ 
0 
(n + ~) J n+Y, (z) H (~~·~21 (Z ) P n (cos ¢) 
lze± i¢1 < IZI, 
(42) (~~ z) 2vr(2.v)=i(v)1(l+v) ~ (v+n)i(2 .v +n)[J + (z)] 2 / n!, 
n= 0 11 n 
(43) (sin a sin{3) Y, -v Jv- '1, (z sin a sin/]) e izcos acos/3 
00 
·n I( ) 2V y, y, 2 \' t n. v+n 
=2- (rrz)- · [r(v)] ~ J+ (z )Cv(cosa)C v (cos/3), 
n = 0 r (2 v + n) v n n n 
(44) cos (z cos¢) = 2ll r (v) ~ (-l)n (v + 2n) z - v J +2 (z) c v (cos ¢ ), 
n = 0 V n 2n 
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SERIES OF THE KAPTEYN TYPE 
(46) v11J (vz)o:sinv77[1-2v 2 ~ (-l)"J (nz)/ (n 2 -v2)], 
v n= 1 n 
(48) (1- z 2)-~""' 1 + 2 ·~ [J (nz)]2, 
n= 1 n 
(49) [(1- z 2) - ~- 1]""' ~ J [(n + ~) z] J +I [(n + ~) z], 
n= 0 n n 
(50) z- 1 sinz = 1- z ·~ (4n 2 - 1)-1 [J (nz)f, 
n= 1 n 
(51) (1-z)-1 o:1+2 ·~ J (nz), 
n= t n 
SCHLOMILCH AND RELATED SERIES 
(52) r ~V + 1) 
11 
~I COS (mt) (~ mx)-v J)mx) =- ~ 
= ~ + 11 X x- 1 (1- t2/x2)v-X 
0 <X< t :5; 11, 
(53) 
0 < t <X < 11, 
Re ·v ·> - ~. (Cooke, 1928), 
~ (~mx)-WJ (mx) (~my)-v J)my) =- [2r (/-( + 1) r (v + l)r1 
II =I J.L 
+ 11~ [yr(J.L + 1) r(v + ~)]- 1 2 F1 (~- v, ~ ; 1-t + 1; x 2/ y 2 ) 
11 '>y•>x •> O, ll,v> - ~, (Cooke, 1928), 
(54) r ~v+ 3/2) II~ I cos (mt) (~ mx)-v-l Hv(mx) = - tv+~) IT- X 
0 < x < t :5 11, Re v •> - 1, (Cooke, 1930, p. 58), 
=-IT- ~ + IT~ x- 1 0- t 2/x 2) v+X 
2
F 1 (.v + ~. ~; v +3/ 2;1-t 2/x 2 ) 
0 < t < x < IT, Re v •> - 1, (Cooke, 1930, p. 58), 
(55) xv=-2r(v+1) 11~ 1 (-1)"' (lf211/ a)-vm-vJv(mrrx/ a) 
lJ .< x < a, v 2 0, 
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(56) 17 J (x) = 2 3 -v ~ m l-v (4m 2 - l)- 1 H (2mx) 
V " =I V 
0 ;5; X $ 17, V L - 72, 
(57) x 11 - 1 77l{ -171(v+72) (72a) 1- 11 H)ax)+77i1(v+72)(72a) 1- 11 J
11
(ax) 
= 2[' (v + 72) ~~~~ 
1 
m (m2 - a 2) -I [l -(-1)'" e ia 77)(72 m) l-v J 11 (mx) 
0 <x< 17, v 2K 
For (55) to (57) see Pennel (1932). 
EXPANSIONS OF THE FOURIER-BESSEL TYPE 
In the following formulas v and z are arbitrary, but v fo -1,- 2, -3, ..•• 
'The zeros of z -v J (z) arranged in ascending ma gnitudes of Re (y ) > 0, 
v v,n 
are ± y , (n = 1, 2, 3, , , , ,). Then (Buchholz, 1947 ) 
v,n 
17 J (xz) (58) [J (z) Y (Xz)-J (Xz) Y (z)] 4J (z) v v v v 
v 
O :s; x .=;;X::;;l. 
(59) J (xz)/J (z) = 2 ~ y J (xy )[(y 2 - z 2) J +I (y )]-1 
v v n = 1 v,n v v ,n v ,n v v ,n 
0 ,::; X< l, 
(60) Jv+l (xz)!J)z) = 2z ~ Jv+l (yv n x)[(y~ n- z2) Jv+l (yv n)]-1' 
n= t ' ' ' 
0 .::;; X .s;: X ::;; 1, Y n = Yo,n ' 
(62) [ Jo (z)rl = l-2 ~ [yo ,n(z z -Yo2) -l +yd,~ ][JI(yo)rl, 
n= I 
(63) [J ( )] -2 l 4 ~ [ 2 ( 2 2 )-2 ( 2 2 )-1] [J ( )]-2 o z = + "" 'Yo,n z - ·Yo,n + z --ro,n I Yo,n 
n= I 
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(65) [J1 (z)r
2 
= 4z-2 + 1 
+ 4 n~ 1 [y~.n(z2- Y~.)-2 + (z2 -.y~.)-1] [Jo(Y1,)r2. 
For (62) to (65) see Forsyth(l92l). 
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CHAPTER VIII 
FUNCTIONS OF THE PARABOLIC CYUNDER AND OF THE 
PARABOLOID OF REVOLUTION 
8.1. Introduction 
Let x 1 , x 2 , x 3 , be Cartesian coordinates in the three-dimensional 
space. We define coordinates of the parabolic cylinder 1;, TJ, ~. by 
(l) x1 = /;TJ, x2 = ~1;2- ~TJ2, x3 = ~ 
and coordinates of the paraboloid of revolution I;, TJ, ¢ , by 
be •Laplace 's operator, and let f be any fun c tion of x 3 only. The partial 
differential equation 
(3) !'!.u+f(x
3
)u=0 
transformed to the coordina tes of the parabolic cylinder is 
2 2 1 ( a2 u a2 u) a2 u (4) <t + 11 ) - -2 + - 2 + --2 + r<o u = o 
at; a11 a( 
and it has particular solutions of the form U(/;) V(TJ) W(() where U, V, 
W, satisfy the ordinary differential equations 
d 2 U d 2 V (5) -- +(a e + ,\) u = 0, --2 + (aTJ 2 - ,\) v = 0, 
de d 11 
d 2 W 
(6) d ~ 2 + [{(~) - a] lfl = 0, 
with a rbitrary constant s a,,\, Again, with a constant k 2, the partial differ-
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ential equation 
tiu+k 2 u=0 
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transformed to the coordinates of the paraboloid of revolution .is 
2 2 2 [ 1 a ( au \ 1 a (, au ) J (7) <.; + 77 ) - .;- a.; .; a-i / 77- a.;; \77 a;; 
a2 u 
+ (,;7])- 2 ~ + k 2 u = 0, 
a¢ 
8.1 
and it has particular solutions of the form U (,;) V (7]) W (¢ ), where U 
satisfies the ordinary differential equation 
d 2 u d u (8) -- + C1 - + (k2 .;2- 4~-t2 C2 + .\) U = 0. d,;2 d.; 
V satisfies an equation similar to (8) except that the sign of .\ is reversed, 
and W satisfies 
For solutions which are one-valued and continuous on the paraboloids 
.;=constant or 77 =constant, 2~-t must be an integer. 
In the case of a more than three-dimensional space several general-
izations of this approach to the investigation of (3) are possible. For some 
of them see F. Humbert (1920 a , b, c, d). 
The solutions of (5) and (8) can be expressed in terms of confluent 
hypergeometric functions. ·Although (8) contains two essentially indepen-
dent constants, and therefore is as general as the confluent hypergeo-
metric equation 6,1(2) itself, the special cases where 2f1 is an integer and 
where k, .\, are real are particularly important for certain boundary value 
problems. These cases, and the solutions of (5) will be discussed in 
this chapter. 
PARABOLIC CYLINDER FUNCTIONS 
8. 2. Definitions and elementary properties 
(l) 
By a simple change of variable , 
d2y 
--2 +(v+% - ~z 2)y=0. dz 
8.1 (5) can be transformed into 
The solutions of (l) are called parabolic cylinder functions or Weber-
Hermite functions. They can be expressed in terms of confluent hypergeo-
metric functions. lf we define 
8.2 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
PARABOLIC CYLINDER FUNCTIONS 
2 
D)z) = 2 ~ (11- 1 )e -~z z 'l'(l/ 2-v/ 2; 3/ 2; z 2/ 2) 
= 2 ~ (11 + ~ lz-~ W (%z 2) ~ (11 + ~ ).-i( 2 
= 2~ 11e-z2/4 [ 1(%) <l>(- %v· %· 11z2) 
r'(%- %v) 2 , 2, 12 
z 1(-%) J 
+X ( 1 ) <I> (l/2- v/ 2; 3/ 2; z 
2/ 2) 2 1 - %v 
[see 6,1 (1), 6 . 9(2) and sec, 6,5, for the notations] we find that 
(5) D 11 (z), D)-z), D_11_1 (iz ), D_11_1(-iz), 
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satisfy (1). The values of D 11 (z) and of its derivative a t z = 0 are seen 
from (4), Since a solution of (1) is completely determined by its value 
a nd the value of its derivative at z = 0, and since there are precisely 
two linearly independent solutions of (l), we find th e following relations: 
(6) 1(v+ 1) D)z) = (2rr)~ (e11rr i/2D_ 11_1 (iz ) +e-11rri/2D_11_1 (-iz )] 
(7} . (2 rr) ~ = e - vrrt D (-z) + e -(11+1 )rr i/ 2 D (iz) 11 1(-v) - 11-1 
(8) 
. (2 7T) ~ 
= e vrr tD (- z ) + _ __ e (v+1 )rri/2 D (-iz) 
11 I ' (-v) - 11-1 
and those which can be obtained from these by s ubstituting - z for z , 
T hese re latio ns show how any three of the solutions in (5) are connected . 
The parabolic cyl inder functi ons are entire functions of z, If v = n is 
a non-negative integer, we find from (4) that 
(9) ez 2 / 4 D (z) = 2 -~ n H (2-~ z) 
n n 
is a polynomial; lin (x) is ca lled the Hermite polynomial of degree n (see 
Chap . 10). If v is not an integer, D 11 (z) and D)- z) a re linearly indepen-
dent, F or a ll values of v , D
11
(z) and D_11_1 (±iz) a re linea rly independent, 
The Wronskian determinants are 
(10) D (z).!!._D (- z) - D (-z)!!_D (z ) =(2rr ) ~/1 (-v), 11 dz v v dz 11 
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If v and z are real, the values of D v (z) are also real. For the differential 
equation 8,1 (5) we can also give real and linearly independent solutions 
in terms of the D v if a, .\, are real. H we assume a '> 0, we can transform 
8.1 (5) into 
d2y 
(12) -- + (~x 2 - p) y = 0 
dx 2 
where ~ = (4 a) -~x, p = - A (4a) -Y,, and we find that the real and imaginary 
parts of 
( 13) D . 11 (± l + i x) t p -12 2y, 
satisfy (12), Other sets of solutions of (12) which are real on the real 
axis are 
r (% - ~p) [ < i 7T/4 ) < i7T/4 )J < ) 
I / . +"' · , D. _,/ e x + D. -•/ -e x = y 0 x 2 // lp 7< Try, tp /J tp 12 
r <~ - ~ ip) [ < i7T/4 ) 0 < i 7T/4 )J < ) 2Y,ip+~rry,(l+i)Dip- Y, e x+ ip-Y,-e x =ylx 
Rei2Yz e 37Tp/4 [(l+ e - 27TP)Y, -l] y, e -ic·/l2+rrla>D. (xe i7T14)}=y (x) 
tp-)<2 2 
- Im I 2l<i e 37Tpl4 [(1 + e - 27TP) l<2 + l] l<2 e- icy ' 12 +Tria >v. (xe i7T14)l=y (x) 
lp- Yz 3 
where y ' = arg re-:; + i p). Yo a nd yl behave simply at X = 0: 
y0 (0)=l, y1 (0)=0, y~(O)=O, y ;(O) =l, 
and y2 and y 3 behave simply at x = od: 
y
2 
= (2/x)y, eYzTrP[(l + e - 271P)Yz +l] y, sin[g(x)] [l + O(x- 1)] 
y
3 
= (2/x)y, eY,7TP[(l + e - 277P)y,-l]Yz cos[g(x)] [l + O(x- 1)], 
where 
g (x) = ~X 2 - p log X + ~~ Tr + )!;; y 1 • 
\'le also have 
]. C. P. ~hiler has made y 2 and y 3 the basis for the computation of 
numerical tables; y 0 a ndy 1 have been discussed by Wells and Spence, 
(l945)and b y Darwin (1949) , 
From (2) a nd 6,6 (6), 6,6 (7) we find 
8.3 PARABOLIC CYLINDER FUNCTIONS 
(14) D
11
+1(z)-zD 11(z)+ vD 11_ 1(z)=0, 
and from 6,6 (10) we have 
d~ 2 2 
(15)--[el-iz D (z)]=(-1)"(-v) el-iz D (z) 
dz" 11 m v -m ' 
d" 2 2 
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(16)--[e-J.iz D (z)]=(-l)"e-74z D (z) dz m 11 v+m m = 1, 2, 3, .... 
Therefore, we obtain from (15), (16) and from Taylor's theorem 
(17) D)x+y) = eY,(xy+Y,y2) ~ (-y) " (m!)- 1 D + (x) 
m = 0 V m 
and for v = 0 this gives the generating function of the D n (z) [i ,e., of the 
Hermite polynomials, see (9) and Chap. 10], 
2 2 
00 
ln (18) e -'4z +zt - Y,t = \' - D (z), n~O n! n 
If v is a negative integer, the D v (z) can be expressed in terms of the 
error function 
11 (-1) m 1/ 2 d" Y, 2 11 (19) D (z) = 2 n -- e - ,,z -- [e ,z Erfc (2-" z )] 
-m- 1 m! dz" ' 
and if v = - Y:; in terms of a modified Bessel function of the third kind , 
( 2 0) D _:;, (z ) = 012 z rr) :;, K !i ( ~ z 2 ). 
8 3. Integral representations and integrals 
INTEGRAL REPRESENTATIONS OF PARABOLIC CYLINDER F UNCTIONS 
D 
11 
(z) 
(l) 2:;," e - '4z2 J; e - Y,tz2 t -1-:.lv(l+t)Y,(v -1)dt 
f ' (-Yzv) Hev < O, l argzl::;.~rr, 
(2) 
2:;, (!1-1) 
----- ze -'4 z 2 Joo e - Y, t z 2 t - :;, (1 +v > (l + t) :;, v dt 
r(%2-Yz v) 0 
Re v< l, largzl ::; ~ rr, 
(3) 
-'4 z 2 
e J"" - z t-Y,t 2 - v-1 d e t t r (- v) 0 Rev < 0, 
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(4) 
Rev'> - 1, 
(5) D _
211 
[(a/ z )~] 
(6) 
= e-~a/z z 11 2 11- 1 [r(2v)]-1 Joo e -zt t 11 - 1 exp[-(2at)~] dt 
0 
Re ·v•> 0, 
Xf ioor (s) r e~ v + J'.l- s) r (~v- J'.l- s) (~ z 2 ) s ds r (~ .v + )'.l) r (~.)/- )'.l) 
- ioc 
larg z! l <% rr, v~·l/2,-l/2,- 3/2, ... , 
(7) D
11 
(z) D_11_ 1 (z) = 2 ] 0
00 J11+~(t 2) cos(zt- ~·VIT) e-21 dt 
(8) 
(9) 
(10) 
Re z 1> 0, Re •v'> - 1, 
Re v < 0, Re z ·~ 0, 
l 00 
= -- J (cosh tf (sinh t) 11- 1 exp (- ~z 2 sinh t) dt 
TT 0 
Re .v •> 0 , larg z l .~ l'.lrr, 
The integral representations (1), (2), (3), (4), (5), can be proved by 
verifying that the right-hand sides satisfy the differential equation 8.2 ( l) 
and assume the correct initial values at z = 0. Equations (l) and (2) can 
also be derived from 6.5 (2), 6.5 (6) and 8.2 (l). In (6), the path of in-
tegration must be chosen in such a way that it separates the poles of 
r(s) from those of the two other gamma-factors in the numerator of the 
integrand; the formula is a consequence of 6.11 (9). 
The integral representations (7), (8), (9), were proved by Meijer (1935 b, 
l937 a) and (10) was proved by Bailey(1937). J
11
, K
11 
denote Bessel 
functions of order v; see 7.2 (2), 7.2 (13). 
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There exists a very large number of other integral representations for 
the D v or a product of two parabolic cylinder functions. For representa-
tions of Dv see Meijer (1934, l935a, 1938a). An integral representation 
of D v involving other confluent hypergeornetric functions was given by 
Meijer (1941). For results related to (7), (8), (9), see also Meijer (l937b). 
INTEGRALS INVOLVING PARABOLIC CYLINDER FUNCTIONS 
(ll) Joo e-ztt - 1 +,8I2D_)2(kt)l{]dt 
0 
= 21-,8-v/2 TTl{ [' (/3) z +k -,812 F(v {3 . v+ f3 + 1. z -k) ['(~v+~f3+~) ( ) \2' 2' 2 'z+k 
Re {3 > 0, Re z / k > 0, 
(l2) Joo e!4t 2 D (t) t 2c- 1 <l>(a c· -~pt 2)dt 
o -v ' ' 
TTl{ [' (2 c) [' (~ 11- c +a) 
---- F(a, c+ ~ ; a + ~+~11; l-p) 
- 2 c + l{ v [' (~ 11) [' (a+ ~ + ~ 11) 
\1-p\ < 1, Re c > 0, Re 11 > 2Re(c-a·), 
100 1/ 2 ( 13) e 74 t D (t)t 2c-2 <1>(a c· - ~pt 2·)dt o -v ' ' 
TT~ f'(2c-1)['(~11+~-c + a) 
---.,..,-,.,.. ---:--:--:----:---:--- F (a c - %- a+ ~ v 1-p) 
2c+l{v-l{ f'(~+~v) f'(a+~v) ' ' ' 
\1-p\ < 1, Re c > ~. Re 11 > 2Re (c-a) - ·1, 
(l4) J"" t"' e -~t 2 D (t) J (tz) dt 
0 2v v-1 
2 
= 2"' f'(v+~) 1T-l{ zv- 1 e-!4z <1>(-v, ~; ~z 2) 
(l5) (2?T/l)- l{ J"" e-(x-y) 2/ ( 2 J.L) e!4Y 2 Dv(y) dy 
(l6) 
(17) 
-oo 
= (1- .u)~ v ex2/ (4-4J.L) D )x (1-/l)-~] 
Joo eixy-(l+t.)y2/ 4 D [y(1-A:)~]dy 
-oo V 
= (2TT)~ ,\l{v e-(l+t.)x 2/(4t.) D [i(,\- 1 -l) l{ x] 
v J; (xy)l{ J)xy) yv-~ e!4Y 2 D _
2
) y)dy 
~ ~ 2 
= xv- e .x D - 2v(x) 
Rev>-~, 
0 < Re /l < 1, 
Re ,\ > 0, 
(l8) J;' D )y)e -~y2 y"'(x2+y2)-1 dy=(~ "'j{ ['(11+ l)xv-1 e~x2 D-v-1(x) 
Re 11 > -1, 
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Rev ·> 0, 
17~ 2-~,u.-~v r (p) 
r U'2 11 + ~ ·v + ~) 
(21) ] 0"" D ,u. (± t) D )t) dt 
Re 11 '> 0, 
rr 2l{,u.+~v+~ I l l J 
= 11- •1/ [r (~- ~ 11) r (-~ ·v) + r (-~ 11) r (~ - ~ .v) 
Re 11 > Re v if lower signs are taken. 
(23) J"" [D (tW dt = (2rr) ~ n! 
0 n 
n = 0, 1, 2, •••• 
In these formulas, F, <1>, J, 1/J, denote the hypergeometric and the con-
fluent hypergeometric series, the Bessel function of the first kind and 
the logarithmic derivative of the r- function. 
Equation (11) follows from 6.11 (12) and the inversion formula of the 
'laplace transformation. 'According to 2.1 (26), 2.1 (2), the right-hand side 
in (11) reduces to an elementary function if f3 = v + l or if •v =- 2n, 
n = 0, 1, 2, •••• For the proof of (12), and (13) see Erde1yi (1936). 
More general formulas of this type involving an p Fq (sec.4.l) instead of 
<I> have been given by Mitra(1946). A proof of (14) was given by Meijer, 
( 1938).To prove ( 15) it suffices to express D v by (3) and to interchange 
the order of integrations; if 11 tends to 1, the right-hand side in (l5)tends 
to xv. Formula (16) is essentially the same as (15) and formulas (17), 
(18) are due toR. S. Varma(1936, 1937) ; Watson(1910) has proved (19), 
and formulas (20), (21) were given by Erdelyi (1938) ; for v = 11• we 
obtain (22) and (23) from (21). We also see from (21), that the D (t), 
n = 0, 1, 2, ••. , form an orthogonal system in (- ""• ""). n 
8.,4. :Asymptotic expansions 
F rom 8.3 (6) it can be shown that (see Whittaker-Watson, 1927) for 
large values of Iii and a fixed value of v 
D (z) = zv e -~z2 [ ~ (-~ ·v\ (~ - ~v\ + 0 lzzrN-1] 
v 2., n ! (- ~ z 2) n 
n- 0 
- - % rr < arg z < % rr, 
(l) 
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(2) 
(3) 
-5 rr/4 < argz <- rr/4, 
where the notation 
(4) (a) 0 =1, (aYn=a(a+1) •. "(a+n-1), n=1,2,3, ••• , 
is used, 
The behavior of D (z) for \v\ -+ oo and for arbitrary values of z which ~ v 
satisfy \z\ < \v\ has been completely discussed by Schwid (1935), His 
results are based on Langer's method (1932). As a special case we have 
the following result which, in the form given here, has been stated by 
Cherry (1949): 
H \z\ is bounded and \arg(-v)\ =:; Yzrr, then, for \v\-+ oo 
(5) D (z) = 2-l-i exp [Yzv log(-v)- Yz v- (-v)y, z ] [ 1+0 \v\-l-i]. 
v 
8.5. Representation of functions in terms of the D v (x) 
8.5.1. Series 
From 6,12 (3) we have as a special case, for positive real values of x: 
(l) 
2Y.v ~ (-l)"D
2
n(x) 
D)x)=r(-Yzv) n~o n!2"(n-Yzv) 
2~v-Y, ~ (-1)" D (x) Lt 2n+1 
This can be c ons'idered as an interpolation formula for the function 
D (x) of v , the points of interpola tion being the non-negative even or 
odd integers. An expansion of D v (x) D J-L (x) in terms of the D n (2 y, x ), 
(n = 0, l, 2, ,, ,) has been give n by Dhar (1935). Shanker (!.939) proved 
the addition theorem 
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(2) Dv(xcost+ysint)=exp[~(xsint-ycost) 2] 
00 
X n~o (:) (tan t)n Dv-n (x) D n (y) 
which holds for real values of t, x, y and 0 ~ t < rr/ 4, Re v? 0. 
Erdelyi (1936) proved the expansion [see 8.4 (4)] 
(3) W (1/2z2.)=2-Kz~[p~t (-1)Z(~-2/L)z(~+2/L)z D () RJ K,j.J. /2 L 2}(-~-l z + p 
l= a (2z) l 
in which R P denotes a remainder term. If IL is half of an odd integer, the 
series terminates. In all other cases the series is divergent in general, 
but the remainder term can be estimated, in particular if larg z I < ~ rr and 
p is large, showing the asymptotic nature of the expansion 
From the expansion 6.12 (6), an expansion of D v (z) in terms of the 
Bessel functions can be derived, where the Bessel functions become 
elementary functions because their order is half an odd integer. In partic-
ular, we have 
11~ 2~v 
D v (z) = Ieos '-2-6 K - 2 ,;:"[(1- 2,2/3) sin'-' cos']+ •• , •. } r<~- K) 
17~ 2 ~ v . 
~ I sin ,_2-6 K - 2 [(1- C) sin'- ,(1- 2,2 / 3) cos']+ •••.} 
K r (~-K) 
where 
K=~v+~ > O, '=(2K)Y.z, 
and the terms indicated by ... are of the orper of K - 3 provided that 'is 
bounded. 
The Sturm-Liouville problems connected with 8. 2 (12) lead to certain 
orthogonal sets of functions for a finite interval (0, x 0 ). These are essen-
tially parabolic cylinder functions whose order is of the type ip - ~ 
(p real) and for which the variable has an argument, ~ 11 or -~ 11, (see 
sec. 8.2). For an application see Magnus (1941); for Sturm-Liouville pro-
blems in general see Chap. 10 in the book by !nee (1944). 
8.5 .2. Representation by integrals with respect to the parameter 
Cherry's theorem (1949). If f(x) is of bounded variation in any finite 
interval of the real variable x and is absolutely integrable in (-oo, oo), then 
f -~+ioo ~(v+Y.mi e oo (4) -4m f(x) = dv L W)hx)D_v-t (hi) sin v11 ~ -Y:- ioc 
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where 
(5) h =e'Ai7T, h=e-'4 i 7T, 
The condition that f be absolutely integrable, can be replaced by 
(6) 
for x -+ ± ""• where a is real and > ~ and where c 1 , c 2 , are constants 
(which may be different for x-> + oo and x->- oo), Condition (6) is needed 
in some boundary value problems (see Magnus, 1940), Equation (4) is 
analogous to the inversion theorem for Fourier integrals, It can be sim-
plified iff (x) is an even or an odd function of x , 
Cherry (1949) has applied (4) to the function f(x) = D (hx) for x > 0, 
J.L 
f(x) = 0 for x < 0, In a formal sense [although (4) and (6) are not sat-
isfied], Erdelyi 's formula for the expression of a plane wave in coor-
dinates of the parabolic cylinder is a special case of Cherry's theorem, 
viz.: 
(7) -2i(2rr)~ exp[-~i(,;z-71 2)cos¢-~i9/sin¢] 
dv t(tan~¢)v ( l:'l () 
-- D -hs,D h71 
sin V7T cos~¢ v -v-1 
+ (ctn ~¢)v D (h t:) D (-h )~ 
. v-~.. -v-1 S v '1/ 
sm /2'f' 
(cf. Erde1yi, 1941), Here h is given by (5), and (7) holds for all real values 
of ~. 71, For the diffraction problem of a plane wave incident on a half-
• plane, Cherry (1949), gives the formula 
(8) -2i D0 [h(( cos~¢+ 71 sin~¢)] D_ 1 [h('T/ cos~¢- (sin~¢)] 
dv (tan ~¢)v 
sin V7T cos ~ ¢ 
for the secondary wave ("Sommerfeld's wave"), 
A special case of 6,15 (15) is the expression of a "cylindrical 
wave" in terms of solutions of 8,2(1), viz, 
(9) 2~ "2 H ~2l[~k <e + '1/2)] 
= J c+ioo D )k ~ (l + i) ~] D-v-t [k ~ (l + i)77] 1 (- ~ vH' (~+ ~ v) dv 
c- 1.00 
where -1 < c < 0, ~. '1/• real, Re ik _?0, Another expression for the left-
hand side in (9) in terms of an integral taken over the parameter of parabolic 
cylinder functions can be obtained from Cherry's theorem; see also 
Magnus (1941), 
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Erdelyi (1941) also proved the following formulas which can be con-
sidered as linear and bilinear continuous generating functions of D v [see 
also 6.2(20)]: 
(10) _I_ Jc+ioo D (z)tVf'(-v)dv= ·e-!l.(z2-zt - Y.t2 
2 TT i c- ioo v 
c < 0, largtj < rr/4, 
(~rr}~ c+ioo t-v-l dv 
(ll) --.- J . W)x)D_v_ 1 (iy)+D)-x)D_v_ 1 (-iy)] . ( ) 2 TT t c- ' 00 Sln - ·vTT 
tl 1- t 2 2 2 txy ] = U+t 2)-l{ exp -4 --(x +y )+i--· l + t 2 l+t 2 
-1 < c < 0, largtl < ~"' 
8.6. Zeros and descriptive properties 
For any fixed value of v the formulas 8 .4(1) to 8.4(3) give a descrip-
tion of D v (z) for large values of lz I; if v and z are real, then D v (z) is 
also real in spite of the appearance of 8 . 4 (2) and 8.4 (3). If v is real, 
D v (z) has [v + l) real zeros , where [v + l) denotes the greatest positive 
integer less than v + l or zero if such a positive integer does not exist. 
T his result can be derived from a discussion of the differential equation 
8. 2 (1). If v = n = 0, 1, 2, ••• , D n (z) has exactly n real zeros (and no 
other zeros}. For other results about real zeros of the solutions of 8.2(1) 
which are real on the real axis see Auluck (1941); for asymptotic formulas 
for the real zeros of D v (x) if v is real see Tricomi (1947). 
FUNCTIONS OF THE PARABOLOID OF REVOLUTION 
The results of the two following sections comprise only a small part of 
the formulas which arise from boundary value problems of ~u+K 2u=0 for 
the paraboloid of revolution. Thewhole subject has been thoroughly inves-
tigated by Buchholz; the formulas in sections 8 . 7 and 8. 8 indicate which 
type of results can be found in the papers to which a reference is made. 
8.7. The solutions of a particular confluent hypergeometric equation 
If in 8 .1 (8) k, p.., >..are arbitrary complex constants, we have a differ-
ential equation which is equivale nt to the confluent hypergeometric 
equation. However, if k and >..are real and 2 p.. is an integer, 8 .1 (8}may be 
reduced to 
d 2 u du (l) --+ .;- 1-+ (4e -p 2 .;-2 - 4r) u = o de d.; 
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where 
(2) p = 0, 1, 2, ••• , and r, ~, rea l. 
Equation (1) has the solutions 
(3) ~ -~M ±. ,/ (±ie), ~ -~ w±. v<±ie) 
t~ np t~np 
(for the nota tions see sec. 6.9). They a re connected by the relations 
(4) 
(5) p! exp[rrr- ~i rr(p+l)] ( . = w -t") r (~ + ~p - i r) -i-r, ~p s 
p ! exp [rrr + ~irr (p+l)] 
+ JTI (if) r<~+~p+ir) i-r, Y, p 
where ~ denotes a r eal, p os itive variable, and a rg ± i~ = ± Yz rr. For ~-+ oo 
and fixed values of r, p we have : 
(6) W. l / (i~)=C-re- ~ i~ -~7T 7 [l+0(~ - 1 )] 
17"1 n p 
(7) 
The corresponding expression of th e M- fun ctions in (3) can be derived 
from (4), (5), (6), a nd (7). 
The function 
(8) 
is real for real, positive va lues of ~(if r, p are real). 
If p and ~are fixed and r is large , 6.13 (8) g ives the following asym-
ptotic representat ions: 
(9) W (+ ·c)_ 2~ e +~i7T +i-r ± i-r (c ) -~ - Y.7TT ± i-r. ~p - ts - e r sT e 
x cosh ((r- 2(r~)y, ± ~irr] [l + O( r-~ )], 
(10} W_ (±i~ } = 2~ e ±i-r T+i'T(~r}-~ e - Y,7T 'T 
+ir. ~P 
x cos(+ ir- 2(r~)~- ~rr] [l + O(r-Y.)], 
where r, ~, are real and positive. 
Erdelyi (1937) investigated the case where lrl and 1~1 are both large 
but where r/ ~is a fixed negative number . This re s ult is 
(11) M_. (ir(2 s inh,8) 2]= r(2 J.L +l ) e~t7T (J.dY, )T-J.L . ( 2 tanh (3) y, 
·~ 1T 
x sin[r(sinh2(3 + 2(3) - (11- ~}rr] [ l + O(r-~ )] 
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where r, {3, 11 + ~. are real and positive. 
For the solution of certain boundary-value problems, the following 
functions are needed, Let ( 0 be a fixed real positive number, Then there 
exists a sequence of real numbers r n, n = l, 2, 3, ,, , such that 
r 1 < r2 < r3 ... and MiT y, (i(0 ) = 0 . n' 2P 
The functions 
(12) (~)~ M. y, (it;;) 2( lTn' P 
are orthogonal in (0, ( 0 ) , In order to compute the r n for a given ( 0 and 
in order to find the normalizing factors for the functions (12), Buchholz 
(1943) gave the formula 
(13) c~r~-~p M <·~") ts iT, ~P ts 
= 17~ rn+~p) f r<z+~+~p) <~ t;;) z+~ 
r <~ + ~ P) 1 = o r<z + 1 + ~ P) z 1 
r=O 
where r, (, are real, r > 0, (I= 0, and also similar formulas for the partial 
derivatives 
a a a2 
ar' at;;' ar at;; 
of the function (13), 
8 .8. Integrals and series involving functions of the pa{aboloid of 
revolution 
As a consequence of 6.15 (15) we have 
(l) 
ei(%+y) -£ ioo ds 
= 2(xy) ~ J w_s o(-2ix) IT's o(-2iy) --. 
X + y - ioo ' ' COS 1TS 
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This is the representation of a spherical wave with the center in the 
focus of the paraboloid in tenns of the functions of the paraboloid in 
revolution. Formula (l) was first proved by Meixner (1933) who also 
derived the fonnula 
(2) 
2 11 p ! p ! (xy) !-\ (p + 1 ) 
( ) f'(p + 1 +2 ia)f'(p + 1-2ia)( ) .,. 1 M_ 2 a!-\ (x+y) 2p + 1 ! X+ y p t ' p 
= Joo [' [Y:!p+ Y:l+i (a+ r)] f' [Y:!p+ Y:!+ i (a-T)] 
-oo 
x f'[Y:;p + Y:;- i(a + r)] f'[Y:;p + Y:!- i(a- r)] 
X Mia+ i -r, !-\ P (x) Mia+ !-\ i 7", !-\ P (y) d T 
Rex 2: 0, Re y ,2 0, p = O, 1, 2, ••• • 
The integral representations for more complicated types of waves 
with a singularity at the focus of the paraboloid of revolution were given 
by Buchholz (1947). One of his results is 
(3) (xy)Y. in [ 17 J y, H(ll, (x +y) pP cx-y) 
2 (x + y) n +Y, n X + y 
(n + p)! CT + ioo J . f'(s + Y:!p + Y:!) f'(-s+Y:!p+Y:!) 
CT- tOO p! p! (n- p)! 
where 
X > y 2: 0, 
and where 3F2 stands for 
3F2 = 3F2(-n+p, n+p+ 1,-s + Y:!+ Y:!p; p+ 1, p + 1; 1), 
[see 4.1 (l) for the definition of the generalized hypergeometric series]. 
If n = p, (3) becomes equivalent to 6.15 (15). It should be noted, tha t 
H ~1], is an elementary function, see 7.2 (6). 
fte expression of a spherical wave, the center of which is at an 
arbitrary point, in tenns of the functions of the paraboloid of revolution 
was also given by Buchholz ( 194 7). H 
R = l[(x 1 - y 1)- (x o - yo )JZ + 4x o yo+ 4x 1 y 1 
y, ( )l !-\ 
- 8 (x o yo x 1 y 1) cos ¢1 - ¢2 
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and if x0 , y 0 , x 1 , y 1, are real and positive and x 0 > x 1 , y 0 > y 1 , then, 
forareala<~, 
iR 
( ) ( ) ~ e ~ 4 x 0 y 0 x 1 y 1 ;R =-.2 -'-
• p= 0 
( ) cos p (¢ 0 - ¢ 1) 2- 0 
o, p p! p! 
x (2rr ~-T Ja-+ioo 1(s + ~ + ~p) 1(-s + ~ + ~p) 
u -too 
X [M -s, ~p (- 2ix I) Ms. ~p (- 2 iy,) w_s, ~p (-2ix 0 )Ws, ~p (-2 iyo)]ds 
where o0 • 0 = 1 and o0 , P = 0 if p > 0. 
For the plane wave Buchholz (1947) gives a mixed series and integral 
representation: 
(5) exp[i(x- y) cos e + 2(xy)~ sine cos¢] 
1 Loo 2-o 
= 1 o, p i p cos (p¢) 
(xy) ~ sin e p = 0 p ! p ! 
X (2rri)-l Ja-+ioo 1(s + ~ + ~p) 1(-s + ~ + ~p)(tan ~0)25 
a - too 
x M 1/ (-2ix)M v (-2iy)ds . 
s, r.. p s,np 
There correspond certain series expansions to the integral representa-
tions in this section. In the simplest case, the formula corresponding to 
(l) is 
(6) 
ei(x+y) 1 
x + y =(xy)X ~ (-l) n w_n-~. 0 (- 2 ix) ~n-'/,, 0(- 2 iy ). n = 0 
For a large number of other series and integrals see Buchholz ( 1943, 
1947, 1948, 1949). 
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CHAPTER IIX 
THE INCOMPLETE GAMMA FUNCTIONS AND 
RE•LA TED FUNCTIONS 
9.1. Introduction 
A considerable number of functions occurring in applied mathematical 
work can be expressed in terms of the incomplete g amma functions, 
(l) -y(a.x)=Jxe-tta-l d t Rea 1> 0, 
0 
(2) r (a. x) = J oo e -t t a-l dt = r (a)- y(a. x), 
% 
which in their turn are closely connected with the particular case a= l 
of the confluent hypergeometric functions ell (a, c; x) and 'P (a, c; x). By 
6,5(1), 6.5(2), and 6,5(6) we have 
(3) y(a. x) = a - 1 xae-x <II (1, l +a ; x) = a- 1 xa<ll (a, l +a ; -x), 
(4) r (a. x) = X a e -x 'JI ( l, l + a; X) = e -x 'JI (l - a, l - a ; X). 
When a= l, the confluent hypergeome tric equation 6 ,1 (2) has the ele-
mentary solution 
e z X 1-c 
so that the special confluent hypergeometric functions to be discusse d 
m this chapter satisfy simple differential equations of the first order. 
In many ways it is advantageous to a dopt the slightly modified function 
(5) 
- a X x 
y*(a.x)=-- J e-tta-ldt 
r (a) 0 
e-x l 
= <11(1, l +a; x) = <ll(a, l +a; -x) 
r (l + a) r (l + a) 
as the basic function because this is a single-valued entire function of 
both a and x and is real for real values of a and x. 
The following functions are expressible in terms of the incomplete 
gamma functions : the exponential and the logarithmic integral, sine and 
cosine integrals, error functions and Fresnel integrals and their gener-
alizations. Definitions a nd notations of these functions vary considerably. 
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·The notations to be used here will be explained m the s ec tions dealing 
with these functions. 
THE INCOMPLETE GAMMA FUNCTIONS 
9.2. Definitions and elementary properties 
The incomplete gamma functions were first investigated for real x by 
•Legendre (1811, Vol. l, pp. 339-343 and later works). The significance 
of the decomposition 
(1) f'(a) = y(a, x) + f'(a, x) 
was recognized by Prym (1877) who seems to have been the first to 
investiga te the functional behavior of these functions (which he denotes 
by P and Q). 
The re are several notations for these functions. At present the most 
frequent notation besides the one adopted here IS the notation used in 
astrophysics and nuclear physics, 
E (x) = Joo e -xu u-n d u = x n - 1 [' ( 1 - n, x), 
n 1 
The alternative notation K n (x) is sometimes used. For the formulas in 
this notation see Placzek (1946), Le Caine (1948), and Busbridge (1950). 
The older theory of the incomplete gamma functions is presented, and 
references to the literature are given in Nielsen (1906 a , especially in 
Chap. XV, a nd 1906b). A more recent account is found in Bohmer (1939). 
It is customary to define the incomplete gamma functions by the 
incomplete Eulerian integrals of the second kind 9.1 (l) and 9.1 (2). 
However, in order to avoid convergence difficulties in 9.1 (l) when Re a.::;O 
we shall adopt 9.1(3) and 9.1 (4) as the definitions of the incomplete 
gamma functions with the rema rk that xa and lfJ are defined uniquely by 
the conventions of Chap. VI. Apart from the notation, 9.1 (2) was known 
to Legendre. While y*(a, x) is an entire function of both a and x, the 
function y(a, x) itself fails to be defined for a = 0, - 1, - 2, ...• The 
function r (a, X) IS an entire function of a, but in general, except when 
a is an integer, it is a many-valued function of x with a branch-point 
a t x = 0. 
The recurrence relations 
(2) y (a + 1, x ) =a y (a, x)- xae -x, 
(3) r(a+ 1, x ) = af'(a. x) +xae-x, 
are simple consequences of the definitions and can be derived from the 
incomple te E uleria n integrals of the second kind by integration by parts. 
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They can be used as an a lternative definition of the functions under con-
sideration. 
(4) 
(5) 
We have the convergent expansions in ascending powers of x, 
~ a.+n oo 
y(a, x) =e-x £.. _x __ = l 
(a) 
n= 0 n+t n=o 
(-}" Xa. +n 
(-)" xa.+n 
n! a+ n 
-----, 
n! a+ n 
n= o 
va lid for a ll x, and a~ 0, - 1, - 2, •.• , with 
r (a+ n) 
(a) = = a (a + l) · · · (a + n - l) 
n r (a) (a) 0 = l, 
n = 1, 2, ••• , 
and the asymptotic expansions in descending powers of x, 
(6) r(a.x)=xa.-te-x ~ - a ,. +OCJxJ-M) [ 
M-1 (l ) J 
L (-x) m 
m =0 
Jx J-> oo, - 3rr/2 < argx.< 3rr/2, M = 1, 2, 
... ' 
[
AI-1(1-a) J (7) y(a,x) =r(a)- xa.-le-x ~ "'+ O(JxJ-M) • L (-x) m 
m=O 
Either from the power series expansion or from the definitions one 
obtains the differentiation formulas 
(8} dy(a, x) 
dx 
dr(a. x) a.-l - x 
=X e , 
dx 
d" (9) -- [x - a.y(a. x)] = (-)" x-a-n y(a + n, x), 
dx" 
d" (10) --[ex y(a, x)] = (-) n (l- a) ex .y(a - n, x}, 
~n n 
d" (11)-- [x-a. r(a, x)] = (-)"X- a.-n ·r (a + n, X), 
dx" 
d" (12) -- [e% r (a, X)] = (-) n (l - a) eX r (a- n, X), 
dx" n 
the last four for n = 0, 1, 2, •••. 
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The continued fraction expansion 
e ->: xa 
(13) r (a. x) = --------
1-a 
X + ------------------
l 
l + --------- --
2-a 
X+-----
l + ... 
is due to !legendre and can be derived from (3). Cther continued fractions 
have been obtained by Schlomich ( 1871), and Tannery ( 1882). 
Whenever a is a positive integer, the confluent hypergeome tric func-
tions <ll (a, c; x) and 'P (a, c; x) may be expressed in terms of incomplete 
gamma fun ctions by means of the formulas 
a an 
(14) <ll(n + l, a+ l ; x) = - -- [e>: xn-ay(a. x)] 
n! axn 
( 15) 'P (n + l, a + l; x) 
l an 
-- [e% X n-ar (a x)] 
n ! ( l - a) n a X n ' 
n = 0, 1, 2, ••• , 
n = 0, l, 2, •••• 
The first formula is meaningless for negative integers a , but it retains a 
meaning if it is divided by r (a + l) before a approaches a negative 
intege r. The second formula looses its meaning when a is a positive 
integer. 
9.2.1. The case of integer a 
In this section 
n 
(16) e (x) = L .:..:__ 
n m= o m ! 
is the truncated exponential series, 
sec. 9 . 2. We h ave 
(1 7) y(l + n, x) = n! [1- e -x e n(x)], 
(18) 
(19) 
rO+n, x)=n !e-l:en(x), 
r {1- n, x) =X I-n E (x). 
n 
n = 0, 1, 2, ••• , 
and En (x) 1s the integral defined in 
13y repeated integrations by parts we a lso have 
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(20) r (- n, x) = (-)n [E I (x)- e-" n~ (-)• mm!+ll 
n! .. =o x J 
n = 1, 2, 3, ..•. 
The function y(a, x) does not exist when a=- n, but we have from 9.1 (5) 
(21) y*(- n, x) = xn. 
It may be pointed out that for posrtlve integer a and integer c, the 
confluent hypergeometric functions <11 (a, c; x) and 'JI (a, c; x) may be 
expressed in terms of the functions discussed here. For <11, with a = l + n 
and c = 2, 3, ••• , this follows from (14). For other integers c, we have 
to divide (14) by r (c + l), and write (14) in terms of y* before letting c 
be an .integer. For 'JI with a = l + n and c = l, 0, - l, - 2, .•• , we have 
(15) and (19). The case c = 2, 3, ••• , can be reduced to the former one 
by applying 6.5 (6). 
When a is close to an .integer, we may obtain useful approximations to 
incomplete gamma funct ions by evaluating their derivatives with respect 
to a for an .integer a. By manipulating the integral representation 9.1 (5) 
one can prove 
(22) ~a= 
0 
=- log x - E 1 (x ), 
and other results follow by application of the recurrence relations. 
9 .. 3. Integral representations and integral fonnulas 
The basic .integral representations are the incomplete Eulerian.integrals 
of the second kind, 9.1 (l) and 9.1 (2). The first of these fails to converge 
when Re a:; 0. 'It may be replaced by a loop integral 
(1) (0+) y(a, x) =- (2i sin77a)- 1 x a ]
1 
e-xu (-u)a-l du 
where - 77::5 arg(-u) .;:;_ 77 on the loop of integration, x is arbitrary, f, 0, and 
a is not an integer. With the unit circle- u =cos e + i sin e, - rr s e:; 77, 
as the path of integration one obtains 
(2) y (a, x) =X a cosec 77 a r" e xcos B COS (a 8 +X sin e) d8. 
0 
A real integral for Re as 0, x s 0 may be derived from 6.11 (13). 
For r(a, x) the basic integral representations are 9.1 (2) and 
(3) r (a, x) 
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The latter integra l is obtained when 6 ,5 (2) is applied to the last 'I' 
function in 9,1(4). 1legendre's continued fraction 9,2 (13) is a consequence 
of (3). 
Other integral representations are 
(4) Y (a, x) = x~a Joo e-tt~a-l J [2(xt) ~ ] dt o a · Rea > 0, 
(5) Rea < l, 
(6) 1 (2 - 2a) r (a,- ix) r (a, ix) 
00• [ l 2 J. -:rt -2a = e t ---
0 t + 2i 
F (1, !... ;?_ -a; -t-) 2 1 2' 2 t + 2i 
+ -
1
- . 2 F1 (1, l2 ; £.2 -a; -t-.)J dt Rea < l, t-2t t-2t Rex > 0. 
The last of these is due to Tricomi (1950a). 
·some of the more important integral formulas are 
(7) Joo e -•t t f3-l ·y(a, t) dt = ~(a+ ~:/3 2 F1 (1~ a+ {3; a+ l; - 1-) o a l + s) l + s 
Re (a + ,B) > 0, Re s > 0, 
[' (a + f3) ( s ) (8) I; e-•t t f3-' r <a. t) dt = f3 <1 + s)a+/3 2F, 1, a+ f3; f3 + 1; 1 + s 
Re f3 > 0, Re (a+ {3) > 0, Re s > - ~. 
(9) 
Re a > - ~. a I= 0, Re s > 0, 
(10) r(a) Xa-{3 t e-:rt t a- /3 -l y(f3, X- xt) dt 
0 
= [' ({3) r (a - {3) y (a, x) Re a > Re f3 > - l, af3 F 0. 
The hypergeom etric function reduces to an elementary function if f3 = l 
in (7) or a= l in (8); in (9), D is the parabolic cylinder function. It may 
be noted that (3) to (9) are laplace integra ls. For other integrals see 
Nielsen (1906b, c), le Caine (1948), and Busbridge (1950). 
9.4. Series 
The power series and cont inued fraction expansions were mentioned in 
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sec, 9,2. Using the expansion 
_1_ = I (-t)n 
X + t n = 0 (x) n +I 
t .2: 0, Rex> 0 
in 9.3 (3), we obtain the expansion in inverse factorials 
(l) 
00 
r (a, x) = e:""% xa l _en __ 
n= o (x\+t 
where 
c 
n 
1 
r(l- a) 
From 9,1(1), we have (, )a-t 
y(a,x+y)-y(a,x)=e-zxa-t J: e-u \+: du. 
Rex> 0, 
If IYI < lxl, we may expand (1 + u/x )a-t in the binomial series, integrate 
term by term, and use 9.1 (17). Thus we obtain Nielsen's expansion 
(2) r (a, X) - r (a, X + y ) = y (a, X + y) - y (a, X) 
=e-zxa-t I (1-a) (-x)-n[1-e-Ye (y)] 
n= 0 n n 
which is useful for numerical computation. 
lr l < lxl,. 
Incomplete gamma functions occur in a large number of series expan-
sions, many of whic h may be obtained by specializing parameters .in the 
expansions of Chap. VI and will not be given in full. It is noteworthy 
that with h = 0, a=- 1, the coefficients in 6.12 (7) can be expressed in 
terms of the truncated exponential series; 6,12 (6) becomes 
(3) 
and is rapidly convergent for all xI= 0 provided that a is not a negative 
integer. In the expansion 6.12 (ll) the coefficients may be expressed in 
terms of Laguerre polynomials. 
If x andy are positive and x?: y, we have 
(4) 
~ n I 
r(a., x) y(a, y) = e-z-y (xy)a ~ ( ; () L~a>(x) L ':>(y). 
n=o n+1 an+t 
The limiting case as y-> 0 of this expansion is 
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(5) 
L (a)(x) 
n 
n= O n + l 
x>O 
and it coincides with the particular case a = l of the expansion 6,12 (3) 
of the 'P -fun ction in a series of •Laguerre polynomials. 
For other expansions see Nielsen (1906 a , sections 82, and 83), 
9.5. Asymptotic representations 
For a .... oo, x = o(iai), the first senes 9,2 (4) is an asymptotic expan-
sion; for x .... oo and a= o( lx!), we have 9.2 (6). If x and a are of the same 
order of magnitude, an expansion may be obtained from 6.13 (17), but it 
is not at all easy to find the general form of that expansion or to discuss 
conditions under which it represents y(a, x) asymptotically as both a and 
x increase. Considerable complications arise when x and a+ 1 are nearly 
equal, more precisely if a -> .oo and x = a + l + o (I a!). 
Tricomi ( 1950 b) has made a through investigation of the problem. He 
introduces the parameter 
a~ 
(1) z =---
x-a 
and distinguish es two cases according as z is small or large. 
If Z-+ 0 and largzl < 3rr/4, he proves that f'(l +a, x) is asymptotically 
represented by 
(2) e -% x 1 +a ~ l (a) n! (x -a)-n-• 
n = 0 n 
where the coefficients 
(3) n!ln(a) ={:tnn [e - at(l + t)a]l=o =L (~-nl(a) 
are certain polynomials of degree [n/2] in a. ·These polynomia ls have 
been studied extensively (Tricomi 1951). In particular, we have 
(4) f'(l+a,x)= e-%xa+l [l- a 2 + (x~aa)3 O(!cil21x-al-40 
x- a (x- a) ~ 
If z .... oo (when x and a a re n early equal), one has to distinguish two 
cases according as Re a is positive or negative. In the latter case 
·Tricomi uses the function 
X > 0, 
He then finds when a->+ oo andy is bounded, 
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(6) y[l +a, a+ (2a)X y] = r(l +a) [}2 +"-X Erf(y) + 0 (a-X)], 
(7) r(a) y,[l-a, a+2(2a)x y] 
= - 17 ctn (a 17) + 2 "X Erfi (y) + 0 (a -Y, ). 
For a= n we have in particular 
(8) en [n + (2n)X y] 
= exp[n + (2n)y, y]• [?:;- "-Y, Erf(y) + O(n-X)]. 
See also Furch (1939) and a contribution by Dlanch in Placzek (1946). 
9.6. Zeros and descriptive properties 
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Information about zeros for real a and x rna y be derived from the results 
of sec. 6.16. It turns out that y(a, x) has 
(i) no real zeros (apart from x = 0) if a .2: 0, 
(ii) one negative zero x 1 and no positive zero if 
l- 2n <a< 2- 2n, where (n = l, 2, 3, ••• , ) 
(iii) one negative zero x 1 and one positive zero x 11 if 
- 2n <a< l - 2n, n = 1, 2, •••• 
The general behavior of these zeros as functions of a can be seen from 
the altitude chart (p. 142) of y*. 
Approximations to the zeros for large a have been obtained by Tricomi 
(l950b); he proves that 
(l) X 1 =- (l- a) [l + 2X (l- a)-X y*(a) + 0 (lar 1)], 
(2) 11 T l+d-arr/2)X I x =- ra- --log . + 0 [lal- (log lal} 2]. 
l + r smarr 
Here y*(a) is the unique positive root of the equation 
(3) Erf (y) = (rr/2) y, ctn (ay ), 
and r = 0.278463 • • • is the unique positive root of the equation 
(4) l +X + log X = 0, 
If a > 0 is fixed, clearly y (a, x) is a monotonic increasing function 
of x for x > 0, and increases from zero to r (a) as x increases from zero 
to oo, It can be shown that for a fixed X > 0, the function r (a, x)/r (a) is 
a monotonic decreasing function of a for a > 0. In the other quadrants 
of the real a, x, plane the incomplete gamma functions were investigated 
by Tricomi (1951), who puts 
(5) r(a. x) =- a- 1 e-.. xa G (a, x), 
(6) y
1
(a,x)=a- 1 e-"xag
1
(a,x) 
a::; 0, x 2 0, 
a,2: 0, x::; 0, 
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- 3 -2 -1 0 2 3 4 
Altitude chart of y* (a, x) 
9.6 
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(7) y*(- a,- x) = r(a + l) ex k(a, x) 
and proves 
ac 
-<0 
ax ' 
ac 
-<0 
aa ' 
ag, < o 
(h; ' 
ag, 
> 0, 
a a 
ikl ~ l 
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a :2:0, x :2:0, 
throughout their domains of definition, jkj ~ ~ for a :2: l, and further-
more that k as a function of x has only one maximum or minimum if 
0 < a< l, while it has two maxima or minima if a> l. 
The altitude chart (p. 142) is taken from Tricomi 's paper. It shows 
the curves y*(a, x) = constant. 
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9. 7. The exponential and logarithmic integral 
The principal functions to be considered are 
(l) E 
1 
(x) =- Ei(-x) = fx"" e-tt- 1 dt = r(O, x) =e-x '1'(1, l, x), 
(3) f X dt li(x)= --=Ei(logx)=-£ 1 (-logx). log t 0 
In (2), the integral is a Cauchy principal value, i.e., 
lim (j -E + J"") as f-> 0, 
-x € 
X > 0, 
this function is denoted by Ei (x) in Jahnke -Em de (p. 2). We have the 
following relations between the functions defined in (l) and (2) 
(4) - E 
1 
(xe ±i"') = E*(x) ± irr x > 0. 
The following formulas, and some others, can be obtained by making 
a-> 0 in the results of the first part of this Chapter: 
~ (- x)n 
(5) Ei (- x) = y + log x + '-' 
n= 1 n! n 
oo X n 
= y +log x- e-x L (l + ~ + • • • + l/n)- , 
n = 1 n! 
(6) E*(x) = y + log x + I ~ 
n= 1 n. n 
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X -+ oo, X> 0, M = 1, 2, ... , 
(9) d" Ei (- x) ----= (-)"- 1 (n- l)! x-n e -" e 
1 
(x) 
dx" n- n = 1, 2, , , , , 
dn[e"Ei(-x)] n- 1 (-)"'m! 
(10) =e"Ei(-x)+ ~ +
1 ~n ~ x"' n = 1, 2, , , , , 
a= 0 
rem ( s ) (ll) Joo e-st t f3- 1 Ei (-t) dt = - /3 
2 
F
1 
l, {3 ; [?, + l; --
0 {3(l+ s) l+s 
Re /3 > 0, Re s > - ~. 
To these we add Raabe's integrals 
Joo sin (xt) l * (12) 2 dt =- [eax E 1 (ax) + e -axE (ax)] a 2 + t 2a 
0 
J 00 t cos (xt) * (13) 2 2 dt = ~ [e ax E 1 (ax) - e -ax E (ax)] 0 a + t 
both of which may be deduced from (l) and (2), a nd 
(14) ) 00 (b+t)- 1 e-ctdt= ebcE [(a + b)c] 
a 1 
(15) J
1
00 
e -xtlogtdt =x- 1 E
1
(x) 
(16) Joo t a - 1 E 
1 
(t) dt = a- 1[r (a. x)- xaE 
1 
(x)] 
X 
a > 0, x > 0, 
a> 0, x > 0, 
fle c > 0, 
Rex> 0, 
R e x > 0, a ,J 0. 
For other integrals see Nielsen(1906, especially Chapters II and IV), 
Le Caine (1948), Dusbrid ge (1950). 
From 9.4~5) we have 
. loo L (x) (17) E 
1 
(x) =e-x _ n_ 
n+l 
X > 0, 
n= 0 
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and from 9,4 (2) 
(18) E
1
(x+y)=E
1
(x)+e-x ~ n!(-x)-"- 1 [1-e-Yen(y)] 
n= 0 
Jy J < JxJ. 
The formulas for li (x) may be derived from those forE 
1 
(x) . 
Certain generalizations of the exponential integral function occur 
in the investigation of wave propagation in a dissipative medium. A 
typical example is 
Jxe -uu- 1 dt where u=(a 2 +t 2)~. 
0 
For this and related functions see Harvard University (1949 b). 
9.8. Sine and cosine integrals 
The definitions used in modern tables are 
(l) 
{ 
x sin t 1 
six = -- dt =- (Ei (ix) - Ei (- ix)], 
t 2 i 
00 
(2) 
[
X • 
Sin t rr 
Six= 
0 
-t-dt = 2" +six, 
(3) 1" cos t 1 Ci x = -- dt =- [Ei (ix) + Ei(- ix)], . t 2 
(4) Ei (± ix) = Ci x ± i si x. 
Here ± i = exp (± ~i rr). Nielsen (1906) usesthesamedefinitionofsi, 
and writes ci instead of Ci. Some authors define the symbols Ci, Si, 
somewhat differently. 
Si x and also si x are entire functions of x , 
(5) Si (- x) =- Si (x), si (- x) =- rr- si x. 
Ci xis a many-valued function, witlt a logarithmic branch-point at x = 0 . 
However, 
f " 1- cost (6) Ci x = y + log x - dt, 0 t 
so that Ci x - log x is an even entirefunction of x. In parti cular, we 
have 
(7) Ci(xe± i 71)=Cix ±irr, .X> 0. 
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The following formulas, and many others, are obtained by straight-
forward manipulation of the definitions or of results in the earlier parts 
of this chapter: 
00 
(8) Si x = ~ rr + si x = L ( 2 n + 1) ! (2 n + 1) ' 
n~ o 
~ (-)n X2n 
Ci x = y + log x + ~ , 
n= 1 (2n)! (2n) 
(9) 
(10) [
M-1 (-)"(2m)! J 
six=-cosx "~0 x 2m+ 1 + 0(Jx J- 2M- 1) 
[ 
N- 1 (-)" (2m- 1)! J 
+sinx' 01~ 1 x 2 " +0(JxJ-2N) 
- rr < arg x < rr, M, N =1, 2, , , , , 
(ll) 
[
. N- 1 (-)"(2m -1)! J 
Ci X = COS X m~ 
1 
X 2" + 0 (JxJ-
2
N) 
[
M-1(-)"(2m)! J 
+sinx .. ?o x2•d1 +0(JxJ-2M-1) 
- rr < arp; x < rr, M, N= 1, 2, , , , , 
1 (12) Joo e-st Ci (t) dt = --log (1 + s 2) 
o 2s Res> 0, 
00 1 (13) J e -•tsi(t)dt =-- tan- 1 s, 
0 s 
Res> 0, 
Res> 0, 
00 00 7T (15) J sin x six dx = J cos x Ci x dx = --, 
0 0 4 
(16) Joo six Ci x dx = -log 2, Joo (si x) 2 dx = Joo (Ci x) 2 dx = Y.rr. 
0 0 0 
For other integrals see Nielsen (1906b, especially Chap. IV), 
The notations 
J:r: dt (17) Shi x = sinht -=- i Si (ix), 
0 t 
~(:ccosht-1 
(18) Chix = y+logx)
0 
t dt=Ci(ix)-~irr 
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are also used. The generalizations 
X dt (19) J sinu-, u=(a 2 +t 2 )Y. 
0 u 
and other similar generalizations have been discussed (Harvard University 
l949a). 
9 .9. The error functions 
The principal functions in this group are 
J x 2 (l) Erfx= 0 e-t dt=~-iy(~,x 2) = x<l>(l/2,3/2;-x 2 ) 
(2) 
(3) X 2 Erfi x = -i Erf(ix) = J et dt = x <l>(l/2, 3/2; x 2 ), 
0 
(4) 
(5) 
The first three are the most convenient for mathematical work, and (2) is 
the function, although not the notation, originally introduced by Kramp 
(1799). The function (4) is more convenient for numerical work, and (5) 
arises in statistics where it is frequently used. There is a great variety 
of notations. 
All the error functions are entire functions; E rf x and Erfi x are odd 
functions of x. ~1ost of the following formulas are either straighforward 
deductions from the definitions or e lse specializations of earlier results 
of this section·: 
(6) Erf x = I 
n= · 0 
(-)" x2n+l 2 I 
----=e-x 
n !(2n+ 1) 
n= 0 
(3/2) ' 
n 
"" 
(7) Erfi x = I 
n=o 
(8) Eck x ~ ~;,-' [ Y (-~:.~). + 0(\x]_,__,J 
m=o Rex > O, x->oo, M=l,2, ••• , 
y, 2 [ M~l (~).. 0(1 I-2M-•)] Erfix=-~i1T +~-iex m~ ·Ox2m +l + X · 
X > o, X .... ""• M = l, 2, ••• ' 
(9) 
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Joo 2t2bt 1 Gb2 ) (b) (10) e~a - dt =a- exp --2 Erfc -o 4a 2a 
(11) J00 Erf(at)e - •tdt=s - 1 exp( 52
2
) Erfc (_:__) 
o \ 4a \ 2a 
Rea > 0, 
largal < ~ TT, Res> 0, 
(12) J00 Erf(at) X e-•tdt = ~(aTT)X s - 1 (a+ srX 
0 Re s > 0, Re (a + s) > 0, 
X (13) J 00 E rfc (at-X) e - •tdt = ~ TT X s- 1 e - 2as largal < ~TT, Res > 0, 
0 
(14) J00 Erfi(at) e - a2t 2- st dt =..::. exp ( s 2 \ Ei c-~) 
0 4a \-4a 2} 4a 2 
Re s> 0, largal < ~ TT, 
1 2 2 dt 2 (15) J e -a t -- = ea [~ 7T- (Erf a) 2 ] Rea> 0, 
0 1+t 2 
% 2 (16) J Erf t dt = x Erf x - ~ (1 - e -x ), 
0 
d"+1 Erf X 2 (17) - --- = (-)"e-x fl n (x) 
dxn+l 
n = O, 1, 2, ••• , 
where Hn is the Hermite polynomial of Chap. X. 
A series of Nielsen's type is given below: 
(18) Erf [(x+ y)X] 
X e -x~ 1 · 3· ·"·(2n - 1) 
= Erf (x ) + --x L. (- 1)" 
2x n = 
0 
2·4 .. ,.(2n) 
y(n+ 1,y) 
lr l < lxl. 
Expansions in series of Bessel functions (Tricomi, 1951) follow: 
X 2 oo (19) Erf(x)=~bx) e-x n'!-o en(-1) x"In+X (2x), 
(20) Erf(xX) = (~TT)Y. ~ 
n= 0 
(-1) [n/2] I (x) 
n- X ' 
(31) Erfi (x X)=(~ TT)X ~ 
n = ·O 
(-l} [ n1z] I (x) 
n+X 
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The first of these expansions is a particular case of 9.4 (3), the other 
two can be verified by means of the Laplace transformation. 
The most recent monograph on errorfunctions is that by Rosser (1948) 
who dis cusses tl1e double integral 
z 2 2 .y 2 (22) J e -p Y dy j e-x dx n = l, 2, .. • • 
0 0 
as a function of the complex variables p, z and also other related integrals. 
Repeated integrals of the error function have been investigated by Hartree 
(1936) who puts 
(23) i 0 erfc x = 2rr -Y, Erfc x, .00 inerfcx=J in- 1 erfctdt, 
X 
9.10. Fresnel integrals and generalizations 
Fresnel's integrals are 
C (x) = (2rr)-Y, J'' t-Y, cost dt, 
0 
S(x) =(2rr)-y, j~x t-Y, sint dt. 
Instead of these, we shall consider the more general integrals introduced 
by Bohmer (1939) 
(l) C (x, a)= Joo ta- 1 cost dt 
X 
(2) S(x, a)= J;' ta- 1 sin t dt 
l y,· l y,· 
= -e ' 77ar(a,- ix)-- e- l1Tar(a, ix). 
2i 2i 
The same functions, with a different notation, have been discussed by 
Bateman (1946). Clearly we have 
(3) r(a, ix) = eY,i7Ta[C(x, a) -i S(x, a)]. 
Fresnel's integrals are·: 
y, I X X y, (4) C(x)=(2/rr)' cos(t 2 )dt=~-(2rr)- C(x, ~) 0 
= (2rr)-Y. [e-lii 77 Erf(e+)ii7T xy,) + elii 77 Erf(e-)ii7T xy,)], 
y, 
(5) S(x) = (2/rr)y, Jx sin (t 2 ) dt = ~- (2rr)-y, S (x, ~) 
0 
= i (2rr) - y, [e-x i1r Erf (eli i1r x Y.) -eli i7T Erf (e -)i i7T x Y.)] . 
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There follows a brief collection of formulas: 
~ (-)" X Zm +a 
c (x, a) = r (a) cos(~ a 1T) - ~ ' 
,.= 0 (2m)! (2m+ a) 
(6) 
"" (- )"xz .. +t+a. 
(7) S(x,a)=r(a)sin(~a1T) - \' , 
,'-'=- 0 (2m + l) ! (2m + 1 +a) 
(8) C (x, a)= -xa.[p (x) sinx + Q(x) cos x], 
(9) S (x, a)= xa.[p (x ) cosx- Q (x) sin x], 
where 
M-t (-)"(1-a) 
(lO) P(x)= \' Zm +O(!xi -ZM-1) 
~ xz" +t 
m=o 
a nd 
x .... oo, - " < arg x < 77, M = 1, 2, ••• , 
( 11) J"" e-st c(t, a) dt = s - 1 r(a) [cos (~ a1T)- ~ (s +i) - a.- ~(s - i)-a] 
0 
Re s > 0, - 1 < Re a, 
(12) ]"" e-•ts(t, a) dt = s - 1 r (a) [s in (J.\.a1T) - ~i (s + i)-a+ J.\.i(s - i)- a.] 
0 
Res > O, -1 < Rea , 
(13) fo"" t f3-t c (t , a) dt = rr' r (a+ (3) cos[~(a + (3) 7T] 
Re /3 > 0, 0 < Re (a+ {3) < l, 
(14) J"" t f3-t 5 (t, a) dt = {r I r (a+ {3) sin(~(a + {3) 1T] 
0 
Re /3 > 0, 0 < Re (a+ {3) < 1, 
(15) C(x) = Jy, (x) + J 512 (x) + J 912 (x) + • • • , 
(16) S(x) = J 312 (x) + J 712 (x) + J 11 12 (x ) + · • • . 
An in tegral representation of 
[ C (x, a)] 2 + [S (x, a)] 2 
follows from 9.3 (6). 
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The curve represented parametrically by 
(17) g = C(t, a), T/ = S(t, a) 
for a fixed a, 0 < a < 1, is a spiral and has been investigated by Bohmer 
(1939). ]t reduces to Cornu's spiral when a = ~. It may be of interest 
to note that this spira l has a simple "intrinsic equation" 
(18) p=(as) l- 1/a 
where p is the radius of curvature and s is the arc length. 
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CHAPTER X 
ORTHOGONAL POLYNOMIALS 
The standard textbook o n this subject is the book by Szego ( 1939) to 
which we shall refer frequently. There is a systema tic bibliography up to 
1938, by Shohat, Hille , and Walsh ( 1940). Although th e present chapter is 
concerned witn orthogonal polynomials only, in the introduc tory sections 
we consider more generally systems of orthogonal functions. For further 
information on this latter topic th e reader may be referred to books by 
Kaczmarz a nd Steinhaus (1935) and by Tricomi (1948), and by Vitali and 
Sansone (1946) . 
10 .1. systems of orthogonal functions 
With an interval (a, b) and a weight function w (x) which IS non-
negative there, we may associate the scalar product 
b (l) (cp, cp2) = J w (x) cp1 (x) cp2 (x) dx a 
which is de fined for all functions cp for which w ~ cpis quadra tically inte -
grable in (a, b). More generally, a scalar product may be defined by a 
Stieltjes integral 
(2) (cp1 , 'Pl) =Jab cp1(x) cp2(x ) d a(x) 
where a(x) is a non-decreasing func tion. If a(x) i s a b solute ly continuous, 
(2) reduces to (l) with w (x) = a '(x). On the o ther ha nd, if a(x) is a jump 
function, that is consta nt except for .iumps of the magnitude w i at x = xi , 
th en (2) r educes to a sum 
(3) (cp1' cp2 ) = ::S W; cp1(x) cp2 (x ;) 
t 
which is the appropriate definition for functions o f a d iscrete variable. 
The above defini tions re fer to real functions of a real variable, and 
to this case we shall res tri c t ourse lves throughout this c hapter. If the 
functions in question are comple x-va lued, or else if the domain of inte-
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gration is an arc in the complex plane rather than a segment of the real 
axis, then c:p2 (x) in all these definitions must be replaced by the con-
jugate complex quantity. 
Except in the last few sections (where we use definition (3)), we shall 
use definition ( l) mostly, and shall assume moreover that w (x) is positive 
almost everywhere and intel!;rable. It should be mentioned, however, that 
many of the results of the introductory sections hold for the definition 
(2), and therefore also for the definition (3), of a scalar product. 
Two functions are said to be orthogonal if their scalar product van-
ishes, A family of functions is an orthogonal system, on the interval 
(a, b) and with the weight function w (x) (or distribution a(x)), if for any 
two distinct members of the family, (c:p1 , c:p2 ) = 0, Since the space of 
quadratically integrable functions is sepqrable, it follows that an orthog-
onal system consists either of a finite number or at most of a denumerable 
infinity of elements. Thus an orthogonal system can always be written as 
a (finite or infinite) sequence, c:p0 (x), c:p1 (x), ••• or shortly I c:pn(x)!, and the 
orthogonal property is then expressed as 
h ,;, k. 
We shall assume that I c:pn (x)! does not contain any null function, i.e., 
that (c:ph, c:ph) is positive for all h, It is then easy to see that the functions 
of any' finite subset of an orthogonal system are I in early independent, 
that is that a relation of the form 
(5) c0 c:p0 (x) + c1 c:p1 (x) + .... + ck c:pk (x) = 0 
cannot be valid a lmost everywhere in (a, b), except when c0 = c 1 
c k = 0, (Form the scalar product with c:ph (x) for h = 0, l, ... , k.) 
The functions I c:pn (x )! form an orthonormal system if 
if h ,;, k, 
if h = k. 
Every orthogonal system can be normalized by replacing c:ph (x) by 
(c:ph • c:ph) -~ c:ph (x). 
A (finite or infinite) sequence I 1/J n (x )! of linearly independent func-
tions can be orthogonalized with respe ct to the scalar product (2) by 
the formation of suitable linear combinations. For instance we may put 
recurrently 
(7) f:Po(x)= t/J 0 (x) 
c:p, (x) = fJ. 10 f:Po (x) + 1/J 1 (x) 
rn (x) = " rn (x.) + , 1 m1 (x) + ••• + p. 1 c:p 1 (x) + 1/J (x) "t'n 'nO "t'Q 'n T n. n- n- n 
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and. see that I cpn (x )I is an orthogonal system if we take 
(8) ll""' =-(1/Jn, cp•)/(cp,., cp•) rn= 0, l, ,.,,n-1. 
Alternatively, we may put 
(9) cph(x)= Anor/Jo(x) +An t 1/Jt(x)+ ••• +Ann 1/Jn(x) 
and determine the A.'s so that I cpn (x )l is an orthogonal system. One pos-
sible determination leads to 
(1/J 0' 1/1 0) (1/J 0' ljJ t) (lj; o' 1/1 ) 
(1/Jt'r/Jo) (1/J t ' 1/1 t) (1/J t' 1/1 ) 
( l 0) ¢n(x)= ....... . . . . . . . ........... 
(1/Jn-t' 1/Jo) (1/J n-t' 1/1 t) (1/Jn-t' 1/J) 
ljJ o (x) ljJ t (x) t/J n (x) 
It is clear that I ¢ n (x )I is an orthogonal system, for (lO)is orthogonal to 
r/J 0 (x), t/; 1 (x), ••• , t/Jn-t (x) and hence to¢,. (x) for all rn < n. ~1oreover, 
any orthogonal system of the form (9) is a constant· multiple of I¢ (x )I. 
In order to normalize the system (9), we introduce Cram's deter,;inant 
en which is the cofactor of 1/Jn+t (x) i n the expression(lO)for ¢n+t (x). en 
is also the discriminant of the positive definite quadratic form 
Jb [,; ljJ (x) + ••• +,; 1/1 (x)]Z w(x) dx 
a 0 0 n n 
in ,; 0 , • •• , ,; n' and hence positive, We also put G _1 = l. The orthonormal 
system of the form (9) with Ann > 0 is then unique ly determined as 
(ll) cpn(x)=(Cn-t G)-~ cp n(x), 
Furthermore the following integral representation can be established 
X w(~o) ••• w(~n-t)d~o ••• d~n-t n = 1, 2, ... 
where the integral is an n-tuple integral over (a, b) and 
· ~ (x ) .!, (x ) • • • ljJ (x ) v-o o "'t o n o 
t/>0 (x ) t/11 (x ) • • • 1/J (x ) n n n n 
(See Szego, 1939, sec, 2.1.) 
In this c hapter we shall be concerned with the orthogonalization, m 
the form (9), of th e fun ctions ljJ n (x) = x n, Thus we obtain a sequence of 
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orthogonal polynomials I Pn (x )I, n = 0, l, 2, ••• where pk (x) is a polynomial 
in x of exact degree k, and (ph, p 11 ) = 0 for h, k = 0, l, 2, ••• and h f, k. 
The interval and the weight function (or distribution) determine the 
system of orthogonal polynomials up to an arbitrary constant factor in 
each p n (x ). The polynon1ials may be standardized by the adoption of 
additional requirements. The three most frequently used additional require-
ments are: (i) I p n (x )I shall be an orthonormal system a nd the coefficient 
of x" in pn(x) shall be positive; (ii) the coefficient of x" in pn(x) shall 
have a prescribed value (usually unity); (iii) for a given x 
0 
(for instance 
X 0 =a), Pn (x 0 ) shall have a prescribe d value. 
10.2. The approximation problem 
Let L: be the class of all functions f (x) for which the (Lebesgue) 
integral 
J b w (x) [{ (x )]Z dx 
a 
exists and is finite, and let l cp n (x)l be an orthonormal system in L~. In 
approximating any function f(x) of L! by a linear combination 
c o <:p o (x) + • • • + c n cp n (x ), 
we regard 
(l) I (ch) = Jbw(x)[f(x)-c cp (x)-···-c cp (x)Fdx 
n a 0 0 n n 
as the me asure of accuracy of this approximation. It is easy to see that 
the best possible choice for chis that of the Fourier coefficients 
(2) a h = ({, cph). 
In fact, expanding [ ·•• ]2 in (l) we find 
= J b w (x) [{(x)] 2 dx- )2 
a h= 0 
n 2 L (c h- a h) , 
h= 0 
that is the best approximation is the (n + l)st partial sum of the (gener-
alized) Fourier series 
(3) a 0 <ro (x) + a 1 cp1 (x) + • •• 
of r (x ), a nd the measure of the accuracy of this approximation is 
(4) In(a 1)=Pw(x)[f(x)]Zdx- f a~. 
a h=o 
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Since I n(ah) 2: 0, it follows that~ a~ is convergent and we have Bessel's 
inequality 
(5) ~ a~~Jb w(x)[f(x)]Zdx. 
h= 0 a 
It may happen that Parseval's formula 
(6) 00 b ~ a~= J w(x) [f(x)]l dx 
h = o a 
holds for every function f (x) of L!. Then the orthonormal system I c:p" (x )I 
is said to be closed in L :. In this case clearly 
as n -+ oo, 
and we say that the partial sums of the Fourier series (3) converge in 
the mean to f (x ), In L!, every closed orthogonal system is also complete, 
i.e., if (f, cph) = 0 for all h, then f(x) vanishes almost everywhere, This 
is a consequence or" the Riesz-Fischer theorem (cf, for instance Kaczmarz 
and Steinhaus, 1935, or Tricomi, 1948, sec, 3,3), 
For a finite interval (a, b) every function of L! can be approximated 
arbitrarily closely, in the mean, by a continuous function, and by the 
theorem of Weierstrass the continuous function can be approximated by a 
polynomial. Thus for a finite interval and 1/;n(x) = x", or cpn(x) = pn(x), 
we may make In (a h) arbitrarily small by making n sufficiently large, In 
other words, any system of orthogonal polynomials for a finit e interval is 
closed. This need no longer be true if the interval (a, b) is of infinite 
length (Szego 1939, sec. 3, 1 ), 
10.3. General properties of ortbogonal polynomials 
A weight function w (x) on an interval (a, b) determines a system of 
orthogonal polynomials lp n (x)l uniquely apart from a constant factor in 
each polynomial, The numbers 
( 1) b c = J w (x) x n dx 
n a 
are the moments of the weight function, and with 1/; n (x.) = x n we have 
(2) (l/;,.,1/;n)=c,.+n' 
In the notation of sec, 10, l we then have 
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co c , c l xo x" n 0 
c , c2 c n+1 l x , x" 1 (3 ) G IIJ = .... . . = fl (x -X ) . n . . . . . •. n > r s 
c c c2n l X ... x" r s n n+1 n n 
If th e (undete rmined) coefficient of x" in p n (x) is denoted by k n' we have 
co c 1 c n 
c 1 c2 c n+1 lc (4) p (x) =- "- . . . . 
n Gn -1 c n-1 c c2n -1 n 
l X ... x" 
n 
(5) P (x) = --" - II (,; - .; )2 k f(n) 
n n!Gn-1 r > s r s 
l1 [(x - .; )w(~ )d.;]. 
v=1 v v v 
Since l, x, •• • , x n-1 are orthogo na l to p n (x ), we have 
(6) h = (p p ) = k 2 ~ 
n n' n n G 
n - 1 
For the normalized polynomials lc n = (G n-/G )~, but we shall not stand-
ard ize our po lynomia ls at this stage . 
Any polynomial of degree m < n is a linear combination of p 0 (x ), 
p 1 (x ), ... , p 11 (x) and hence orthogonal to p n (x ), T his leads to a simple 
proof of the following theorem on the zeros of orthogonal polynomials . 
All zeros of p n (x) are simple, and located in the interior of the interval 
(a, b), For if p n (x ) changed its sign in (a, b) only a t m < n points, we 
coul d construct a po lynomial TT • (x) of degree m so that p n (x) TT • (x) ?. 0 
in (a , b), and this contradicts (p n, TT 
11
) = 0 , It can a lso be s hown that 
between two consecutive zeros of p n (x) there is exactly one z ero of 
p n+1 (x), and at least one zero of p • (x) for each m > n (Szego, 1939, sec , 
3.3). 
Any three consecutive polynomials are connected by a linear relation. 
We use the following notations: k n is the coefficient of x", and k ~ th e 
coefficientofx"- 1,in p (x); r = k ' / k ,andh = (p , p ). Weshall the n 
prove the recurrence fo r':nula n n n n n n 
(7) Pn+ 1 (x) =(A nx + B n) p n (x)- C n p n- 1 (x) n = l, 2, 3 , ... 
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in which 
(8) An = kn+/kn, Bn=An(rn+ 1 -r), 
Cn = Anh/(An-1 hn_1)=kn+1/cn-1 h/(k~hn-1), 
To prove (7), we remark that with the value (8) of An' the expression 
p n+1(x)- Anx p n (x) is a polynomial of degree nor less, and consequently 
of the form 
Yo P n (x) + Y 1 P n -1 (x) + • · · + Y n Po (x) • 
From the orthogonal property of the p (x ), we find that y 2 = y 3 
= y = 0 and n 
n ' 
-An(pn, xpn-1) = Y1(Pn-1' Pn-1), 
Now, xp n- 1 (x)- (lc n_1/ k) p n (x) is a polynomial of degree n- l or less, 
a nd hence 
or y 1 = C n' Lastly, the value of B n follows on. comparing coefficients of 
x n on both sides of (7), The recurrence formula (7) remains valid for 
n = 0 if we put 
(9) p_ 1 (x) = 0. 
This convention v.ill be retained throughout this chapter, 
It may be noted that conversely, a system of polynomials satisfying a 
recurrence relation (7) with positive An and C n' is an orthogonal system. 
From (7) we easily obtain the Christoffel-Darboux formula 
n 1 /c P n + 1 (x) P n (y) - P n (x) P n + 1 (y) (10) L h- p (x)p (y)=-n-. 
v=o v v v lcn+1hn x-y 
and for y -> x, 
(ll) 
lc ~ h-1 [p (x)f=-n-[p (x)p'+1(x)-p' (x)pn+ 1(x)]. 
v=o v v /cn+!hn n n n 
Let l p n (x )! be the system of orthogonal polynomials for the we igtt 
function w (x ), and let p (x) be a polynomial of degree l which is non-
negative in (a, b) and has simple zeros at x 1 , x 2 , ... , x 1• The orthogonal 
polynomials q n (x ), belonging to the weight function p (x) w (x) are then 
given by Christoffel's formula 
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Pn (x) Pn+1 (x) 
(12) en p(x)qn (x) = 
in which c n is an arbitrary constant factor (Szego·, 1939, sec. 2.5). If 
some of the zeros of p (x) are multiple zeros, (12) mu&t be replaced by a 
confluent form. 
Orthogonal polynomials have some important extremum properties. 
The first of these can be derived from the result at the beginning of sec. 
10.2 and reads: The integral 
(13) Jb lrr (x)l 2 w(x) dx 
a n 
in which 11 (x) denotes any polynomial of degree n with the leading term 
x n become~ a minimum if and only if 11 (x) = ( k - 1 p (x) where ( is a 
n n n 
constant and 1(1 = l. The second property involves the polynomials 
n 1 L h - p (x) p (y) 
.a= 1 .. II. • 
which are defined for complex x, y (xis the conjugate complex of x). We 
may remark here that for finite x 0 , a and for x 0 :5 a, the polynomials 
K n (x0 , x) are orthogonal with respect to the weight function (x -x 0 )w (x) (cf. (10) and (ll)). The extremum property in question may be formulated 
as follows (Szego, 1939, theorem 3.1.3). Let rrn(x) be an arbitrary poly-
nomial o f degree n with complex coefficients such that the integral (13) 
is equal to unity. For any fixed (possibly complex) x 0 the maximum of 
lrr n (x 0 )1 2 is reached if and only if 
11 n (x) = ( [ K n (x 0 , x 0 ) ]- ~ K n (x 0 , x) 
where kl = l. The maximum itself is K n (x 0 , x 0 ). 
10.4. Mechanical quadrature 
l\1any interesting properties of orthogonal polynomials depend on their 
connection with problems of interpolation and mechanical quadrature. In 
this section we can give no more than a brief description of some of the 
basic results, and refer to Szegci"'s book (1939, sec. 3.4, chapters XIV, 
XV) for further information. 
Let x 1 , x 2 , ••• , xn be n distinct points of the interval (a, b) and let 
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(l) rr (x) = (x - x )(x - x ) • • • (x - x ) 
n 1 2 n' 
l (x) = (x - x ) - 1 rr (x )/ rr ' (x ) 
V II n n v v=l, .•. ,n. 
The l v (x) are the fundamental polynomials associated with the abscissae 
XI ' ... ' X n in the Lagrangean interpolation 
(2) L (x) = ± f(x ) l (x) 
v= 1 v v 
of the function f(x). 
If the integral 
b (3) I=f w(x)f(x)dx 
a 
is to be computed for a function whose values at the xv are given, it 
seems natural to use (2) and compute 
(4) b n b J=f w(x)L(x)dx= ~ f(x )j w(x)l (x)dx 
a v= 1 v a v 
in the expectation that J will be an approximation to L Actually, for any 
x 1 , •• , xn, we have I= J for a ll polynomials f(x) of degree ~ n- L 
However, if we choose the x v to be the n zeros of p n (x ), the orthogonal 
polynomial of degree n associated with the weight function w (x ), then 
I= J for all polynomials f(x) of degree s 2n - l. For in this case f(x) 
- L (x) is a polynomial of degree :::; 2 n - l vanishing at all the zeros of 
pn(x) and hence of the form pn(x) "n-1 (x) where "n-1 (x) is a polynomial 
of degree :::; n - l. Then 
(5) 
I - J = Jab w (x) [f(x)- L (x )] dx = (pn, i7 n-
1
) = 0. 
It is customary t o write 
b 
J = J w (x) L (x ) dx = 
a 
n 
"' ..... v= I 
where the ,\vn are called the Christoffel numbers. They are connected 
with the moments of w (x) by the relations 
(6) h = 0, l, ••• , n - l 
obtained by choosing f(x) = xh. The Christoffel numbers are positive, 
and the following formulas hold: 
I b w (x) p n (x) 1 b ( ) [ p n (x) J 2 d (7) A = dx = W X X vn p~(xvXx-xv) a p~(x)(x-x) 
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l (8) 
K(x , x ) 
v v 
If we denote by x 1 n, x 2 n, ••• , x n n the n zeros of p n (x) and by y 1 n, ••• , 
y n n the 1i numbers in (a, b) defined by 
f rvn (9) w (x) dx = ,\ + ••• + ,\ = A a 1 n vn vn 
then we have a number of separation theorems 
(10) Xv-1, n < xv , n+1 < xv, n 
(13) A <A <A • 
v-1,n v,n+1 v,n 
10.5. Continued fractions 
The recurrence formula 10,3 (7) suggests the continued fraction 
C1\ (l) 1\ 
\A 1 x + B 1 
where An, Bn, Cn are given by 10.3(8)· The nth convergent R"/Sn is 
d efined as the finite fraction obtained by stopping at the term An_ 1 x+Bn_1 
in ( l) so that 
(2) R 
0 
= 0, S 0 = l; R 1 = l, S 1 = A 0x + B 0 = p 1 (x )/ p 0 (x ). 
Both R n and S n satisfy the recurrence re lation 
(3) xn+1=(An X+ B) X n- c n X n-1. 
The initial conditions are 
(4) forR n:X 0 =0, X1 =l; forSn:X0 =l, X 1 =p1 (x)/p0 (x). 
Heferring to 10.3 (7) it is seen that 
(5) S =p (x)/p
0
(x)=k-0
1 p (x), n n n 
In order t o express also R n, we introduce the associated polynomial 
(6) qn(x)=!b pn(x)-pn(t) w(t)dt 
X- t 
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which is a polynomial of degree n - 1. From 10.3 (7) 
q n + I (x) - (A n X + B ) q n (x) + C n q n- I (x) 
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= - A t p (t) w (t) dt = 0 
n a n " = 1, 2, •••• 
Moreover, q 0 (x) = 0, q 1 (x) =Jab k 1 w (t) dt = k 1 c 0 , and hence 
We thus see that R /S n is a rational function of x with simple poles 
at x = x vn. The residues at these poles can be computed from 
lim 
X-+X 
vn t- X vn 
W (t) dt = A11 n, 
see 10.4 (7), and we have the decomposition in partial fractions 
:v= I 
On expansion of the sum in descending powers of x the relation 10.4 (6) 
shows that· the first 2 n coefficients are the moments c h. Hence we obtain 
formally 
(9) 
00 lim~=~ L ~· 
n-+ oo S n k1 c0 h= 0 X 
For a finite interval (a, b), and for any x in the complex plane cut 
along the segment (a, b) of the real axis, Markoff proved that lim Rn /S n 
exists and (9} is •ralid. Moreover, 
. Rn ko fb w(t) (10) hm -- =-- --- dt 
n-+oo s k C X- t 
n 1 0 a 
in this case (Szeg~·, 1939, sec. 3.5). Intervals of infinite length prese nt 
formidable difficulties which are discussed in the theory of (Stieltjes 
and Hamburger) moment problems. For these see Shohat and Tamarkin 
(1943). 
10 .6 . The classical polynomials 
The orthogonal polynomials belonging to the intervals and we ight 
functions listed in the following table arise very frequently and have 
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been studied in great detail. They are known as the classical orthogonal 
polynomials. 
CLASSICAL ORTHOGONAL POLYNOMIALS 
a b w(x) NAME 
-1 1 1 Legendre or spherical 
-1 1 (l-x 2)A-lS Gegenbauer or ultraspherical 
-1 l (l-x)a( l+x).B Jacobi or hypergeometric 
exp(-x 2) Hermite 
0 x a e-x (generalized) Laguerre. 
All these polynomials have a number of properties in common of which 
the three most important ones are: 
(l) 
(i) lp~(x)l is a system of orthogonal polynomials; 
(ii) Pn (x) satisfies a differential equation of the form 
A (x) y " + B (x) y ' + ,\ n y = 0 
where A (x) and B (x) are independent of n, and A.n is independent 
of x; 
(iii) there is a generalized Rodrigues' formula 
1 dn 
p (x)= -- [w(x)Xn] 
n K w(x) dxn 
n 
where K n is a constant and X is a polynomial in x whose coeffi-
cients are independent of n. 
Conversely, any of these three properties characterizes the classical 
orthogonal polynomials in the sense that any system of orthogonal poly-
nomials which has one of these properties can be reduced to a classical 
system, For (i), this has been proved by Hahn (1935) and Krall (1936); 
for (ii) by Bochner (l939)((in this case there are some triv'ial exceptions); 
a nd for (iii) by Tricomi (l948a). We shall briefly indicate the argument 
in this last case. 
Let lp (x)l be a sequence of polynomials, p (x ) of exact degree n, for 
which (l) holds for every n = 0, l, 2, ... , the polynomial X being of 
degree k, Note that it is not necessary to assume that the p (x) are 
orthogonal polynomials or that w (x) is a weight function. From (l), with 
n = 1, we have 
(2) K 1 p 1 (x) =X'+ X w '(x )/ w(x ). 
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First let k = 0, Then X is a constant and w '/w is a linear function of 
x, lly a linear change of the independent variable we may make w /w 
= - 2x, hence w = exp (-x 2 ), and the polynomials are the Hermite poly-
nomials, see 10,13 (7). Next let k = 1. Then a linear change of x brings 
w '(x) = K 1 p 1 (x) - X ' 
w(x) X 
(3) 
into the form w'/w = -1 + a/x, so that X= x, w = xae-"', and we have 
the Laguerre polynomia ls, see 10,12 (5). 
We now discuss k :2: 2, In this case we may take 
k (4) X= n (x- a ) 
r = 1 r 
and at first we assume all the a r different from each other, From (3) 
w '(x) = i ar 
w(x) r= 1 x-ar 
so that (l) becomes 
k -a d n k n +a 
p (x) = K II (x- a) r- [ ri (x- ar) r], 
n n r = 1 r dx n r = 1 
and for n = 2 this fa ils to be a quadratic polynomial except when k = 2. 
The case of repeated factors in (4) can be excluded by a similar consid-
eration, so that in (4) we must have k = 2, a 1 f a 2 , lly a linear change 
of x we may make a 1 = -1, a 2 = 1, and write 
X = ( 1 - x) 2 , w (x) = ( 1 - x )a (l + x )!3 
so that this case leads to Jacobi polynomials, see 10.8 (lO). 
It may be mentioned tha t Hahn 0949) has extended these results 
considerably. He repl aced the differential operator df(x) /dx by the more 
general linear operator 
f(qx + w) - f(x) 
Lf(x) = - -----(q- 1)x + w 
and s howed that in this more general case each of conditions (i), (ii), 
(iii), and of two further conditions, characterizes the same family d 
orthogonal polynomials. The classical polynomials are limiting cases 
of Hahn's polynomials , and so are the polynomials of sections 22-25. 
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10.7 . General properties of the classical orthogonal polynomials 
Man y important properties of the c lassical orthogonal polynomials 
follow easi ly from the generalized Rodrigues' formula 10.6(1). We assume 
a > -1 in the Laguerre case and a > -1, {3 > -1 in the Jacobi case . 
In each case we have in 10.6 ( l ) a w(x) which is non-negative and 
integrable in (a, b). l\1oreover, since a ll derivatives up to and including 
the (n- 1)st of w (x) X" vanish a t a and b, we may integrate by parts n 
times in 
-1 Jb d n ([,p ) =K f(x)- [w(x)X"]dx, 
n n a dx n 
obta in 
(f,p )=(-1)"K- 1 J bf(n)(x)w(x)X"dx 
n n a 
and hence ([, p n) = 0 iff is a polynomial of degree < n. In other words, 
th e polynomials 10.6 (l) form an orthogona l system in the interva l (a, b) 
with th e weight function w(x), and a ll the resu lts of the previous sections 
are valid for these functions. In particular, we have the recurrence formula 
10. 3 (7) with the notation 10. 3(8) which we shaii use again in the present 
section. 
In deriving the differentia l equation from 10.6 (l) we shall write D 
instead of d/dx. From 10.6 ( l) and from Leibniz ' formula of the differ-
entiation of a product we have 
D n+ 1 [XD (w X")]= K [XD 2 (wp ) + (n + 1) X'D (wp ) 
n n n 
+ ~:l n(n + 1) X " wpn]' 
On the other hand, using 10. 6(3), 
D "+ 1 [XD (wX n)] = D n +1 I [K 
1 
p 
1 
+ (n - 1) X'] wX n I 
= K n I [K1 p1 + (n - 1) X '] D (wp) + (n + 1 )[K1 p1 '+ (n -1) X 
11 
] wp) 
since K 1 p r + (n - 1) X' is a t mos t a linear function of x. Comparison of 
the two results yie lds the differential equation 
d 2y dy 
(l) X --2 + K 1 p 1 (x)- + >.. y = 0 dx dx n 
for y = p n (x), where 
(2) ,\n=-n [k 1 K 1 + ~Hn -1)X"]. 
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The self-adjoint form of th e differential equation i s 
d [ dy J (3) - Xw (x)- + ,\ w (x) y = 0. 
dx dx n 
For the detail s o f the proof see Tricomi (1948a, p . 21()-2 12). Sin ce X is 
a t most a quadratic polynomial, and p 1 (x) is a linear polynomial, the 
differentia l equation (1) can be redu ced to the h ypergeometri c equation 
or to one of its s pec ia l or limiting cases. 
For the classical pol ynomials we a lso have the differentiation formula 
(4) dp (x) X n = (a n + ~·f nX 11 X) p n (x) + f3 n p n _1 (x) dx 
where 
and An , Cn, kn, rn have tlte same mean ing as in sec , 10.3 . I3y means of 
10, 3 (7), the right-hand side of (4) can b e expressed in tern1s of p n a nd 
p n + 1 ' 
The proof of (4) in Tricomi (1948a, p. 212-215) is based on the fac t 
tha t 
X p ~ (x) - X nX 11 xp n (x) 
is a polynomial of degree ~ n and hence of the form 
an P n (x) + f3 n P n- 1 (x·) + Y 2 P n- 2 (x) + ''' + Y n Po (x) • 
The coefficients a , ... , y are the n determined by the orthogonal prop-
erty. In the determi~ation o£"{3 n the differential equation (3) is a lso used , 
Finally we n ote that Ly n successive integrations b y parts as at the 
beginning of th is section, 
(6) h = (p , p )= (-l) n lc n! K-1 Jb Xnw(x)dx , 
n n n n n a 
from 10.4(8 ), 10,3(7), and (4) 
(7) 
..\v, n =A n -1 h n-1 [X (x v , )/f3) [p n -1 (x v , n )]- 2 
= A n- 1 h n- I [{3 JX (x v • ) ] [p ~(x v • ) r 2 ' 
and from (6) 
(8) (-l)n /c K > 0. 
n n 
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Each of the following six sections is devoted to one of the principal 
families of classical orthogonal polynomials. Each of these six sections 
is organized on the following plan: 
(i) Standardization of the polynomials. 
(ii) Computation of the ten constants 
given by 10.7 (6), 10.3 (8), 10.7 (2), 10.7 (5). 
(iii) Statement of the recurrence relation, differential equation, and 
other relations, except that whenever these relations are 
cumbersome, it will be left to the reader to substitute the 
values of the ten constants (9) into the general formulas of 
this and the previous sections. 
(iv) Connection with functions of the hypergeometric type and com-
plete integration of the differential equation. 
(v} Generating function or functions. 
(vi} Integral representa tions. 
(vii) Addition theorems, series expansions, and miscellaneous results. 
Asymptotic properties , zeros, expansion problems will be discussed in 
later sections. 
We shall use the notation 
d (10) D =-
dx 
and shall put 
(ll) (a)
0
=1, 
r(a+n·) -=~,..-- = a(a+ 1) ··• (a +n- 1). 
r(a) . 
Accounts of the classical orthogonal polynomials are given in the 
works referred to in the introduction, and also in the book by Magnus and 
Oberhettinger (1948, Chap. V). 
10.8. Jacobi polynomials 
We shall use Szegi:i's notation P (a.,f3 ) (x) for the suitably standardized 
orthogonal polynomials associated ~ith 
( l) a = - 1, b = 1, w (x) = ( 1-x) a. (l + x )!3, X = 1 - x 2 • 
In order to make the weight function non-negative and integrable, we 
assume 
(2) a>-1, {3>-1. 
Many of the formal relations are valid without this restriction. 
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(i) Standardization. 
(3) p ~a • /3 l(l) = ( n : a) (a + l) n 
n! 
(ii) Constants. 
(4) (2n + a+ {3 + l) n! f'(n +a+ {3 + l) hn = 2a+/3+l f'(n+a+ l) f'(n+/3+1) 
(5) (
2n +a+ (3) k = 2-n , 
n n 
n(a-{3) 
r = 
n 2n+a+(3 
(6) 2 (n + l)(n + a+ {3 + l) An= (2n +a+ [3 + l)(2n +a+ {3 + 2) 
(7) 2(n + l)(n +a+ [3 + l)(2n +a+ [3) 8 = (a 2 - [3 2)(2n + a+ [3 +l) 
n 
(8) (n + l)(n +a+ [3 +1)(2n +a+ {3) C = (n + a)(n + [3)(2n +a+ {3 + 2) 
n 
(2n +a+ {3) {3n = 2(n + a)(n + {3) 
(ii i) Rodrigues' formula. 
(lO) 2" n! P (a, .B >(x) = (-1)" (1- x) - a (l + x )-!3D n [(1- x )a+n (1+x)f3 +n] , 
n 
Recurrence formula : 
(ll) 2(n + 1)(n +a+ [3 +1)(2n + a+ [3) P (a+, .B l(x) 
n 1 
= (2n + a+ [3 +1)[(2n+a +f3)(2n+a+{3+2)x +a 2 - (3 2 ) p!a ,f3)(x) 
n 
- 2(n + a)(n + [3)(2n +a + [3 + 2)P !a._.,/3) (x), 
From (lO) we obtain the explicit express ion 
(12) p~a, f3 )(x) = 2-n i ( n + a) ( n:{3 ) (x-l)"-"(x+1)" 
m= 0 m n m 
which shows that 
( 13 ) p(a, f3 l(-x)=(- l)"P(f3 , a)(x), 
n n 
Differential equation: 
(14) (1- x 2 ) y" + [[3- a -(a+ [3 + 2) x) y ' + n (n +a+ [3 + 1) y = 0. 
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Differentiation formula: 
d (15) (2n +a+ f3) (1- x 2 ) - P (a,f3>(x) 
dx n 
10.8 
= n [(a- {3)- (2n + a+ {3)x] P ~a , f3>(x) + 2(n + aHn + f3) P!,c:_ ;.B>(x). 
(iv) llypergeometric functions. Equation (14) can be reduced to the 
hypergeometric differential equation 2 , 1 (l ), and the Jacobi polynomial 
is that solution of (14) which is regular and has the value (3) at x = 1. 
From the formulas of sec. 2.9, 
(16) p~a, f3 >(x) = c:a) F(-n,n+a + {3+ 1 ;a+ 1; ~-~fx) 
(
n +n {3 ) 
=(-1)" F(-n,n+a+{3+1;{3 + 1;~+~x) 
(n +n a) (~+~x)"F ( X -1) -n -n-{3· a+ 1· ---
' ' 'X+ 1 
( n +n{3 ) (~x- ~)" F ( x+1) -n, -n-a; {3 + 1; --- • x-1 
From this we find the further differentiation formula 
(17) 2" D" P (a, .B >(x) = (n +a+ {3 + 1) P (a+.. , {3+.. >(x) 
n a n-lll 
m = 1, 2, ... , n 
which confirms statement (i) of sec . 10.6. 
It follows from 2 .9(14) that the function Q(a, .B >(x) defined by 
2n+a+f3 r(n\ a+ 1) f'(n + {3 + 1) 
(18) f'(2n+a+{3+2) Q~a. , f3>(x) = -~---:------,----­(x - l)n+a.+ l (x + 1)/3 
x F[n+1, n+a +1; 2n+a +{3+ 2; 2(1 - x)- 1 ] 
is a second solution of (14). It is known as the Jacobi function of the 
second kind. This function is not a polynomial, but it satis fies the same 
recurrence formula ( ll), and the differentiation formula ( 15), as the 
Jacobi polynomial (except that n = 0 is not admissible with the Q); 
it vanishes at infinity when Re (a + {3 ) > -n - 1. For the various trans-
formations of the hypergeometric series in (18), and for its analytic 
continuation, see sec , 2.1 .4. 
Jacobi polynomials and Jacobi fun ctions of the second kind a re con-
nected by several relations . From the connection between various solu-
tions of the hypergeometric equation, see sec- 2 . 9, we have 
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Q (o.,,BJ(x) = -~11 cosec(a71) P (o.,t3l(x) 
n n 
+ 2o.+/3-1 r (a) r (n + f3 + 1) (x - 1)-o. (x + 1)-13 
r (n + a+ f3 + 1) 
x F (n + 1, - n - a - {3; 1 - a; ~ - ~ x ). 
There is also the integral relation 
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(20) Q (a., t3l(x ) = ~,~ (x -1}-a. (x + l)-13 f (x-t)-1 O-t)a.(1 +t)t3 p (o.,f3 )(t)dt 
n -t n 
valid for all points x in the complex plane cut along the segment (-1, 1). 
This segment is a branch cut, and Q (a.,/3 >assumes different values accord-
ing asx approaches a point e on th e branch cut from the upper half-plane 
<e+iO) or from the lower half-plane ( ( -iO), The values of Q (a.,/3) <e ±iO) 
may be computed from (19), taking arg (x - 1) = rr for x =n ( + iO, and 
arg (x - 1) =- TT for X = e- iO. In particular, 
(21) Q ~a.,/3 >(e + iO)- Q ~a.,/3 >((- iO) 
+ l ' (a) r(n + {3 +1) 
= -i 20. t3 sin(arr) (1- o-a (l + e )-13 
r' (n + a + {3 + 1) 
x F(n+1,-n-a-f3 ; 1-a;~ -~() 
On the cut itself, one may use the function 
which is real when a and {3 are real, From (19) 
(23) Q(o.,f3 )(e) = -7~ 11 cosec(arr) p (o. ,f3 )(e) 
-1 < ( < 1. 
-1<( < 1 
n r (a)f' (n +n f3 + 1) 
+ 2o.+j3- 1cos (arr) (1- e )-a. (1 + e )-13 
r (n + a + {3 + 1) 
x F (n + 1, -n- a- (3; 1- a; ~ - ~ () -1 < ( < l. 
Jacohi functions of the second kind are also connected with the 
polynomials 
(24) q (o.,f3)(x) = f (t-x)-1 (1-t)a(1 + t)t3 [P (a. ,/3 )(t)-P (a,.B l(x)] dt 
n -1 n n 
associated with Jacobi polynomials according to 10,5 (6), for clear ly 
(20) may be rewritten as 
(25) Q ~a,/3 >(x) = - Y: (x -l} -a. (x + 1 )-13 q ~a. ,/3 )(x) + Q ~a ,/3 >(x) P ~a. ,/3 >(x ), 
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Other relations connecting the P and Q are 
( 26) P ~a ,(3 >ex) Q ~a_,~ >ex) - P ~a-·~ >ex) Q ~a,f3 >ex) 
= 2a+{3-l e2n +a+ {:3) rea+ n) re,g + n) ex- 1)-a ex+ n-.B 
n!f'en+a+t3 + 1) 
d d (27) P (a ,f3 >ex)- Q (a. /3>ex)- Q (a,f3 >ex)- P (a,f3 >ex) 
n dx n n dx n 
= _ 2 a+f3 I ' en+ a + 1) f'(n + {3 + l) ex_ 1)-a-1 ex+ 1)-f3-1 , 
n ! I ' en + a + {3 + 1) 
10.8 
and from these it follows that Q (a ./3) satisfies the same differentiation 
formula (15) asP (a,/3) • n 
n 
From the theory of hypergeometric functions one obtains integral 
re presentations for .Q (a,f3 >. The simplest of these is 
n 
x j 1 ex-t)-n-l O-t)n+a(l+t)n+f3d t, 
-I 
valid when x is in the complex plane cut along the segment (-1, l). 
( v) Generating function. 
n = 0 
P (a,f3 >ex) z n = 2a +/3 R- 1 e1- z + R)-a e1 + z + R)-f3 
n Jzl < 1 
(29) 
where 
(30) R = (1- 2xz + z 2 ) X 
and R = 1 when z = O. For severa l ways of proving (29) see Szego (1939, 
sec. 4.4). For particular values of a, t3 there are other generating func-
tions. 
(vi) Integral representations . From Rodrigues' formula (10), we have 
(31) p~a ,f3 >(x)=-1-. f (~ t2-1)n (1-t)a ( 1+t ) f3 dt 
2 7T L (x + ) 2 t - X 1 - X 1 + X 
where x f, ± l, the contour of integration is a simple closed c ontour, in 
the positive sense, around t = x . The points t = ± 1 are outside the 
contour, and [(1- t)/(1- x)]aand [(1 + t)/ (1 + x)]/3 are to be taken as 
unity when t = x . 
Further integral re presentations may be obtained, fr om integrals 
representing l1ypergeometric functions, by means of ( 16). 
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(vii) Miscellaneous results. We may apply Christoffel's formula 
10,3(12) to w(x) = (1- x)a(1 + x).B, p(x) = (1- x), In virtue of (3) we 
obtain 
(32) (n +~a+ ~{3 + 1) {1- x) P ~a + 1 , !3 >(x) 
= (n + a + 1) P <a..B>(x)- (n + 1) P (a,f3>(x) 
n n+ I 
and similarly 
(33) (n +~ a+ ~{3 + 1)(1 + x) P ~a, f3 + 1 >(x) 
= (n + {3 + 1) P (a,f3>(x) + (n+ 1) P (a,f3>(x), 
n n+l 
These. are examples of relations between contiguous hypergeometric 
functions (see 2.8(31) to 2.8(45)): other relations of this nature are 
(34) (1-x)P(a+ 1, f3 >(x)+(1+x)P(a,_B+1)(x)=2P(a,.B >(x) 
n n n 
(35) (2n +a+ {3) P ~a- 1 ,.B>(x) = (n +a+ {3) P ~a,.B>(x)-(n+{3)P ~":_·f>(x) 
(36) (2n +a+ {3) p~a,,B- 1 >(x) = (n +a+ {3) P ~a, .B>(x)+(n+a)P ~a_:f>(x) 
(37) p (a ,.B-1l(x)- p (a-1, /3)(x) = p (a,,B>(x), 
n n n-1 
Repeated application of these formulas results in the expression of 
P ~a+h, /3+k >(x) for any integers h, kin terms of P "(a,.B>(x), 
From Hodrigues' formula (10) we have 
(38) 2nJ"(1-y)a(l+y).Bp<a • .B>(y )dy 
0 n 
= p (a+1, ,13+1l(O) _ ( 1 - x)a+1 (1 + x).B +1 p (a+1, /3+1)(x), 
n-1 n-1 
Toscano (1949) found a counterpart of Rodrigues' formula in terms of 
finite differences, We define the difference operator by 
and write Toscano's result in the form 
(40) n! ['(a + {3 + n + 1) P (a,,B >(x) 
n 
(-1)"f'(a+n+1) [f'(a +{3+n+1) 
!'!.." e·~-~x )a+ 1 a r~ (a +1) 
Lastly we quote the important limit 
(41) !~moo [n-ap !a ,.B> (cos;) J lim 
n-> oo 
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where Ja is the Bessel function of the first kind, This formula holds for 
arbitrary a and /3, uniformly in a ny bounded region of the complex z-plane, 
10.9. Gegenbauer polynomials 
We use Gegenbauer's notation C~(x) for the suitably standardized 
polynomials associated with 
(l) a = -1, b=l, w(x)=(1-x 2 ).A..- \ X=1-x 2 , 
These polynomials are also known as ultraspherical polynomials and a re 
often denoted by P/A\x), Clearly, Gegenbauer polynomials are constant 
multiples of Jacobi polynomials with a = (3 = A - ~. In order to have a 
real and integrable weight function we assume 
(2) A. > - 72, 
although many of the formal relations are valid without this restriction. 
For these polynomials see also sec, 3.15. 
(i) Standardization. 
(3) C~(l) = ( n +:A- 1) = (:~)n 
By comparison with 10.8 (3) 
(4) (A.+~) C.A..(x)=(2A.) p<a, a l(x) 
n n n n 
a= A-~. 
The standardization (3) fails when 2 A is zero or a negative integer, The 
only exception in the range (2) is A= 0 and for this we standardize accord-
ing to 
(5) C~(l)= 1, n = l, 2, ,., , 
and have 
(6) , (n - l)l C 0 (x)= lim A.- 1 Cf\.(x)=2 "p!-X,-lO(x), 
n .A.. _. 00 n (~) n n 
In many formulas of this section A = 0 must be excluded. This case will 
be considered in sec, 10.10. 
(ii) Cons tants. 
(7) (n+A.)n!i(A.)h = 17 X(2A) f'(A.+~) 
n n 
(9} (n + 1) An= 2(n +A.), B n = 0, (n + 1) C n = n + 2A.- 1 
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(10) An= n (n + 2..\), an = 0, {3 =n+2..\ -l. 
n 
(i ii) Rodrig ues' formula. 
(ll) 2n n! (,\ + ~) (1 - X z y\. - ~ c A. (x) = (-1) n (2 ,\) D "[(1 - x 2 )n+A - ~ ] 
n n n 
(12) C~(x) = 1, C~(x ) = 2,\x. 
fi ec urrence formula 
(13) (n + 1) C~+• (x) = 2(n + ..\) xC~(x) - (n + 2..\ - 1) C~_ 1 (x), 
Differential equation 
(14) (1- x 2 ) y" - (2,\ + 1)xy'+ n(n + 2,\) y = 0. 
Differentiation formula 
( 15) (1- x 2 ) ~ c A.(x) = -nx c A.(x) + (n + 2,\ - 1) c A. (x) dx n n n-1 
= (n + 2..\) xC A.(x)- (n + 1) c A.+ (x), 
n n I 
Parity 
(16) c A.(- x) = (-1)" c ':cx) . 
n n 
Explicit represe ntations 
(17) c A.(cose)= f (..\),. (,\)n-m cos(n - 2m)e 
" i..- m!(n - m)! 
m = 0 
(18) 
liz] (- 1)" (,\) 
C A(x) = n-m 
" m! (n- 2m)! 
m = 0 
( 19) {
0 
c A. <o) = 
n (-1)"' (,\) ,. / m! 
if n is odd, 
if n = 2m is even , 
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(iv) flyp ergeometric functions . The differential equation (14) c an be 
reduced to tb e hypergeometric e'lua t ion, and cA. (x ) is that solution which 
is regular at x = 1 and has the va lue (3) there". ~ loreover, in the case of 
Gegenbauer polynom ia l s the hyperge ometric series in question admit of 
quadratic transformation, see sec, 2,1,5, and we obtain the foll owing 
representations: 
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(20) n! CA(x) = (2.\) F (-n, n + 2.\; .\ + ~d-2- ~h) 
n n 
= (-1)n (2.\)n F(-n, n + 2.\; .\ + ~; ~ + ~x) 
= 2n (.\) (x -l}n F (-n -n- .\ +_!:._. -2n-2.\+1· - 2 -) 
n ' 2' ' 1-x 
(
1 1 ) n ( 1 1 x-1) 
= (2.\) -+-x F -n -n-.\+-· .\+-·--
n 2 2 ' 2' 2' x+1 
A (.\) 2 (21) C (x)=(-1)"'--"' F(-m m+.\ · ~·x) 
2m m! ' ' ' 
(2 A.\ 2 
=---" F(-m m + .\· .\ + ~- 1-x ) (2m}! ' ' ' 
(.\) 
=--"' P 0.-!-1,-X)(2x 2 -1) 
(~,2) nt 
"' 
A (.\) +I ( 3 2) (22) C +I (x) = (-1)" --"- 2x F -m, m + .\ + 1;-; x 
b m! 2 
(2 .\)2,. +I F ( I ' 1 2) 
= x -m,m+.\ + 1;.\+ 12; -x (2m+ 1)! 
= (.\)"+I X p 0.-X, X)(2x2- 1). 
(~)m+l m 
From these representations in conjunction with (13) and (19) one 
obtains 
m = l, 2, ... , n 
(24) D C~_ 1 (x) = xD C~(x)- n C~(x) 
(25) D c~+l (x) =X D C~(x) + (n + 2,.\) c ~(x) 
(26) 2 (n + .\) J C ~(x ) dx = C ~ + 1 (x) - C ~ _ 1 (x) 
D cA(o) = {
0 
n 2(-1)" (.\)m+
1
/m! if n=2m+1isodd. 
if n is even, 
(27) 
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A second solution of the differential equation (14) can be obtained 
from the work of 10.8 (iv} by means of the connection, (4), (6), (21), or 
(22), between Gegenbauer and Jacobi polynomials. No generally accepted 
notation or standardization seems to exist in this case, 
(v} Generating functions. From 10,8 (29), 
(28) 
jzj<l, R=(l-2xz+z 2 )!4, R=lwhenz=O; 
but in this case there is a simpler generating function, viz, 
(29) jzj < l 
which can be verified by puttin~ X = COS e, factorizing the right-hand 
side as (1- e' 8 z)-A.(l- e-'8z)-, expanding in the binomial series, and 
using (17). A third generating function 
(30) ~ 
n= 0 
zn C~(x} (
2
A) = f'(A + ~0 e zcose(~ z sine )~-A. JA.-y, (z sin e) 
n 
is connected with (29) by means of the Laplace transformation. 
(vi) Integral representations. Each of the generating functions leads 
to a contour integral representation of Gegenbauer polynomials. In addi-
tion, we have the real integrals 
21-zA. [' (2A + n)f rr 
cA.(x)= ( 2 [x + (x 2 -l)~ coscp]n (sincp) 2 A. - 1 dcp 
n n! [[' A)] 
0 
(31) 
A. 2A.f'(A+~)(2,\)n Af e cos(n+A)cp (32) C (cose)= !4 (sine) 1- 2 
0 
1 ?\ d:p , 
n TT n!f'(A) (coscp-cose)-
both for A > 0. For (31} see 3, 15 (22) and Seidel and Szasz ( 1950). Equa-
tion (32) is Mehler's integral 3.15 (23); there is a second integral obtained 
by replacing¢ and e by rr- ¢and rr- e respectively. Mehler's integral 
suggests a functional transformation which will carry ultraspherical 
polynomials into powers. 
(vii) Miscellaneous results. From the connection with Legendre 
functions, 
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we have the addition theorem 
(34) c"-(cos e cos"'+ sine sin"' cos cp) 
n 
f 2•(2.\+2m-1)(n-m)! [(.\),.f 
a=O {2.\-1}n+.+ 1 
X (sin e)• C~~~~a (cos 0) (sin 1/J)" C >;..:"(cos 1/J) C~-~ (cos cp). 
Relations between contiguous hypergeometric functions are 
(35) 2 ,\(1 -X 2) c~~11 (x) = (2 A+ n - 1) c~-1 (x)- nx C~(x) 
= (n + 2 A) x C ~ (x) - (n + 1) C ~ + 1 {x) 
(36) (n +A) C~_;/ (x) =(A- 1) [C~+ 1 (x)- C~_ 1 (x)]. 
The differentiation formula 
10.9 
follows from (ll) and a linear transformation of the hypergeometric series 
in {21) and {22). It is due to Tricomi {1949). We note also Gegenbauer's 
integral 
(38) n! J7T e i:cose c"- (cos e)(sin 0)2"-de 
o n 
and the expansion in a trigonometric series 
" L (A) (39) f'(A)C (cose) = 2 --" 
n I 
11 =o m. 
f'(n +m+ 2,\) 
( cos[(n+2m+2A)0 -.M] 
1 n+m+A+1) 
o < A < 1, o < e < 7T 
(~zego, 1939, p. 95). 
10.10. Legendre polynomials 
Legendre polynomials P n (x) are the suitably standardized polynomials 
associated with 
{1) a=-1, b=1, w(x)=1, 
These polynomials are also known as spherical polynomials. Clearly 
they are Jacobi polynomials with a = {3 = 0, and also Gegenbauer poly-
nomials with A= ~. Legendre polynomials, and more generally Legendre 
functions have been studied extensivP.ly (cf. chapter Til). 
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(i) Standardization. 
(2) P n (l) = l. 
Hence 
(3) p (x)" = c~ (x) = p (o, O) (x). n n n 
(ii) Constants. 
k = 2n g = 2n (~ )n 
n n n! ' r = 0 n 
(5) Kn=(-2)nn!, (n + 1) An= 2n + l, B n = 0, 
(6) An=n(n + l), 
(iii) Rodrigues' formula. 
f3 = n. 
n 
(7) 2n n! P (x) = Dn[(x 2 - l)n] 
n 
P
1
(x)=x, 3 2 l P (x) =- x --. 2 2 2 
Recurrence formula 
(9) (n + l) P n + 1 (x) = ( 2 n + l) x P n (x) - n P n _1 (x ). 
Christoffel-Darboux formula 
Differential equation 
(ll) (l-x 2 )y"-2xy'+n(n + l)y = 0. 
Diffe rentiation a nd integration formulas 
(n + l) C = -n 
n 
( 12) (l - x 2 ) P :(x) = n [P n- 1 (x)- xP n (x)] = (n + l) [x P n (x) - P n+ 1 (x)] 
(13) xP ~(x)- P :-1 (x) = nPn (x) 
( 14) P ~ + 
1 
(x) - x P : (x) = (n + l) P n (x) 
(15) (2n+ l)jPn(x)dx=Pn+ 1 (x)-Pn_ 1 (x). 
In these formulas P ~(x) = dP n (x)/dx. 
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Explicit re present a tions, parity, special values 
[~] (n) ( 2n-2m\ (l6) Pn(x)=2-n L (-1)• m n }xn-2• 
a =O 
(l7) Pn(cose)= f g • gn-• cos(n-2m)e 
•= 0 
p (± l) = (± l )n 
n 
p2a+1(0)=0 
(20) P ; .. (0) = 0, P ;. +1 (O) = (-I)• (2m + 1) g •• 
Here 
(2l) g = (~) • = 2-2• ( 2mm) • 
• m! 
(iv) Hypergeomettic functions. See also 10.9 (iv ). 
(22) Pn(x)=F(-n,n+l; l; ~-~x) 
= 2n gn x n F(-~n, ~ - ~n; ~; x - 2 ) 
(23) P (cos e)= F (-n, n + 1; l; sin 2 ~e) = (-l)n F (-n, n + 1 ; l ; cos 2 ~e) 
n 
(24) P2• (x ) = (-1)• g• F(-m, m + ~; ~; x 2 ) 
(25) ( 3 3 2) P (x) = (-1)" (2m+ l) g x F -m m +- · - · x 2•+1 • ' 2'2' 
d. 
(26)- P(x) =2•m! g c..+ ~(x ) dx• n • n-• n ]: m. 
Information about a second solution of Legendre's differential equation 
(ll) may be obtained from l0.8(iv). Such a second solution is the Legendre 
function of the second kind 
(27) Q (x) = Q (o, o>(x). 
n n 
In the complex x -plane cut along the segment (-1, l) 
(28) 2-n(2 n + 1)! (n!)-2 Q (x) 
n 
= (x - l) -n - 1 F [n + 1, n + 1; 2 n + 2; 2 (l - x) - 1 ] 
= (x + l)-n- 1 F[n + 1, n + 1; 2 n + 2; 2(1 +x)- 1 ] 
= x -n- 1 F0/ 2+ n/ 2, 1 + n/ 2; 3/ 2 + n; x - 2). 
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The Legendre function ofthe second kind is not a polynomial: it satisfies 
the same recurrence relation (9) and the same differentiation formulas 
(12)- (15) as the Legendre polynomials, except that n = 0 is inadmissible 
in these formulas when written for Q. 
(29) Q (-x) = (-1)n+ 1 Q (x) 
n n 
1 X + 1 (30) Q (x) =-log--, 0 2 X- 1 
1 X+ 1 Q (x) =- x log -- - 1 
1 2 X -1 
(33) Q n (cosh') = J;" [2 (cosh z - cosh 0]-X e -(n+X )z dz 
Re z ~ Re ,, 1m z = lm ' 
(34) Q (x)=~f 1 (x-t)-1 P (t)dt. 
n -1 n 
[(n+ 1 )/ 2 ] 2n- 4k + 3 
Q n (x) = Q o (x) p n (x)- 2: (2 k - 1)(n - k + 1) 
k = 1 
(35) 
The last formula is equivalent to the special case a = (3 = 0 of 10. 8,25; 
for the proof in the form (35) see Hobson ( 1931, PP• 53-54). The point at 
infinity is a zero of multiplicity n + 1 of Q n (x }; and this function has no 
other zero in the cut x-plane, 
The segment of the rea l axis fror.:1 -1 to 1 is a branchcut of Q n(x), and 
(36} Qn(~+i0)-Qn(~-i0)=-rriPn(~) -1<~<1. 
On the branch cut we may define a second solution of Legendre's equation 
by 
-1<~<1. 
We then have 
(38) o <o = ~ :C <~- t)- 1 P (t) dt 
n -1 n 
-1 < ~ < 1 
where the integral is a Cauchy principal value, that is 
as E > 0, E --> 0. 
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(v) Generating functions. 
(39) 
(40) 
(41) 
00 ~ 2. P (x) z n = (1- 2xz + z 2)-
n = 0 n 
00 
~ 1 Pn(cosO)z"=ezcosBJ
0
(z sinO) ~ n! 
n= 0 
~ ( - 1) n p n (cos (:}) X 2n +1 = F (sin ~ e, cp) ~ n+~ 
10.10 
-1 <X< 1, lzl < l 
n= 0 
X = t an ~ ~ 0 < <p< ~ TT, 0 < (:} < TT. 
The first two formulas are particular cases of 10.9 (29) and 10,9 (30) . 
The last formula may be derived from (39), and F (k , <p) de notes Legendre's 
incomplete e lliptic integral of the first kind with modulus k 
(vi) Integral representations. 
(42) p n (cos e) = 1T - 1 fo77 (c os e + i s in e cos qJ)" dcp 
= 1T - 1 f o7T (cos e + i sine cos <p) _" _ 1 dcp 
(43) p n (cos(:})= 2~ TT- 1 fo8 (cos <p - COS e)-~ COS (n + ~) <pd<p 0 < (:} < 1T 
(44) P (x) = (2rri) - 1 J(o+) (1- 2xz + z 2 )- ~ z - " - 1 dz 
n 
(45) P (x) = (- 2)-n (2rri)- 1 /d) (1 - z 2)" (z- x) _" _ 1 dz. 
n 
E quation (44) follows from (39), and (45) from Rodrigues' fonnula . The 
integral in (45) is known as Schlafli 's integral. L aplace's first and 
second integral, (42), may be deduced from (45) when the contour of 
integration is taken to be the i::ircle 
Z =X+ (x 2 - 1) ~ e i (j) -TT :5 <p < TT, 
and Mehler's integral (43) may be deduced from Laplace's integral 
(Whittaker and Watson 1940, sections 15.23 and 15 . 231) . 
(vii) Miscellaneous results. With the notation 
(46) P"'(cose)=(- 2)" m!g (s in e)• C"'+~(cosO) 
n "" n - .n 
for the associated L egendre function of the first kind [see 3 . 4 (1) and 
3 ,15 (4)] we have from 10.9 (34) the addition t he orem of L egendre poly-
nomials 
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(47) P (cos() cos tf; + sin() sin tf; cos <:p) = P (cos()) P (cos tf;) 
n n n 
~ (n- m)! 
+2 ~ ( 
1 
P:(cos())P:(costf;)cosn<:p. 
a=1 n + m). 
We note the expansion in a trigonometric series 
00 
(48) P n- 1 (cos 8) = -
2
- L 
TTng n " = o 
and the integral formulas 
(n) g 
( • • sin[(n+2m)()] 
n + Yz) • 
23/2 
(49) f (1- x)-!.{ P (x) dx = -,------
-1 " 2n + 1 
(51) f x A. P (x)dx = (-1)• (- Yz ,\). 
0 2• 2(Yz + Yz ,\). +1 
1 A. (-1)•(~-Yz.\) (52) j
0 
x P (x) dx = "' 
2111 + 1 2 ( 1 + Yz ,\) 
2 • +1 
and the bilinear expansion 
n = 2, 3, ••• 
Re ,\ > -1 
Re,\ > -2 
(53) 
n= 1 
2n + 1 ( ) P (x)P (y) = 2log2-1-log[(l-x)(l+y)] 
n n+1 " " 
-1 < x,:Sy < l. 
10 .11. Tchebichef polynomials 
Sometimes (especially in the French literature) orthogonal polynomials 
in ge neral are called Tchehichef polynomials. There are also several 
spe cial systems of orthogonal polynomials called Tchebichef polynomials. 
In this chapter we shall reserve the name Tchebichef polynomials of the 
first and second kind for the suitably standardized orthogonal polynomials 
associated with 
(l) a = -1, b=1, w(x)=(1-x 2)+!.{, X = 1-x 2 • 
Clearly these polynomials are multiples of Jacobi polynomials with 
a= {3 = - Yz for the polynomials of the first kind T n (x) and with a = {3 = Yz 
for the polynomials of the second kind U "(x). Also, the Jacobi poly-
nomials in question are ultraspherical polynomials with ,\ = 0 for the 
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polynomials of the first kind and with A = l for the polynomials of the 
second kind. 
The orthogonal relationship for Tchebichef polynomials of the first 
kind reads 
If We substitute X = COS(} and note that COS n (} is a polynomial of exact 
degree n in cos e, we see that T n (x) must be a constant multiple of 
cos n 0; and we show in a s imilar manner that U n (x) is a constant multiple 
of esc e sin (n + l) e. We standardize our polynomials by putting 
sin(n+l)() 
(2) Tn(cosO)=cosnO, Un(cosO) 
sine 
Many identities involving Tchebichef polynomials are paraphrases of 
well-known trigonometric identities. As an example, we mention the 
connection between the two kinds of Tchebichef polynomials, 
(3) Tn (x) = un (x)- Xu n-1 (x) 
(4) (l- x 2 ) un- 1 (x) =X Tn (x)- Tn+1 (x). 
Tchebichef polynomials are ultraspherical polynomials with A = 0, l . 
F rom 10.9 (23) it is seen that C~(x) can be expressed as a derivative of 
a Tchebichef polynomial whenever A is a positive integer. 
(i) Standardization. This is given by (2) . It follows that 
(5) 
(6) U (x) = C 1 (x) = (2g )- 1 pOL XJ (x) 
n n n+1 n 
where C ~ is defined by 10.9 (6) and g n by 10. 10 (21). 
(ii) Constants . For T n (x) 
(7) h O = TT, hn=~TT 
(8) k = 2" - , 
n r n = 0, Kn=(-l)"2nn!gn 
(9) A n = 2, 8 n = 0, c = l n 
( 10) ,\n = nz, an= 0, {3 = n • n 
n = l, 2, ••• 
n = 0, 1, ••• 
n = 1, 2, ••• 
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For U (x) 
n 
B n = 0, c = 1 n 
(13) An=n(n+2), (3 =n + l. 
n 
(iii) Rodrigues' formulas. 
Recurrence formula [z n (x) is either Tn (x) or U" (x)] 
(16) z n+J (x) = 2xz n (x)- z n- 1 (x), 
Christoffel-Darboux formula. 
185 
{17) " ~; z 
11 
(x) z ., (y) = (x - y) - 1 [z a+ 1 (x) z 11 (y) - z,. (x) z ..+ 1 (y)] 
where z" is either T n or U", but in the case of Tn, the first term (m = 0) 
of the sum must be halved, 
Differential equations. 
( 18) (1 - x) y 11 - xy '+ n 2y = 0 for y = T n (x) 
(19) O-x)y"-3xy'+n(n+2)y=0 for y=Un(x) 
Differentiation formulas (pdmes denote differentiation with respect to x) 
{ 20) ( 1 - X 2) T ~(x) = n [ T n _ 1 (x) - X T n (x)] 
(21) 0- x 2 ) u ~(x) = (n + 1) un-1 (x)- nx un (x). 
E xplicit representations 
n [ ~] (-1)"(n-m-l)! (22) T (x) = - !.. (2x)"-2• 
n 2 ,. = 0 m ! (n - 2m) ! 
[n12] 
(23 ) Un(x)= L (-1)" (n-m)! {2x)"-2", 
• = 0 m ! (n - 2 m) ! 
n = 1, 2, ••• 
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(iv) Hypergeometric functions. 
{24) Tn (x) = F(-n, n; r~; X- Xx) 
(25) U (x) = (n + 1) F (-n, n + 1; ~ ; ~- :.) • 
n 2 2 2 
From these relations and from 10.9 {iv) 
(26) D" T (x)=2"- 1 (m-1)!nC" {x) 
n n-• 
(27) D • U (x) = 2" m! C • + 1 (x) 
n n-a 
(v) Generating func tions. 
1- z 2 (29) 1 + 2 '\' T (x) zn =----~ ~ n 1- 2xz + z 2 
n= 1 
(30) 1 + 2 ~ n- 1 T)x) zn = -log(l- 2xz + z 2 ) 
n= 1 
(31) OC> 'L 
n= 0 
U n (x) z n = ( 1 - 2 xz + z 2 ) -I 
(32) ~ g T (x)zn=Tl-iR- 1 (1- xz+R)~ 
n = 0 n n 
(33) }: g +IU(x)zn=T~R- 1 (1-xz+R)-~. 
n = 0 n n 
In all five formulas 
-1 < x < 1, \z \ < l. 
In the last two formulas 
R = ( 1 - 2xz + z 2 ) ~ • 
10.11 
n 2;m 
Equation (31) is a special case of 10.9 (29), and (30) is a limiting case 
of the same relation: (29) can be derived from (30). R = 1 and log R 2 = 0 
whe n z = 0. Formulas (32) and (33) are special cases of 10.9 (28). 
(vi) Integral representations. Contour integrals which represent 
Tchebichef polynomials follow from any of the generating fun c tions. 
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(vii) Miscellaneous results . 
(34) 2 T • (x) T n (x) = T n +a (x) - T n _,. (x) 
( 35) 2 (x 2 - 1) U • _ 1 (x) U n _ 1 (x) = T n +a (x) - T n _ .. (x) 
(36) 2 T .. (x) U n _1 (x) = U n h _ 1 (x) + U n _ • _ 1 (x) 
(37) 2Tn(x)V. _,(x)=Vn+m -l(x)- Un_ .. _ 1 (x) 
(38) 2[Tn(x)F=1+2T2n(x), 2Tn(x)Un_1(x)=V2n_ 1 (x) 
(39) 2(1- x 2) [Un-l (x)]Z = 1-2 T 2n (x) 
(40) 
n-1 
:£ T2• +I (x) = ~ UZn -1 (x) 
•= O 
(41) 2(1-x 2) :i 
• =0 
U2, (x) = 1- T2n+ 2 (x) 
n- I (42) 2 (1 -X 2 ) L 
.tt=O 
Vz .. +I (x) = x- T2n+ l (x) • 
All these formulas are paraphrases of trigonometric identities. 
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n 2':m 
n2':m 
n > m 
n > m 
Mehler's integral 10.10(43) may be interpreted as a relation between 
L egendre and Tchebichefpolynomials. Inve rting this relationship, Tricomi 
(1935) found 
(43) (n + ~)(1 + x)~ f_~ (x- t)-~ Pn(t) d t = Tn (x) + Tn+l (x) 
(44) (n + ~)(1- x) ~ .c (t- x )-X Pn (t) dt = Tn (x)- Tn+l (: )• 
From 10.9 (21) and 10.9 (22) we obtain 
(45) p<X.-Xl(2x 2 - 1) = g U (x) 
n n 2n 
(46) x P <- X.Xl(2 x 2 -1) = g T (x). 
n n 2n +t 
Finally we note the principal value integrals 
n = 1, 2, ... 
which a re paraphrases of trigonometric integrals and are of importance 
in the theory of the integral equation sometimes called the airfoil equation. 
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10 .12. Laguerre polynomials 
The polynomials LO... (x) are the suitably standardized orthogonal poly-
nomials associated with 
(1) a=O, b = ""'• w(x)=e-xxa, X=x a > -l. 
Instead of L ~ (x) it is usual to write L n (x), This is the polynomial intro-
duced by Laguerre, The L ~ (x) are often called generalized Laguerre 
polynomials, but we shall call them Laguerre polynomials simply, Equiv-
alent polynomials have a lso been discussed by Sonine (1880, p. 41), 
(i) Standardization. We shall adopt the standardization kn = (-1Y'/ n !, 
The standardizations k n = (-1 )" and, less frequently, k n = 1 are some-
times used, 
(ii) Constants. 
(2) n!hn=t(a+n+l), n!lcn=(-1)", 
nr n = - (n + a), K = n! 
n 
(3) (n + 1) A = -1, 
n 
(n + 1) Bn = 2n +a+ 1, 
(4) ..\ n = n, an = n, {3 n = - (n + a). 
(iii) Relationships. 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
(n + 1) C n = n + a 
(8) (n + 1) L: + 1 (x) - (2 n + a + l - x) L ~ (x) + (n + a) L ~ _ 1 (x·) = 0 
(9) 
(n + 1)! 1 
= ( )--[La(x)La+
1
(y)-La+
1
(x)La(y)] 
tn+a+1 x -y n n n n 
(10) xy" + (a + 1-x)y'+ ny=0, y=L~(x) 
(ll) (xz')'+ (n +a; 1 -:- ::)z =0, z = e-~x x~a L~(x) 
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d (12) x- L~(x) = nL~(x)-(n + a)L~_ 1 (x) dx 
= (n + 1) L ~ + 1 (x) - (n + a + 1 - x) L ~ (x) 
a (n + a) (a + 1) n (13) L (0)= = • 
n n n! 
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(iv) llypergeometric functions. Laguerre polynomials are connected 
with the confluent hypergeometric functions of Chapter VI. From the 
explicit representation (7) 
(14) L~(x) = (n : a ) <l>(-n, a+ 1; x) 
(-l)n 
= -
1
- IJI (-n- a, 1- a; x), 
n. 
From this we have 
d (15)- La(x)=-La+l
1 
(x) 
dx n n-
confirming statement (i) of sec, 10,6, 
d (16)- [La (x)- La+l (x)] =La (x), dx n n n 
and many other formulas which are instances of relations between con-
tiguous confluent hypergeometric functions, 
The general solution of Laguerre's differential equation ( 10) may be 
obtained from the theory of confluent hypergeometric functions, 
(v) Generating functions. 
00 xz (17) ~ La(x) zn = (1- z)-a-l exp-- lzl < l 
n= 0 n Z - l 
00 [1 (n + a + 1)] -I La (x) z n = (xz) -Y,a e z J [2 (xz) y,] (18) ~ 
n= 0 n a 
00 (19) ~ La-n(x) zn = e-xz(1 + z)a lz I < 1 
n= 0 
n 
00 
n! 
(20) I 1 (n + a + 1) L ~ (x) L ~ (y) z n 
n=o 
[2 
1 ( x+y) y, (xyz)y, J lz I < l. = (1- z)- exp -z -- (xyz)- a I 
1-z 1-z a 
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The function on the right-hand side of (17) is the most common gen-
erating function and may be established by means of (7), Equation (18) 
is due to Doetsch and follows from (17) by means of the Laplace trans-
formation. Equation (19) follows from (7) and is due to Erde1yi. Equation 
(20) is a bilinear generating function and is known as the Hille-Hardy 
formula ·(see also Myller-Lebedeff, 1907). 
(vi) Integral representations. Contour integrals representing Laguerre 
polynomials may be obtained from the fiodrigues forrr.ula (5) and from a ny 
of the generating functions in an obvious manner . In addition , the connec-
tion (14) with confluent hypergeometric functions may be exploited (cf, 
sec, 6,11), We mention only the following integrals 
(21) n! La.(x) = e -" x-Xa. Joo e -t tn +Xa.J [2(tx)X] dt 
n o a. 
k = n + Y:; a+ Y:; . 
The first of these is a consequence of 6,11 (5); and the second is due to 
Tricomi. 
(vii) Miscellaneous results. The number of results under this heading 
is tremendous, and many of them were discovered several times. We give 
a small selection only and do not attempt to credit the formulas to their 
original discoverers, 
Contiguous polynomials. In addition to the recurrence formula (8) we 
have 
(23) x La.+ 1 (x) = (n + a + l) La. (x) - (n + l) La.+ 1 (x) n n n 
= (n + a) L ~ _1 (x) - (n - x) L ~ (x) 
(24) L~- 1 (x) = L~(x)- L ~- 1 (x) 
(25) (n +a) L a.- 1 (x) = (n + l) L a.+
1 
(x)- (n + l- x) L a.(x ), n n n 
Differentiation formulas and indefinite integrals. In addition to (5) 
and (12) we have 
(26) on[x_"_ 1 exp(-x- 1 )] =(-l)nn! x - a.-n - 1 L~(x- 1 )exp(-x- 1 ) 
(27) D"[xa.L~(x)]=(n -m+a+l). xa.- .. L~-"(x) 
(28) n! D,. [e-x xa.La. (x)] = (m + n)! e -x x"-" La.-+m (x) 
n " n 
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(29) Joo e-y L~(y) dy = e-x [L~(x)- L~_ 1 (x)] 
% 
= f'(a + n + 1) f'(,B) xa+/3 L a+f3 (x) 
n 
Re a > -1, Re ,B > 0 
(31) fx L (y) L (x- y) dy = r L + (y) dy = L + (x)- L + +
1 
(x). 
0111 n 0 mn "'" mn 
Further indefinite integrals follow from the product theorem of Laplace 
transforms. 
Laplace integrals. With the notation 
we have 
.C f'(a + n + 1)(s -1)n 
(32) [taL~ (t)] = a+ +1 n!s n Re a > - 1, Re s > 0 
(33) n!f'(a+1)£[tf3 La(t)] 
n 
= 1(,8 + 1)f'(a+ n + 1)s-!3- 1 F(-n, ,B + 1; a+ 1; s - 1 ) 
Re ,B > -1, Re s > 0 
(34) .C [t ~a+n J (2 (/ct) ~)] = n! lc ~as - a-n-1 e -kjs La (lc / s ). 
a n 
Limit formulas. 
(35) La(x)= lim p(a, f3l(1-2x/ ,B) 
n /3-+ 00 n 
(36) 
Finite difference formula. With the notation 
n = l, 2, ••• 
we have 
n = l, 2 , ••• 
and hence 
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Finite sums. In addition to those already recorded we have 
(38) 
(39) L~~x)= f (m n-• (a- {3). L~- .. (x) 
•=0 
(40) L~C\x) = ! 
II = Q 
(41) f L:(x)L~_.(y)=L~+f3+t(x + y) 
a=o 
(42) n! L~(x) L~(y) 
=f'(a+n+l) f [m!f'(a + m+l)r 1 (xy)•La+2..(x+y). 
a= 0 n-a 
Infinite series: generating functions have already been given [(17) to 
(20)], Bessel function expansions are in sec. 10.15, and other examples 
of infinite series involving Laguerre polynomials are in sec. 10. 20. 
10.13. Hermite polynomials 
Hermite polynomials are orthogonal polynomials associated with the 
interval (-oo, oo) and an exponential weight function. Unfortunately, the 
notations adopted by different authors vary a great deal. The simplest 
form of the exponential weight function seems to be exp (-x 2 ), but for 
applications in mathematical statistics exp (-X x 2 ) is preferable. Of the 
most important books on the subject, Courant-Hilbert, Doetsch, Sansone, 
Szego use exp (-x 2 ), and Appell and Kampe' de Feriet, Jahnke-Emde, 
Magnus- Oberhettinger, P~lya-Szego, and Tricomi use the weight function 
exp(-Xx 2 ). In this chapter we shall adopt Szego's (1939) notation and 
regard Hermite polynomials, H n (x), as the suitably standardized orthog-
onal polynomials associated with 
(l) a= -oo, b = oo, w(x) = exp(-x 2 ), X = l. 
The orthogonal polynomials associated with the weight function 
exp(-l;.x 2 ) may be denoted by Hen(x). These polynomials may also be 
expressed in terms of parabolic cylinder functions [see 8.2 (9)]. 
(i) Standardization. We shall adopt the standardization K n = (-1 )n. 
This agrees with the standardization adopted, among other authors, by 
Courant-Hilbert, Feldheim, Hille, and Szegi:i. The standardization K n = l 
is used by Doetsch, Erdelyi, Sansone, and others. 
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Hermite polynomials, so standardized, have been expressed by Szego 
and Koschmieder in terms of Laguerre polynomials. 
(2) 
(3) H (x)=(-l)" 2 2"+1 m !x L ~ (x 2) , 2m +1 11 
The se expressions show that H n (x) is an e ven or an odd function of x 
according as n is even or odd. These formulas are analogous to (and are 
in fa c t limiting cases of) 10.9 (21) and 10.9 (22), 
(ii) Constant s . 
(4) r = 0 
n 
(5) K n = (-l)n, An = 2, B n = 0 , C n = 2n 
(6) An = 2n, an=O, {3 = 2n. 
n 
(iii) Relationships. 
2 2 (7) Hn(x)=(-l)n ex Dn e -x 
(8) 
(9) 
H 1 (x ) = 2x 
[n/ 2] 
\' (-1)" (2x )n- 2 .. 
H n(x) = n! ~ 
.. =o m!(n-2m)! 
Here [n/ 2] is n/ 2 or (n - 1)/2 according as n is even or odd , 
(lO) H n+T (x) - 2xH n(x ) + 2 nH n - T (x ) = 0 
n 
(ll) I 
.. = 0 
H .. (x) H m (y) 
2" m! 
H n + 1 (x) H n (y) - 11 n (x) H n .+ 1 (y ) 
2 n + 1 n ! (x - y ) 
(12) y " -2xy'+2ny= 0, y= H n(x ) 
(13) z" + (2n + l - x 2 ) z = 0, z = exp(-~·h 2 ) H n (x) 
(14) Hn(-x)=(-l) nHn(x ), H~(x ) =2nHn_ 1 (x) 
(15) H
2 
.. (0)=(-l)" (2 m)! / m!, H 2.,+1 (0) = 0. 
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(iv) ffypergeometric functions. Hermite polynomials are connected 
with parabolic cy Iinder functions which are special confluent hypergeo-
metric functions 
(16) 
(17) 
( 18) 
II (x)= 2Xn exp(~x 2 ) D (2Xx) = 2" '11 (-~n, ~; x 2 ) 
n n 
m! 11
2
• (x)= (-1)" (2m)! <1>(-m, ~; x 2 ) 
m! H 2,. +1 (x) = (-1)" (2m+ 1)! 2x <1>(-m, 3/2; x 2 ). 
The ~neral solution of llennite 's differential equation ( 12), or of the 
self-adjoint form (13) (which is virtually Weber's equation), may be 
obtained from the theory of parabolic cylinder functions. 
(v) Generating functions. 
(l9) !: H (x) z "/ n! = exp (2xz - z 2 ) 
n= 0 n 
(20) 
•= 0 
(-1)" H 
2
,. +
1 
(x) z z... +' / (2m+ 1)! = exp (z 2 ) sin (2X xz) (21) 
(22) ~ (~z)" 2 , {2xyz-(x 2 +y 2)z 2 } L. --lfn(x)lfn(y) = (1-z )-X exp 2 • 
""' 0 n! 1-z 
Equation (19) is the well-known generating function, (20) and (21) may be 
derived from (19), and (22) is Mehler's formula. 
(vi) Integral representations . Contour integrals follow in the usual 
manner from (7) or from any of the generating functions. In addition, the 
connection with parabolic cylinder functions may be exploited (see sec. 
8.3). We note explicitly 
(23) e-x 2 11 n(x) = 2"+ 1 77- X ]
0
00 
e-t
2 
t" cos(2xt- ~n77) dt. 
(vii) Miscellaneous results. See remarks under 10. 12 (v ii). 
Limits. 
(24) lim [ (-1)" m X fj 
2
,. (__:___,) ] = 77 - X cos x 
• -+ oo 2 2" m ! 2 m "' 
(25) J~ [:~ .. 1~"! H 2.+ 1 ( 2:txJ] = 277-X sinx. 
Integrals. 
2 2 (26) ]
0
%e-y lfn(y)dy= lfn_
1
(0 )- e - x fln_
1
(x) 
(27) ]
0
% II "(y)dy = [2(n + l)r 1 [If n+ 1 (x)- If n+ 1 (0)] 
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J"" 2 X (2m)! 2 (28) e ""Y II (xy) dy = rr -- (x - l)" 
...,., 2a m! 
J"" _ 2 Y: ( 2 m + l) ! e Y y II 2 + 1 (xy) dy = 17 ' x (x 2 - l) • 
- oo 
11 nt! 
J oo 2 ( ) X (29) _ 00 e-y yn f! nxy dy =rr n! / 'n(x) , 
ll ere P n (x) is the I .egenrlre polynom ia l. 
Gauss tra ns form s . 
CJ ~[F(y )] = (2rru) - X J:'oo F(y) exp [-(x- y) 2/ (2u)] dy 
i s the Gauss transform (w ith parameter u), We have 
(30) Qu [// (y )]=0-2u)Xn !f [(l-2u)- Xx] 
x n n 
(3 1) CJX [H (y))= (2x)" , CJ~ [yn]=(2i )-nf! (ix) . 
z n x n 
195 
0 .:s u < ~~ 
Connec tion with Lague rre polynomials, In a ddition to (2) and (3) we 
have 
(32) k~o ( : )// 2k(x)//2n-2k(y)=(-l)"n!Ln(x2 + y2) 
(33) J"" e -y 2 [JJ (y )]2 cos (2X xy) dy = rrX 2"- 1 n ! L (x 2) 
0 n n 
(34) r(n+ a + l) r (l-t 2)a- ~ 11 (x ~ t)dt = (-l)"rr X (2n)!r(a+ ~)La(x) 
-1 2n n 
fi e a > - ~ . 
The first two of these formulas a re due to Feldheim, th e last one to 
Uspensky (1927) . 
Finite sums . In addition t o those a lready g iven we have , a mong 
others, the following relations. 
(35) f (2'" m !) - 1 [H (x) Jl = (2"+ 1 n!)- 1 1[H +1(x)J2-H (x)H + (x)l 
11 = o 11 n n n 2 
(36) 
(37) 
(38) ! 
k= 0 
196 
(39) 
(40) 
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• I 
k = 0 
= 2 " -• [ // 2~ (x + y) + II 2,. (x - y )] 
m 
a 
r 
m! 
r 
II (x ) •· • H (x ) 
m 1 I mr r 
]· 
10. 13 
Equation (35) is due to Demir and llsii, The la st three formulas are 
addition theorems a nd can easily be proved by means of the generating 
function (19), In (40) the sum is extended over a ll non-negative in te gers 
m 1 , ... , m r whose sum is n, 
Infinite series, Gene ra tin g functions have already be e n given [ 09) 
to (22)], For e xpansions in spheri cal Bessel functions see sec, 10.15, 
a nd for oth e r infinite series invo lving He rmite polynomials see sec,10.20. 
10.14. Asymptotic behaviOI' of Jacobi, Gegenbauer and Legendre poly-
nomials 
TI1e behavior of Jacobi polynomials as n -+ oo and at the same time 
x -+ l in a suitable manner, is given by 10.8 (41), The corresponding 
behavior as x-+ -1 follows from 10,8 (13) , and th e behavior of Gegenbauer 
and Legendre polynomials may be obtained by mea ns of 10.9 (4) and 
10, 10 (3). The be ba vior of Ja cobi polynomials a s (3 -+ oo and x -+ 1 in a 
suitabl e manner is g iven by 10, 12 (35) . 
For tl.e investigation of the convergence of infinite series of Jacobi 
polynomials, a nd for ma ny other purposes , it is desirable to determine 
the behavior of J acobi po lynomials for fixed a, (3 , x, and for n-+ oo , The 
example of Tchebichef polynomials 
T n (cos e) = cos n 6, X = cos 6 
suggests that the a symptotic behav ior will be different according as x 
is on the interval (-1, 1) (6 re a l) or outside it (6 complex), Also the end-
points of the interval have to be considered s eparately. In the present 
section we shall e ntirely omit the case in which x is o utside (-1, 1) and 
refer the reader in this respec t to Szego (1939, Chapter VIII), We shall 
g ive certain results for -1 < x < 1; a nd all estima tes given in this section 
hold uniformly in a ny interval -1 + f .::; x .::; 1 - € (f > 0), We shall also 
give importa nt results for the cas e th a t x i s in the ne ighborhood of ± 1. 
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Proofs of the results to be given are based either on explicit series 
or integral representations (with integra l representations the meth od of 
s teepest descent is frequently used), on genera ting func t ions (Darboux's 
method), or e lse on the differential e quations (Liouville's me thod and its 
la te r deve lopements). 
Da rLoux has proved (from the geuerating fun c ti on) 
Ml-1 g (~~ ) cos[(n-m+'-:i)0 - (~'2m+J~ )77] (l) P (cos 0) = 2g " " 
" ",. = 0 (n -m+ ~~ )m (~sinel"+ Y, 
0 <8 < 77 
where{!, n is defined by 10.10 (21). 
A similar formula was obtained by Stieltjes in a manner permitting to 
estimate the remainder. 
2 M-1 1 
(2) P (cos 8) = - L n , g" 
n 77 " = 0 (m + ~·t ) n + 1 
cos[(n +m + ~) e-(11 m + ),:j' ) 77] 
-------:-:-.,.---- + R (8) (2 sin 8)" +Y, M 
0 <8<77 
where 
(3) 2 n!gM A IR M (8)1 s (it 11) (2 sin 8)M +Y, 77 ' + 72 n+ 1 
and 
(4) A =2sin 8 if s in 2 82:7~ 
A= Ieos Ol - 1 if sin 2 8S X 
so that in any event l :<;A :<; 2. 
If 2 sine > l, i.e., for 77/6 < e < 5 77/6 , we may make M-. oo in both {l) 
and (2) and obtain convergent trigonometric expansions of Legendre poly-
nom ia ls. 
For the neighborhood of x = l we have Ililb's formula 
(5) p n (cos e) = <e esc e)y, Jo [(n + ~)e] + 0 (n - 312 ) 
valid uniformly for 0 ::;. 8 S: 77- ( ( f > 0) . For more prec ise bounds for th e 
error term see Szego (1939, p. 189) . For an expansion of Legendre poly-
nomials in series of Bessel functions see Szegi:i ( 1933). If 10.14 ( ll) is 
specialized for a= {3 = 0 and the confluent hypergeometri c function there 
is expanded in a series of Bessel functions by means of 6.12(6), th e 
result is 
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(6) 
where 
2(x + 3)<f= (1- x·)(2n + 1) 2 • 
Some of these results can be extended to Cegenbauer polynomials a nd 
to a lesser extent a lso to J acobi po lynomials . 
M-1 
c .\(cos e)=2 (,\) " I (,\) .. <1 -,\) .. 
n n ! ., = 0 (n - m + ,\)" m ! 
(7) 
cos [(n-m +A.) e- X (m + A.h] 
+0 (n-M-X) 
x (2 sin e).\ +.. 
A. ~ o, -1, -2, . .. , o < e < " 
(8) 
M- I 
.\ r (2 ,\ + n ) \' ( l - ,\) 
c (cos e) = 2 2 '"' " 
n [r(,\)] •=O (m+A.\+Im! 
cos[(n+m+A.)e- X (m + A.)rr] 
X (2 sin ei'- +a + R M(e) 0 < ,\ < l, O <e< rr 
A (9) (2 sin e/'-+M 
and A is give n by (4)• 
( /3 ) cos l[n+ Yz(a + ,B+ l)]e-(Yza+~)rrl (10) P a , (cos e) = + O(n - 312 ) 
n (rrn) X (sinYze)a+X(cos ~~e) f3+X 
a,,Breal, O <e< rr. 
A formula of Hilb's type for Jacobi polynomials has been g iven by 
Szego and by Rau: see Szego (1939, p. 191). T ric omi (1950a) obta ined the 
e xpansion 
( /3 ) _ (l+ x )-N~ r(N+m)l' (a + n+1) (ll) p a , (x) = e z -- L., 
" 2 ., = 0 n! r (N) r (a+ m + 1) 
x A .. (k, Yza + Yz )[z/(2k)]" <ll(-n- ,8, a+ m + 1; z) 
where 
(12) k = n + Yza+Yz, N=n+a+,B+l, x = l-4z/ (2 k+z) \z \ <2 \k \, 
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<I> is the confluent hypergeometric series and the Am are the coefficients 
defined in sec, 6.12, Using the expansion 6.12 (6), a 13essel function 
expansion may be obtained for Jacobi polynomials, In the particular case 
a= {3 = 0 it leads to (6), 
10.15. Asymptotic behavior of Laguerre and Hermite polynomials 
The general remarks of the preceding section apply here too, but the 
situation is more involved on account of the infinite interval, The poly-
nomials are oscillatory in part of the interval, and monotonic outside this 
part. 
The asymptotic behavior of Laguerre and Hermite polynomials as 
n --> oo and at the same time x --> 0 in a suitable manner is given by 10,12 
(36), 10. 13 (24), and 10, 13 (25), 
For real a and fixed x > 0, or uniformly in 0 < f ::; x ::; w < =, we have 
Fejer's formula 
(1) 
which has been generalized by Perron (see Szego, 1939, p. 192), Sansone 
( 1950) gave a two-term approximation with an estimate of the error, This 
formula fails for small x, but there is a formula of Hilb's type 
(2) e-l{x xl{a La (x) = ~(n~a+l) J [(vx)l{] + O(nl{a-~) 
n ~v) an! a 
valid for a> -1 uniformly in 0 < x ::; w < oo, The notation 
(3) v= 4·n + 2a+ 2 
is used in (2), and will be retained throughout this section. 
The behavior of Laguerre polynomials when n-+ oo and xis unrestricted 
has been investigated by several authors (see sec, 6.13), We shall 
confine ourselves to a brief survey here, based on a memoir by Tricomi 
(1949), Tricomi distinguishes four cases according as x is near 0, in 
the oscillatory region, near v, or in the monotonic region. 
The expansion 
(4) 
which is a particular case of 6.12 (ll) and in which 
(5) A
0
*=l, A~=O, A~=Xa + Yz 
(m + 2) A:+ 2 = (m + a + l) A: - Yz v A: _1 m = 1, 2, ... , 
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converges uniforml y in any bounded region of the complex variab le x. 
Dy considering the order of magnitude o f s uccessive t erms, one sees 
tha t (4) has the character of an asymptoti c expansion as n -> oo pr ovided 
tha t x = O(n"-) with A < l/3, This establis hes the behavior of La. (x) 
n 
" near" the origin , 
A similar expansion, 
(6) 00 L 
.n = O 
A (h)(x j u) Y:"J + (2[ux) ~ ) 
m a. m 
with appropria te coefficients is due to T oscano ( 1949), in case u = n to 
Tricomi (1941). 
In the oscillatory re gion, 0 < x < v, Tricomi puts 
(7) x=vcos 28, 0 < 8 < ~'2rr, 48 = v(28 -sin28)+ rr 
a nd proves tha t for a fixed e 
(8) 
M-1 
x [ L A <a.>(e)U~vs in 28)- " sin (8 +3m rr/ 2) + O(n -M)] 
ll =0 ... 
where 
(9) A<a. >(f:l) = 1, 0 
For the general expression for the A ~a.) see Tricomi (1949). 
Near th e transition point v , 
(10) e -~x L a.(x ) = y A (t) + -- -A '(t) { ( 
4 •)1/3 [t 2 
n 1 3 v2 5 
3 +Sa ( r(l/3) ) J } + t - A (t) + C (n - 513) 
10 2r(2/ 3) 
where 
(11) t = (4v/3) - 113 (v- x), 
(12) rry = (- l)n 2-a. [ 61/3 v-113 + 3 +Sa r( l/3 ) v -1 + O(n- s/3)] 
1 10 r(2/3) ' 
( 13) A (t) = (rr/3)(t/3) ~ IJ.113 [2(t / 3) 312] + J 113 [2(t/ 3) 312]! 
is the Airy function, and A '(t) is the derivative of A (t). 
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Finally, in the monotonic region 
(14) X= V cosh 2 e, e> 0, 4@ = v(sinh2e- 20) 
(15) e-Xx La(x)= (-1)" e-0(2coshe)-a(rrv sinh2e)-X 
n 
M -1 ( J 
x[ 2, (-l)"A a (e)(!4vsinh2e)- 111 +0(n-M)] 
m = 0 nt 
where 
(16) A [a] (e)= l, 
0 
In the following summary of the corresponding results for Hermite 
polynomials we use the abbreviations 
(17) N = 2n + l, {
Yzn 
m = Yzn-Yz 
if n is even, 
if n is odd. 
For a fixed real x (or uniformly in any bounded interval) 
(18) 1(Yzn+1)exp(-Yzx 2 )Hn(x) 
= f'(n + l)[cos (NX x- Yzn rr) + 0 (n -X)], 
Szego (1939, p. 194) gives a second term explicitly, and also the general 
form of the asymptotic expansion. 
For the behavior of Hermite polynomials for n -> "" and unrestricted x 
we have the Plancherel-Rotach formulas (Szegi:i 1939, P• 195)• Tricomi 's 
work covers this case too if use is made of 10.13 (2) and 10. 13 (3). The 
Bessel functions involved in (4) when a = ± ~~ are so-called spherical 
Bessel functions and can be expressed in closed form. They serve as 
asymptotic expansions provided that for some ,\ < 1/3 the quantity n -\; 
is bounded as n -> ""• 
The oscillatory region is 0 < lx I < 2m\ and here the expansion (8), 
with a = ± ~f, may be used. In the neighborhood of the transition points 
x =±2m X we have (10), and in the monotonic region lx l >2 m X we have 
(15). 
The basic expansions in series of spherical Bessel functions are 
particular cases of the more general expansions given by Tricomi (1941): 
~ (2m) 1 -rC' Q (2ml$x) 
r=O r r-1 
(20) e -hx 2 H (x)= (-1)" 2 2"+ 1 (3/2) x ~ (2m)-rC" (,+ (2mXx) 
2m.+ 1 M r = 0 r r 
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where 
(21) Cj 0 (z)=z- 1 sinz, y_ 1 (z)=z- 2 cosz 
(22) CJ.r+ 1 (z)=(2r+ l)y/z)-z 2 Qr_ 1 (z) r = 0, 1, 2, ••• , 
and the coefficients C r also satisfy certain recurrence relations, The 
expansions (19) and (20) are convergent, They can also be used as 
asymptotic representations as m .... oo, and for this purpose it is convenient 
to take h = ~. 
10.16 . Zeros of Jacobi and related polynomials 
Let us define Jacobi polynomialsforallvalues of a, {3, x by 10,8(12), 
and let us denote by N 1 (a, {3) the number of zeros of P n(a ,[3 >(x) in the 
interval (- 1, 1), If a > -1 and f3 > -1, Jacobi polynomials are orthogonal 
polynomials associated with the weight function 10,8 (1), and by sec, 
10,3 all their zeros are simple and located in (-1, 1), For other real 
values of a and f3 the number of zeros in (- 1, 1) is indicated in the figure 
f3 
a= -n a=-n+ 1 a=-n + 2 a=-2 a=-1 
I 
--- --
~--- 1--- - -t-- a 
I 
0 1 2 n-1 n I 
I f3 = -1 
I 
0 1 n-2 n-1 I 
I {3 = -2 
n-3 n-2 I 
I 
I 
f3 = -3 
I 
0 I 
I 
I f3=-n+1 
I 
0 1 I {3 = -n 
N 1 (a, {3) for real a and f3. 
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We see from 10,8 ( 12) that for negative integer a, P (a ,{3 >(x) has a zero 
n 
of order lal at x = 1, and for negative integer (3 it has a zero of order 
lf31 at x = -1. In the interval (-oo, -1) there are N 1 0-a-{3-2n, (3) 
zeros, in the interval (1, oo) there are N 1 (1-a-{3-2n, a) zeros, All 
zeros QOt accounted for in this enumeration occur in conjugate complex 
pairs, 
Gegenbauer polynomials are defined by 10.9 ( 18) for all values of 
A., x, They are orthogonal po lynomials, and all their zeros . are simple 
and in the interval (-1, 1), if A > -~. For other real values of A., the 
number of their zeros can be deduced from the result on Jacobi poly-
nomials by means of 10,9 (4), 
The location of zeros of orthogonal Jacobi polynomials, and of their 
particular cases, in (- 1, l) has been investigated by many authors, We 
refer the reader to Szego (1939, Chapter VI), and for more recent work in 
particular to papers by Gattes chi; Geronimus; Lowan, Davids, and 
Levenson; and Tricomi listed at the end of this chapter, 
We assume 
(1) a > -1, (3 > -1, A > - ~. X = cos (} 0 < (} < TT, 
and arrange the zeros in a monotonic sequence, 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
p(a,f3)(cos(} )=0 
n • ' 
P (a ,f3 >(x ) = 0 
n " ' 
For ultraspherical polynomials 
X +X = 0 
• n-a 
0 < (}I < (} 2 < • .. < (} n < 17• 
X = COS(} , 
. .. 
and hence it is sufficient to investigate the positive zeros (1.::Sm -:;_~ n ), 
For Jacobi polynomials 
x,.=x
01
(a,{3,n) 
and for Gegenbauer polynmials 
x.,. = x .. (A, n) = x • C\- ~. A- ~. n). 
If m and n (and in the case of Jacobi polynomials also one of the 
parameters a, {3) are fixed, we have the following monotonic properties: 
(5) x,. (a, (3, n)+ -1 as a-> ""• t 1 as (3-> oo 
m. = 1, •••, n 
(6) x, (A.,n) + 0 as m = 1, ... , [~n]. 
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The last of these relations, for instance, means that the m-th (positive) 
zero of a Gegenbauer polynomial is a strictly decreasing function of A 
(for A> - Y:;) and tends to 0 as ,\ -+ ""• From (5) and (6) there follow corre-
sponding statements for e •. Since we know e. (± Y:;, ± Y:;, n) from 10.11 (5) 
and 10.11 (6), we have the following inequalities 
(7) (2m -1) TT _$ (2n + 1) (Ja (a, {3, n) _$ 2mrr 
(8) (m-Y:;) rr/n < (J • (A, n) < mrr/ (n + 1) 0 .$ ,\ .$ 1, 1 .$ m .$ Y:;n, 
For further results see Szego (1939, Chapter VI). Tricomi (1947) 
pointed out that the asymptotic behavior of the zeros of any function can 
be deduced from the asymptotic behavior of the function itself and has 
applied this principle to many functions, among them orthogonal poly-
nomials (see Tricomi 1950, Gatteschi 1949, 1949a). It transpires that 
the asymptotic distribution of the zeros towards the middle of the interval 
depends on the zeros of trigonometric functions [se e 1.14 (5)] and the 
zeros near the end-points depend on the zeros of Bessel functions [see 
the remark following 10.14 ( 12)]. 
Asymptotic formulas for the Christoffel numbers may be derived from 
asymptotic formulas for the zeros by means of 10.7 (7). 
For numerical values of the zeros and Christoffel numbers of Legendre 
polynomials see Lowan, Davids, and Levenson (1942, 1943). 
10 .17. Zeros of Laguerre and Hennite polynomials 
The polynomial defined by 10.12 (7) for all values of a and x, has n 
positive zeros if a > -1, [n + a] positive zeros if -n < a.$ -1, no positive 
zeros if a < -n; it has a zero of order kat x = 0 when a= -k, k= 1,2, ••• ,n; 
and it ha; one negative zero if (a + 1) n < 0. All the zeros not accounted 
for in this enumeration occur in conjugate complex pairs. The Hermite 
polynomial of degree .n has n real zeros which are situated symmetrically 
around the origin. 
For detailed information on the location of the zeros of orthogonal 
Laguerre polynomials (i.e, for a > -1) and of Hermite polynomials we 
refer to Szego (1939, Chapter VI), and to papers by Greenwood and Miller 
( 1948), W. Hahn ( 1934), Salzer and Zucker (1949), Spencer (1937), and 
Tricomi. 
We assume 
(l) a > -1, x > 0 
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and arrange the zeros of L ~(x} in increasing order so that 
(2) L ~(x •) = 0, 0 < x 1 < x 2 < ••• < x ,., x 11 = x,. (a, n), 
For fixed m, n we find again that x .. is an increasing function of a. 
For bounds for the zeros see Szego (1939, Chapter VI), and W, Hahn 
(1934), The asymptotic representations of Laguerre and Hermite poly-
nomials can be used to find approximations for the zeros (Tricomi 1949). 
It is clear from sec. 10.15 that we have to distinguish three cases, The 
"first" zeros are those for which m remains bounded while n -+ "": these 
are investigated by means of 10.15 (2). The "middle" zeros are those 
for which lm- ~nl remains bounded while n-+ oo: these are deduced from 
10.15 (8). The "last" zeros, for which n - m remains bounded as n -+ oo, 
are deduced from 10, 15 (10). The resulting approximations give satis-
factory numerical results even for moderate values of n, for instance n = 10. 
Asymptotic formulas for Christoffel numbers may be derived from 
10.7 (7). 
For numerical values of the zeros and Christoffel numbers of Laguerre 
polynomials, L,. (x), see Salzer and Zucker (1949). 
10.18. Inequalities for the classical polynomials 
For inequalities for general orthogonal polynomials and for their 
application to the classical polynomials, see Szego (1939, Chapter VII). 
In the notation of sec.10,3, there is the following result for monotonic 
weight functions (Szegi:i 1939, Theorem 7 ,2), If w (x} is non-decreasing 
[non-increasing] and b [a] is finite, then [w(x})~ lpn(x)l attains its max-
imum in (a, b) at b [a]. 
Application of this to those of the classical orthogonal polynomials 
whose weight function is monotonic, at once leads to the inequalities 
( 1 ) IP n (x) I ,:S l 
(2) [(1- x)/2)Y,a+!4 IP ~a,O)(x)i.:S l 
(3) e-~xiLn(x)i_:sl 
- l ,:S x ,:S l, a ?: - ~ 
X?; 0, 
Another fruitful source of inequalities is the Sonine- Polya theorem 
(Szego 1939, Theorem 7, 31.1 and footnote), If in the differential equation 
(4) [/c(x)y']'+¢(x)y = 0 
k(x) and ¢ (x)are positive and continuously differentiable, and if k (x} ¢(x) 
is monotonic, then the suc cessive (relative) maxima of lrl form an increas-
ing or decreasing sequence according as k(x) ¢(x) is decreasing or 
increasing. 
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The following results can be proved by constructing the differential 
equa tion satisfied by the functions involved, and applying the Sonine-
Polya theorem. 
The successive maxima of \P n (x )I, n ~ 2 , as x increases from 0 t o 1 
form an increasing sequence . (This confirms (l).] The successive maxima 
of (sin e) X IP n (cos 8)\, n :2:. 2 , as e increases from 0 to >f TT form an increas-
ing sequence. As an application, it can be proved that 
(5) (sin e)X \P (cos 8)\ < (~ rrn)- 1 
n o ~ e ~ "· 
Furthermore, 
(6) \P ~(x) \ .$ ~n (n + 1) -1~ x~ l. 
For Gegenbauer polynomials 
ICA.(x)\ = c A.O)= ( 2 A)n 
n n n ! 
(7) A > 0 
(8) \C
2
A.(x)\ = \C~(O)\ = I (A)., I 
" m m! 
(9) 
- m < A < 0, A not integer 
IC~ +1 (x)\ < 2((2m + 1)(2A +2m+ l)rx \(A).,+ 1 1/m! 
For Jacobi polynomials we put 
(ll) q = max(a, {:3 ) 
and obtain 
- m- ~<A< 0, A not integer. 
o < A < 1, o~ e ~ "· 
(12) max \P ~a ,J3)(x)\ =max P ~a,J3)(±1) = (n +nq - 1 ) 
-1::: %::: 1 
a > - 1, {:3 > - 1, q ::::_ - ~:! . 
If -1 < a , {:3 < - %, the larges t maximum of \P (a,J3l(x)\ is one of the two 
nearest to x 
0 
= ({3 - a)/(a + {:3 + 1 ), and this nmaximum is of the order of 
n - X as n _, oo . Among the numerous estimates for large n we mention only 
d" (13) -- p<a,J3)(x)= O(n9) dx" n , q = max (2m +a, 2m+ {:3, m- ~) 
n ~ oo . 
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For the special Laguerre polynomial L ~ we already have (3). Bounds 
for L~ may be obtained from this by using 10.12 (39) with {3 = O. The 
res ult is 
(14) \L ~(x)\ ~(a+ 1) n (n !)- 1 e \{.r 
(15) \L~(x)\~[2-(a + 1)n(n!)- 1 ]e\{.r -1 <a< 0. 
The following results can be proved by applying the Sonine-Polya 
theorem to the differential equation satisfied by the functions involved. 
For any real a, the successive maxima of 
form an increasing sequence provided that 2n + a+ 1 > 1 and 
x > max!O, (a 2 - l)/(2n +a+ 1)}. 
The successive maxima of 
form an increasing sequence provided that x > 0 and 
x 2 > max(O, a 2 - ~) . 
The successive maxima of 
form a decreasing sequence when a > - 1, 
0 ~ x < (2 a + 1)(2n + a + 1)/ (a + 1) 
and an increasing sequence when a > -1, 
x > (2a + 1)(2n +a + 1)/ (a + 1). 
The successive maxima of 
form a decreasing sequence if 
0 < x < 2n + a+ 1, 
and an increasing sequence when 
x > 2n + a + 1 > 0. 
All these statements are contained in the following more general result. 
For real a a nd {3, the successive maxima for x > 0 of 
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form an increasing or decreasing sequence according as 
4(3((3- a)(a- 2(3) + (2n +a+ 1)(2 a- 4(3 + l)x- (a-2{3 + 1) x 2 
is negative or positive, 
For an asymptotic estimate see Szego (1939, Theorem 7 .6.4); improve-
ments of this estimate may be derived from Tricomi's expansion 10.15(4). 
Bounds for Hermite polynomials may be derived from (14) and ( 15) by 
means of 10,13 (2) and 10.13 (4). See also Sansone (l950a). 
(16) exp(-~x 2)\H 2.,(x)\.:S 22m m!(2-g,,.) 
where 
H. Cramer has proved 
where k is a constant for which Charlier (1931) gave the approxima tion 
1.086435. Sansone (1950) gave hounds valid for complex values of the 
variable . 
From the Sonine-Po1ya theorem it may he proved that the successive 
maxima of \Hn(x)\, and likewise those of exp (- ~x 2) \Hn(x)\, for x ;::_0 
form an increasing sequence. 
Let J-1. he the r-th (relative) maximum of f(x) \p (x)\, where f(x) is 
r,n n 
a fixed non-negative function and I p n (x)l is a sequence of orthogonal 
polynomials. The results derived from the Sonine-Po1ya theorem state 
monotonic properties of llr n as r increases while n is fixed. The study 
of numerical tables led John Todd to some conjectures about monotonic 
properties of ll for fixed r and increasing n. The following results were 
r ,n 
subsequently proved. For 
f(x)=1, pn(x)=Pn(x), 
and counting maxima from x = 1 (to the left), Cooper (1950) proved that 
J-1. is a decreasing function of n for sufficiently large n, and Szego 
r ,n 
(1950) proved that this true for all n ;:::_ r + l. For 
f(x) = 1, P (x) = c A.(x), n n 
Szasz (1950) proved that n! J-1. /f' (n + 21.) is a decreasing function of n. 
r,n 
For 
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J. Todd (1950) proved that P.r ,n is an increasing or decreasing function 
of n as r is odd or even. 
P. Tunfn observed that 
Un=Pn(x) 
satisfies the inequality 
(20) u!- un-t un+t 2:. 0. 
-1:::;xs_1 
Szego (1948) gave several proofs of this ine quality and showed that it is 
also satisfied by 
u =C"-(x)/C"-(l)=n!C"-(x)/(2..\) -1_<x_< 1 
n n n n n 
X ~Q 
Un=Hn(x). 
These results have been reproved, refined, and generalized; determinants 
whose elements are orthogonal polynomials have been considered, and 
other related investigations have been carried out by 1\'ladhava Rao and 
Thiruvenkatachar (1949), Sansone (1949), Szasz (l950a, 195 1}, I3ecken-
bach, Seidel, and Szasz (1951), Forsythe (1951). See also j. L. Burchnall 
(1951, 1952). 
10 .19 . Expansion problems 
The expansion of a given, "arbitrary" or analytic function in a series 
or orthogonal polynomials has been discussed often and in great detail. 
The subject is somewhat outside the scope of the present survey, and a 
brief indication of some of the more important results must suffice. For 
further information see Szego (1939, especially Chapter IX), Kaczmarz 
and Steinhaus (1935). 
Let lp n (x)! be a system of orthogonal polynomials belonging to the 
weight function w (x) on the interval (a, b). We assume that the assump-
tions of sections 10.1 and 10.2 are satisfied, and denote by L:, p ~ 1 
the class of functions f (x) for which the (Lebesgue) integral 
b J lf(x)l P w(x) dx 
a 
exists and is finite . We put 
( 1) h = Jb[p (x)F w(x) dx 
n a n 
210 
and call 
(2) 
the Fourier coefficients, 
(3) Lanpn(x) 
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the (generalized) Fourier series of f(x) with respect to the system lp (x)l 
of orthogonal polynomials. We shall say that the series (3) converg;s m L! to f(x) if 
(4) Jb \f(x)- s (x)\P w(x) dx-> 0 as n -> oo, 
a n 
where s n (x) is the n-th partial sum of (3 ). 
Approximation in L~ has already been discussed- in sec. 10.2, and 
from the results described there it follows that in case of a finite interval 
(a, b) for any function f(x) of L,.', (3) converges in L! t o f(x). Conver-
gence in L: has been investigated by Pollard (1946, 1947, 1948, 1949) 
and Wing (1950), For Jacobi polynomials, given by 10.8(1), Pollard 
proved convergence in L ~ when 
(5) a~-~~. {3 ~ - ~ 
and 
(6) ( a+1 {3+1) 4 max - -- , ---2a+3 2{3+3 ( 
a+1 {3+1) 
< p < 4 min --- , 
2a+1 2{3+1 
For Gegenbauer polynomials we have 10.9(1) and convergence in L~ when 
(7) A> 0, 2,\+1 2..\+1 
..\ + 1 
< p < - --
,\ 
Lastly, for Legendre polynomials w (x) = 1 and we have convergence m 
L P when 
.. 
(8) 4 
- < p < 4. 
3 
It has been pointed out in sec. 10.2 that infinite intervals present 
additional difficulties, Nevertheless, convergence in L~ for Laguerre 
polynomials with a > -1, and for Hermite polynomials, has been proved 
when p = 2. 
The series (3) is said to converge to f (x) for a fixed x, or in an inter-
val, if for that x, or for all x in that interval 
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s n (x) -+ f(x) as n -+ oo, 
where s n (x) is again the n-th partial sum of (3), This type of convergence 
(sometimes called "point-wise convergence") requires much more restric-
tive assumptions onf(x) than convergence in L~, 
Rau (1950) has investigated the convergence of the expansion of a 
function f(x) in a series of Jacobi polynomials with a > -1, f3 > -l. 
Assuming that f(x) is continuous and has a piece-wise continuous deriv-
ative, he proved that the expansion converges to f(x) uniformly in every 
interval -1 + f :S: x :s; l - f, f > 0. 
The Abel summability of series of Laguerre polynomials was investi-
gated by Caton and Hille (1945) by means of Laplace integrals. 
Asymptotic formulas such as 10. 14 ( l), (7), ( 10), and lO, 15 ( l), (18) 
suggest a connection between the convergence of orthogonal expansions 
and that of certain related Fourier series, This is the source of the so-
called equiconvergence theorems, As a sample, we shall give an equi-
convergence theorem for Legendre polynomials (llaar, 1918)• 
Let if(x )1 2 be integrable in (- 1, l); let s n (x) ~e the n-th partia l sum 
of the expansion of ((x) in Legendre polynomials, and let an(e) be the 
the n-th partial sum of the Fourier cosine expansion of [(cos e), Then 
sn(cose)-an(8)-+0 as n-+oo, 0 <8<rr. 
Such equiconvergence theorems, in combination with conditions for 
the convergence of Fourier series, enable one to discuss the convergence 
of orthogonal expansions. Equiconvergence theorems for Jacobi, Laguerre, 
and Hem1ite polynomials were given by Szego (1939, Chapter IX). Szego 
also gives some results regarding the behavior of such series at the end-
points of the basic interval, 
The expansion of analytic fun ctions presents rather different problems, 
A series of Jacobi polynomials converges in an ellipse whose foci are 
at ± 1, and every fun ction which is analytic in such an ellipse may be 
expanded in a series of Jacobi polynomials (a, f3 > -1) there, A function 
which is analytic outside such an ellipse, a nd vanis hes at infinity, may 
be expanded in a series of Jacobi functions of the second kind, Q (a,f3 >, 
there (~ f3 > - 1, see Szego sec, 9.2), n 
In the case of Laguerre polynomials the region of convergence is a 
parabola around the positive real axis, with its focus at the origin : in 
the case of Hermite polynomials the region of convergence is a strip 
whose central line is the real axis, In both cases th e region of conver-
gence is unbounded and an analytic fun ction which is to be expanded in 
a series of Laguerre or Hermite polynomials must satisfy certain growth 
conditions in addition to being analytic in an appropriate region. Expan-
sions in series of Laguerre polynomials were investigated by Pollard 
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(1947a), series of Hermite polynomials by Giuliotto (1939), and Hille 
( 1939, 1939 a, 1940), 
10 .20. Examples of expansions 
In this section we list some series of orthogonal polynomials whose 
sum can be given in closed form, Except in the case of Legendre, Hermite, 
and Laguerre polynomials, not many such series are known, and some of 
the following examples have been developed by Tricomi to fill this gap. 
The computation of the coefficients of such an expansion is based on 
10.19 (2), where one may often take advantage of Rodrigues' formula 
(or its generalizations) to simplify the integral by integration by parts 
in the manner explained in the second paragraph of sec .• 10. 7• 
. In the following formulas we shall freely use the notations for con-
fluent hypergeometric and related functions which have been introduced 
in Chapters VI, VIII, IX.. 
SER.IES OF JACOBI POLYNOMIALS 
Notations as in sec. 10.8. We always assume a, {3 > -1, and use h n 
as defined in 10.8(4). 
00 
1 
(1) sgnx=c 0 + I p(a+I, ,B+I)(O) p (a,.Bl(x) -1 <X < 1. nh n-1 n n= 1 n 
Here 
sgnx = r when X > 0, (2) 
-1 when X < 0, 
and 
f'(a + {3 + 2 ) Ta-,8-l J' [(1-x)a (l+x).B - (1+x)a(l-x).B]dx. 
f'(a + 1)f'({3+1) o 
Note that only the terms corresponding to odd values of n actually occur 
in the summation in ( l). 
(3) (1-x)P = 2P f'(a+p + 1) 
xf 
n= a 
['(2n +a + {3 + l) f'(n +a + f3 + 1) (-p)n p(a ,f3 l(x) 
f' (n + a + 1) f' (n + a + {3 + p + 2) n 
- p < min (a+ 1, ~a + ~), -1 < x < 1 
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(4) e ixy = (2iy)-~(a+,B)-1 l 
n= 0 
-
r_<n_+_a_+__;_f3_+_l )_ ( . ) (a , >( ) M 2£y p ,,.., X 
r(2n+a+f3+l) k,a n 
-l<x<l 
~here 
k=~(a-{3), m=n+~(a+f3+l). 
For a generating function see 10.8 (29); for a bilinear generating function 
see Watson ( 1934), Erdelyi ( 1937 a) and Bailey; for another expansion in 
products of Jacobi polynomials see Bateman ( 1904, 1905). 
SERIES OF GEGENBAUER POLYNOMIALS 
Notation as m sec. 10.9. The constant h n is defined by 10.9(7). 
00 
(5) sgnx=4l 
•=1 
..\ > - ~' - } < X < }, 
(6) (l-x)P=22A.+p"-~r(>.)r(>.+p+~) 
X I (n + ,.\) (- p)n cA.(x) 
n=o r(n+2A+p+l) n 
-l<x<l, -p<~(..\+1) if ,.\~0, -p <~+..\ if -~<..\.:::;0. 
(8) (y sin¢ sin e)~ -1\.JA_-~(y sin¢ sin8) e iy cos¢> cosB 
= 2 ~ - A. r (,.\) ~ in n! (n + ,.\) 
y nffo (2..\)n r(2n+..\) 
-}<X< l, ..\ > 0 
X Jn+A.(y·) C~(cos ¢) C~(cos e) 0 < ¢, e < "' ..\ > 0. 
(9) UJ-A. c A_(UJ) = 2/\. r (..\) £ (n + ..\) z - A. z -A. 
n= 0 
where 
lze±i¢1 <IZI, UJ 2 =z 2 +Z 2 -2zZ cos¢, 
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and 
is any cylinder function in the sense of Sonine and Watson (Watson, 1922, 
sec. 3. 9). In the case c 2 = 0 the restrictions on z, Z may be omitted. 
Some expansions in series of Gegenbauer polynomials have been 
noted in sec. 10.9: for a bilinear generating function see Watson (1933h). 
SERIES OF L E GENDRE POLYNOMIALS 
Notations as in sec. 10. 10. The constant g n is defined in 10,10 (4). 
All expansions valid for -1 < X < 1, or 0 < e < TT, respectively, unless 
stated differently. 
~ ( ) (2m+ ~)(- ~p) (lO) lx I P = L -l " " P 211 (x) 
m=o O~ p+~)m+1 p > -1 
p > -1 
00 
(12) (l- x)P= 2P I 
n= o 
p > -~ 
[ 
~ 4m + 1 2 J (13) 0- x2)~ = ~ TT ~- ,.';;:, (2m-l)(2m+2) g • P2,. (x) 
~ e in¢ P (cos 8) 
n= o n 
0~cp < 8 < TT 
00 
(15) log[1+csc(~8)]= L 
n= 0 
(n + 1)-l P (cos8}. 
n 
Series involving Bessel functions may be derived from (7), (8}, and (9) 
by putting ..\ = ~~ . Generating functions are li s t e d in lO.lO(v) and (viii). 
SERIES OF LAGUERRE POLYNOMIALS 
Nota tions as in sec. 10.12. We a lways a ssume a > -1, x > 0. 
(16) xP=f'(a+p+l ) I -p < 1 + min(a, ~ a-~) 
n=O 
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00 
(17) t/J(a+1)-logx=1(a+1) L (n- 1)! L~(x) 
1(a+n+1) n= 1 
(18) -ex+YEi[-max(x,y)]= ~ (n+l)- 1 L (x)L (y) 
n = 0 n n 
(20) ex+Y(xy)-ai[a, max(x,y)]y[a, min(x,y)] 
(n + 1) (a)n+1 L~(x) L~(y) n! 
n= 0 
(21) (xy)-a ex+yl i[a, max(x, y)]- i(a,x) 1(a,y)/1(a)l 
00 ' 
= \' n. La(x) La(y) ~ (n+1)1(n+a+1) n n 
n= 0 
(22) emin(x,y)=1+ ~ [Ln(x)-Ln_1(x)][Ln(y)-Ln_1(y)] 
n=1 
(23) (xy )-~a e -~ (x +y) e -a7Ti y [a, e iTT min (x, y )] 
ool n! 
- La~)La(y) 
- n = 0 (n +a) r (n +a+ 1) n n 
00 
215 
x, y > 0 
x, y > 0 
Rea> 0 
1(a+1,x) +1 \' (n-1)! + (24) -H(x-y)=ya e-y ~ L~-~(y) L~(x) 
1(a+1) n= 1 i(a+n+l) 
0 < x, y. 
(26) f'(a)'P(a, a+1; x)= ~ (n+a)- 1 La(x) 
n= 0 n 
a<X 
( ) 
oo (a) 
(27)(1-y)-a<P a,c;_:!._ =I --"y"Lc- 1 (x) 
y-1 n= o (c)n n 
x > o, lrl < 1, c > o. 
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Other series of Laguerre polynomials in 10.12 (v) and (vii). The 
expansion 10.14 (11) is an expansion in Laguerre polynomials when f3 
is an integer ?. -n. 
SERIES OF HERMITE POLYNOMIALS 
Notations as in sec. 10,13. 
ro,h~ p) ~ <-~p) 
(28) ixiP= ~ f. (-1)" ( 
1
" Hz.(x) 
1T a=O 2m). 
(29) ixiP sgnx (-1)" (~- ~p). H (x) (2m+ 1)! Za +I 
(30) TT~ Erfi [min (x, y )] = ~ 
2za +I (2m+ 1)(2m + 1)! 
Ill= 0 
2 2
11 
"" (-1)" Hz (2-~x) 
(31) exp(11.x ) D (x) =--- '\' ., 14 Z1l r(-11) /;:o (m- v) 2z. m! 
(-1)" HZ•+ 1 (2-~x) 
(m -v) 2za+l m! 
(33) (1 + y)-a <I> (a,~; ~) = ~ ~ y" H (x) 
1 + y a=O (2m)! • 
p > -1 
p > -1 
x, y?. 0 
lrl < 1 
( 
3 x z y j -~ (a) (34) 2x(1 + y)-a <I> a,-;-- = f. ( " 
1 
y• Hz., +I (x). 
2 1+y .,=o 2m+l). 
Other series of Hermite polynomials are in 10.13 (v ). 
The following key indicates the derivation of these examples; it also 
gives references to further material on infinite series of classical poly-
nomials. 
Series of Jacobi polynomials. The coefficients were computed by inte -
grations by parts. For other examples see Brafman (1951). 
(5) From (l) by 10.9(4). 
(6) From (3)by 10.9(4). 
(7) From (4) by 10.9 (4); \r atson ( 1922, P• 368)• 
(8) Watson (1922, P• 370). 
(9) Watson (1922, P• 365). 
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Series of Legendre polynomials. Many examples may be obtained from 
series of Jacobi polynomials or series of Gegenbauer polynomials by 
means of 10. lO (3). Numer ous other examples are found in books on 
L egendre functions. For some examples, see Tricomi ( 1936, 1939-40). 
( 16) Tricomi ( 1948 , P• 332)· 
(17) Toscano (1949)• 
(18) Neumann (1912)• 
(19) 9.4 (5). 
(20) 9,4 (4). 
(21) Watson, (1938). 
(22) Tricomi ( 1935), Doetsch (1935). 
(23) Erdelyi (1936). 
(24) T ricomi (1948). 
(25) Toscano ( 1949)• 
(26) 6.12(3). 
(27) 6 .12 (5). 
For some examples of series of Laguerre polynomials see Erde1yi (1937, 
1938). 
(28), (29) 
(30) 
(31), (32) 
(33), (34) 
From (16) by 10. 13 (2) and (3). 
From (3) by 10. 13 (2) and (3). 
Tricomi ( 1950 a). 
From (27) by 10. 13 (2) and (3) . 
10.21. Some classes of orthogonal polynomials 
Beside the c lassical orthogonal polynomials there are other classes 
of special orthogonal polynomials which have been investigated in detail. 
In this section we shall describe some of these, mentioning very briefly 
those discussed in Szegi:i's book, and giving fuller details about those 
n ot otherwise conveniently accessible. 
POLYNOMIALS OF S. BERNSTEIN AND G.SZEGO 
These polynomials belong to the interval (- 1, l) and their weight 
function w (x) is of one of the forms 
{l-x 2 )-X [p(x)r \ (1 - x 2 )X [p(x)]- 1, 
[(1- x)/(1 + x)]l1 [p(x)]-' 
where p (x) is a polynomia l of exact degree l , and positive for -1 :S x :S l. 
Christoffel's formula 10,3 (12) s uggests a connect ion between these 
polynomials on the one side, and certa in Jacobi polynomials on the other 
s ide. 
The polynomia ls were en countered by Szego (1921) and investigated 
by Berns te in (1930, 1932)· See Szego (1939) sec . 2 .6, 
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POLYNOMIALS OF E. HEINE AND N. ACHYESER 
Heine's polynomials belong to the interval (0, a) and to the weight 
function 
(l) w(x)=[x(a-x)(b-x)r~ 
They are related to Jacobian elliptic functions, 
Heine ( 1878-1881, val. l, P• 294-296) showed that the polynomial of 
degree n satisfies a differential equation of the form 
d 2y dy 
2 1/J (x) (x - y) - 2 + [(x - y) 1/J '(x) - 2 1/J (x)]-dx dx (2) 
+[a+ f3x- n(2n- 1) x 2 ] y = 0 
where 
1/J (x) = X (a - X) (b - X) 
and a, {3, y are certain constants, This differential ·equation has four 
singularities of the regular type and hence is an instance of Helin's 
equation. , 
Achyeser (1934) investigated the orthogonal polynomials associated 
with the interval (- l, l} and the weight function 
{ 
\c -xi [(1-x 2)(a-x)(b -x)]-X 
w(x) = 
- 1 < x < a or b < x < 1 
0 a < x < f>. 
Here -1 < a < b < 1, and c depends on a and b. These polynomials are 
also related to elliptic functions. 
POLYNOMIALS OF F. POLLACZEK 
Recently, F, Pollaczek defined certain families of orthogonal poly-
nomials which are generalizations of classical orthogonal polynomials. 
The weight functions associated with Pollaczek 's polynomials fail to 
satisfy certain conditions which it is customary to impose in the general 
theory (roughly speaking, they vanish too strongly at the end-points of 
the interval), and thus. these polynomials are important, and readily 
accessible, examples of certain "irregular" phen6mena in the general 
theory of orthogonal polynomials. 
Finite interval, Let a, b, A be real parameters, a ;::: lb I, A> -1. We put 
(3) -1 ~x = cos e .s: 1 o .s: e::; "' 
and use the abbreviation 
(4) t =(a cos 8 + b)/sin 8 = (ax+ b)(1- x 2)-X , 
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The polynomials P~(x; a , b) are de fi ned rec urrently . 
(5) P~ 1 = 0, P~= 1 
( 6) . r:t P ~ - 2 [ (n - 1 + A.+ a) x + b] P ~ _
1 
+ (n + 2 A.- 2) P ~ _ 
2 
= 0 
n = l, 2, .... 
TJtes~ polynomials were defined by Pollaczek (1949a, for A. = ~2 , 
1949 c, for Re A. > 0) a~ s tudied by Szego ( 1950 a), Some ·related poly-
nomials were a lso s tudied by P ollaczek ( l949b, l950 a) , 
Multiplying (6) by z n a nd adding, one obtains a s imple differentia l 
equa tio"n of th e first orde r for th e genera ting functi on, a nd he nce 
"(7) ~ P~(x; a, b ) z n = (1- ze i8)- A.+it (1- ze - i B)-A.-it lzl < l. 
n = 0 
Comparison with l0.9(29)and 10.10(39)shows the relation to Gegenbauer 
and Le~endre polynomials 
(8) P~ (x ; 0, 0) = C~(x ), R.~ (x; 0, 0) = Pn (x). 
The polynomia ls a re orthogonal on the interva l (4), the we ight fu ncti on 
be ing 
(9) w 0.. >(x; a , b)= 7T - 1 2 2/...- 1 e (2B- 7T> t (sin C/) 2/...-• 11 (A+it)l 2 • 
The asymptotic behavior of P ;(x; a , b) when x is fi xed, between -1 
a nd l, and n ... co was investiaged by Szego . 
. Ei ther from the generatin g function (7), or from the rec urrence relation 
(6) it may be proved that 
(10) n! P~(x; a, b) = (2 A.) n e inB 2F1 (-n, A.+it; 2.>..; 1 - e - 2 ' 8), 
This 'expression in terms of hypergeometri c polynomials is th e source 
of many fl!rthe r formulas f or Pollaczek's polynomials. It s hould be noted 
that t depends on x so that P: does not satisfy any differential equa tion, 
Forl)mlas connecting P~ for different values of A. follow from ( 10) as 
ins ta nces of re la tions between c ontiguous hypergeometric series. 
In a later paper (1950 c), Pol laczek introduced a more general system 
o f polynomials which depends on the real parameters a, b, c , A. where 
(p_) e ithe r a> lb.l, 2A. + c > 0, c ~ 0 
or a > lbl, 2A + c~ 1, c> -1. 
With the notations (3) and (4), P A.(x ; a , b., c) sa:tisfies 
n 
(12) P~1 = 0, P~= 1 
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(l3) (n+c)p A._ 2[(n-1+A+a+c)x + b]PA. +(n+2A+c-2)PA. = 0 
n n-1 n-2 
n = l, 2, 
The generating function of these polynomials has been obtained by 
Pollaczek, who also proved that these polynomials are orthogonal on the 
interval (4), the weight function being 
(2 sin e)zA.-1 e (z e-7T)t 
(14) w<A.>(x; a, b, c)=------ ---
2rr r(2A+c) r(c + 1) 
x lr(A+c+it)I 2 12F1(1-A+it,c;c+A+it; e 2 iB)I-
2
• 
The recurrence relation ( 13) is a difference equation for P as a func-
tion of n, This equation serves to express P ~x; a, b, c) in terms of 
hypergeometric functions. The expression is fairly complicated and the 
hypergeometric series appearing in it are no longer polynomials. Putting 
r (2 ,\ + c + n) . . 
A = ( e l(c+n)e i~ (- c -n, A+ it; 2,\; 1- e -z.e ), 
n r(c+n+1)r 2,\) 
B r(l-,\+it) r(l-A-it) (2 . e)l-zA. i(z/\.+c+n-l)e = sm e 
n r(2-2A) 
x 
2
F1 (1-2,\-c-n, 1-,\+it; 2-2,\; 1-e-zie) 
the resulting expression is 
In this form, it is valid when 2,\ is not an integer, An alternative form, 
valid for integer values of 2,\ is available. A_ 1 = 0 when c = 0, and in 
this case (15) reduces to (lO), 
Infinite interval, For the infinite interval -oo < x < oo, Pollaczek 
(195Gb) has the system of polynomials P~(x; cp) where 
(16) ,\ > 0, 0 < cp < 7T 
are pa rameters, 
(17) P~1 = 0, P~= l, 
(18) nP~ -2[(n-1+>.:) cos cp+ x sin cp] P~_ 1 + (n-2+2 A) P;;-:_ 2 = 0 
n = l, 2, .... 
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Clearly, these polynomials may be obtained from those defined by (6) 
by replacing e by cp and l by X. The generating function is 
(19) ~ P:(x; cp) z n = (l- ze icp )- A.+ ix (l- ze- icp )-A.- iz 
n= 0 
lz l < l, 
and the weight function is 
(20) w fA) (x; cp) = 77- 1 (2 sin cp )2A.-l e-(77 - 2 cp )z II'(A+ix)l 2 , 
These polynomials may also be expressed 1n terms of hypergeometric 
series in the form 
(21) n!P: (x; cp) = (2A)n e incp 
2
F
1 
(-n, A+ ix; 2A; l- e-zicp ), 
These polynomials were mentioned by ~leixner (1934) and by W, Hahn 
(1949), They have a representation in terms of finite differences, an 
analogue of Rodrigues' formula (Toscano, 1949). Setting 
oF(x) = F(x + ~i)- F(x- ~~i) 
o k F( x) = o [0 k- 1 F (x)] 
we have 
(-1) n 
(22) pA.(x; cp) =--
n n! 
where 
on G (A+ ~ n, X) 
G (A, x) 
1 (A+ ix) 
C(A,x·) = e 2 cpx, 
10-A+ ix) 
10.22 , Orthogonal polynomials of a discrete variable 
k = 2, 3, ... ' 
In the rema ining sections of this chapter we shall briefly list a few sys-
tems of orthogonal polynomials for which the distribution function a(x) of 
sec, 10.1 is a jump function, and the appropriate definition of the scalar 
produc t is 10, l (3), The points at which the jumps of a(x) occm are 
x,, and we shall use the jump function j(x), the jump of a(x) at x =xi 
being j (x ,), Thus, the appropriate definition of the scalar product is 
(l) (<p1 , cp2 ) = ~ j(x,) cp1 (x) cp2 (x ,), 
1 
a nd the jump function corresponds in some measure to the weight function 
of the earlier sec tions, We a lways assume that the jump function is 
positive and that ~ j(x ) is finite . ~·lany results of the introductory 
1 
sections of this chapter hold for scalar produc ts of the form 10, l (2) and 
hence remain va lid for the definition ( l) of a scalar product. 
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The xi will be taken as integers , a $_ xi~ b , The intervals and jump 
funct ions listed in the table bel o\\· a re those of most frequent occurrence , 
The orthogonal polynomials associated with them correspond to the 
classical orthogonal polynomials of a discrete variable , and most of th em 
have been studied in some detail . 
a 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
POLYNOMIALS OF A DISC RETE VARIABLE 
b 
N-1 
,'\' 
00 
j (x) 
l 
e - a ax 
f'(x+l) 
({3) 
c" --"-
x ! 
NAME 
Tche bichef 
Krawtchouk 
Charlier 
Meixner 
W. Hahn 
All these polynomials have a number of properties in common, among 
which we mention only th e fini te difference a nalogue of Rodrigues' formula 
(2) p (x) = [K j (x W 1 6. n [j (x - n) X (x) X (x - l) "· X (x - n + l)] 
n n 
where K n is a constant, X (x) is a polynomial in x whose coefficients a re 
independent of n, and 6. is the operator of forward differences, 
(3) 6. f(x) = f(x + l)- f(x), t. n+l f(x) = t. [6. n f(x)] n = l, 2, •••• 
Conversely, this property characterizes the above orthogonal po lynomia ls 
in the sense that any system of orthogonal polynomials possessing a 
fiodrigues' formula can be reduced to one of the systems l isted above 
(l·la hn 1949, Weber and Erde1yi 1952). The proof is analogous to that 
given in sec. 10.6 and will be omitted. 
The proof of the orthogonal property ofthese polynomials may be based 
on (2) and "summation by parts", Alternatively, the method of generating 
functions may be used. 
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10.23. Tchebichef's polynomials of a discrete variable and their 
generalizations 
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Tchebichef's polynomials t n (x) arise in the graduation (fitting) of 
data by least squares. For an account of their properties see Szegii (1939, 
sec. 2.8), Jordan (1921 and 1947, Chapter VIII), and the references given 
in these places. 
Definitio n and orthogonal property. 
n = 0, 1, ..• , N - 1 
(2) N-1 ~ 
x= 0 
m, n = 0, 1, ••• , N - 1. 
Symmetry and "central values". 
(4) t 2., (~N - I;~ )= (- 1)" (2m)! ( 2mm) ( I;~ N -m~ + m) 
t 2m +1 (~ N - ~) = 0, 
Difference equation 
(5) (x + 2 )(x - N + 2) f:.. 2 t (x) + [2 x - N + 3 - n (n + 1)] f:.. t (x) 
n n 
- n (n + 1) t n (x) = O. 
Recurrence formula 
(6~ (n + 1 )t n + 1 (x )- (2 n + 1) (2x-N + 1 )t n (x )+ n (N 2 - n 2 ) t n _ 1 (x) = 0 
n = l, 2, •••. 
Connection with Legendre polynomials. 
(7) lim N -n t (Nx)= P (2x -1). 
N-+OtJ n n 
A generaliza tion of Tchebichef's polynomials may be obtained by the 
definition 
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In particular, 
(9) p n (x; 1, a+ 1, a+ 1) = n~ ~ n [C:) (x: a) J , 
and in this form it is immediately seen that 
(10) pn(x; 1, 1-N, 1-N)=tn(x), 
10.23 
Certain polynomials introduced by Bateman (1933) are also particular 
cases of (8). The polynomials (8) were introduced by Hahn (1949). They 
belong to the jump function 
. (f3\. (y)% ( ll) J (x; {3, y, o) = ( ) • 
x! o 
% 
The explicit formula 
({3) (y) 
(12) p n (x; {3, y, o) = n 
1 
n 3F2 (-n, -x, {3 +y-o+ n; {3, y; 1) n. 
and a recurrence relation were given by Weber and Erde1yi (1952). 
There is a connection with Jacobi polynomials, 
(13) lim y -n p n (yx; a+ 1, y, y- {3) = en+ a) p ~a,j3 l(2x + 1). 
y~~ a 
10.24. Krawtchouk's and related polynomials 
The orthogonal polynomials associated with the binomial distribution 
in probability theory were introduced ~y Krawtchouk (1929). They were 
studied by Aitken and Gonin (1935), and an account of their properties 
is found in Szego's book ( 1939, sec. 2. 8. 2). 
We assume 
(l) p > 0, q > 0, p + q = 1, N a positive integer, 
Definition, jump function, orthogonal property . 
(2) k (x) = ~ n (-1)n x! (N -x)! [ pxqN-x+n J 
n n ! p x q N - x (x - n) ! ( N- x) ! 
n=0,1, ... ,N. 
(3) j(x)=(:) pxqN-x 
(4) x~o j(x)kn(x)k.,(x) = C:)pnq" o,.,. m, n = 0, 1, ••• , N. 
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Explicit representation, generating function. 
(5) k n (x) = q n (: ) F (- n, X - N; X - n; - p / q) 
(6) N 2, k (x)zn = (1+qz)"(1-pz)N-:r. 
n= 0 n 
The explicit representation shows the connection with the Jacobi 
polynomials; the (limiting) relations with Hermite polynomials a nd with 
the Charlier polynomials are given in Szego (1939, p. 35, 36). 
The special case p = q = ~ has been studied by Gram (1882) and 
Greenleaf (1932). 
The polynomials 
(7) 
x! 
m (x· {3 c)=--c-:r-n!1n 
n ' ' ({3) 
:r 
[
c :r ({3) J 
(x- n)~ 
-I 
were investigated by Meixner (1934), Gottlieb (1938, {3 = 1), and other 
authors . (See references in Hahn 1949, P• 32). They are generalizations 
of Krawtchouk's polynomials. 
Explicit representation , jump function, orthogonal property. 
(9) m (x · {3 c ) = ({3 + x) F (- n - x · 1 - f3 - n - x · c - 1 ) 
n ' ' n ' ' ' 
= ({3) F(-n, -x; {3; 1- c- 1 ) 
n 
(10) j(x)=c"({3)/x.! 
(ll) ~ j(x)mn(x;{3,c)mlx;{3,c) = n!({3)nc-n(l-c)-f3 onl 
x = 0 
{3 > 0, 0 < c < l. 
Symmetry , generating function 
(12) ((3):r mn (x; {3, c)= ({3\ m:r (n; (3, c ) 
(13) ~ m (x; (3, c)~= G _:_c\:r (l- z)-:r-{3 
n= o n n! \ ) 
lzl < min(1, lei). 
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The explicit representation (9) leads to the following connections with 
Jacobi, Laguerre and Charlier polynomials. 
(14) m (x· {3, c)= n I p(/3-! , -(3-n-x) c-.:.- 1) 
n ' · n C 
(lS) lim m" c~; {3, c)= n! L~-' (x) 
c-> I c - l 
A recurrence relation and a difference equation have heen given by 
Meixner (1934). 
10.25. Charlier's polynomials 
The polynomials introduced by Charlier are the orthogonal polynomials 
associated with Poisson's distribution of rare events in probability theory. 
They have been investigated by several authors among whom we mention 
Meixner (1934, 1938) and Doetsch (1933). For an account of their prop-
erties see Szego (1939, sec. 2.8.1) and Jordan (1947, sec. 148). 
Jump function, definition, orthogonal property. 
a > 0, x = 0, 1, 2, ••• 
(2) x . a 1 [ z-n J c (x; a)=- 1'1" ---
n az (x- n)! 
(3) ~ j (x) c • (x; a) c n (x; a) = a-" n ! o 
111 
• 
x= 0 
Explicit representations, .generating function. 
(4) 
(5) 
x! (-a)-n 
c n (x; a)= <1>(-n x-n + 1· a) (x-n)! ' ' 
(6) ~ z" ( z )..-L., c n(x; a) -
1 
= e -z 1--
n= o n. a 
lzl <a. 
A bilinear generating function was given by Meixner (1938). 
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(7) 
(8) 
(9) 
S}CI11metry, recurre nee relation ,difference equation. 
c n(x;a)=c _.(n ; a) 
ac n+l (x; a)+(x-n-a) c n (x;a)+nc n-l (x; a)= 0 
ac "(x+ l;a)+(n-x-a)c (x;a)+xc <x-l;a)=O. 
n n n 
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From the explicit representation (5) follows the connection with 
Laguerre polynomials 
The connection with Meixner's polynomials has already been g iven m 
10.24 (16). 
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CHAPTER XI 
SPHERICAL AND HYPERSPHERICAL HARMONIC POLYNOMIALS( l) 
11.1. Preliminaries 
11.1.1. Vectors 
We shall define a point m (p + 2) -dime nsional Euclidean space 
(p = 11 2, 3, , , , ) by a vector 
(l) ~ =(x1 , x2 , ••• , xp +2), 
and shall write u (~) for a function u of x1 , x2 , ••• , x P +2. The length 
of ~will be denoted by 11~1 1 orr. Explicitly, we have 
ll~ll=r=(x~ +x~+· ·· +x~+2) 14 • 
In sec, ll, 7 we have both vectors with three and vectors with four 
components. We then shall write 11~11 3 , 11911 4 to indicate the number of 
components of ~. 9, respectively. 
A point on the unit-hypersphere n, i.e., on the hypersurface r = 1, in 
(p + 2) -dimensional space can be defined by a unit vector 
(2) g = r_, ~ = (g,. (2, ... ' gp+2), 
we shall reserve the letters g, TJ, ( for unit vectors of p + 2 components, 
If 9 = (y 1, y2, ••• , y p+2 ) is a second vector, the inner product of ~ and 9 is denoted by 
(3) (~, 9)=x,y,+x2y2+•••+xp+2 Yp+2' 
For unit-vectors g, TJ making an angle ewe have (g, TJ) = cos e. 
We shall encounter matrices (i.e., linear operators which are applied 
to vec tors). For full definitions and an outline of the theory, see Birkhoff 
and 1\lacLane (1947), Only squa re matrices will occur. If M is a matrix 
with the general element 11 jk (j, k = l, 2, , , , , p + 2) the determinant of M 
will be denoted by 
det M = det 11 jk, 
( 1) In preparin g this c hapter , the unpubli s hed notes of a course given by 
G. Herglotz have been used. The idea and the arrangement of many of the 
proofs are due to him. 
~32 
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The identity or unit-matrix will be de noted by I; a matrix 0 will be called 
orthogonal, if 
(4) 0 I 0 =I, 
where 0 1 denotes the transposed matrix of 0. From this it follows that 
0 0 1 is also the identity. The vector resulting from the application of a 
matrix 0 or M to a ve ctor ~ will be denoted by 0 ¢> M ~ ·A matrix 0 is 
orthogonal if and only if for all ~ 
(5) (0~. 0 ~) = (~ . ~). 
I can be defined by the property that I~= ~ for all ~· 
A function o f x 1 , x 2 , ••• , x P +2 will be called a function of ~and will 
be denoted by f (~). (A function of two or more vectors is defined in an 
a nalogous manner.) 
A fun ction f (~) will be called an orthogonal invariant if for all ~ and 
for all orthogonal ma trices 0 
(6) f (0~) = f(~). 
Similarly, a function of two variable vectors is an orthogonal invariant if 
f (0~, 0 9) = f(~ , 9) for all ~ . 9 a nd for all orthogonal matrices 0. 
Sometimes we shall use hyperspherical polar coordinates 
r,e,, • • • ,ep, ¢ • 
defined by 
x, = r cos e,' 
x2 = r sin e, cos e 2' 
(7) 
xp =r sine, sin e 2' ... ' s in ep -1 cos ep, 
xp+l =r sine, sin e2 , ... , sin e p cos¢, 
xp+2 =r sine, sin e2, ••• , sin ep sin ¢ , 
where r 2 0 
(8) o ,:;; ej~rr(j=l,2, ••• ,p), 0~¢~2rr. 
In these coordinates, th e (p + 2 ) -dimensional volume element is given by 
(9) dV = r p+l (sin e )P (sine )p- 1• ··(sine )drde •• ·de d¢ 1 2 p 1 p , 
and the surface e lement df! becomes 
(lQ) df! = (sine )P(sin e )p-I • • • (sine) de," • de d¢. 1 2 p p 
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The total area cu off! can be computed either from this or from the remark 
that 
Joo ••• J.oo exp(-x 2 - ••• -x2 ) dx •• • dx = ( J.oo e-x2 dx) p+2 
-oo -oo 1 p+2 1 p+2 -oo 
= J [J exp (-r 2 ) dV = cu fooo rP+ 1 e-r2 dr 
which gives 
2rr1 +~p 
(ll) cu=----
r(l+~p) 
Here and in the whole of this chapter we shall use three, two or one 
integral signs to denote integrals taken over a (p + 2), (p + l) or p-dimen-
sional manifold respectively. 
A function which is defined on n can be considered as a function 
F (<:f) of the components of the unit-vector .; • The expression 
02) f J F(.;) dU(<:f) 
D(t") 
denotes the (p + 1)-tuple integral which will be obtained if we substitute 
for the components of .; the expressions in terms of e1 , ••• , ep, ¢, 
from (2), (7) and for d U(<:f) the corresponding expression from (10). 
If F 1 (<:f), F 2 (<:f) are two functions which are defined on f!, and if 
f f F 1 (<:f)F2 (,;)df!(<:f) 
D 
exists and is zero, we shall say that F 1 (<:f), F 2 (<:f) are orthogonal on 
f! (<:f). We shall write n instead of n (<:f) if the context indicates which is 
the variable vector. 
If not stated otherwise, Laplace's operator 13. will refer to the com-
ponents of ~, i.e., 
a2 a2 a2 
(13) 13. =-+-+ ... +-. ax~ ax~ ax!+2 
We have 
(14) 13. [r l(~, 9)-] = [m(m- l) ~9, 9) + 
(~. 9) 
l (l + p + 2m) J 1 
2 r (~, 9)" • 
r 
The operator 13. is invariant under orthogonal transformations, i.e., 
p +2 2 p +2 2 L _a_= l _a_ 9 =0~ 
It = 1 ax: k= 1 ay~ 
where 0 denotes an orthogonal matrix. 
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In polar coordinates (3) we have 
(15) flu= r-p-1 !._ (rP+ 1 }!_ u) 
ar ar 
a 
+ r- 2 (sine 1 )-p --
ae1 [ (sin 0 1 )P !.__ u] ae1 
u] + ••• 
. . -2 . _, a 
+r-2 (sin0 1 ··•sm0 1 ) (smO)-r p ae 
p 
[ (sin e ) 1 ~ u] p ae 
p 
a2 
-2 < . e . . . e )-2 +r Sill I ••• · Sill --2 p acp u. 
11.1.2. Gegenbauer polynomials 
The polynomial C ~ (x) of degree n which is defined' by the generating 
function 
(16) (1- 2xt + t 2)-11 = ~ 
n= ·O 
Cll(x) t" 
n 
~~~o 
is called the Gegenbauer polynomial or the ultraspherical polynomial of 
degree n and order v. Szeg~ (1939) denotes it by P}11 >(x ). Gegenbauer 
(1877, 1884, 1890, 1891, 1893) has investigated these polynomials for 
arbitrary values of v. An account of his theory is given in sec. 3 .15. 
We shall need here only the case where 2v is an integer, 2v = p = 1, 
2, 3, •••• In this case we have 
211! dl 2-"l! dn+2l 
(17) C !+~ (x)=-- -- P (x)=---- ---:-:-; (x 2 -1)n+Z 
n (21)! dx 1 n+l (n + l)!(2l)! dxn+2l 
2-l dl+! 
(18) c 1+'(x)= T (x) 
n l ! (n + l + 1) dx Z+ 1 n + l + 1 
where l = 0, 1, 2, ••• , 
2-n d" 
(19) P (x)=-- -- (x 2 -1)"= 2F 1 (-n,n+l; l; ~-J.·h) 
n n! dx" 
is the Legendre polynomial of degree n, and 
(20) T (x) = ~ l[x+i (1-x 2)~]" +[x-i (l-x 2 )X]n I 
n 
(21) = 2 F, (-n, n; ~. ~- ~x) 
(22) =cos (n cos - 1 x) 
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is the Tchebichef polynomial of degree n. Tchebichef polynomials take 
the place of the ultraspherical polynomials for v = 0; their generating 
function is 
00 (23) - ~log(l- 2tx + t 2) == l: (n + l)-1 Tn+l (x) tn+l. 
n = 0 
From (20) we have for n = 0, 1, 2, ••• , 
We also have for an arbitrary Jl f. 0: 
(25) Cll(x) == (-2)-n (l-x2)-v+~ (2v)n 
n (v + ~) n n! 
Here 
(a)0 = 1 , (a) n =a (a+ 1) • • • (a+ n- 1) n c: 1, 2, •••• 
Equation (25) is a consequence of 3.15 (3) and 2.8 (23). 
Between the numbers c.u in (6), h (n, p) in ll.2 (2), the square of the 
normalization factor for the Gegenbauer polynomial 
2 2 -Prr f'(n + p) (26) N = f+ 1 [C ~P(x)]2 (1- i)<p-tl/2 dx = , 
-t n · n!(p+2n)[['(~p)]2 
the total area of the surface of the unit-sphere in (p + I)-dimensional 
space 
2rr ~ +~p 
(27) (.t) I [' (~ + ~p) ' 
and the value 
(28) C~P(l)= (n+p-1)! = (p)n=(-l)n(-p)' 
n n!{p-1)! n! n 
there exist the relations 
w'N 
(29) c ~p (l) 
n 
h (n, p) (2n + p) f'(~p) 
Proofs for the formulas in this sec tion are given m Appell- Kampe 
de Feriet ( 1926). 
For an investigation of the C ~P which starts from particular solutions 
of f). u + k 2 u = 0 [waves in (p + 2) -dimensional space] see A. Sommerfeld, 
(l943)and also W. Magnus (1949). 
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11.2. Harmonic polynomials 
A polynomial Hn(~) of degree n in x 1 , x:l., .. ~, xp+:l. which is homo-
geneous of degree n, so that H n (,.\. ~) = ,\. n H n (~), and satisfies Laplace's 
equation t1. H n (~) = 0, is known as a harmonic polynomial of degree n. 
Clearly, ,-n H n (~) = H n (,;) is a one-valued continuous function on the 
hyp ersphere 0, or r = l, and can also be ex pres sed as a trigonometric 
polynomial in 81, ... , eP, ¢· For the notations see sec. ll.l. 
A partial differential equation of the form t1. u + f(r) u = O, where 
f(r) is a given analytic function of r only, and u = u (~), has solutions of 
the form u = Rn (r) Hn (,;), where H n (~) is an arbitrary harmonic polynomial 
of degree n, and R n (r) is a sol uti on of the ordinary differential equation 
d:~.R p + 1 dR :~. 
(l) -:1.- + -- --+ [f(r)- n (n + p) r- ] R = 0. 
dr r dr 
We shall now show that there are 
(2) (n + p- l) ! h (n, p) = (2n + p) 
p! n! 
linearly independent harmonic polynomials of degree n of the p + 2 
variables x 1 , x:l., ••• , x p+:l.. 
To prove this, we compute first the number g (n, p) of linearly inde-
pendent homogeneous polynomials of degree n of p + 2 variables. Clearly, 
(3) g (n, p) = g (n, p - l) + g (n - l, p - l) + • • • + g (0, p - 1), 
(4) g (n, 0) = n + l, 
and g(n, p) is uniquely determined by (3) and (4). 
(S) _ (n + p + l) ! _ ( p + n + l ) g (n, P) - r (p l) r - • 
n. + . n 
Now, Laplace's equation imposes conditions upon the coefficients in Hn, 
since t1. H n is a homogeneous polynomial of degree n - 2, there are at 
mostg(n- 2, p) independent conditions and 
(6) h (n, p) 4 g (n, p)- g (n - 2, p ), 
On the other hand, the g (n - 2, p) linearly independent polynomials 
x~ P(x 1 , ... ,xp+2 ), 
where P denotes any homogeneous polynomial of degree n - 2, do not 
satisfy Laplace's equation, so that 
(7) h(n, p)$ g(n, p)-g(n-2, p), 
and this proves (2). 
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Except for n = O, there is no hannonic polynomial which is invariant 
under all orthogonal transformations.<!) But there exists an H (~) which 
n 
is invariant under all those orthogonal transformations which leave one 
point of the unit-sphere fixed. Since (0; ry) = (~, 7)) for all orthogonal 
transformations which leave 17 invariant, it is sufficient to prove 
LEMMA 1. For each unit vector, ry, there exists one and only one 
harmonic polynomial H n (~)such that 
(8) 
(i) H n (~)depends only on rand (~, ry); 
(ii) H n (ry) = l. 
This polynomial is given by 
H () =rn c~:[(~, ry)] 
n ~ C~P(l) 
n 
where ~ = ~/r and where C ~P is given by ll.l (l6). 
Since C ~P (x) can be expressed in tenns of even or odd powers of x 
according as n is even or odd, the right-mnd side of (8) is a polynomial 
of x 1 , ••• , xp+2' although r" is not necessarily one. Since C~P(l) ~ 0, 
(8) satisfies (ii), Therefore we have to show now that (i) determines 
H n (~) apart from a constant factor. Since H n (~) is homogeneous and of 
degree nit must be of the form 
Co(~, ry) n + c I r (~, T)) n-1 + • • • + c n r n' 
where C 0 , , , , , en are constants. 
Since 11 H n = 0, we find from ll.l (14) the relations 
(9) (n- m) (n- m- l) c., + (m + 2) (2n- m- 2 + p) c,. +2 = 0 
for m = 0, l, 2, , •• , and 
(10) cl =0. 
Therefore H n is uniquely detennined by c 0 and c 1 = c 3 = • • • = 0. To 
construct H n' we observe that we have from ll.l (14) !1 r- p = 0 and there-
fore 
for all values of r. With r = t -I , we find that the coefficient oft n in the 
expansion of 
( 12) [l - 2 (~, ry) rt + r 2 t 2] -~p 
satisfies Laplace's equation. This completes the proof of Lemma l for 
(1) G. Po'lya and B. Meyer (1950) have invest igated the harmonic polynomials 
of three variables which are ilivariant under any given finite subgroup of the 
orthogonal group. 
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p = 1, 2, •••• In the case p = 0 we can start with 11.1 (23) instead of 
11.1 (16) and we find instead of (8) that for p = 0 
(13) rn TJ((, 7])] 
is the polynomial whose existence is stated in Lemma 1. 
We can now construct a complete set of linearly independent harmonic 
polynomials of degree n. Let 
(14) H,.,k(xk, xk+l' • .• , xp+) 
denote any homogeneous harmonic polynomial of degree m which is inde-
pendent of x 1 , ••• , x k-l • It can be verified tha t 
for all values of the parameter t, and this enables us to find all homo-
geneous harmonic polynomials of p + 2 variables if those of p + 1 vari-
ables are known already. From the h (m, p + l) linearly independent poly-
nomials H 2 we obtain h (m, p - l) l inearly independent polynomials 
H n (;x;) whi;h are of degree n- m with respect to x 1 , namely, 
(16) rn-,. C"+~P(x / r) H 
n-m 1 m,2' 
where m = 0, 1, ••• , n, Since it follows from (3) a nd 
h (n, p) = g (n, p) - g (n - 2, p) 
that 
(17) h(n, p) = h (n, p - 1) + h (n - 1, p- 1) + • • ~ + h (0, p - 1), 
we obtain all th e H n (~) from (16). 
Since 
(18) (xp+l ± ixp+ 2 )" 
form a comple te set of linearly inde pendent H , we obtain by induction 
.. . p 
THEOREM 1. L et m 0 , ••• , mp be integers such that 
(19) n=m0 ~m 1 ~ .. ·~mP~O, 
and let r k be de fined by 
(20) r k = (x!+l + x~+2 + • • • + x;+ 2 ) ~ 
where k = O, 1, , •• , p and r 0 = r. Then 
(21) H(mk, ±; ~) = H(n, m 1, ... , mp-l, ±mp; x 1, ... , xp+) 
. X +2 )±mp m p-1 mk - mk +I Cmk+l +%p-Wc(x / r ) 
= +t ~ r P II rc 
r P k= o ~ mk-mk+l k+l k 
p 
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form a complete se t of h (n, p) linearly independent harmonic polynomials 
of degree n. Of course, H(m k, +; ~ ) = H(mk, - ;~) if mp = 0, 
Corollary. In hyperspherica l polar coordinates 11.1 (7) we have 
(22) H(mk, ±; ~)=r" Y(mk; ek , ±¢) 
where 
11.3. Surface harmonics 
If Hn(~) is a homogeneoushannonic polynomia l of degree n, we call 
a sur face harmonic of degree n. Here e stands for e 
1 
, ••• , e P and ,; 
de notes again ~/r. The surface harmonics are one-valued continuous 
fun ctions on n (the unit-hypersphere r = 1). In particular, we have from 
11.2 (22) and 11.2 (23) the s urface harmonics of degree n = m 0 
(2) r - n H(n, m1 , ,,, , ±mp;x1 , ,,, , xp +2) =r-n H(mk' ±; ~) 
=H(n, m 1 , •• • , ±mp ; ,;1 , .... ,;p+2 )=H(mk, ±; 0 
(3) = y (n, m 1' ••• ' m p; e 1 ' ••• ' e p ' ± ¢) = y (m k; e, ± ¢). 
We s hall now state the orthogonal property(compare s ec ,ll.1 for the 
definition) of the functions (2), (3), With the nota tions 
(4) E k (l, m) 
17 2k - 2lll - p r (l + m + p + 1- k) 
(l + ~ p + ~ - ~ lc) (l - m}! (r (m + ~ p + ~ - ~ k) ] 2 
for a ny integers l, m where l :2: m ;::: 0, and 
(5) p N (m 0 , m 1 , • • • , m ) = 2 17 II E k (m k _ 1 , m k ) p k= 1 
where m 0 , m 1 , ••• , mp satisfy 11.2(19), we have: 
THEOREM 2 . Any two dis t inct functions in (2) or (3) are orthogonal on 
n unless they are conjugate complex. In the case of conjugate compl ex 
functions [or in the case of the square of a real function (2} or (3}] we 
have: 
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= N(m 0 , m 1 , • •• , mp) = N(mk), 
In particular, any two surface harmonics of different degrees are 
orthogonal on the unit-hypersphere. 
The functions in (2) or (3) form a complete set of orthogonal func-
tions on U. We shall prove: 
THEOREM 3. A function f(~) which is continuous everywhere on 
Q and is orthogonal, on 0 , to all the function s H (m k, ±; ~) vanishes 
identically on n. 
To prove this we assume that f(ry) = 2a > 0, w here T/ is a fixe d 
unit-vector (i.e., a po int on D). Since f(~) is continuous, we may 
assume that f(~) ~a for all ~satisfying II~- Till::;; 8 where 8 is a 
sufficiently small positive number, or f( (> 2: a if l - (~, ry) :;. ~ 8 2 , 
According to Weierstrass' th eorem on polynomial approximation (cf, 
Widder, 1947, P• 355) applied to the function 
rp (x) = l - (l- x)/(~ 8 2) l- x ~ ~ 8 2 , 
= 0 1- X~ ~02 , 
we have tha t given any f: > 0, there exists a positive integer n and a 
polynomial F n (x) of degree n s uch that 
Then 
J J f(~) ¢ [(~, ry)] dO~ a* > 0, 
D 
where a* is a positive number de pe nding on a a nd 8 but not on n and 
f, a nd hence 
Since f(g) is orthogonal to all functions in (2) or (3 ) a nd, accordin g 
to theorem l, C ~P [( ~, ry)] is a linear combina tion of th ese functio ns, 
f(~) must he orthogonal to ctP ((~. ry)] for each k . Moreover, since 
C Y,p (z ) is precisely of degree k in z , F (z) i s a linear combi nation of k 
1 
n 
the c Y.P(z), k = 0, l, ••• ,n. flence f(g} is orthogona l to F [(~. ry)] k · n 
and this contra dicts (7) and proves theorem 3. 
From the proof of theorem 3, we can obtain a statement about the 
approximation of a spec ial class of continuous functions by surface 
ha rmonics. We have: 
LEMMA 2. Let F (x) be a function of th e real variable x which 
is continuous for - 1 ::;; x::;; l. We de fine for n = 0, l, 2 , • • • , 
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(8) f a C ~P[({;, ry)] 
m = 0 It m 
where 
(9) C~P (l) A (n, p) an= f f C ~P [({;, ry)] F [(t; '?)] dQ ({;), 
.0 
and 
(10) A (n, p) C~P (l) = f f I C~P[({;, ry)]l 2 dD({;) . 
.0 
11.3 
Then F [({;, ry)], whic h is a continuous fun ction of{; on !1 will be 
approximated by the ¢ n in such a way that 
In cidentally, the A (n, p) do not dep end on the fixed unit-vec tor TJ; 
their values are given in 11,4 (13). 
To prove this lemma we choose m ( 10) the coefficients a so as to 
minimize the integral in (ll). Since c;P[({;, ry)] and C~ [(f, ry)] are 
orthogona l on n when k ,;,. m (cf. the remark afte r theorem 2), we find 
precisely the values (9) for the an . On the other hand we know from 
Weierstrass' theo rem on polynomial approxim ation tha t for a suitabl e 
choice of th e an and a sufficiently large n the integrand in (ll) ca~ be 
made arbitrarily small. Therefore the minimum of the integral in (ll) 
must te nd to ze ro as n -+ oo, 
The problem of the expansion of a fun c tion whi ch is given on n in 
a series of surface harmoni cs has be en investigated byseveral au thors. 
For p = l see Hobson ( 193 1), where many re fe rences a re given. The case 
p = 2 has been investigated by Kog betliantz (1924), Koschmieder (1929), 
a nd th e case of an arbitrary p has been treated by Koschmieder(193 1), 
The expansion of a function in a series of surface harmonics is some-
times called its L aplace-series . In general, on e does not know much 
about the conve rgence of the Laplace series of a continuous fun ction 
but its Cesaro-summability (of a sufficiently hi gh order) can be proved. 
11.4. The addition theorem 
For a fixed ry, the surface harmonic C ~P [({;, ry)] can be expressed i n 
terms of the S (mk, ±;{;")where m 0 = n. More gene ra lly we have·: 
THEOREM 4. Let Sn1( {;), l = 1, 2, , •• , h be h = h (n, p) linearly 
independent realsurface harmonics of degree n, and let the S~be ortho-
normal on n so that, for l, m = 1, 2, ••• ' h, 
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<1) I I s ~ (,;) s: (,;) dn = t if n ,J m D. l if n = m 
then for any fixed unit-vector TJ 
(2) C~P[(,;,TJ)] (c./ h) ~ Sl(,;)Sl(7J) 
C~P(l) l= 1 n n 
p 
For notations compare 11.1 (ll), 11.1 (12), 11,2 (2), ll,l (16). 
As a special case of (2) we have from theorem 2: 
(3) C~P[(,;, 7J)] 
l p w ~ £(m ) 
=2 (2n+p) f.. ~)[H(mk,+;,;)H(mk,- ; 7J) 
+ H(mk, -; ,;) H(mk, +; 7J)] 
where the sum is to be taken over all integer values of m k such that 
n = m 0 ,:2: m 1 ~ • • • ~ m P ~ 0 and where 
(4) dO)= l, £(m) = 2 m > 0. 
From 11.2 (21) we find that S (m k, ±; ,;) vanishes if the last p + 2 - l 
components of,; vanish, i.e., if 
,; !+1 = ,;1+2 = • • • = ,;p+2 = O 
except when 
m z= m z +I = • • • = m p = Q, 
Therefore, if we put 
,; = (cos p, sin p, 0, , , , , 0) 
TJ =(coso, sino, 0, ... , 0) 
(3) becomes for p > l 
(5) C ~P (cos p cos a+ sinp sin a) = C ~P [cos (p- a)] 
n n 
where 
r (p- l) c~p-~ m 
[' 0~ p) [' (Yzp) 
n 
I 
m=O 
x (sin a) • C" +~P(cos a) n-,. 
B (sin p)" C" +~p (cos p) 
n,m n-m 
(6) B = 2 2" (n- m)! (p +2m- l) [f'(m + Yzp)]2 [f'(p + n + m)]- 1 • 
n,• 
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If we put in (3) 
( = (cos a, sin a cos p, sin a sin p, 0, ••• , 0), 
Tf = (cos {3, sin {3 cos a, sin {3 sin a, 0, ••• , 0), 
we obtain from (5) with p- a= ¢ for p > 1 
(7) C~P(cosa cos{3 +sin a sin{3 cos¢) 
n 
r<p-1) ~ 
= [r(~ p)JZ L Bn,m (sina)" 
It= 0 
x C m +~p (cos a) (sin {3)" C • +~p (sin a) C ~p-~ (cos rl..) 
n-a n-a "' 'f' 
where B is given by (6). For p = 1 we find 
n," 
(8) P n (cos a cos {3 + sin a sin {3 cos¢) = P n (cos a) P n (cos {3) 
n 
+2I 
m = ·0 
where 
(n - .m)! 
P~(cosa) P~(cosf3,) cosm¢. (n + m)! 
(9) P (x) = C ~ (x) 
n n 
is Legendre's polynomial and 
(lO) P"(x)=(-1)" 1T-~ r(m+~)2" (1-x 2)~" c•+~(x) 
n n-~ 
is an associated Legendre function. 
11.4 
Usually, (7) or, in the case p = 1, (8) are called the addition theorem 
of ultraspherical polynomials. We can obtain (3) (but not the whole 
theorem 4) by a repeated application of (7) and (8). In a modified form, 
(7) and (8) are a lso valid for a general C~ where 2v is not necessarily 
an integer; for this see 3, 15 ( 19) and 3. 11 (2). 
The proof of theorem 4 will be based upon the fact that C ;;P [((, Tf)] 
is an orthogonal invariant of (, Tf (see sec . 11.1.1 for the definition). 
We shall show first that apart from a constant factor C ~P [((, Tf )] is the 
n 
only orthogonal invariant which is a surface harmonic of degree n. To do 
this we need 
LEMMA 3. Let F (~, 9) be a polynomial in the components of ~and 9 
and let 
(ll) F (0~ , 0 9) = F(~ , lj) 
for all orthogonal transformations 0 (compare sec. 11.1.1). Then there 
exists a polynomial <I> (u, v, w) in three variables u, v, w, such that 
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(12) F (~, 9) = ~ [(~, ~), (~, \;)), (\;), 9)] 
identically in the c omponents of~ and g. 
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Proof: If ~. 9 are fixed, we can find an orthogonal coordinate 
system such that 
~=(a, O, 0, ,,, , 0), 9 = ({3, y, O, ... , 0), 
(~.~)=a2, (~ , \;l)=a{3, (g, i;))=f32+y2, 
and therefore 
a=ux, f3=v/uy,, y=(uw-v 2 )X/u. 
Since F is an orthogonal invariant this shows that it can be written as a 
polynomial 
F = F *(a, {3, y) = F * [u Y., v/u y,, (u w- v 2) y, / u] 
in a, {3, y. Since there exist orthogonal transformations which have the 
effect that 
a-+-a, {3->-{3, y-+y 
or 
a -> a, {3 -> {3, y -> - y, 
we find that F * is a polynomial in y 2 , a 2 , {3 2 , a {3 and that we can write 
F *in the form 
(13) F*= u-m <P*(u, v, w), 
where m is an integer and~* is a polynomial of u, v, w . 
Interchanging the role of ~and 9 
(14) w-k 'l'(u, v, w) = u-"' <P*(u, v, w), 
where k is an integer and 'I' is a polynomial. Since u, v, w are algebra-
ically independent, we can conclude from (14) that u -,. <P *is a polynom-
ial and this completes the proof of lemma 3. 
LEMMA 4. Let~' 11, t:; be arbitrary unit-vec tors in the (p + 2)- di-
mensional space. Then 
(15) f f C~P[(~,.,.,)] C~P((ry, m dG(ry) =A(n, p) C~P[(~. t:;)], 
D (7) ) 
where 
y, UJ (16) A (n, p) = C •P(l)--
n h (n, p) (n + ~p) f'(~p) 
Lemma 4 is of the nature of a convolution theorem for the basic surface 
harmonic C~P((~, ry)], 
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To prove this lemma, let ~and a be any two vectors, e = ¢1 11 ~11, 
(=a!\\ a\\ . Since 
\1~\1" C~P [(e, 7])], \lall" C~P[(7], ()] 
are harmonic polynomials in the components of ~and a respectively, we 
see that I I ~ II " II all" times the left-hand side of (15) is a harmonic 
polynomial both in ~ and a, of degree n in each set of variables. More-
over, this ha rmonic polynomia l is an orthogonal invariant in ~ and a. for 
it remains unchanged if any orthogonal transformation is applied simul-
taneously to ~. a and 1) (and therefore to e. (and 7]) and the integral 
remains unchanged if any orthogonal transformation is applied to 1). 
Thus by lemma 3, our harmonic polynomia l is a polynomial in 1\ ~ \\ 2 , 
\laW. and(~. a)= 11~ 11 llall <e.(). Therefore we find from lemma 1 
that it is a multiple of 
1\~11" \\a\ \" C~P[(e, (}], 
and this proves lemma 4. We can determine the factor A (n, p) by putting 
e=(=(l,O, ... ,O) 
which gives 
(17) A(n,p)C~P(l)=w' f +1 [C~P(xW(l-x 2)YzrYzdx, 
_, 
where w ' denotes the area of the hypersphere in the (p + I)-dimensional 
space. From 3,15(17), 11.1(26), 11,1(29) a nd 11,2(2) we obtain (16). 
Now we can describe the effect on the surface harmonics of a n 
orthogonal transformation of e. 
LEMMA 5. Let S :<e), l = l, 2, ,, , h be a complete set of ortho-
normal surface harmonics of degree n, so that (1) holds, and let 0 be an 
orthogonal transformation of the (p + 2)- dimensional space. Then 
1 h k (18) S n (0 t) = k~ 1 g 1k S n (t), 
where the matrix G of the h 2 elements g 1k LS an orthogonal matrix of 
h = h(n, p) rows and columns, i.e ., 
( 19) G 'G = G G ' = I. 
Here G 'is the transposed matrix of G, and I is the unit-matrix of h (n, p) 
rows and columns. 
Proof: Since Laplace's operator is invariant under orthogonal 
transformations (compare sec. ll, l ), S 1 (0 f) is a surface harmonic of 
n 
degree n, and so can be expressed, in the form (15), in terms of the 
complete systemS~ (t). 
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Since the integrals in ( 1) remain unchanged if ~is replaced by 0 ~, it 
follows that also the S ~ (0 0 form an orthonormal system, and this gives 
G G 1 = I. But it is well-known that from this we also have G 1 G = I 
(see, e.g., Birkhoff and MacLane 1947, Chapter IX). 
Now we can prove theorem 4 by showing that 
(20) 
is an orthogonal invariant of ~and 77 • This follows from Lemma 5 and in 
particular G G 1 = I. From the proof of Lemma 4 we see that (20) must be 
a multiple of C ~P [(~, 77)]. The constant factor can be determined by 
integrating the square of (20) with respect to 77 over the whole area Q. On 
account of (l) this gives 
(21) h L [S 1 (~)F. 
l= I n 
On the other hand we can see that it must be a certain multiple of C ~P(l) 
by making ~ = 77 in (12). By integrating (21) over Q ( ~) we obtain hn he-
cause of (1), and this leads to (2) in theorem 4. 
From theorem 4 we have that for every slirface harmonic S • (~) of 
degree m 
(22) J f c ~!'[(~, 77)] s .. (~) d n (~) = fo 
D (tl lew/h) C~P(l) s (77) n p 
n ~ m, 
n =m. 
From Lemma 2, in particular from 11.3(8}, 11.3(11), we find by an appli-
cation of Schwarz's inequality: 
lim J fiF[(~. 77)]- ¢"[(~, 77))! s"<O d!J(~) = o, 
n-+ oon ~) 
where F, ¢ are defined in 11.3, 11.3 (8). H we combine this with (22) we 
obtain (cf. Funk, Heeke, 1916, 1918): 
FUNK-HECKE THEOREM: Let F (x} be a function of the real variable 
x which is continuous for -1 S x S l and let S n (~) be any surface har-
monic of degree n. Then foranyunit-vec tor 77 
(23} J J F [(~, , 77}] S n (~) d fl (~) = An S n (7]), 
D~l 
where the inte_gral in (23) is taken over the whole area of the unit-
hypers ph ere n' and where 
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(jJ 
(24) A. n = -c"l{,_p (,.....1,.....) 
n 
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Here w 1 denotes the total area of the unit-hypersphere m the (p + l)-
dimensional spacef 
I (jJ f'(~p+~)' 
I (jJ (477)l{P n ! I'(~ p) 
(n + p - l)! 
Erde1yi (1938) has shown that it i s sufficient to assume that \F (x)\ and 
\F (x)\ 2 are Lebesgue-integrable for -l =:; x =:; l, and he also has shown 
that 
\ =;"(277) 1 +l{pJoo t- lc!;pJ (t)f(t)dt An • - oo - n+ lc!;p ' 
where 
f(t) = (277)- 1 f e - ixt F (x) dx. 
-1 
Here J denotes a Bessel function. Note that 
- l{p J ( ) _ n 2 -n- l{p '\' 
t n+l{p t - t L 
m !f'(n+m+l+!;ip) 
m=O 
is a one-valued function oft, 
11.5. The case p = l, h (n, p) = 2n + l 
11.5 .1. A generating function for surface harmonics in the three-dimen-
sional case 
(1) ~ =(x,x 2 ,x 3 ) 
denotes a vector with three components. We define the po lynomial s 
H~(~) by 
(2) [x +ix -2x t- .(x -ix )t 2]"=t" 2 3 1 2 3 
m. = ·- n 
If we substitute- r- 1 fort we find 
(3) Ji~= (-l)"' }]~"'' 
where a bar denotes the conjugate complex polynomial. The le ft-hand 
side of (2) can be written in the form (u , ~)" where 
(4) U= (-2t, l- t\ i + it 2 ), 
From ( u, u) = 0 and from ll. 1 ( 14) we find that both sides in (2) satisfy 
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Laplace's equation for all t,, i.e., H; (~) is a homogeneous harmonic 
polynomial of degree n. The linear independence of H ~ follows from the 
algebraic independence of 
x 2 + ix 3 , - 2 x 1 , """(x 2 - ix ) • 
With r = 11~11, ~= ~/r, the functions 
(5) ,-n H: (~) = S: (~) m = 0, ± 1, ••• , ± n 
form a complete set of .linearly independent surface harmonics of degree 
n. From (3) we have 
(6) 
The orthogonality relations 
(7) I I s .. <~) s •' <~) an = { 0 
n n 2rr 
D. 
r(~) r(n + l) 
r (n + 3/2) 
m =m' 
m, m 
1 
== 0, ± l, ••• , ± n, 
in which the integral is to be taken over the whole area of the unit-sphere 
n ' can be proved by introducing 
(8) b=(-2s, l-s 2, i+is 2 ) 
and considering 
(9) J J (u, ~)n (b, ~)n dO(~) 
D. 
which is an orthogonal invariant of u and b (cf. the proof of Lemma 4 in 
sec. 11. 4). According to Lemma 2 it must be a polynomial in (u, u ), 
(b, b), (u, b), and since (u, u) = (b, b) = 0, (9) must be a multiple of 
(u, b)n. If we introduce (2) [and the corresponding expansion of (b, .,;-) n 
into (9)] we find 
(10) (ts)n f t 1s"' If S~(,;)s:<oan 
l,a=-n D. 
= p. (u, t)')n = p.2n (l + st)2n 
and here we can compute p. by putting s = t = 0 and 
(ll) ~=(cos8, sin8cos¢, sin8sin ¢ ), drl=sin8d8d¢, 
which gives 
< 12) 2 n 11. = I 2 7T a ¢ J7T a 8 <sin 8) 2n + 1 = 2 " r <~) n !! r <n + 3/ 2) . 
0 0 
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By comparing the coefficients oft 1 s" on both sides of (lO) we obtain (7). 
To obtain an explicit expression for S • (.;) we apply Cauchy's formula 
n 
to (2) and obtain 
(13) H"(~) =-1 - J(O+)(u, ~ )nt-n-a-l dt 
n 2 rri 
=(2rri)- 1 (-1)n(x 2-ix3)n J(O+ I Ht+x,l(x 2 -ix 3)]2 
-r 2 (x
2
-ix
3
)-2lnt-n-m-l dt. 
If we put 
t + x,J(x 2 - ix 3 ) = r, x,l(x 2 - ix 3 ) =a, 
this gives 
(14) H ,. (-r) (2 ·)-1 (" )n J(cr+) [ 2 2( · )-2]n( )-n-a-ld n c:- = rr ~ zx.3 - x 2 r - r x 2 - zx 3 r- a r 
(15) = (x ~ ix n --- r 2 - --(-1)" dn+a .[ (ra )2 ] n (n+m)l 2 3) drn+.a x,_ 
n ( · )" dn+• r x 2 -zx 3 2 
= -- (1-.; )n 
(n +m)! r d.;~+- 1 (16) 
If we define the associated Legendre's functionsP"(x) by 
n 
dn+a 
(17) P" (x) = (-1)n+a 2-n (n!)- 1 (1- x 2)1{" -- (1- x~)" 
n dxn+a 
m "'0, ± 1, •• , , ± n, 
we find tha t 
2n n! 
= (-1)nh (.; - i.; )• (l- (2)-J{,. P" (.;) (n + m) ! 2 2 1 n 1 ' 
and for the corresponding functions in spherical polar coordinates (see 
sec, 11.3), 
2n n l 
(19) Y"' (17, ¢) = S"' (.;) = (-1)n+a ;-u<f> P" (cos 8). 
n n (n + m)! n 
According to (3) and ( 18) we have 
(n- m)l 
p-•(x)=(-1)" ·P"(x), 
n (n + m)! n 
The addition-theorem has been stated as equation 11.4 (8). 
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The orthogonality relations (7) give 
(20) f+1 [P'"(x)F dx = - 2-
-1 " 2n + 1 
(n + m)! 
(n- m)!' 
From (2) we obtain the generating function 
(21) [1-st cos e- %(1- t 2 ) sin er1 
For other properties of the P~ see sec, 3,6,1, 
11.5.2. Maxwell's theory of poles 
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Let x 1 , x 2 , x 3 , be independent variables, let r = (x ~ + x ~ + x ~) ~ and 
define the differential operator D k by 
a 
(22) Dk =- k = l, 2, 3. 
axk 
Since 
(23) L'lr- 1 = (D~ + o; +D~) r- 1 =0, 
clearly D,O o; o; r- 1 satisfies Laplace's equation. Moreover this is 
clearly of the form of a homogeneous polynomial of degree n = a + b + c 
multiplied by r - 2"- 1 , Lastly, it can be verified that for every homo-
geneous polynomial H n of degree n, the statements 
L'lH = 0 and flH r-2"- 1 = 0 
n n 
are equivalent. Thus we find 
(24) D~D~D~ r- 1 =Hn(x
1
,x
2
,x
3
)r-2n- 1 n =a+ b +c. 
It is a consequence of this observation that to every homogeneous poly-
nomial of degree n of three quantities 0 1 , 0 2 , 0 3 for which 
(25) D ~ + D; + D ~ = 0 
there corresponds a harmonic polynomial of x 1 , x 2 , x 3 of degree n. 
Comparing this with the remarks after 11.7 (12), it seems plausible that 
we · can obtain all harmonic polynomials from (24), Actually, it can be 
shown that (see Hobson, 1931, Chap, 4, Nos, 85-92) 
1 (-1)"-" (n- m)! (26) D~-"'(0 2 ±iD 3)m- = +1 e±ia¢ P~(cos6) r r" 
m = O, l,,,,, n, 
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and 
(27) x 1 = r cos (), x 2 = r sin () cos¢, x 3 = r sin() sin¢. 
According to (19) this shows that all spherical harmonics can be obtained 
from (24). 
For geometrical reasons, the surface harmonics in (26) are called 
zonal if m = 0, sectorial if m = n and tes seral if l .:5 m ::; n - l. For this 
and for the following remarks on Maxwell's results see Hobson (1931) 
and Maxwell (1873, 1892). 
Let 
(28) Tf k = (a I<' f3 I<' y 1) k = l, 2, ••• , n 
be unit-vectors which therefore define points on the unit-sphere. These 
points will be called poles. Then the surface harmonic of degree n with 
the poles Tf k is defined by 
(29) Sn(Tfk)=(-l)nrn+l[k~l (akDI +{3kD2+ykD3)]r-l. 
Introducing n parameters, t 1 , ••• , t n, we find that .this is the coefficient 
of t 1 t 2 ••• t n in the expansion of · 
(30) _l_ T n p [ ~ t k (~, Tf k)] 
n! n T 
where 
-( xl x2 x3) ~ -,-,-
r r r 
and where the sum in (30) is to be taken over k = l, 2, ... , n. This is a 
function of the cosines of the angles between the vectors ~. Tf 1 , ••• , Tf k. 
The standard surface harmonics (26) are obtained when the vectors Tf k 
coincide with some of the axes of the coordinate system. 
Van der Pol (1936) and Erdelyi (1937) have extended (26) to solutions 
of the wave equation /'). u + k 2 u = 0 by showing that 
l{ 
(32) in-11t(....!!._) J +"(kr)P"(cos())ei'"¢ \2r n " n 
= k-" (-a- + i _a_)· p<"> c---i __ a_) sin kr' 
ax2 ax3 n k ax, kr 
where P <•> denotes the m-th derivative of the Legendre polynomial P , 
n n 
where P: is defined by (17), Jn+l{ denotes the Bessel function of the 
first kind and of order n +~and r, 0, cf>, x1, x2, x3 are connected by 
(27). 
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11.6 . The case p-= 2, h(n, p)= (n + 1)2 
From now on let 9 be a vector with four components 
(l) 9 "" (y I ' Y 2 ' Y 3 ' y .ol ), 
and let 
(2) TJ = 91 p, p = 11 911 · 
We introduce the vectors 
(3) u"" (i - its, - it - is, - t + s, 1 + ts) 
(4) b=(i -ira,-ir- ia, -r+a, 1+7U) 
for which we have 
(5) (u, u)=(b, b),.Q, (u, b)= ·2{l+t r)(l+sa). 
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From (5) we find again as in sec. 11.5 .l that the (n + l) 2 polynomials 
HIt, 1(9) defined by n 
(6) (u,9)n= i (~) H!· 1(9)tlts l 
k, l =0 
are harmonic polynomials of degree n. 
By the same argument as in sec. 11.5.2 we find that 
_ 21-n 17 2 (7) J J (u,.,)n(b,TJ)ndfl(TJ)= (u,b)n, 
n+1 
and therefore the surface harmonics 
(8) 
form an orthogonal set of h (n, 2) = (n + 1)2 linearly independent surface 
harmonics where 
0 k ~ k ' or l f,Z,' 
n2:: (; )/(~) 
k=k,' l= ·l'. 
From (6) we also have 
(lO) Sk· Z(ry)= (-l)k+lsn-k,n-1(7]). 
n n 
In order to find explicit expressions for the S !· 1 we introduce 
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Then 
(12) p == 11911 ==(ad- be)~, (u, 9) ==a+ bs + (e + ds) t, 
and we obtain from (6) that 
(13) f H"· 1(9) s 1== (a+ bs)n-k (e +ds)", 
I== 0 n 
(14) H "· 1 (9) ==_2:_ Jlo+)(a + bs)n-k (e + ds)" s-I-t ds. 
n 217i 
Putting 
(15) u ==- s (be - ad)/ bd, 
(16) uo == ad/ (ad- be)== <r; + r!)/(r; + y~ + y~ + r!), 
and expressing a, b, e, d in terms of the y i, 
(-1)" (CT +) (17) H~·'(9) =-2 . .pn(d/p)HI-n (b/p) 1-k J o 
7T£ 
(18) - n r .. -tr, y3-ty2 n-"(1 )" ( 1)" ( · )k+l-nE · )1-kdl ==-- p --- -- u -u 
l! p p duo' o o 
where u 0 is given by (16), Here the l-th derivative can be expressed by a 
hyper geometric fnnction (which is a Jacobi polynomial) and our final 
result is [cf, 2.8 (27), 2.1 (2), (l) and (2)] as follows, 
Ifn_?k+l 
X F (-l n - l + 1· n - k - l + 1· n 2 + n 2 ) 2 1 ' ' ' ., .. ., 1 
Ifn < k+l 
(21) S~• I(Tf) == p-n H~• I (9) 
(1)n-l(k)( · )k+l-n( · )1-k 
== - n-l Tf4-£Tf, Tf3- £Tf2 
x 2F1 (l - n, l + 1 ; l + k - n + 1 ; Tf! + Tf ~) 
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(22) S ~· Z(TJ) = p -n H ~· 1(9) 
= (-l)n-1(7]4- i7]1)ft+l-n (7]3- i7]2) 1-k 
X p (! +k-n, Z- k J ( 2 + 2 _ 2 _ 2) 
n-1 "13 "12 "14 "11 ' 
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where P ~a.,./3) denotes a Jacobi-polynomial (see Chap. 10). 
If we introduce polar coordinates, the expressions (20), (22) for the 
S k, 1 became rather complicated and it is better to use the functions 
n 
11.2 (23) (in the special case p = 2) for this purpose. But for the trans-
formation of spherical harmonics the S k, 1 (with an even value of n) are 
n 
very useful; they also satisfy some relations which do not have an 
analogue in the cases where p /: 2. These relations (which will be proved 
in sec. ll. 7) are the following ones (written in terms of the H !~ 1 
instead of the 52~ I). 
Let 9, 8 be two vectors with four components each, and let tv be a 
vector with the components 
(23) WI = y I z 4 + y 4 Z I - y 2 z 3 + y 3 Z 2 
w4 =y4 z4 -yl zl -y2 z2 -y3 z3. 
If we introduce quaternions(see Birkhoff a nd MacLane, 1947, Chap. VIII, 
5) this can be written in the form 
(24) w 4 + iw 2 + jw 3 + kw 1 
= (z 4 + iz 2 + jz 3 + kz 1) (y 4 + iy 2 + jy 3 + ky I), 
where 1, i, j, k are the fundamental units. Then we have the addition 
theorem: 
The matrix 
(26) [H~~ 1( 9)] k, l = 0, 1, ••• , 2 n 
where k denotes the rows and l denotes the columns has the determinant 
(27) (y2 + Y2 + y2 + y2)n!2n+1 J 
1 2 3 4 ' 
the characteristi~ roots 
(28) A." t\2n-• 
1 2 m = 0, 1, ••• , 2n 
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where '\ , ,\ 2 are the roots of the equation [cf. (4)] 
(29) I a->.., b I = o. 
c, d- ,\ 
and th e trace 
2n 
2n l l p I (30) 2. Hz:. (9) = -
2 
l T2n+1 (y4 / p) 
l= o n + 
11 .6 
where T2~ + 1 de notes th e derivative of th e Tchebichef-polynomial 11.1(20). 
11.7. The transfonnation fonnula for spherical harmonics 
Let ~ be a vector with three components and 9 be a vector w ith four 
compon ents . We use the notations 
1191 14 = p, ~= ~/r, 71 = 9/p. 
We shall now show tha t every orthogonal t ransformation 0 of ~with the 
determinant+l can be uniquely des cribed by a unit-vector T/•If det0=+l, 
there exists a vector ~0 I 0 (the axis of rotation) such that 
(2) ~0 = 0 ~0 . 
The transformation 0 is complete ly defined if ~0 and the angle of rotation 
1/J are given. Since - ~ 0 is a lso an axis of ro ta tion w e can choose ~ 0 in 
such a way that 0 :S 1/J :S rr. If 1/J is zero, every vec t or ~0 is an axi s of 
rotation, and in this case w e put ~0 = 0. We may assume therefore that 
which means that th e components x 0 , 1 , x0 , 2 , x0 , 3 of ~0 are given by 
l = l, 2, 3, 
where a 1 is th e a ngle between the axis of rotation and the x 1 axis. 
Now we define the four-dimensional unit-vector 
(4) T)=(cosa 1 sin~!/J, cosa2 sin~!/J, cosa 3 sin ~!/J, cos~!/J) 
a nd put 9 = PTJ . The n the ortlwgonal matrix 0 can be written in the form 
(5) 0 = (y4 J- A)(yJ+ A)- 1 = (l/p 2·)(p 2 I - 2y4A + 2A 2) 
(6) 
2 Y1Y2-2 Y3Y.p 
Y!+y~-y~-y~ , 
2y2y3+ 2 y,y4' 
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where 
(7) 
This is Cayley's representation of the orthogonal group (see H. Weyl 
(1939), p. 169ff). In the form (6) it is valid without exceptions, i.e., even 
if the determinant of y 4 I+ A vanishes. 
With the notations (1), (2), (4), (5), 11.5 (18), 11.5 (19), 11.6 (8) we 
have the 
TRANSFORMATION FORMULA OF SPHERICAL HARMONICS 
(8) Sk(Og) = I (-l)k+Z (2n )I /t(2n )sn+k,n+Z(l'/)S!(g). 
n l= -n n + k / \ n + l 2n n 
This formula shows the effect of an orthogonal transformation 0 of the 
three-dimensional space upon the surface harmonics on the sphere, and 
it gives the coefficients of the linear transformation of S: in terms of 
surface harmonics in four-dimensional space with Cayley's parametersof 
0 as variables. 
A formula equivalent to (8) has been proved by Adam Schmidt (1899) 
(see also Hoenl, 1934). In an unpublished note left by Bateman, it is 
shown that the coefficients of the S ~in (8) can be expressed by a hyper-
geometric series. In its present form, (8) is due to Herglotz, whose proof 
will he given here. 
In order to prove (8), we show: 
(i) We can map the harmonic polynomials Hn" (~) upon the product of 
the powers of two variables w 1 , w 2 by putting 
. 2 
- X2 + £X3 = W2 
because then 11.5 (2) becomes 
(10) (w~-2w 1 w 2 ~+w~t 2)n= f H"n(~)tn+a 
m=-n 
and therefore 
(ll)H"(~)=(-1)"( 2n) 
n n+m 
Although this implies a relation between x 1 , x 2 , x 3 , namely, 
(12) X~ +X~ +X~ = 0, 
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[cf. 11.5 (25)], we see from (ll) that the complete setH:<~) of linearly 
independent harmonic polynomials is mapped upon the set of linearly 
independent products of powers of w 1 and w 2 • 
(ii) If we define a, b, c , d by 11.6 (11), then the linear substitution 
(13) w;=aw 1 +bw 2, w~=cw 1 +dw 2 
leads to the substitution for w 1 w 2 , w ~ , w ~ given by 
( 14) w ; w ~ = (ad + b c) w 1 w 2 + ac w ~ + bd w ~ 
+a2w2+b2 2 
1 w2 
w; 2 = 2 cd w 1 w 2 
d "f I I I I 2 I • I I 2 I • I d an 1 weputw 1 w 2 =x 1 ,w 1 = ·x 2 +tx 3 ,w 2 = - x 2 +tx 3 an assume 
that 
ad - be = y ~ + y ~ + y ~ + y ~ = l, 
(14) is precisely the linear substitution 
(15) ~ 1 = 0 ~ , 
where 0 is give n by (6), This is the representation of the ternary ortho-
gonal group by unitary binary substitutions (cf. Van der Waerden, 1932, 
Chap. III, 16). 
(iii) With the expressions in 11 .6(11) for a, b, c , d a nd with s = w2/w 1 
we obtain from 11.6(13) 
2n (16) ~ Hk, z(._ ) w2n-z w z ( b )2n-k ( d )k ..t.. ':.! = aw 1 + w 2 cw 1 + w 2 , l= 0 2n 1 2 
If II ~ II= l we obtain the transformation formula (8) from (ll), (13), (14), 
(15), (16) and (6). 
The formulas 11.6 (25) to 11. 6 (30) are consequences of the fact that 
(8) can be considered as a representa tion of the orthogonal group (cf. 
H. Weyl, 1939, for the concepts used here). In particular, 11.6 (30) 
follows from the fa ct that the characteristic roots of an orthogonal matrix 
0 for which det 0 = l are completely determined by the angle of rotation, 
i.e,, by y / p. Since the characteristic roots of a matrix U corresponding 
to 0 in a representation of the orthogonal group depend only on the 
characteristic roots of 0, the trace of U (which is the n egative sum of 
the characteristic roots of U) must depend on y / p only. According to 
lemma 1, the expression on the right-hand side of 11.6 (30) and its 
multiples are the only surface harmonics satisfying this condition, 
Y. Sato (1950) expressed the transfom1ation 0 as a product of three 
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simple transfonnations, proved equation (8) for these transformations and 
gave a table of the coefficients in (8) for n :::; 7, 
11.8. The polynomials of Hermite- Kamp~ de F~riet 
A different approach to the investigation of surface harmonics has been 
made by Hennite, Didon and Kampe de Feriet. The far reaching and 
important theory as developed by these authors has been fully presented 
in the second part of the book by Appell and Kampe de Feriet (1926). 
Rather than giving all the results obtained there in detail we shall con-
fine ourselves to a short indication of what can be found there and refer 
the reader to the book itself for a full account of the theory. 
Genemlizing Maxwell's construction of surface hannonics in the 
three-dimensional space we define the following functions of the p + 2 
components of a vector ~. 
(l) w 
m1 , ••• , m P 
(-1)" 
(~) = ---:----. 
m1 ! mp! 
m1 m ax •• .• axp p 
where r = 11~11 and where the non-negative integers m 1 ,. ~ ·- , mp satisfy 
(2) m + m + • • • + m = n. 1 2 p 
The function on the left-hand side of (l) .satisfies Laplace's equation; 
it is the coefficient of 
(3) 
in the expansion of 
m 
a P 
p 
(4) ((x -a ) 2 + •" + (x -a ) 2 +"X 2 + X2 r~p 
1 1 p p p+1 p+2 
into a series of products of powers of a 1 , •• • , a P. 
Then 
(5) m (~) 
p 
is a surface hannonic of degree n which depends on the first p compon-
ents of ~/r. As a genemting function, we have 
(6) (1- 2a ( -· .. -2a t +a 2 + .. ·+a 2)-~P 1 1 p p 1 p 
m 
a P V m ((1 , ... , ~ ) P m1, ••• , P P 
where the sum is to be taken over all non-negative integers m 1 , • ~. , m p' 
Explicit expressions and expressions in terms of hypergeometric func-
tions of p variables for the functions V have been given by Appell-
Kampe de Feriet (1926), The connection with the ultraspherical poly-
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nomials is given by 
(7) 
( 2 2 ) ~n C ~P [ a 1 t" 1 + ·" .t- a p t" p J =a + · .. 
1 p n (a 2 + •• , + a 2)~ 
1 p 
where the sum is taken over all non-negative integers m 1 , ••• , m P satis-
fying (2). F rom this, recurrence formulas can be obtained. 
With the definition 
(8) v~~ ' ... ' m q (t"1' ••. ' t" q) 
=V o o<t"1, •.•• ,t", ••• , t"q+•-1) m 1 , ••• ,mq , , ••• , q 
where s, q = l, 2, 3, ••• , it is found th at the functions 
(9) Cl-t"~-···-e>~ze±iz<t>v<2l+1> c.;1, ... , t") 
P z1 , . .. ,zr P 
form a complete set of linearly independent surface harmonics of degree 
n, if the non-negative integers l, l 1 , ••• , l P satisfy 
(10) l + l + ••• + l = n 1 p 
a nd 
(ll) e i¢ = Ct" + i': ) (1- t:2 - .. , - t:2) - ~ p + 1 s p +2 s 1 s p 
= (t"p +1 + it"p+2) <t";+1 + t";+2)-~ . 
The functions in (ll) do not form an orthogonal set on the uni t-sph ere; 
the integral 
j j(l-e - ... -t"2)ZV,(21+1) y(2Z+1) dQ 
Q 1 p l1, ... ,lp m1, ••• ,mp 
vanishes only if either 
l 1 +•••>tlp/=m 1 +•oo+mp, 
or a ll the differences l 1 - m 1 , ••• , l P - m P are odd numbers. For this 
reason, a second set of functions U is introduced by means of the gener-
ating fun ction 
(12) 
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These functions are surface harmonics in p + l + l dimensional space, 
and the U and V together form a biorthogonal system so that 
(13) I f<l-e-···-e>~l-l~ V 10 U111 dil=O n 1 p z, •••• . ,lp m,, ••• _,mp 
unless m 1 = l 1 , m2 = l 2 , ••• , m = l • Thus the functions U can he used 
to determine the coefficients i~ th; expansion of a function on the 
hypersphere, and in particular of a hypersurface-harmoni c of given 
degree, in terms of the functions (11). 
For many other results about the functions U and V, in particular 
for partial differential equations, expressions in terms of Lauricella's 
generalized hypergeometric series and expansion of arbitrary functions 
in terms of the U and V compare Appell-Kampe de Feriet (1926). A gen-
eralization of the v(l) m for values of l which are not a positive 
m,, • • • , P 
integer, see A. Angelescu. 
Generalizations of surface harmonics connected with operators other 
than Laplace's operator have been investigated by M. H. Protter. 
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CHAPTER XII 
ORTHOGONAL POLYNOMIALS IN SEVERAL VARIABLES 
12.1. Introduction 
Let R be a region inn-dimensional Euclidean space in which x 1 , •••, x n 
are Cartesian coordinates, and let w(x) = w(x1 , ••• , x n) he a non-negative 
weight function defined in R. For any two functions f (x 1 , ••• , x) and 
g (x 1 , ••• , x n) we put 
(1) ([, g)= J ·~· J f(x 1 , ••• , X) g(x 1 , ••• , x n) w(x1 , ••• , x )dx 1 ••• dx n 
and call this the scalar product off and g: it is defined whenever f and g 
are defined in R and the integral exists. Two func tions are called orthog-
onal (with respect to the weight function w) if their scalar product van-
ishes. 
Given a weight function and any sequence of linearly independent 
functions 1/J 1 , 1/J 2 , ••• for which all scalar products (l/1 i' 1/J j) are defined, 
the process of orthogonalization described in sec. 10.1 may be carried 
out with respect to the scalar product (1), and leads to an orthogonal 
system which is determined uniquely up to a constant fac t or in each 
function. This is no longer true of a multiple sequence of functions. 
Before proceeding to orthogonalize a multiple sequence, it is necessary 
to rearrange it as a simple sequence. To every possible rearrangement 
there corresponds an orthogonal system, and in general different rear-
rangements will lead to different orthogonal systems. Thus, a multiple 
sequence does not, in general, determine an orthogonal system (essen-
tially) uniquely; moreover, in most cases, the rearrangement destroys 
the symmetry of the multiple s e quence. For th ese reasons it is often 
preferable, in the case of a given multiple sequence 
II/; , • •• , m (x 1 , ••• , x )I m 1 n n 
of linearly independent functions, to construct two multiple sequences 
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lcpm
1
, ••• ,mn (x 1 , ,,, , x)l and I X m 1 , ... , m }x 1 , ... , x) I 
which form a biorthogonal system, i.e., for which the integral 
vanishes except in case m 1 = m ;, m 2 = m ;, ... , m n = m~. Biorthogonal 
systems give a greater freedom of choice which may be utilized to pre-
serve symmetry. 
These remarks are pertinent when dealing with orthogonal polynomials. 
In order to orthogonalize the multiple sequence of monomials 
(2) m 1 , m2 , ... , m n = O, 1, ••• , 
it is necessary to order monomials in a simple sequence. Except in the 
case of very special regions and weight functions, there is no (essen-
tia lly) unique system of orthogonal polynomials, and any system of 
orthogonal polynomials obtained by an ordering of the monomials (2) is 
necessarily unsymmetric in the x 1 , ••• , x n• The equal standing of the 
variables may be preserved by adopting a biorthogonal system of poly-
nomials. 
There does not seem to be an extensive general theory of orthogonal 
polynomials in several variables. Special biorthogonal systems, corre-
sponding to the classical orthogonal polynomials in one variable, are 
known, and have been investigated in some detail. The book by Appell 
and Kampe de Feriet gives a comprehensive account, and an extensive 
bibliography, of these investigations up to about 1925. 
In the present chapter we shall give a brief account of the general 
properties of orthogonal polynomials in two variables, and then discuss 
in somewhat greater detail those systems of biorthogonal polynomials 
in two and more va riables which correspond to, and are generalizations 
of, the classical systems of orthogonal polynomials in one variable. 
There are many points of contact with Chapters 10 and ll. 
12.2 General properties of orthogonal polynomials in two variables 
The general properties of orthogonal polynomials in two variables 
have been investigated by Jackson (1937) who also considered orthogonal 
polynomials in three, and in two complex, variables (Jackson, 1938, 
1938a). In this section, and in sec. 12.3, we restrict ourselves to the 
case of two (real) variables. The corresponding properties for orthogonal 
polynomials of n variables will suggest themselves to the reader. 
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Given a region R in the x , y-plane and a non-negative weight fun c tion 
w(x, y ), both fixed, we shall assume in the case of a bounded region 
that w is integrable over R, and in the case of a n unbounded region R 
that all integrals 
(l) J Jw(x,y)x 111 yndxdy 
R 
m, n = O, l, ... 
converge . Orthogonal property , nomtalization , etc , will be understood to 
re fer to the scalar product 
(2) ({, g)= J J f(x, y ) g (x , y) w(x, y ) dx dy. 
R 
Since f and g will be polynomials, th e integra l m (2) certainly exists, 
The monomia ls x" yn will be ordered as follows: 
(3) x" yn is higher than xk y 1 if 
either m + n > k + l 
or m + n = k + l and m > k, 
The ordered sequence of monomials is 
(4) l, x , y, x 2 , xy, y 2 , x 3 , x 2 y, 
The ordering (3) induces a partial ordering of the polynomia ls in x , y . 
A polynomial q (x, y) will be said to be higher than p (x, y) if the highest 
monomia l (with non-zero coeffi c ient) in q is higher than any monomial 
(with non-zero coefficient) in p. 
It is to be n oted that the ordering (3) is a rbitra r y, and is not symmetric 
in x and y. The orthogonal polynomials to be described bel ow will be 
based on (3): in genera l, a different ordering will result in a different 
system of orthogona l polynomials. 
Applying the process of orthogonalization described in sec. 10.1 to 
the sequence (4), the scalar product be ing determined by (2), we obta in 
a sequence of orthonorma l polynomials which w ill be written as 
(5) q ()() ' q 10 ' q 11 ' q 20 ' q 2 1 ' q 22 ' q 30 ' q 31 ' ... 
so that q nm (x, y ) is of degree n in x andy, and of degree min y a lone, 
n = 0, l, 2, •••, m = 0, l, •••, n. The orthonormal property is 
(6) (qnm,qkl)=okn°lm 
where 8 = 0 if r .j, s , and = 1 if r 
rs 
s; and q,... is higher than q kl if 
either n > k or n = k a nd m > l . 
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There are n + l polynomials of degree n in x andy, viz., 
qno'qn1'•••,qnn. 
Any polynomial of degree n which is orthogonal to all polynomials of 
lower degree is a linear combination of q 0 , ••• , q • Note that such a 
polynomial is not necessarily orthogonal t;; all lower'~olynomials [lower, 
that is to say, in the sense defined in (3 )]. 
With any real ortho0o-onal constant matrix [c . . ], where l) 
n 
( 7) j ~ 0 c ij c kj = 0 ik 
the polynomials 
n 
(8} p n/x, y) = j~ o cijq n/x, y) 
i,lc= O, l, ••• ,n, 
i = 0, l, ••• , n 
are orthogonal to each other, normalized, and orthogonal to all poly-
nomials of lower degree (but not to all lower polynomials). Conversely, 
any n + l mutually orthogonal, normalized polynomials which are orthog-
onal to all polynomials of lower degree, may be represented in the form 
(8) where the c . . satisfy (7). Note that in p .(x, y), the subscript n 
~ m 
indicates the degree in x and y, but the subscript i does not indicate the 
degree iny. 
Suppose there is an affine tranformation 
(9) x'=ax+f3y, y '= yx + oy, ao-{3y=l 
whi ch maps R onto itself, and leaves the weight function invariant. For 
each n, 
P no (x : Y '), P n 1 (x : Y '), •• • ' P n n (x ', Y ') 
form a system of n + l mutua lly orthogonal and normalized polynomials 
which are orthogonal to a ll polynomials of lower degree. Thus, the 
p .(ax + {3 y, y x + o y) rna y be obtained by a real orthogonal trans-
fon~ation of the q ni(x, y) and hence of the p ni(x, y). An affine trans-
format ion (9) under which R and w are invariant induces, for each n, 
an orthogonal transformation of Pno' •••, Pnn• Different systems of Pni 
(for the same R, w, n and a, {3, y, 8) undergo similar transformations; to 
a group of affine transformations (9) which leave R and w inva ria nt there 
corresponds, for ea ch n, a group of orthogonal transformations. For further 
details and for a reference to work by A. Sobczyk, see Jackson (1937). 
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If R is a rec tangle, 
(10) a~ x ~ b, c ~ y :5: d, 
and w (x, y ) = u (x) v (y), then we may take 
(ll) Pni(x, y) = Pn- i(x) qi(y) i = 0, l, ... , n; n = 0, 1, ••• 
where lp n I is the system of orthogonal polynomials associated with the 
weight function u on the interval (a, b) and lqn I the system of orthogonal 
polynomia ls associated with the weight function v on the interval (c, d). 
12.3. Further properties of orthogonal polynomials in two variables 
Let lp ni (x , y )I be a system, of the form 12. 2 (8), of orthonormal poly-
nomials for the weight function w on the region R. For each i , p ni (x, y ) 
is a polynomial of degree n in x and y , and any polynomial of degree n 
may be expressed as a linear combina tion of the p mi (x, y), 0 :5: . i ~ .m, 
0 ~ m :5 n. Several of th e gen era l properties of orthogonal polynomials 
in one variable (see sec. 10.3) have their ana logues in two variable s, 
although the corresponding formulas are less simple . 
First, we s hall prove th e existence of a recurrence relation, expressing 
(ax + by) p ni (x , y ) as a linear combination of polynomials of degree 
n + l, n, and n - l. The proof i s analogous to the proof of 10.3 (7) . For 
fixed n, i, the product 
(ax+ by) p ni (x, y) 
is a p olynomial of degree n + l, and hence of the form 
(l) 
n+t Dt 
(ax + by) p . (x, y) = L L . y . p . (x , y ), 
n• 11=0 j=O " 1 " 1 
(2) Y,.j = J J (ax + by) p ni (x, y) Pmj (x, y ) w(x, y ) dx dy . 
R 
Since (ax + by) p "' j (x, y) is a polynomial of degree m + l, and p ni is 
orthogonal to a ll polynomia ls of degree less than n , we see that 
(3) y . = 0 m = 0, l, •.• , n - 2 • 
.. , 
Thus, in (1), on ly terms corresponding to m = n - l, n, n + l actually 
occur, 
It does not s e em to be known whether the p ., that is to say the c . . 
nt t} 
in 12.2 (8), may be chosen so as to result in s imple recurre nce relations; 
nor does it seem to be known under what conditions a s ystem of pol y-
nomials satisfying a re currence relation of the kind described here, is a 
system of orth ogonal polynomials corresponding to a non-negative weight 
function ( compare the remark following 10.3 (9)]. 
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As fn the case of one variable, the recurrence relation may be used to 
derive a relation which corresponds to the Christoffei-Darboux formula. 
With the p ni as in 12.2 (8), we form 
(5) Ln(x, y, u, v)= Kn(x, y, u, v) -Kn-l (x, y, u, v) 
= f p .(x,y)p .(u,v) 
i=O nt nt 
(6) M n (x, y, u, v, r, s) = L n+l (u, v, r, s) L n (x, y, r, s) 
- Ln(u, v, r, s) Ln+l (x, y, r, s). 
Note that although the p ni are arbitrary to the extent of an orthogonal 
transformation for each i, the polynomials defined by (4) to (6) are 
uniquely determined by the weight function w (x, y) and the region R. 
The "Christoffei-Darboux formula" is 
(7) [(au+ bv) - .(ax+ by)] Kn(x, y, u, v) 
= J J (ar + bs) M n (x, y, u, v, r, S·) w (r, s) dr ds. 
R 
For the proof see Jackson (1937). 
For the minimum properties of orthogonal polynomials in two variables 
see Grobner ( 1948). 
ORTHOGONAL POLYNOMIALS IN THE TRIANGLE 
12.4. Appell's polynomials 
Let T be the triangle 
(l) X > 0, y > 0, X + y < l, 
and 
(2) t(x)=x-y-l y-r'- 1 (1-x-y)a.--y-y' 
the corresponding weight function. The weight function IS integrable if 
(3) Rey>O, Rey'>O, Rea>Re(y+y')-1, 
but many of the formal results are valid without this restricti.on. 
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Appell (188 1) introduced the polynomials 
(4) 
1-y 1-y' ·~ , X y 
cJ 
1111 
(a, y, y ~ x, y) = (l- x- y )'Y +y - a __ _;_ __ 
(y)., (y ') n 
which are analogous to Jacobi polynomials [cf. 10.8(10)]. Here, and 
throughout this chapter, 
(5) (a)0 = l, (a)n=a(a+l)•••(a+n-1) 
(a)v= r(a+ v)/r(a). 
n = l, 2, ... 
For a detailed study of these polynomials, and for references to the 
literature, see Appell and Kampe de Feriet (1926, Chapter VI and the 
bibliography), 
From equation (4) it is seen that 3 IIITl is a polynomial of degree m + n 
in x and y . The expression of 3
11171 
in terms of Appell's hypergeometric 
series F z is given in 5.13 ( 1). 
Adopting the region (1) and the weight fun ction (2) in the definition 
of the scalar product 12. 1 ( 1), we see that 
= f f p (x, y) 
T 
and repeated integration by parts shows that 3 mn IS orthogonal to all 
polynomials of degree < m + n, In particular, 
On the other hand, by repeated integrations by parts 
(-l)"'+n a"+n 3 
(7) (31ln' 3 k!) = ( ) ( ') k l 
Y., y n ax"(}yn 
x J J x'Y+.t- 1 y'Y'+n-1 (1-x- y )a+ .. +n-')' - y ' dx dy 
T 
m + n f, k + l. 
= r( y)r(y')r(a+m+n+l-y-y') (-l) "' +n a•+n 3 H 
r(a+2m +2n+ l) ax"'(}yn 
m + n = k + l, 
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and since this does not vanish, the polynomials 8
1171 
do not fonn an 
orthogonal system. No orthogonal or biorthogonal system of polynomials 
seems to be known for the weight function (2). 
The system of partial differential equations satisfied by 
(1 - x - y )a-y -y, 3
11111 
(a, y, y ~ x, y) 
may be derived by means of 5.13 (l), 5.11 (8), 5. 9 ( 10). With the notations 
(8) az p = ax' 
az 
q=-, 
ay 
it reads 
(9) x(l-x)r-xys + [y-(2y+ y'-a-n+ 1)x]p 
- (y + m)yq- (y + m)(y + y '-a-m- n) z = 0 
y (1 - y) t - xys + [y '- (y + 2 y '- a- m + 1) y] q 
- (y '+ n}xp- (y '+ n)(y + y '- ·a-m- n) z = 0. 
When a = y + y', the weight function (2) simplifies to 
(10) to (x) = x'Y- 1 ry'- 1 Re y, Re y ' > O. 
For this weight function Appell (1882) considers two systems of poly-
nomials 
(ll) F m (y, y ~ x, y) = 3 .,. (y + y ~ y, y ', x, y) 
1 - y 1 - y ' X y 
(y)• (y')n 
= F 2 (-m -n, y+ m, y'+ n, y, y'; x, y) 
(12) Ean(y, y~ x, y)= F 2 (y + y'+ m + n, -m, -n, y, y'; x, y) 
where F 2 is the series defined in 5.7 (7). The partial differential equa-
tions satisfied by F"" and E 
1111 
may be derived by means of 5.9 (10). They 
are 
(13) x (1- x) r- xys + [y- (y- n + 1)x] p- (y + m) yq 
+ (m + n)(y + m) z = 0 
y(l- y) t- xys + [y'- (y'- m + 1)y] q- (y'+ n)xp 
+ (m + nHy'+ n)z = 0 
F 
1111 
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(14) x (1- x) r- xys + [y- (y + y '+ n + 1)x]p 
+ myq + m (y + y '+ m + n)z = 0 
y (l - y) t - xys + [y '- ( y + y '+ m + 1 )y] q 
+ nxp + n ( y + y '+ m + n) z = 0 
12.4 
E 
""' 
Adding each of these two pairs, it is seen that both F and E satisfy 
the partial differential equation "" Jl1l 
(15) x (1- x) r- 2xys + y (1- y)t + [y- (y + y '+ 1)x] p 
+ ly'-(y+ y'+ 1)y]q + (m + n)(y + y'+ m + n)z =0, 
and this partial differential equation may he used to prove that 
(16) J J x'Y-I y-r'-t F ..,(y, y ~ x, y) E kl(y, y~ x, y) dx dy 
T 
vanishes except when m = k and n = l. This shows that the two systems 
of polynomials (ll) and (12) form a biorthogonal system for the region 
(l) and the weight function (10). 
The formula 
(17) J J x'>'- 1 y-r'-t F.,. (y, y~ x, y) E kl(y, y ~ x, y) dx dy 
T 
o..k onz m!n! (m + n)! f'(y) f'(y') 
y+y'+2m+2n (y)., (y'\f'(y+·y'+m+n) 
is proved in Appell and Kampe de Feriet (1926, p. 110, 111). It may be 
used to compute coefficients in the expansion of an arbitrary function in 
a series of the F ll11l, or in a series of the E,.,.. Two examples of such 
expansions are 
(18) F.,.(y, y~ x,y)= 
k+l= .. +n 
(k+l)!(y+ m)k(y'+n) 1 E ( , ) 
k ill( , k l) kly,y,x,y .. y+y+ + k+l 
(19) (l- X- y)A_-t = ~ 
m= 0 
~ (-1)"+n(y+y'+2m+2n) 
n= 0 
{1-..\),.+n(y).,(y')nf'(..\)f'(y+y'+m+n) ( , ) 
X E y,y, x, y 
m!n!(m+n)!f'(y+y'+..\+m+n) "" 
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(Appell and Kampe de Feriet, 1926, P• 112, ll3). In (18) summation is 
extended over all non-negative integers k and l for which k + l = m + n. 
For the case y = y '= l, a = 2, when the weight function is constant, 
see Grabner (1948, sec. 5). 
ORTHOGONAL POLYNOMIALS IN CIRCLE AND SPHERE 
12.5. The polynomials V 
In this section and in the following section we shall use notations 
similar to those of Chapter XI. 
(l) ~ = (x 1 , ••• , x ,;) 
will be a vector, with (real) components x 1 , ••• , x n in n- dimensional 
(real) Euclidean space, and 
(2) II~ II = r = (x 2 + ... + x 2 ) ~ 1 n 
will be the length of this vector. With two vectors 
(3) a = (a 1 , ... , a), ~ = (x 1 , ... , x) 
we associate the scalar product 
(4) (a., ~) = a x + • •• + a x 1 1 n n 
and the angle e, where 
(a., ~) 
cos f)= • 
!Ia.!! I I ~ II 
[The scalar product (4) of two vectors is to be distinguished from the 
scalar product of two functions occurring in ( 17), 12.6 (4), and similar 
relations.] The unit sphere, 11~11 < l, in our space will be denoted by S, 
the element of volume by dx, so that 
J {(~) dx 
s 
will be written for 
J ... J 
x
2
+ •••+x
2
< 1 1 n-
f(x 1 , ••• , X n) dx 1 "' dx n • 
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We shall consider orthogonal polynomials in the region S with the 
weight function 
(5) 
For n = 2, the region is a circle in the plane, for n = 3, a sphere in three-
dimensional space, and for n > 3, a hypersphere. 
Polynomials 
(6) V~(~ ) = V~1' m2, ••• ,mn G:,. x2, ••• 'xn) 
will be defined by the generating function 
(7) [1-2(a , ~ )+ 1 \ aWr~n-~·+~ 
= ~ am 1 • •• am n vs ( ) 1 n m m x1, ••• ,x • 
1' ••• ' n n 
In this sum, and in all similar sums, summation will be understood to 
take place over all non-ne gative integers m 1' ••• , m n• Oearly, v: { ~ ) is 
a polynomial of degree m k in xk' being an even or odd polynomial in x k 
according as m k is even or odd; and 
(8) m = m 1 + ••• + m n 
is the degree of this polynomial. 
For n = 1, a comparison of (7) and 10.9 (29) shows that 
(9) V • (x) = C ~ • (x) 
m m 
n = l. 
For n = 2 and s = 0, 2, the polynomials (6) were introduced by Hermite 
{ 1865, 1865 a), for any n by Did on ( 1868). There is a detailed presentation 
of these polynomials and of related matters in Part Two of the book by 
Appell and Kampe de Feriet (1926) where there is also an extensive 
bibliography. Additional references are listed at the end of this chapter 
under Angelescu, Appell, Brinkman and Zernike, Caccioppoli, Chen, 
Dinghas, Erdelyi, Koschmieder, Orloff, and Schmeidler. 
The expansion in powers of a 1, ••• , am of the generating function 
(7), by the multinomial theorem, leads at once to the explicit representation 
(10) vs (x '••• 'xn) = (n +; -1\m 
m 1 , ••• ,mn 1 }, 
2m X m 1 ••• X m n 
1 n 
m 1 ! ••• mn! 
1 ( m 1 mn 1-m 1 1-mn 
xFB -2, ... ,-2,-2--, ... 2 
_ m _ n +; -3 _x_1_~ , • •• , :~) 
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where 
(ll) F8 (a1' ••• , an, {3 1, ••• , {3n, y; z 1, ••• , z) 
ml z. 
m 
••• Z n 
n 
is one of Lauricella's hypergeometric series of n variables (Appell and 
Kampe de Feriet, 1926, Chapter VII). There are also representations o f 
V • in hypergeometric series of ascending (rather than descending) powers 
o[ the x k, these representations being different according to the parities 
of the mk [see also 10.9(21) and 10.9(22)]. 
If one puts a k = tb k in (7), and compares coefficients of t m on both 
sides, the relation 
(12) !lo ll" c~n+~.-~ 
" 
[ 
(o, ~) J 
II oil 
is obtained, 
It tnay be verified from the explicit formula that the polynomial de-
fined by (lO) satisfies the following (hypergeometric) system of partia l 
differential equa tions 
a {av (13) -- -- - X . 
ax j ax j ) [ (m + n + s - l) V + ! 
k= I 
+ (m j+ l) [ (m + n + s - l) V + k~l x k 
j = l, ... , n, 
where m is the degree given by (8), Adding these n equations, we see 
that all polynomials of degree m satisfy the partial differential equation 
(14) (m + n Hm + s - l) V 
+ 2 -- ---x j (s - l) V + L n a { av [ ~ j=laxj axj k=l 
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There is a remarkable symbolic representation of our polynomials, 
2" O~n + ~s- ~) 
ns) v·<~)= " 
• m 1 ! ••• mni 
m m 
X F(-n/2-s/2+3/2+m·l:l 2/4)(x 1 ••• x n) o 1 ' 1 n 
where 0 F', is a generalized hypergeometric series [see 4.1 (l)] and 
a2 a2 
(16) /:). =-- + ••• + --
ax2 ax 2 
1 n 
is Laplace's operator. This representation is derived by means of the 
connection between the polynomials V: and hyperspherical harmonics 
(see sec. 11.8). The same connection may be used to show that the 
integral 
vanishes if m f. m ', and also if m = m 'and some of the differences m i-m; 
are odd numbers, Since the integral does not vanish when m = m 'and all 
differences mi - ·m ~are even numbers, the v: ·do not form an orthogonal 
system of polynomials. 
The formula corresponding to Rodrigues' formula [equation 10.9 (11)] 
IS 
(18) m I ••• m I (l- 2)~( .. +n+s- 1 ) vs (x x ) 
,. n· r m
1
, ••• ,mn ,, ••• , n 
where, on the right-hand side, 
i = l, .•. n 
are the independent variables, and 
The formula may be derived from the generating function (7) by the sub-
stitution ( 19) and upon replacing a i by a i (l - r 2 )~ . 
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The generating function is also the source of the integral representa tion 
(21) rrx"m 1 l···m !rO~s)V•(a)=i"(n+s-1) r(~n+~s) n " ., 
J m m u X . XII•••Xn"(l-r2)nS-I [ilall+i(~, a)rm-n-s+ldx , 
s 
For other integrals see Dinghas (1950), 
Recurrence relations, differentiation formulas, and sirQilar relations 
also follow from the generating function and are recorded in Appell and 
Kampe de Feriet (1926, sec. LXXVI). 
12.6. Toe polynomials U 
A second system of polynomials, 
(l) U~(~)= U~ 1 .... ,mn(x 1, ... , xn) 
will be defined by the generating function 
(3) 
m 
••• a n 
n 
For n = l, we have 
us (x 1 , ... , xn). m1 ' ••• ,mn 
n = l. 
For n = 2, s = l, 2, these polynomials were introduced by Hermite; for 
any n see the literature quoted in sec, 12.5. 
The most important property of these polynomials is the biorthogonal 
property which connects them with the V ~· The integral 
(4) f (l- r 2)Xs-X vs ( ~ ) u•(~) dx s .. 1 
vanishes, except when m 1 = l 1 , ... , m n = l n ; and 
(5) f (l- r 2)Xs-X Vs ( ~)Us(~) dx = hs S a ll A 
2rrXn r(~s + l) (s) 
.. 
2m+n+s-l r(~n +~s -~) m.! ..... mn! 
This biorthogonal property may be proved from the generating functions 
(see the corresponding proof for Hermite polynomials in sec, 12. 9). 
Conversely, Kampe de Feriet ( 1915) postulated the biorthogonal property 
and deduced the generating function from it, 
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The theory of the polynomials U resembles that of the polynomials V 
and we shall simply list some of the relevant formulas. 
Explicit representation 
(6) 
m 1 m 
s ( (s )m xI ... xn n U m X I , , ., , X ) = _...;;.:._:.___.......:,:.___ 
1' • • • 'm n n m 1 ! •• • mn ! 
( 
ml mn m I mn 
xFB -2, ... , -2, l-2, ... ' l-2, s + l -- · 2 , 
--- ' ... ' 
w1th corresponding series in ascending powers of x 1 , ••• , x n. 
(7) 
~ 
m 1 +•••+mn=m 
m 1 m b I "• b n n ums (x I ' •" ' Xn ), 1 ' •• • ,mn 
The polynomial U; satisfies the system of partial differential equa-
tions 
( 2 ) a [ au (8) 1- r -- --+ x . 
axj axj 1 
All 
(9) 
[ au 2 ( n au ) J - (s - l) X. -- + x . mU- ~ X k -- - m. U = 0 1 ax. 1 ~ ax 1 
1 k= I k 
j = l, ... , n. 
polynomials of degree m satisfy the partial differential equation 
n a { au (m+nHm+s-l)U+ ~- ---~ ax. ax 
1 =I 1 1 
- X j [ (s - l) U + ! X k :: J } = 0 
k= I k 
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which is obtained by adding the n equations (8), and is identical with 
the corresponding equation 12.5(14) for the v~. 
The symbolic representation may be written in the fonn 
(10) u· (~) = (s). 
... m,! ••• mn 
where the k-th power of (l - r 2 ) /). 2 is to be taken as (l - r 2 )k /). 2k. There 
is also a relation corresponding to 12.5 ( 17) but it is of little importance, 
The analogue of Rodrigues' formula is simpler in this case than in 
the case of v· . 
II 
(11) 2m (~) m ! ••• m ! {l-r 2)~s-~ U5 ,m (x
1
, ... , xn) 2 I n m I'.. n 
m 
Koschm ieder (1925) obtained expressions for the u: in tenns of partial 
derivatives with respect to x ~ • 
The integral re presentation corresponding to 12.5 (21) is 
(12) 7T~ n ml! ... mn! r(~s- ~n + ~) u~ (a) 
The two systems of polynomials, u: and v: are connected: the 
connection may be expressed in two equivalen t forms. 
(13) 
(14) 
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The biorthogonal property has already been stated in (4) and (5). Another 
connection, closely related to the biorthogonal property, is given by the 
circumstance that the system ofpartial differential equations satisfied by 
which can be derived from (8) and is 
a { aR [ n (15) -- -- +xi (m + s- l)R- L ax . ax . 
J J k = I 
'• :,R, ]} 
[ 
n aR J 
+ m j (m + s - 1) R - L X k a X k = 0 
k= I 
j = 1, 2, ••• , n, 
is easily seen to be adjoint to the system 12.5 ( 13) of partial differential 
equation satisfied by V ~ ( ~ ). 
12.7, Expansion problems and further investigations 
The biorthogonal property of the U and V suggests the expansion of 
an "arbitrary" function{(~) in either of the two series 
From 12.6 (4) and (5) one obtains the expressions 
(3) 
(4) 
A general discussion of s uch expansions is contained in the book by 
Appell and Kampe' de Fe'riet (1926, Part II, Chapter V). More precise 
results were obtained by later writers. 
In studying the expansion problem it is usually assumed that s is a 
positive integer in (I.) and (2). Koschmieder calls (l) and (2) Appell 
series if s 2 2, Didon series if s = l, and shows that an Appell series 
in n variables may be reduced to a Didon series in n + s - l variables. 
Moreover, it is usual to rearrange the multiple series (l) and (2) as a 
simple series, by grouping together all the terms of e qual degree. Thus, 
( l) is interpreted as 
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00 (5) ~ 
•= 0 
a
8 U!, m (x 1 , •••• , x )], mt' ••• ,mn t' ••• , n n 
and there is a similar interpretation of (2). The rearranged series may 
then be related to the Laplace expansion of a function on the surface 
of the unit hypersphere in n + s + l dimensions, and this connection has 
often been used. 
Convergence of the series (l) and (2), rearranged as described above, 
has been investigated for n = 2, s = l by Caccioppoli (1932), and by 
Koschmieder ( 1933). Caccioppoli summed the series and discussed its 
convergence by means of a singular integral, proving convergence for 
continuously differentiable functions. Koschmieder used the theory of 
integral equations and proved absolute convergence for twice continu-
ously differentiable functions. 
The case of general n and (positive integer) s was investigatedby 
Koschmieder (1934), Adopting the interpretation (5) for (1), and a corre-
sponding interpretation of (2), Koschmieder showed that these series 
are equiconvergent with certain expansions in Gegenbauer polynomials. 
Koschmieder (1934 a) also obtained an equiconvergence theorem for 
Laplace's expansion, with a Fourier series as a comparison series. 
The Ces~o summability of Laplace' series has been discussed by 
Chen (1928) and Koschmieder (1929). The results have been applied to 
Appell's s eries by Koschmieder (1931). 
The Appell series of a function [(~) which is integrable in S, is 
(C, 8) summable to [(~ ) almost everyhwere in S, and certainly on the 
Lebesgue set off in S, when 
(6) 8:?. n + s - l. 
Moreover, the Appell series is (C, 8) summable also for 
(7) Y:; (n + s - l) < 8 < n + s - l 
at all those points 9 for which 
is an integrable function of ~ in S, 
The following examples of expansions are taken from Appell and 
Kampe deFeriet (1926, sections LXXXVIII and XCI). 
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(8) (-l)m (-k)m (X\~k-Y,m 
( I / I ' II) 12 n + i'2 s + 12 Y,k +Y,m 
where k is a positive integer, and sumrr.ation is over all those values of 
m 1, ••• , m n for which k - m is a positive even integer; 
(9) exp[i(a, ~)]= 2v.n+v.s-v, r<~lzn + ~s -X) 
m1 mn 11 11 - m- Y,n - Y, s+Y, a ···a a 1 n 
(10) res+ X) exp(a, ~) J v.s-v.U1a11 (l-r 2 )) 
= [X11a11(l-r 2 )] Y,s -Y, \' - 1 - am 1 ... amn U5 ( ~). ~ (s)m 1 n m 
In the last two expansions, summation is over all non-negative m1 , •••, mn. 
The case n = 2 has been investigated in greater detail [see AppeH 
and Kampe' de Feriet (1926, Part II, Chapter VII), and the papers quoted 
in sections 12,5- 12.7 of the present chapter). An alternative approach 
to orthogonal polynomials in spherical regions was suggested by Drink-
man and Zernike ( 1935) and by Grohner ( 1948). Polynomials connected with 
the partial differential equation t. qF = 0 in spherical regions were 
studied by Giulotto ( 1939) wl.o obtained a hiorthogonal system for this 
case. Devisme ( 1932) introduced polynomials defined by the generating 
functions 
which arise in the study of the partial differential equation 
a 3u a 3 u a 3 u a 3 u 
(12) t. u = -- +-- +--- 3 = 0. 3 ax 3 ay 3 az 3 ax ay az 
A generalization of the polynomials U S, V s may he defined by means 
of a fixed quadratic form, ¢ (~), its recipr~cal"'form 1/J(~), and the bilinear 
form ¢ ( ~, 9) [see 12.8 (6) to (8)). The generating functions are 
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y, m m (13) \[¢ ( a , ~) -1]2 + ¢ {a) [1- ¢ (~)]!- 25 = ~a 1 1 ···.an" U.!t<n 
(14) [1- 2(a, ~) + l/J(a)]-Y,n-'!.s +Y, = :£a 7 1 ... a:" lJ!t (~). 
These polynomials have been introduced by Hermite and were studied 
by Angelescu (1916), If ¢ ( ~) = ( ~, ~) = l/J(~), the polynomials defined 
by ( 13) and ( 14) are U: and V: r espectively, 
HERMITE POLYNOMIALS OF SEVERAL VARIABLES 
12.8. Definition of the Hermite po]ynomials 
As in the preceding sections, 
(l) ~ = (x 1' ... ' x n) 
will be a (real) vector, 
the length of ~. and 
{3) ( a , ~)=a 1 x 1 + ... + an x n 
the scalar product oftwo such vectors, C will be a fix ed positive definite 
symmetric square matrix of real elements, i.e ,, 
(4) C = [c ij] 
i , j = 1 
c .. x.x. > O 
11 1 1 
i, j = 1, ... , n 
The reciprocal matrix will be denoted by C - 1 : its elements are y i D., 
whe re 
(5) D. = det c ij i, j = l, ... , n 
is the determinant of C, and y .. is th e cofactor of c .. in /)., With C we y 11 
associate the positive definite quadra tic form 
(6) 
a nd th e symmetric bilinear form 
f 
i, j = 1 
C .. X .X. 
11 1 1 
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We also have the reciprocal form 
which is also a positive definite quadratic form, and the reciprocal 
symmetric bilinear form 
(9) t/J( ~ . !:)) = <c- 1 ~. 9) = < ~ . c- 1 !:)), 
These forms are connected by a number of relations. 
(10) ¢(~+9)=¢(~)+2¢(~,1:))+¢(1:)) 
t/J(~ + !:)) = t/J(~) + 2 t/J(~. !:)) + t/J(I:)) 
¢(~)= t/J(C ~), t/J( ~) = ¢(C- 1 ~) 
(ll) ¢<~+ c-1 9) = ¢<~) + 2(¢; 9) + t/J(I:>) 
(12) t/J(~+ c !:)) = t/J(~) + 2(~. !:)) + ¢(!:)). 
Lastly we mention the integral formula 
(13) J exp[-X¢(~)+(0, ~)ldx=(277)~n~-~ exp[Xt/J(a)] 
where integration is over the whole space, dx stands for dx 1 ••• dx n' 
and a is a constant vector. The formula may be proved by using (ll) 
and then transforming the quadratic form ¢(~ + c- 1 a) into a sum of 
squares. 
The notations introduced above will be used throughout this section 
and the following sections. 
Hermite polynomials of several variables are a biorthogonal system 
of polynomials associated with the weight function 
(14) w(~ ) = ~~ (277)-~n exp[-X¢(~)], 
the region being the entire n-dimensional space. The relation 
(15) J w(~) dx = l 
is a consequence of (13). These polynomials are c learly n-dimensional 
generalizations of the orthogonal polynomials defined by 10.13 (l ). They 
were introduced by Hermite (1864)and since then studied by many authors. 
Appell and Kampe de Fe'riet (1926, Part III) give a detailed presentation 
of the theory, as of 1926, and a bibliography. Additional references are 
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listed at the end of this chapter under Caccioppoli, Erdelyi, Feldheim, 
Grad, Koschmieder, Mazza, Picone, Thijssen, and Tortrat, Extensions 
to infinite-dimensional spaces are due to Cameron and Martin (1947), 
and Friedrichs ( 1951, see in particular P• 212 If), 
Two systems of polynomials, 
H m ( ¢:) = H m 1, ••• ' m n (x 1 ' •• • ' Xn) 
will be defined by means of the generating functions 
(17) exp [(C a, ¢:)-~¢(a)]= exp [~ ¢(¢:)- ~ ¢ (¢:- a)] 
m 1 m 
a 1 ann 
--···.--
ml n· 
(18) exp [(a, ¢:)- ~ t/J(a)] = exp [~ ¢(¢:)- ~ ¢(¢:- c- 1 a)] 
which are extensions to several dimensions of the generating function 
10.13 (19), In all sums m 1 , ,,, , m n run through all non-negative integers, 
unless other regions of summation are explicitly stated, The polynomials 
defined by (17) and (18) are of degree m i in xi' and their (total) degree 
is 
(19) m = m 1 + ... + m n' 
In these definitions we followed Appell and Kampe' de Feriet (1926, 
sec, CXVIII). For n = l we have the Hermite polynomials defined in 
sec, 10,13 if we take c 11 = 2, 
m m 
If the coefficients of a 1 
1 
••• ann in the generating functions ( 17) and 
(18) are computed by means of Taylor's theorem, one obtains 
am 
(20) Hm (¢:) = (-l)m exp [~ ¢(~)] m exp [-~¢ (~)) 
ax7 1 ••• axn n 
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corresponding to 10.13 (7). Koschmieder ( 1925) has given an alternative 
expression in terms of partial derivatives for certain Hermite polynomials 
of two variables. Either 07) and (18) or (20) and (21) may be regarded as 
definitions of Hermite polynomials in several variables. 
An· alternative notation, in case of a special quadratic form ¢ ('~), 
has been proposed by H. Grad (1949). 
12 .9. Basic properties of Hermite polynomials 
The most important feature of Hermite polynomials is the biorthogonal 
property 
(l) f w ( "') Gz ( "') H ( "') dx = oz ... oz m 1 ••• m 1 
- " '" m '" m m 1 • n ·• 1 1 n n 
where w (~) is the weight function defined by 12,8 ( 14), 8 pq is defined 
in sec. 12.2, and 
l=l +···+l. 1 n 
To prove the biorthogonal property, we remark that by 12.8 ( 14), 
( 18), the integral on the left-hand side of (l) is the coefficient of 
(2) 
10 
z, 
a, 
-- ... 
z, ! 
aln bm 1 bmn 
__ n_ _1_ ... _n __ 
l I n· m,! m ! n 
( 17) 
(3) (2rr)-Y,n /', -y, J exp[- ~¢(~) + (~ ~) - ~ t/;(a) + (C '6, ~)-12¢('6)]dx. 
By 12,8(13), the expression (3) is equal to 
(4) exp [~ t/; (a+ C '6)- ~ t/; (a)- ~2 ¢ ('&)], 
and by 12.8 ( 12) this is 
(5) exp [(~ '&)] = 2: (a 1 b ,t 1 
m,! 
The coefficient of (2) in the series (5) gives the right-hand side of (1). 
A bilinear generating function, corresponding to Mehler's formula 
10.13 (22), may be obtained in a similar manner, computing the integral 
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(6) 
- Y:; ¢ ( ~ - u- i b) + Y:; ¢(\;))- Y:; ¢ ( 9 - u + ib)] du dv 
for sufficiently small positive t 1 , ,,, , t n in two different ways, once 
by using 12.8(13), a nd another time by first using 12.8(17) and (18), 
and then integrating directly, Putting 
(7) 
noting that for sufficiently small positive t 
1
, .,, , t n the quadratic 
forms ¢ k (~), k = 1, 2 , are positive definite, denoting the determinant 
of ¢ k by !'!. k' and the reciprocal quadratic form by tf; k ( ~), the result is 
(8) 
In this form the result was obtained by Erdelyi (1938a) together with 
the corresponding result for the generating function of H • (~) G,. (\;)), 
thus extending results by Koschmieder (1938, 1938a) who gave explicit 
formulas for n = 2, The bilinear generating function was also discussed 
by Tortrat (1948, 1948a), 
The system of partial differential equations satisfied by H .. ( ~) 
may also be derived from the generating function. The fun ction on the 
left-hand s ide of 12. 8 (17) satisfies the system of partial differential 
equations 
i= 1 
n a2 F n n aF aF ~ y iJ. - ~ c ik x k ~ y .. -- - !'!,.a . -- = 0 f.. a X a X f.. f.. l) a X . l a a . 
i j k= 1 i= 1 } l 
i = 1, 2, •• , , n 
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where 11 is the determinant of the c .. and y .. is th e cofactor of c 
1
. , in 11 . 
l) l) • 
Expanding in powers of ai, we obtain th e following system of partial 
differential equations for H., ( ~) 
(9) I Y;J [ aaxz:x.- f cikxk ~: . ] - m;l1l1=0 
}=1 l J k = l J 
L = 1, ~~,..,, n. 
The partial differential equation 
n 
(lO) l 
i = 1 
n az H n all 
\' y - 11 \' x - mi1H = 0 f.. iJ ax . ax . f.. k- a-
J= 1 l J k = 1 X k 
is obtained by adding the n equations (9) and is common to all poly-
nomials of the same degree m, 
The proof of the system of partia l differential equations 
n a 2 G ac (ll) 
.L y . . - 11x. -- + m .11G= 0 i = 1, ~~~~"', n l) ax.ax . l ax. l 
i= 1 l J l 
n n 
a 2 G n ac (12) 
.L I y i} - 11 I Xk -- + mi1G = 0 ax.ax. ax k i = 1 }= 1 l J k= 1 
satisfied by G., (~) is s imilar, 
Recurrence and differentiation formu las may a lso be obtained from 
the generating functions , For n = 2 they are recorded in Appell a nd 
Kampe de Feriet ( 1926, sec , CXXII). 
There are many connections between Hermite polynomials in one a nd 
those in several variables . Replacing a by t a in 12.8 (17) and (18), and 
expanding in powers oft by 10.13 (19) we obtain 
(13) I 
m +•••-+m =m 1 n 
m, 
a, 
m 1 l 
m 
a n 
. .. _ n _ H (x x ) 
1 m
1
, ••• , m 1' •• • ' n 
mn. n 
[~¢ (a)]Y.m H (¢(a, ~) ) 
m! m [2 ¢( a)]~ 
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(14) 
mt L at 
m +• .. +m =m m 1! 
1 n 
_ [~ljJ ( a)]Y>m (<a, ~) ) 
- m! Hm\[2tjJ( a)] !4 • 
For other connections between Hermite polynomials of one and those of 
several variables see the book by Appell and Kampe' de Feriet , and the 
papersbyFeldheim, listedattheend of this chapter. Note that Feldheim's 
notation differs from our notation. 
An addition theorem for Hermite polynomials in two variables was 
obtained by Koschmieder (1930 a). 
12.10. Further investigations 
By a comparison of the generating functions it is easy to see that 
Hermite polynomials of several variables are limiting cases of the poly-
nomia ls defined by 12 .7 ( 13) and ( 14). 
s-~m u· E ~ ) l (l) lim H .. (~) 
s ... 00 ~~~ mt! ••.• mn ! 
(2) lim s -Xm u· (~) = l G " (~). 
..... 00 m sX mtJ ... m n ! 
For the further investigation of Hermit e polynomials one may use the 
multi-dimensional Gauss trans form 
(3) Q~ [F( I;))J = L'lX (2rru)-Y.n J F( lj) exp [ - 2~ ¢(~- 9)] dy 
[see equations 10.13 (30), (31)]. The first of the formulas 
(4) (J.~ [H m (,\ 9)] = (l- ..\ 2 u)!4" H m [ (1..\-~,\ 2 u) X J 
(5) fi 
i = I 
( i c .x.) 
j = 1 lJ J 
(6) CJ~ [ fi ( f. ck y .)] = i-" H (i ~) 
<:' k= 1 j= 1 J J m 
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may be proved fro~ the generat ing function 12,8 ( 17), and is an integral 
equation satisfied by Hermite polynomials; the second is a limiting 
case of the first; and the third, which is also a l imiting case (A. ... oo) of 
the first, is an integral representation of Hermite polynomials. The 
corresponding formulas for G,. are 
(7) Q~ [G (A \:))]=(1-A2 u) y,"G [ (A~ 2 v. ] 
"' " "' l- A u) ' 
(8) X. 
J 
(9) G~[ ft y .]=i-" G (i ~). 
<:" j = 1 J " 
Feldheim (1942) used a more general definition 
U L\. y, (2rr)-Y,n 
(10) G~ [F ( \:))] =(u ... u )y, 
1 n 
x.-y. ) 
1 x 1 dy 
u . 
J 
and investigated the behavior of Hermite polynomials under the functional 
transformation defined by (l 0). 
The biorthogonal property 12,9 (1) shows that an "arbitrary" funct ion 
[(~) may be expanded in series of Hermite polynomials in either of the 
two fo rms 
(ll) ~a., G,. (~) 
( 12) ~ b m fl m (~) 
where 
(13) m 1 ! .. · mn!a,. =Jw(~)f(~) ll ,.(~)dx 
(14) m , ! .. · mn!b, =fw(~)f(~)C,.( ~)dx . 
The convergence of such expansions was discussed by Thijsscn (1926, 
1927) for th e case n = 2 a nd func tions (( <;:) which vanish identicall y 
outside a bounded region, and satisfy certain continuity requirements in 
that region. The problem of approximations in mean square (see sec. 
10.2) was discussed Ly Caccioppoli (l932a) for functions of the class 
L ~ , th a t is to say for functions for which the integra l 
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is convergent. The approximation to arbitrary functions in unbounded 
regions has also been discussed by Picone (1935). 
Mazza (1940) has also discussed Hermite polynomials and constructed 
an orthogonal system. Devisme (1932) defined systems of polynomials 
which are, in some measure, analogous to Hermite polynomials. The 
generating functions are 
(15) exp(ax- azy +a 3/ 3), exp [ax- (a z- b) y + a 3/ 3]. 
The polynomials generate d by ( 15) are related to certain partial differential 
equations involving the differential operator 12.7 (12). 
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CHAPTER XIII 
ELLIPTIC FUNCTIONS AND INTEGRALS 
13 .1. Introduction 
Elliptic integrals were encountere d by John Wallis in 1655-59, They 
were known to Euler who, in 1753, obtained their addition theorem, 
Legendre, whose work on elliptic integrals stretches over several dec-
ades, introduced the normal forms which are still in use, Jacobi, in 1828, 
introduced elliptic functions obta ined as inversions of (indefinite) elliptic 
integrals ; he also studied systematically theta functions. Abel obtained 
some of Jacobi's results independently, and he also studied what is now 
called hyperelliptic and abelian integrals. Weierstrass showed how the 
theory of elliptic functions fits in with the theory of functions of a com-
plex variable, and developed the general theory of doubly periodic func -
tions. 
The history of elliptic functions is given in the article by R. Fricke in 
the Encyklopadie ( 1913). This article also contains a list of references 
up to 1913. The more important books on elliptic frmctions which appeared 
since 1913 are listed at the end of this chapter; for the older literature 
the reader may be referred to Fricke's article. 
The present chapter consists of two parts, one on elliptic integrals, 
and the other on elliptic functions. In the second part, both Jacobian and 
Weierstrassian functions are treated, the former on account of their 
usefulness in connection with numerical work, the latter on account of 
the symmetry and simplicity of the basic relations. It may be mentioned 
here that Neville (1944) developed a systematic notation for Jacobian 
elliptic functi ons which simplifies the formulas to a considerable extent: 
in the present chapter we shall adhere to the traditional notation for the 
sole reason that it is still generally used. Theta frmctions are also 
included in the second part, and there is a lso a brief section on e lliptic 
modular functions, For further information on modular functions see 
Chapter XIV •. 
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PART ONE: ELLIPTIC INTEGRALS 
13 .2. Elliptic integrals 
The simplest (indefinite) integrals are integrals of a rational function. 
The next simplest type consists of integrals of the form 
( 1) I = J R (x, y) dx, 
in which R is a rational function of its two variables, and y is an alge-
braic function of x, that is to say, is given by an equation of the form 
(2) P (x, y) = 0 
where P is a polynomial of degree n, say, in its two variables. Such 
integrals are called abelian integrals. 
One of the striking features of the theory of abelian integrals is the 
fact that the behavior of the integral (1) depends not so much on the 
nature of R as on the nature of P, or rather on the nature of the algebraic 
curve C n in the x ,y-plane represented by equation (2). For the th~ory 
of abelian integrals, algebraic curves of degree n are classified according 
to their genus (or deficiency), 
(3) p = (n ~ l) -d, 
(n-1) that is the difference between the largest possible number 2 of 
double points of a non-degenerate curve of degree n, and the actual 
number of double points, d, of the curve in question. The genus is a 
birational invariant, that is, it remains unchanged if the curve is sub-
jected to a birational trans formation 
(4) x = R,{t,r;), y=R 2 (t,r;), 
where the rational functions R 1 and R 2 are such that two further rational 
functions R 3 , R 4 exist so that 
TJ = R 4 (x, y ). 
Curves of genus zero are unicursal (or rational) curves. It is known 
that for such curves x and y can be expressed as rational functions of a 
parameter. Since rational functions are single-valued, this parameter is 
a uniformizing variable for the curve. On introduction of this parameter as 
a new variable of integration in (1), the integrand is a rational function 
of the parameter, and the integral may be evaluated in terms of elementary 
functions (of ·the parameter). The parameter itself is an algebraic function 
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of x, and hence abelian integrals of genus zero may be expressed in terms 
of elementary and algebraic functions. 
For algebraic curves of genus unity, Clebsch (1865) proved that x and 
y can be expressed as rational functions of two parameters ,f and TJ where 
TJ 2 is a polynomial in ,f of degree three or four. Introducing ,f as a new 
variable of integration in ( l), it is seen that every integral of genus unity 
can be reduced to a form in which the equation (2) becomes 
(6) y 2 =a0 x
4 + 4a 1 x
3 +6a 2 x
2 +4a 3 x+a 4 
where either a 0 I= 0 or a 0 = 0 and a 1 t 0. Integrals defined by (l), (6) are 
called elliptic integrals, and we have proved that abelian integrals of 
genus unity may be reduced to elliptic integrals by a rational change of 
the variable of integration. We shall see later, in sec. 13.14, that in 
equation (6), and hence for any algebraic curve of genus unity, x and y 
may be expressed rationally in terms of single-valued elliptic functions 
of a variable z which is a uniformizing variable for the curve in question. 
For p 2:_ 2 the situation is much more involved. We have here hyper-
elliptic integrals for which equation (2) takes the form 
(7) Y2 =a xn+na xn-l+•••+a 0 t n' 
but it is no longer true that every curve can be transformed, by a birational 
transformation, to the form (7). Accordingly, hyperelliptic functions do 
not suffice for the uniformization of algebraic curves of genus p 2: 2, and 
automorphic functions must be used: see also sec. 14.9. 
In this chapter we restrict ourselves to elliptic integrals defined by 
(l), (6), and to the elliptic functions associated with such integrals. The 
polynomial on th e right-hand side of (6) will be denoted by G 4 (x) when 
a 0 t 0, and by G 3 (x) when a 0 = 0, a 1 I= O. If the polynomial on the right-
hand side of (6) has a double zero, the integral I may be evaluated in 
terms of e lementary functions. Thus we may assume that G 4 (or G3 , as 
the case may be) has no double zero. 
13.3. Reduction of elliptic integrals 
It has been stated in the preceding section that for the behavior of the 
elliptic integral 
(l) I= fR(x, y) dx, y 2 = a
0
x 4 + 4a 1 x
3 + 6a
2
x 2 +4a 3 x + a 4 
the polynomial a 0 x 
4 + ·•· + a 4 is more important than the rational function 
R. This statement is justified, and is given a precise meaning, by 
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the following theorem due to Legendre. The elliptic integral (l) may be 
expressed as a linear combination (with constant coefficients) of an 
integral of a rational function of x and of integrals of the following types: 
f dx f ~a 0 x 2 + a 1 x f dx (2) I 1 = y , ~ = y dx , I 3 = (x _ c) y 
where c is a constant parameter, and 
x dx 
y 
is interpreted as the integral I 3 corresponding to the case c = oo. The 
reduction will be effected in several steps. 
Since even powers of y may be expressed as polynomials in x, we may 
write R in the form 
(4) M 1 (x) + M 2 (x) y R(x,y)=~~----~~­
N1(x)+N2(x)y 
[M 1 (x )+M2 (x)y] [N1 (x)-N2 (x)y] y 
HN 1 (x W - [N 2 (x) y F I y 
where M1 , M2 , N1 , N2 are polynomials in x, and this may be written as 
R 2 (x) (5) R(x,y)=R 1(x)+--y 
with two rational functions, R 1 and R 2 , of x, thus completing the first 
step in the reduction process. 
As a second step we remark that R 2 (x), being a rational function of 
x, may be decomposed into a polynomial in x and a sum of partial frac-
tions. Thus, 
(6) I= J R (x, y) dx = J R 1 (x) dx +:an J 
+ 2: A 
"• r 
"• r f dx (x-c,.Yy' 
and it is sufficient to consider further the integrals 
Jn=f 
xn 
(7) --dx 
y 
n = 0, l, ·2, ••• 
Hr= J dx (x- cYy r = l, 2, ••• • 
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The third step is based on certain recurrence relations for Jn and Hr. 
Let us define b 0 , ••• , b 4 by means of the identity 
(8) a
0
x 4 +4a 1 x
3 + 6a 2 x
2 +4a 3 x + a 4 
= b 0 (x - c ) 4 + 4 b 1 (x - c) 3 + 6 b 2 (x - c) 2 + 4 b 3 (x - c )+ b 4 
in x . We then have the following ide ntities 
(9) d (,. ) m -1 m , l t m -1 2 l m d(y 2) j 
-- x y =mx y+x y =-mx y + - x 
dx y 2 dx 
= ~ [mx"-1 (a 0 x 4 +4a 1 x 3 +6a 2 x 2 +4a 3 x+a 4 ) 
+ ~ x• (4a 0 x 3 +l2a 1 x 2 + l2a 2 x + 4a 3 ) ] 
x"+3 x"+2 x"+l 
= (m+2) a
0
--+ 2(2m +3) a 
1
-- + 6(m + l) a
2 
--
y y y 
x• x'" - 1 
+ 2(2m+ l) a
3
- + ma 4 y y 
d (x-c)"+3 (x-c)"+2 
(10) - [(x-c) "' y] = (m+2) b 0 + 2(2m+ 3) b 1----~ y y 
(x - c)'"+ 1 (x- c ) 111 (x-c)"+ 1 
+6(m+l)b 2 +2 (2m + l)b 3 +mb 4----y y y 
Putting m = 0, l, 2, ••• in (9~ m = -1, - 2, -3, ••• in (10) and integrating, 
we obtain successively 
( ll ) 2a 0 J 3 + 2 · 3a 1 J 2 + 6 • l a 2 J 1 + 2 · la 3 J 0 = y 
3 a 0 J 4 + 2 • 5 a 1 J 3 + 6 • 2 a 2 J 2 + 2 • 3 a 3 J 1 + a 4 J 0 = xy 
4a 0 J 5 + 2 · 7a 1 J 4 + 6 • 3a 2 J 3 + 2 · 5 a 3 J 2 + 2a 4 J 1 = x
2 y 
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(12) b J(x-c·)
2
dx+2 ·l·b J~dx-2·l· bH-l·bH=-y-
o y 1 y 3 1 • 2 x-c 
- 2 · l · b J - 6 · 1 · b H - 2 · 3 · b H - 2 . b H =-Y __ 
1 o 3 1 3 2 4 3 (x-c)2 
-bJ -2·3·bH -6·2·bH -2·5·bH - 3 ·bH =-Y __ 
o o 1 1 2 2 3 3 4 4 (x-c)3 
Now, 
f x-c (13) - y-dx=J1 -cJ0 , f (x-c) 2 --- dx = J - 2c J + J y 2 I 0 
and hence equations (ll) and (12) serve to express all J and H in terms 
n r 
of J0 , J,, J 2 , H1 , and certain rational functions of x and y. Moreover, a 
comparison of (7) with (2) and (3) shows that 
(14) J 0 =I. , J 1 =I~, a 0 J 2 = 2I2 - 2a 1 I3*, H 1 = I 3 , 
and thus proves Legendre's theorem. 
If a 0 = 0, and hence also b 0 = 0, there is· a slight simplification. In 
this case 
and hence all integrals reduce to a line~r combination of I. , I 3 , ~*· Also 
from (ll) and (12) it is seen that in this case all Jn and H r may be ex-
pressed in terms of only ~ , J, , H1 , and ra tional functions of x and y. 
The integrals I 1 , I 2 , I 3 may be called elliptic integrals of the first, 
second, and third kinds, respectively. 
A linear fractiona l transformation of the variable of integration in (l) 
changes the polynomial y 2 , and an appropriate transformation of this 
kind may be used to reduce the polynomial to a standard form (see sec. 
13.5). There are two such standard forms in use, and we shall give the 
more important results of the present section for each of these two 
standard forms, adding a brief note on a third form. 
Weierstrass' form. Here 
(16) y2=4x3-g2x-g3. 
The integrals of the first, second and third kinds are, respectively, 
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The first few recurrence relations are 
l ( 3 X l 4x -g x-g) +-g J 6 2 3 12 2 0 
2(J - cJ) -(6 c 2 -~ g )H - (4x 3 -g x-g )X (x-d- 1 
1 0 2 1 2 3 
Legendre's form. Here 
(19) y 2 = (l-x 2 ) (1- k 2 x 2 ) . 
It is customary to define the corresponding elliptic integrals of the firs t, 
second and third kinds res pectively, as 
(20) F -J dx -j dcf> 
- [(l- x 2)(l-k 2 x 2)]X - (l-k 2 sin 2 ¢)X 
x = sin¢ 
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The basic integrals of the general theory are 
(2l) 1 1 = J 0 = F 
(22) 12 =~(F -E) 
(23) I = H = J--=---(x_+_c_)_dx-----,,------~ 
3 1 (x2-c2)[(1-x2)(1-k2x2)]~ 
l 
- n 
c 
301 
x = sin¢. 
The first integral on the second line of (23), and the integral in (24), may 
be evaluated in terms of elementary functions so that everything may be 
expressed in terms of E, F, TI. The recurrence relation for the J n are 
(25) 2k 2 J
3
- (1 + k 2) J
1 
= [(1- x 2)( 1- k 2 x 2 )]~ 
3 e J 4 - 2 (1 + k 2) J 2 + J 0 =X [(1 -X 2}(1 - k 2 X 2 }]~ 
4k 2 J
5
- 3(1 + k 2) J
3 
+ 2J1 = x
2[(1- x 2)(l- k 2 x 2}]~ 
and the recurrence relations for the H r may be obtained from equation ( 12). 
A third canonical form, 
(26) y 2 = x (x- m)(x- l) 
has been suggested by A.R. Low (1950). In a sense it is between Weier-
strass' and Legendre's form and has some of the advantages of both. 
It may be obtained from Weierstrass' form by a translation and normal-
ization, or from Legendre's form by the substitution 
x 
2 
= 11 t, r 2 = TJ 21 e . 
The latter derivation shows that the parameter m corresponds to lc 2 in 
Legendre 's form, 
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13 .4, Periods and singularities of elliptic integrals 
We shall now consider 
(l) I(x) = Jx R <,;, TJ) d,;, 
a 
where 
(2) TJ 2 = G (,;) = a 0 ,; 4 + 4 a 1 ,; 3 + 6 a 2 ,; 2 + 4 a 3 ,; + a 4 , 
13.4 
and. regard J(x) as a functi on of x, the lower limit, a, being fixe d (and 
the integrand regular at ,; = a). 
The integrand is a two-valued fun ction of ,; whos e branch-points 
coincide with those of TJ; and we shall study the behavior of I(x) on the 
Riemann surface of [G (x)]~ rather than in the x-plane. If a 0 f=. 0, let a 1 , 
a 2 , a 3 , a 4 be the four (distinct) zeros of G4 (x); if a 0 = 0 (and a 1 f=. O\ 
let a 1 , a 2 , a 3 be the three (distinct) zeros of G 3 (x ), and let a 4 = oo • In 
either of these cases, join a 1 and a 2 by an arc c, and a 3 a nd a 4 by an 
arc c 'which has no point in common with c . Cut two copies of the com-
plex x-pla ne along the arcs c and c ', and join them crosswise a long the 
cuts, thus obtaining a model of the R i emann surface , R, of [G(x)]~. The 
integrand, R (x, y), is a meromorphic function on R, that is to say R (x, y) 
is a single-valued function of x on H, and is analytic, except poss-
ibly at a finite number of points where it has poles . On the other hand, 
I(x) is a many-valued function on R, 
since there are closed curves, r, on R 
which cannot be deformed into a point, 
and for which fr R d,; f=. 0, The closed 
curve s y 1 and y 3 of the figure are such 
curves. (The curve y 1 crosses the branch-
cuts and its dotted portion lies in the 
"second sheet" of the Riemann surface.) 
In addition there is a closed curve en-
circling each pole at which the resid ue 
is 1- 0, Let b i be one of the poles of R, 
and let r i be the residue at b i of R . 
Given any closed curve , C, on R, it 
follows by deformation of contours that 
there are integers m, n, pi (positive, 
negative, or zero) such that 
Im x 
~--------------------~~Rex 
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This means that 1 0 (x) being one of the possible values of I(x), any 
other of the possible values of this function is of the form 
(3) I(x) = I 0 (x) + m I n I + m 2 n 2 + ... + m k n k 
where m, ' ... ' m k are arbitrary integers and n, ' ... ' n k are certain 
complex numbers independent of x. They are known as the periods or 
moduli of periodicity of I(x ). 
Every elliptic integral has at least two periods (for instance, the 
periods corresponding to y 1 and y 3 ). The integrands of I 1 and I 2 in 
13.3 (2) have no non-zero residues in the cut plane, and hence elliptic 
integrals of the first and second kinds have exactly two (independent) 
periods. On the other hand, x = c is a simple pole with residue [G (c )r~ 
of the integrand of I 3 , and accordingly elliptic integrals of the third kind 
have three (independent) periods, 
We are now in a position to describe the singularities of elliptic 
integrals of the first, second, and third kinds. They all have branch-
points at x = a 1 , a 2 , a 3 , a 4 , and their values at these branch-points are finite, with the single exception of the point a 4 = oo for I 2 in the case 
a 0 = O. In addition we have the following behavior of these integrals. 
Elliptic integrals of the first kind are analytic on R, except at x = a 1 , 
a 2 , a 3 , a 4 • They are finite at every point of R. This is clear from the 
behavior of their integrand. 
Elliptic integrals of the second kind are analytic on R except at 
x = a 1 ,a 2 , a 3 , a 4 , and oo, At oo they have poles if a 0 I= 0. (If a 0 = 0, then 
a 4 = oo, and I 2 has a branch-point, and becomes infinite there.) There 
are two poles at infinity if a 0 I= 0, one in each of the sheets of R, and 
the residues at these poles are zero. 
E lliptic integrals of the third kind are analytic on R except at x = a 1, 
a 2 , a 3 , a 4 , and c . They have logarithmic singularities at x = c . There 
are two points x = c, one in each sheet of R, and the behavior of I 3 in 
the neighborhood of these points is like that of 
± [G(c)r~ log(x- c). 
The different behavior of these e lliptic integrals s hows clearly that 
in general (i.e., apart from specia l values of c orx), an elliptic integra l 
of the third kind cannot he reduced to integrals of the first and second 
kinds. 
Another interesting feature of elliptic integrals of the third kind is 
expressed by the i nterchange theorem . Let 
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Then 
13 (x, c) - 13 (c, x) = 11 (c) 12 (x) - 11 (x) 12 (c) + (2m + 1) rr. 
For the proofs of the statements pre sen ted in this section and for 
further details, see Tricomi (1937). 
13.5. Reduction of G(x) to normal form 
In considering elliptic integrals it is convenient to reduce the poly-
nomial 
(l) 
to one of the two standard forms given in sec. 13.3. The reduction is 
achieved by means of a linear fractional transformation of x. For Weier-
strass' form, one of the zeros of G (x) is mapped on oo, and then the 
centroid of the remaining three zeros is taken as the origin. For the 
Legendre form, a pair of points is chosen which is apolar with respect to 
(forms cross-ratio -1 with) each of two pairs of roots of G (x ), and 
these points are mapped on 0 and ""• The four roots of G (x) can be 
grouped in two pairs in three distinct ways, and accordingly there are 
three distinct ways of the reduction to Legendre's form of any given G (x ). 
Weierstrass' form is more symmetric, and hence more suitable for theoret-
ical investigations; Legendre's form is more highly standardized and 
hence more suitable for numerical computations. Most of the existing 
numerical tables have been computed for Legendre's form. We shall 
describe briefly the reduction to each of the two standard forms. 
Reduction to Weierstrass' normal form. If a 0 /= 0, we reduce G (x) to a 
cubic by the transformation 
(2) 1 x=a --
4 x' 
y y=x-z 
where a 4 is one of the zeros of G(x). This transformation changes (1) into 
(3) 4A 1 X 3 +6A 2 X 2 +4A 3 X + A 4 =Y 2 
where 
(4) A 1 =~G'(a4)=a 0 a! + 3a 1 a!+3a 2 a4 +a 3 , 
1 II ( 2 A =-G a )=a a +2a a 4 +a 2 , 2 12 4 0 4 1 
1 
A =- G 1111 (a ) = a • 
4 24 4 0 
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If a 0 = 0, then (l) is already of the form (3) and no preliminary trans-
formation is needed. 
(5) 
Next, we eliminate the quadratic term by the transformation 
Tf Y =--
A 1 
which changes (3) into Weierstrass' form 
where 
(7) g 2 =3A~ - 4A 1 A 3 , g 3 =2A 1 A 2 A 3 - A~-A~A 4 • 
From (4) and (7) it is seen that 
are invariants of the quartic G (x); see, for instance, Burnside and 
Panton (1892, sec. 160) where the expression of these invariants as 
symmetric functions of the roots is given. It should be noted that the 
final fonn (6) is independent of the zero, a 4 , of G (x) which was selected 
for the transformation and that the coefficients in (6) are rational func-
tions (actually polynomials) of the coefficients of (l). In particular, if 
a 0 , ••• , a 4 are real, then also g 2 anJ g 3 are real. 
Reduction to Legendre's normal form . We first show that G (x) may be 
factorized in the form 
In fact, G (x) may certainly be factorized as 
(lO) G(x)=Q
1
(x)Q
2
(x) 
Q 1 (x) = p 1 x 2 + 2 q 1 x + r 1 , Q 2 (x) = p 2 x 2 + 2 q 2 x + r 2 • 
With a constant multiplier >., Q 1 - >..Q 2 will be a perfect square if 
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Let A. 1 , A. 2 be the two roots of this equation. Then 
(12) Q 1 - A., Q 2 = (p 1 -A 1 p 2)(x- {3)2 
Q 1 - A. 2 Q 2 = (p 1 - A. 2 P ) (x - Y) 2 
and hence 
(13) Q 1 = B 1 (x- {3)2 + C 1 (x- y) 2 
Q 2 = B 2 (x- {3)2 + C 2 (x- y)2 
13.5 
with certain constants B 1 , ••• , y; and this proves (9). Moreover, if 
a 0 , ••• , a 4 are real and G (x) has at least one pair of complex roots , 
let Q 1 (x) have complex roots. Then the left-hand side of (ll) is > 0 when 
A = 0, and :5. 0 when A= p ,lp 2 , so that .\ 1 and .\ 2 are real, f3 andy in 
(12) are real and so are B 1 , •••, C2 in (13). If a 0 , ••• , a 4 are real and all 
zeros of G (x) are real, the factorization ( 10) may be arranged so that 
the zeros of Q 1 (x) do not interlace those of Q 2 (x), and in this case it 
is easy to see that B 1 , ••• , y are real. Thus for a real G (x) there is 
always a real factorization of the form (9). Furthermore, this factorization 
is valid both for G 4 and G 3 ; in the latter case either B 1 + C 1 = 0 or 
B 2 +C 2 =0. 
In (9) we put 
(14) X- y = (-!!.J.)~ ~' 
x-{3 C
1 
and obtain Legendre's normal form 
where 
(16) k 2 = B, C 2 • 
B2C, 
The quantity k is the modulus. Clearly we may take lk 2 1 ~ l, and if 
lk 21 = l, a different grouping of the zeros may be used to make lk 2 1 < l, 
except in the so-called equianharmonic case when -k 2 is a complex 
cube root of unity. This exceptional case arises when the zeros of 
(l - ~ 2)(1- k 2 ~2 ) lie at the end-points· of two diameters of the unit 
circ'le and the angle between the two diameters is rr/6. 
We shall now give more specific reduction formulas for the case that 
the coefficients in ( 1) are real and that G (x) ~ 0 in the interval of inte-
gration. It will he seen that in this case the reduction may be effected 
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by a real transformation in such a manner that 0 < k 2 < 1. We shall give 
the reduction to trigonometric form [the variable ¢ in equations 13.3 (20)], 
(17) y 2 = cos 2 ¢(1-k 2 sin 2 ¢). 
By division by a positive number we may make the leading coefficient 
(a 0 in G 4 , or a 1 in G 3 ) ± l, and we shall assume that this has been done 
so that 
(18) G (x) = ±II (x- a .) 
. . 
I 
where i = 1, 2, 3, 4 or i = 1, 2, 3, according as G is G4 or G3 • We shall 
use the abbreviations 
(19) a =a -a rs s r 
a-y {3-o 
(20) (a, (3, y, 8) =-----
a-o {3-y 
_ (1- k 2 sin 2¢) ~ dx 
(21) /).- \ G(x-) d¢ 
where p. is a constant and 
dx d¢ 
(22) [G(x)]~ =p.(1-k 2 sin 2 ¢) 
so that p. occurs in the conversion of the elliptic integrals of the first 
kind. 
Table 1 gives the transformation formu~as for the case that all roots 
of G (x) are real, it being assumed that 
(23) a 1 >a 2 > a 3 > a 4 
(in the case of G 3 , omit a4 ). For each of the two possible leading 
coefficients, 1 and - l, of G (x ), the table lists the intervals in which 
G (x) ~ 0, the transformation formulas, some corresponding values of x 
and ¢, the values of k 2 and P.• 
Table 2 gives the corresponding transformations in the case that there 
are complex roots. In the case of G 3 , the real root is a 1 , and the com-
plex roots are 
(24) b ± ic c > 0. 
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TABLE 1. TRANSFORMATION TO 
All ze ros 
;:: 
0.0 -~ 
.: s G (x) :0 Transformation 
"' 
Ill Ill 0 Interval zeros ..... C) x= 
a 1 ~ x 
or 
. 2 ¢ a 1 a"2 - a 2 a 41 sm 
+1 
x<a 
- 4 
. 2¢ a 42 - a 41 s1n 
. 2¢ 
a 3 ~ x ~ a 2 
a3 a42- a4 a32 sm 
. 2¢ G 4 {x) a 42 - a 32 s1n 
four 
real 
. 2 ¢ zeros a 4 a 31 + a 1 a 43 sm a4 ~x_:S:a 3 
. 2¢ a 31 + a 43 sm 
- 1 
. 2 ¢ 
a 2 _$x~a 1 
a 2 a 31 - a 3 a 21 s1n 
. 2¢ 
a31- a21 sm 
a 3 ~ x ~ a 2 a3+a32sin2¢ 
+ l 
. 2¢ 
a 1 ~ x 
a 1 - a 2 s m 
G3{x) 1- sin 2¢ 
three 
real 
zeros a31 
x ~ a 3 a ----1 
sin 2¢ 
-1 
. 2¢ 
a 2 .$ x ~ a 1 
a2a31 - a3.a21 sm 
. 2 ¢ 
a31- a21 s m 
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LEGENDRE'S NORMAL FORM 
of G (x) real 
a42 x-at 
------
Corresponding 
values 
X 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
- oo 0 
0 
2 
2 
(a3t )!4 
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TABLE 2. TRANSFORMATION TO 
G (x) has 
= t>l).:!l 
.::C) 
.:;~ 
G (x) as'-~ ~ 
zeros .....J3 Interval Transformation 
G 4 (x) a 1 ::;x a 1 + a 2 a 1 - a 2 v- cos¢ 
two real 1 or x=-------
x 5 a2 2 
2 1 - v c os¢ 
and two 
c omplex cos 0
1 a 1 -x 
zeros -1 a 2 5 x:::; a 1 (tan '1.¢) 2 =---
cos 0 2 x - a 2 
c 1 - cos¢ 
G 3 (x) 1 a 1 5x 
x= a- ·--
1 cos0
1 1 +cos¢ 
two com -
2 coso, plex zeros 
-1 x:::; a
1 
(tan '1.¢) =-- (a
1 
- x) 
c 
G 4 (x) X = b I + C I t an (cp + '/, 0 3 + '/, 0 4 ) 
four com-
plex zeros tan(¢ +'1.03 + '/,04 ) = (x-b 1)j c 1 
b 1 > b2 1 - oo <x< oo 
G 
4 
(x) x=b 1 - c 1 c tn ¢ 
four com-
plex zeros 
c 1 
b, = b2 tan¢=---b, - c 
c 1 > c 2 
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LEGENDRE'S NORMAL FORM 
complex zeros 
Corresponding 
Auxiliary values 
Quantities X ¢ k2 J1 
8
1 
acute 
0 
(-cos 8
1 
cos82)~ 
8 2 obtuse 
a1 
c 
8
1
, 8
2
acute 
[sinY,(8
1
- 8
2
)]2 
(cos 8
1 
cos 8
2
)X a2 TT 
-
c 
e 1 obtuse a1 0 ( cos:1 J 
[ sin(Y, e 1 + ~rr)f 
-(o:8 1y () 
1 
acute 00 TT 
() 3 ' 84 ' Y.8 5 -<>0 - Y.rr- Y, 83 
acute 
- y, 8 4 . 2 8 cos85)~ sm 5 
c1 c2 
b 1 - Y.83- Y.84 
83 = 8 4 = Y.rr 1-~:: )2 1 --
c 1 
00 Y.rr-Y.83 
- y, 84 
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In the case of G 4 with two real and a pair of complex roots , a 1 > a 2 are 
the real roots and equation (24) represents the complex roots . In the case 
of G 4 with two pairs of complex roots, the roots are 
(25) b 1 ± i c 1 , b 2 ± ic 2 ? I ;:::_ b 2 , C I > 0, C 2 > 0, 
In this tabl e , the transformat ion formulas, lc 2, and 11 are expressed in 
terms of certain auxiliary quantities defined as follows 
a - b 
(26) tan fJ 1 = ---'-1 -
c 
a - b 
tan fJ = --"2'---
.2 c 
v = tan (~ fJ 2 - ~ fJ 1 ) tan(~ fJ 2 + ~ fJ 1) 
c + c (27) tan f) = 1 2 3 b - b ' I 2 
tan fJ 4 
The transformation formulas given in these ta bles remain valid when 
the zeros of G (x) do not satisfy the conditions given in the first column 
of the tables and e quations (23) to (25) ; however, in this case the trans-
formations, and lc 2 , will in general be complex. 
There are several integral tables, textbooks, and works of refe rence 
which give tables of reduction formulas for e lliptic integrals t o normal 
form. We me ntion Grabner and Hofreiter (1949 sections 241 to 246, 1950· 
sections 221 to 223}; J ahnke-Emde (1938, P• 58, 59); Magnus and Ober-
hettinger (1949, Chapter VII); Meyer zur Capellen (1950, s ec . 2.3); 
Oberhettinger and Magnus (1949, !"ec. 2), and Tricomi (1937, P• 76, 77). 
The tables given here are adapted from Tricomi 's book. See also a forth-
coming book by Bird and Friedman. 
For the evaluation of e lliptic integrals by means of e lliptic functions 
s e e sec. 13.14; for th e evalua tion in t e rms of the ta fun ctions see sec. 
13 .20. 
13.6. Evaluation of Le~endre's elliptic integrals 
In sections 13.3 and 13 .5 th e reduc tion of any e lliptic integral to 
e llip tic integrals of the firs t, second, and third kinds in n ormal form has 
bee n described. The evaluation of integrals in Weierstrass' norma l form 
by means of Weierstrassian e lliptic functions will be g iven in sec. 
13 .14; in the present section we discuss the evaluation of L egendre 's 
e lliptic integrals . 
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(1) 
First we make the definitions 13.3 (20)more specific by setting 
F(¢, k) = J'P(l-lc 2 sin 2 t)-~ dt 
0 
(2) E(¢, k) = J¢(l-k 2 sin 2 t)~ dt 
0 
(3) 
We also recall that, with the exception of the equianharmonic case, the 
reduction may be performed in such a manner that 
(4) lkl < l. 
The integrals of the first and second kinds may be evaluated by 
binomial expansion of the integrand. 
00 
(5) F(¢, k) = L (%) n k 2n S (¢) 
n! 2n lkl < l, 
(6) E(¢, k)= 
where 
(7) (a)
0 
= l, 
n= o 
00 ( %) l ~ k2"S (¢) lkl < l, 
n! 2n 
n= 0 
1 (a+ n) 
(a) = a(a + l) ... (a+ n- l) = --------=--:--
" 1(~ 
lsin¢1.:::; l 
lsin¢1.:::; l 
(8) S 2n (¢) = JocP (sin t)2n dt = 2-2n [ (:n)¢ + ! (-l)" (n2~~ sin~¢)] 
•=1 
Thus in the real case there is always a convenient convergent series 
for computing F and E, When the modulusk is near unity, the convergence 
of the series is slow, and alternative, less simple, expansions must be 
used, Some such expansions were given by Radon ( 1950), who also gave 
the expansions of F and E as trigonometric series, There are extensive 
numerical tables of elliptic integrals of the first and second kinds; see 
Jahnke-Emde (1938, p. 52-89); Fletcher, Miller, and Rosenhead (1946, 
sec, 21), 
Elliptic integrals of the third kind present a far more formidable 
computational problem on account of their dependence on three para-
meters. The analogue of equations (5) and (6) is 
(9) TI (¢ , v, k) = n~ 
0 
(- v)" B ~-~>(k 2/v) S 2n (¢) 
lkl < l, lvl < l, lsin¢1 ~ l 
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where 
n 
(10) B~al(z) = L 
• = 0 
is the truncated binomial expansion. The condition \v\ < 1 in (9) limits 
the usefulness of this expansion. For alternative expansions see Radon 
(1950). 
For the computation of II(¢, v , k) by means of theta functions and 
Jacobian elliptic functions see sec . 13.20. 
We note here that 
(ll) TI(¢,0,k)=F(¢,/c) 
(12) (1- k 2 ) I1 (¢,- k 2 , k) = E(¢, k)- (1- k 2 sin 2 ¢r'!. k 2 sin¢ cos¢ 
(13) (1-/c 2 ) TI (¢, -1, k) = (1- k 2 ) F(¢, k) - E (¢ , k) 
+tan ¢(1 - k 2 sin 2 ¢) '!. 
13.7. Some further properties of Legendre's elliptic normal integrals 
The integrals 
(l) K = K(k) = F(~TT, k), E = E(/c) = E(~TT, k) 
are the complete elliptic integrals of the first and the second kinds, 
respectively. With the complementary modulus 
(2) k ' =0 - k 2 )'!. 
we also have 
(3) K'= K'(k)=F(~TT, k'), E'=E'(k) =E(~ TT,k'). 
The incomplete elliptic integrals F(¢ , k) and E (¢, k) are many-
valued functions on the Riemann surface R of the function y defined by 
equation 13.3(19). The branch-points are x = sin¢= ± l, ± k - 1 • The 
periods may be evaluated in terms of complete elliptic integrals. 
Integrals Periods 
F(¢, k) 
E (¢, /c) 
4K, 2i K' 
4E, 2i (K '- E '). 
In each case the first of these periods is called the real, the second the 
imaginary, period (because they are respectively real and imaginary when 
0 < k < 1). 
Although F (¢, /c) and E (¢, k) are many-valued functions of x = sin¢ 
on H, E considered as a function of F is single-valued on H provided 
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that corresponding values of E and F are obtained by integration over 
the same path. This gives rise to Jacobi's function E (u), see sec. 13.16. 
Elliptic integrals, like elliptic functions, possess addition theorems. 
Given ¢ and t/1, determine X froin the equations 
(4) (l- F sin 2 ¢ sin 2 t/J) sin X= sin¢ cos t/J (l- k 2 sin 2 t/J )~ 
+ sint/1 cos¢(l-k 2 sin 2 ¢)~ 
(l - k 2 sin 2 ¢ sin 2 t/J) cos X = cos¢ cos t/J 
-sin¢sint/J(l-k 2 sin 2 ¢)~ (l-k 2 sin 2 t/J)~ 
and denote by = the relation (congruence) between two functions which 
differ by a (constant) linear combination of their periods. Then 
(5) F(xh F(¢) + F(t/J) 
(6) E(x)=E(¢)+E(t/J)-k 2 sin¢sint/Jsinx 
are the addition theorems of E (¢, k), F (¢, k). 
The interchange theorem mentioned in sec. 13 .4 is most conveniently 
expressed in terms of the elliptic integral of the third kind 
(7) * ¢ t/J k = dt n ( ) /¢k 2 cost/Jsint/J(l-k 2 sin 2 t/J) ~ sin 2 t ' ' (l-k 2 sin 2 t/Jsin 2tXl-k 2 sin 2 t)~ 0 
when it reads 
(8) TI* (¢, t/J)- TI*(t/J, ¢) = F(¢ ) E (t/J)- F(t/J) E (¢) + n rri. 
Here k has been omitted from all symbols of elliptic integrals and n is an 
integer. 
Both the addition theorems and the interchange theorem depend on the 
connection between elliptic integrals and elliptic functions. 
In sec. 13.5 it has been mentioned that a regrouping of the zeros of 
G (x) results in changing the modulus. If k was the original modulus, such 
a regrouping will lead to one of the following values 
~ l l k' (9) k, k, 
' k' k'' ik 
Elliptic integrals belonging to any two of these moduli are connected by 
rational relations (linear trans formations). To the expressions enumerated 
in (9) we add 
1- k, 
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Elliptic integrals of moduli k and ( 10) are also connected by rational 
relations (Landen' s transformation) • 
• Table 3 (p. 316) gives .for any of the moduli (9). or. (10), del!ote? by 
k, the transformed values ¢ in terms of ¢ and k, F (¢ , k) and E (cp, k) in 
terms ofF(¢, k), E (¢, k), ¢ , and k. We continue to use the nota tion (2) 
and introduce the abbreviation 
The quan~ity ¢ in t~e table is determined up to multiples of 2 TT by giving 
both sin¢ and cos¢. 
We also note the differentiation formulas 
(
12
) aF = _1_ [ E- k ' 2 F sin¢ cos¢ 1 
ak k'2 k !J.(cp,lc) J 
aE E- F 
ak 1c 
13. 8. Complete elliptic integrals 
We use the following notations for the complete elliptic integrals .of 
the first, second, and third kind. 
(l) JX7T d¢ f 1 dx K=K(k) = = -------0 D.(cp,lc) 0 [(l-x 2 )(1-k 2 x 2 )] X 
(2) 
(3) II = II (v, k) =! x17 ___ d_¢ ___ _ 
1 1 
0 
(l+vsin 2 ¢)!J.(¢,k) 
dx 
From 13.6 (8), 
(4) I J J47T · 2n (~)n TT S (~TT)= sm ¢ d ¢ =-- --
2n o n! 2 
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and using this in 13.6 (5), (6), and (9), 
(5) K (k) = ~ 17 2F 1 (~, ~; l; k 2 ) 
(6) E(k)= ~17 2F1 (-~, ~; 1; k 2 ) 
(7) Il
1
(v,k)= i (~> (-v)nB~-~)(k 2 ) 
n=o n. II 
In (5) and (6) 
~ (a) (b) 
2F1 (a, b; c; z) = f.. n n z n 
n=o n! (c)n 
is Gauss' hypergeometric series, see chapter 2. 
Tricomi (1935, 1936) also gave the expansion 
(8) 
00 
K (sin a) = TF I 
n= 0 
r<~> ]2 [ nz! n sin [(4n + l) a] 
and the inequality 
(9) log4_$K+logk'.$~17. 
13.8 
lkl < 1 
lkl < 1 
lkl < l, lvl < l. 
From (5) it is seen that K (k) is a monotonic increasing function of k for 
0 < k < L K (0) = ~ 17, and from (9) it is seen that K becomes logarith-
mically infinite as k-+ 1. More precisely, 
(lO) K = log(4/k ') + O(k ' 2 log k ') ,, , -+ o. 
On the other hand, (6) shows that E is decreasing for 0 < k < 1, and from 
(2) 
Expansions valid near k = 1 have been given by several authors; see, for 
instance Radon (1950). We also mention a formula for the integrals of the 
third kind developed by Hamel ( 1932). 
For the computation of complete elliptic integrals of the first and 
second kinds by means of theta functions see sec, 13. 20. 
Corresponding to the transformations of Table 3, there are trans-
formations of complete elliptic integrals, These are listed in Table 4 
(p. 319). 
The transformation 
. 1- k, 
( 12) k = 1 + k , ' K(1-k') \1 + k' 
1 + k, 
= -- K(k) 
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is esp ecially important since it may be used to compute K numerically. 
The firs t equation in ( 12) may a lso be written 
• 2k - l1 
k '=--- . 
l + k , 
Here 1c ' < k ' < l if 0 < lc '< l, and if the transformation is repea ted, k ' 
t ends rapidly to unity. Th e corresponding K (O) is ~ rr. Now define 
21c'l{ 
(13) k~ =k ~ k' = n 
n+l l+k' 
n 
Then by re peated application of ( 12), 
1T noo 2 (14) K (k)=- -- • 
2 n = O l +k~ 
n = 0, 1, 2, ••• • 
For the four complete e lliptic integrals belonging t o compl ementary 
moduli we have Legendre's re lation 
(15) K E ' + K 'E - K K ' = 7:! rr. 
For particul a r values of k we list th e following relations. 
(17) K'~in l~ ) = 3l1 K ( sin :S ) 
(18) K '(2l1- l) = 2X K (2X- l) 
( 19) ,G2l1 -l) _ (j2x -1) K I - 2 K --:-,--
2l{+ l 2x+ l 
(20) K '(e i 7T /3) = e i 7T/6 K (e i 7T/ 3) 1Ty, [' (l/6) 
2· 3j{f'(2/ 3) 
e - i 7T/6 • 
The first of these re lations corresponds to the lemniscate functions w hich 
arise from the inversion of the integral 
J(l - x 4 )-Y. dx , 
a nd the last re lation corresponds t o the equianharmonic case of e lliptic 
integrals . 
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The complete e lliptic integra ls of the third kind II 1 (v, k ) may be 
expressed in t e rms of incomple te e lliptic integrals of the first and second 
kind, For v > -1 this was observed by Legendre, for v < - 1 (when the 
Cauchy principa l value of the integral must he taken) it was proved by 
Tricomi. The parameter v is expressed in terms of an auxiliary quantity 
e, diffe rent expressions being valid in the interva ls (-oo, -1), (-1, -k 2 ) 
. (-k 2 , 0) and (0, oo), The results a re 
(21) ctne..:\(e, k) II 1 (-csc 2 e, k)= E(k)F(e, k)-K(k)E(e, k) 
sine cos e 
(22) k , L\(e, k ') [III (-..:\ 2(e, lc '),!c) - 1{ (/c)] 
= ~ rr - [E (k) - K (/c)] F ( e, lc ') - K (k) E ( e, k) 
(23) ctn e..:\ (e, k) (II 1 (- k 2 sin 2 e, /c)- K (k)] 
= - E F ( e, k) + K E ( e, k) 
sine cos e 2 
(24) ( ') (II 1 (k t an 2 e, k )- K(/c) cos 2 e)] L1 e,k 
= [E(k)- K(k)] F(e, k ') + K(/c) E ( e, lc"). 
Beside K, E, II 1 , it is sometin;es convenient to introduce 
(25) 
r '1,., 
D (k) =j 
0 
r 'f.., 
C(k) =j 
0 
sin 2 ¢ 
M ¢, k) d¢, 
(sin ¢ cos¢) 2 
[..:\(¢, k)P d¢ . 
With K = k 2 we have th e differentiation and integra tion formul as, a nd con-
nections Ge tween various integra ls 
K- E 
(26) D =7:2• 
D - B 1 
2 C = -- = -
4 
[( 2 - k ) K - 2 E ]. 
lc 2 lc 
322 
dK B 
(27) 2-=--, 
dx 1- K 
SPECIAL FUNCTIONS 
dE 
2-=-D 
dK ' 
de B . 
dD D-C 
2- =--
dK 1- K 
dB 
2-=C, 
dK 
2K-= ---4C 
dK 1- K 
(28) fKdx = 2x B, 2 JEd K = - K (E + B) 
3 
jDdx =- 2E, jBdK = 2(E + xB), f CdK = 2B. 
13.8 
For series expansions and other formulas for these integrals and for 
short numerical tables see Jahnke-Emde (1938, P• 73-84). 
PART TWO: ELLIPTIC FUNCTIONS 
13.9. Inversion of elliptic integrals 
Historically,. elliptic functions were introduced by inverting elliptic 
integrals. To obtain ! acobian elliptic functions consider the relation 
(l) u = J¢ (1- k 2 sin 2 t)-~ dt = F(¢, k) 
0 
between the complex variables u and ¢• We already know that u is a 
many-valued function of x = sin¢; conversely, equation (l) also defines 
¢, or sin¢, as a (possibly many-valued) function of u. Jacobi puts 
(2) ¢ = am u = am (u, k) 
and adopts as basic functions 
(3) sn u = sn(u, k)= sin(amu) 
en u =en (u, k) =cos (amu) 
dn u = dn (u, k) = ~(amu, k) = [1- k 2 sin z (amu)]~. 
Beside these, the following nine functions are often used 
(4) ns u = l/snu, nc u = 1/cnu, nd u = 1/ dnu, 
cs u = cnu / snu, sc u = snu/ cnu, sd u = snu/ dnu, 
ds u = dnu / snu, de u = dnuj cnu, cd u = cnu/ dnu, 
the notation being due to Glaisher. 
At u = 0, we may put 
(5) sn 0 = 0, en 0 = dn 0 = 1, 
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and this clearly defines the three basic functions, and hence also the 
nine functions (4), as single-valued analytic functions in some neigh-
borhood of the origin (except for ns u, cs u, ds u which have simple poles 
at u = 0 and are analytic in a punctured neighborhood of this point). The 
crucial fact of the theory of elliptic functions is the circumstance that 
the functions obtained by analytic continuation of the twelve functions 
thus defined in a neighborhood of u = 0 are all single-valued functions of 
u, analytic except for an infinity of (simple) poles. This result may be 
established by a discussion of the inversion problem for the integral 
(l ), see Hanc ock (1917), Neville (1944). 
Weierstrass' elliptic function s present a similar problem. The relation 
(6) J !D ( 3 )-~ z = 4 t - g t - g dt 00 2 3 
between the two complex variables z and w may be inverted to yield 
Weierstras s' fP - function 
and (IO(z) turns out to be single-valued , and analytic except for an infinity 
of poles (of the second order). 
In either case the inversion problem is a formidable one (except in 
the case of the integral ( l) in the real field and for 0 < k < l), and it is 
of interest to note that an alternative approach exists and has many 
advantages. Weierstrass has shown that a study of doubly periodic an-
alytic functions leads quite naturally to elliptic functions. Since then it 
has become customary to approach elliptic functions from the general 
theory of analytic functions. We shall do so in this chapter and establish 
the connection with elliptic integrals later, see sec. 13 .14. 
13.10. Doubly-periodic functions 
Let f(z) be a single-valued function which is analytic save for iso-
lated singularities. A period of this function is a complex number, p, such 
that 
(l) f(z) =f(z +p) 
for all z for which f is anal ytic. A function which has one (non-zero) 
period has an infinity of periods (for instance np for all integers n). Let 
n be the set of all points in the complex plane which correspond to 
periods of a fixed function f (z ). If f (z) happens to be a constant, then n 
is the whole plane . This case excepted it may be proved [see for instance 
Tricomi (1937 Chap. I, sec. 2)] that Q is either a system of equidistant 
points on a straight line through the origin, or e lse a point-lattice formed 
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by the intersections of two families of equidistant parallel lines (line-
lattice) . In the former case f(z) is simply-periodic, in the latter case 
doubly-periodic. 
We now consider a douhly-periodic function f (z) and the corresponding 
point-fattice n. The point-lattice may be generated (in many ways) as the 
points of intersection of two fami lies of equidistant parallel lines, that 
is to say by the repetition of congruent parallelograms. Take one such 
parallelogram with one of its vertices at 0, and let the other three vertices 
be 2w, 2w ~ 2w + 2w : Then 2w and 2w ' are called a pair of primitive 
periods of f (z ), and all periods are of the form 
(2) 2w = 2mw + 2nw' 
"• n 
m, n integers. 
Clearly, w'/w is not real, and we may choose the primitive periods in 
such a manner that 
(3) lm(w'/w) > O. 
This convention will be adhered to throughout this chapter. 
A point-lattice may be generated in infinitely many ways from a line-
lattice, that is to say it possesses infinitely many pairs of primitive 
periods. Let w, w' be primitive half-periods of n, and let a, (3, y, o be 
any integers. Then 
(4) ~ = aw + {3w ', w '= yw + ow ' 
is certainly a pair of half-periods. If 
(5) ao- {3y = l, 
then we have, from (4) 
(6) w = ow - (3w, w '= - yw + aw 
so that w, w ~ and hence any half-period of f(z), is a linear combination, 
with integer coefficients, of w, w 'and (4) gives another pair of primitive 
half-periods. Equivalent pairs of primitive half-periods are connected by 
unimodular trans formations 
(7) [~J -[: :J[:J a (3 =1. y 
It can be shown [see, for instance, Tricomi ( 1937, Chap. I, sec. 2)] 
that a pair of primitive periods may be chosen in such a manner that 
but such a choice will not be assumed in this chapter. 
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Two points of the z-plane are said to be congruent if they differ by a 
period. A connected set of points is called a fundamental region if every 
point of the plane is congruent to exactly one point of the set. We shall 
always choose the fundamental region as a parallelogram, with two sides 
and the vertex at which they intersect being counted as part of the paral-
lelogram, the other two sides and three vertices not forming part of it. 
Fixing a z 0 , the points 
(9) z = z 0 + 2~w + 2TJw' 0 s ~ < l, 0 :s TJ < l 
form the fundamental period-parallelogram, Any parallelogram obtained 
from this by a translation by a period, that is every set of points 
(10) z = z 0 + 2(m + ~) w + 2(n + TJ) w' o~TJ < l 
with a fixed pair of integers (m, n) is a period-parallelogram, or, shortly, 
a mesh. 
Since a doubly-periodic fun ction assumes the same value at con-
gruent points, it is sufficient to describe the behavior of such a function 
in any one mesh. Since f(z) has only isolated singularities and isolated 
zeros, it is possible to choose the fundamental period parallelogram 
(i.e ., z 0 ) so that no singularities or zero of f (z) lies on the boundary of 
a mesh. This will be assumed in the general theorems of sec.l3.ll, and 
such a mesh will be called a cell. 
13 .11. General properties of elliptic functions 
A doubly-periodic meromorphic function is called an elliptic function, 
that is to say, an elliptic function is defined to be a single-valued 
doubly-periodic analytic function whose only possible singularities in 
the finite part of the p lane are poles . In this section f(z) will be such a 
function, w, UJ , a pair of primitive half-periods of f (z ), and n the point-
lattice associated with f( z ). 
It may be mentioned here that often Weierstrass' sigma- and zeta-
functions, theta functions, and other functions associated with el liptic 
functions are also referred to as elliptic functions (in the wider sense), 
but in the present chapter the term "elliptic function" wi ll be used in 
the sense of the definition given above, 
Every non-constant elliptic function has poles. For if f(z) has no 
poles in a mesh th en it is bounded there, and he nce in the entire plane, 
By Liouville's theorem it is then a constant . 
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An elliptic function has only a finite number of poles in any mesh, 
and, if it does not vanish identically, only a finite number of zeros 
there, For an infinity of poles in a mesh implies the existence of a limit-
ing point of these poles, and hence an essential singularity. Similarly, 
an infinity of zeros of an elliptic function which does not vanish iden-
tically implies the existence of an essential singularity, 
The number of poles in a cell, each pole counted according to its 
multiplicity, is called the order of the elliptic function, The set of poles 
or zeros in a given cell is called an irreducible set. 
The sum of the residues of an elliptic function at its poles in any 
cell is zero. Let C be the boundary of the cell, The sum of the residues 
IS 
l Jc f(z) dz 
2 rri 
and this is zero, since the integrals along opposite sides cancel, 
There is no elliptic fun ction of order one. For such a function has 
exactly one simple pole in each cell, and the residue is zero by the 
preceding theorem, 
An elliptic function of order r assumes, in any mesh, every value 
exactly r times (counting multiplicity). To show that f(z)- c has exactly 
r zeros, take the mesh so that f'(z )/[f(z)- c] is regular on its boundary C. 
The difference between the number of poles and ·the number of zeros of 
f(z)- c is 
l r f'(z) 
2 rr i } c f(z)- c dz 
and in this integral the contributions of opposite sides cancel. 
The sum of an irreducible set of zeros is congruent to the sum of an 
irreducible set of poles (each zero and pole being repeated according to 
its multiplicity). Let C be the boundary of a cell, and let a 1 , ... , ar be 
the zeros and {3, ... , {3 r the poles of f (z) within C. The function 
f'(z)/ f(z) has a simple pole with residue lc at a zero of order lc, and a 
simple pole with residue -lc at a pole of order lc. 
(l) l 1 zf'(z) ~ 
- -- dz = ~ (a - {3 ). 
2rri C f(z) h = 1 r 
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If the vertices of the cell are z 0 , z 0 + 2w, z 0 + 2w + 2w ~ z 0 + 2w ', the 
integral in ( l) is 
_1_1 2 "' [(z 0 +t)f'(z 0 +t)_ (z 0 +2w'+t)f'(z 0 +2w'+ t)J dt 
2 TT i o f (z 0 + t) f (z 0 + 2w '+ t) 
Since f(z) has periods 2w, 2w~ we see that logf(z
0
), logf(z 0 + 2w'), 
and logf(z 0 + 2w) differ from each other by integer multiples of 2rri, 
and hence the integral in (l) has the value 2mw + 2nw'. 
From these fundamental theorems some corollaries follow immediately. 
We mention only two of these. 
Two elliptic functions which have the same periods, the same poles, 
and the same principal parts at each pole differ by a constant. 
The quotient of two elliptic functions whose periods, poles, and zeros 
(and multiplicities of poles and zeros) are the same, is a constant. 
All elliptic functions with the same periods (2w, 2w ') form a field, se, 
that is the sum, difference, product, or quotient of two such functions 
has the same periods. Clearly, any rational function (with constant 
coefficients) of such functions belongs to ~ . ~1oreover, the derivative 
of any function of ~ belongs also to ~. so that ~ is a differential field . 
An integral of a function of St does not necessarily belong t o st. Although 
(2w, 2w ') is a pair of primitive periods for some functions in ~. and a 
pair of periods for a ll functions of ~. it is not necessarily a pa ir of 
primitive periods for all functions of ~ . 
From the representation of e lliptic functions in terms of certain 
standard functions (see sec . 13, 14) some additional results easily 
follow. 
Any two functions, f and g, of Yt: are connected by an algebraic equa-
tion P(f, g) = 0, where P(x, y ) is a polynomial with constant coef-
fi c ients, and the algebraic curve P (x, y) = 0 is unicurs al. 
Any elliptic function satis fies an alge braic differential equationof 
the firs t order, P (f, f') = 0. Here a gain P (x , y) is a polynomial with 
constant coefficients and of genus zero . 
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Any elliptic function, f(z ), satisfies an algebraic addition theorem 
(2) A [f(u), f(v), f(u + v)] = 0 
where A (x, y, z) is a polynomial whose coefficients are independent of 
u, v, and (2) is satisfied identically in u, v. 
Conversely, it may be shown that a single-valued analytic function 
of z which satisfies an algebraic addition theorem of the form (2)is either 
a rational function of z, or a rational function of ef....z for some A, or else 
an elliptic function. 
The simplest (non-trivial) elliptic functions are functions of order 
two. Among these one may select as standard functions either a function 
which has one double pole (with residue zero) in each cell, or else a 
function which h as two simple poles (with residues equal in magnitude 
but opposite in sign) in each cell. The former possibility is chosen in 
Weierstrass' theory, the latte:r in Jacobi's. 
13.12. Weierstrass' functions 
Let 2w, 2w 'be a fixed pair of primitive periods, 
( l) r = w '/ w, Im r > 0 
(2) w=w =2mw+2nw'. 
mn 
L and II will indicate infinite sums and products taken over all integers 
m, n, and ~'and ll' sums and products taken over all integers m, n with 
the exception of m = n = 0. 
Weierstras s ' function &O(z) = &O(zlw, w ') in an elliptic function of 
periods 2w, 2w' which is of order two, has a double pole at z = 0, the 
principal part of the function at this pole b e ing z-2, and for which 
&0 (z)- z - 2 is analytic in a neighborhood of, and vanishes at, z = O.These 
conditions de fine &O (z) uniquely. To obtain an analytic expression we 
first construct a meromorphic function which has double poles, w ith 
principal parts, (z - w)-2, at all points w = w mn• The partial fraction 
expansion of s uch a function is 
(3) f(z)=z-2 +~'[(z-w)-2 -w-2]. 
Moreover, f(z) - z - 2 vanishes at z = 0. We prove that f(z + 2w) = f(z.) 
= f( z + 2w ') by rearranging the series a nd then conclude that f(z) = &0 (z) 
or 
(4) 1 2:' [ 1 1 &0 (z) = &0 (z \w, w ') =- + ------i 
z 2 (z - 2 m w - 2 n w ') 2 ( 2mw + 2nw ') 2 
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The function ~ (z) is an even function of z. Also 
(5) ~ '(z) =- 2z-3 - 22. '(z- w)- 3 =- 22-(z- w)- 3 • 
Integrating term by term we obtain.Weierstrass' zeta function which is 
a meromorphic function with simple poles. 
(6) ({z)= ({zlcu, cu')=z-1 +2-'[(z -w)- 1 +w- 1 +zw-2 ] 
(7) ~(z) =- ( '(z). 
The function ({z) is an odd function of z. It is not doubly- periodic and 
hence not an elliptic function. It is usual to put 
(8) ({z + 2cu) = ({z) + 2Tf, ({z + 2cu ') = ((z) + 2Tf '. 
Since ({z) is an odd function of z, 
(9) Tf == ({cu), Tf '== ({cu '). 
By integrating ({z) around a cell one obtains Legendre's relation 
(10) TfUJ '- Tf 'cu == ~ 11 i. 
Weierstrass' sigma function is an entire function whose logarithmic 
derivative is the zeta function 
(ll) a(z) == a(z leu, cu ') == z TI' { 0-~) exp [ ~ + ~ (~) ]} 
a'2(z)- a(z) a" (z) 
~(z)= a2(z) 
With the abbreviations 
(13) g 2 == 60 2., w -\ g 3 = 140 2., w -s' 
the power series expansion of a(z ), and the Laurent series expansions of 
((z ), ~ (z ), ~ '(z ), in a neighborhood of the origin are 
g z 5 
(14) a(z)=z- 2 
2 4 • 3. 5 2 3 • 3. 5 . 7 
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l 2 
(16) so (z) =- + g 2 z 
z 2 22 • 5 
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The radius of convergence of these series is equal to the smallest dis-
tance of two points of the point-lattice n, i.e ., the smallest of the four 
numbers l2cul, l2w '1, l2w ± 2w ' I• 
Formulas with Weierstrass' functions ma y be expressed more symme t-
rically when the notation 
( 18) UJ 1 = UJ, UJ 2 = - UJ - UJ ' UJ 3 = UJ 
a = 1, 2, 3 
is used. We then have 
a= 1, 2,3 
a = 1, 2,3, 
It is convenient to introduce the three fun ctions 
a= 1, 2, 3, 
For these we have 
a= 1, 2, 3 • (23) a a(z + 2wa) =- aa(z ) exp[2rya(z + wa)] 
a a(z + 2cu ;) = a a(z ) exp [2ry 13 (z + w 13)] a, f3 = l, 2, 3, a f. {3 . 
The function ~'(z) is an odd e lliptic function of order three with 
periods 2cua, a= 1, 2, 3: it has three zeros in every cell . Now, ~ '(- wa) 
= f? '(w a) since f? 'has period 2w a' and ~'0 '(- UJ a) = - f? '(cu) since ~ '(z) 
is a n odd function of z . T hus we see that z = UJ a' a = 1, 2, 3 is an irre-
ducible set of zeros for E? '(z). It is customary to put 
a = 1, 2, 3 . 
The function f? (z ) - ~ (w a) is an e lliptic function of order two . It has 
double poles at points congruent to 0, and double zeros a t points con-
gruent to UJ a• Since it is of order two, these are the only poles a nd zeros, 
and hence the function [f? (z) - e ) ~ may be defined as a single-value d 
function (but it need not have periods 2w, 2w ', see sec. 13 ,13, 13, 16). 
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13.13. Further properties of Weierstrass' functions 
The dependence of if (z) on the half-periods OJ, OJ', is indicated 
by writin~ if (z I OJ, OJ'), the dependence on the invariants g 2 , g 3 by 
~(z; g 2 , g 3 ); and similarly for the other functions of Weierstrass. 
From the definitions we have the homo~eneity relations for arbitrary 
t f 0, 
( l) if '(tz It OJ, tOJ ') = t - 3 &'<1 '(z I OJ, OJ ') 
if (tz It OJ, tOJ ') = t - 2 if (z !OJ, OJ') 
((tz ltOJ, tOJ ') = t _, ((z I OJ, OJ') 
a(tzltOJ, tOJ ') = t a(ziOJ, OJ') 
(2) '( -4 -6 ) -3 '( ) if tz;t g 2,t g 3 =t if z;g 2,g 3 
if(tz; t-4 g 2' t-6 g 3) = t-2 if(z; g 2' g 3) 
((tz; t-4 g2, t-6 g3)= t-t ((z; g2, g3) 
a(tz; t-4 g 
2
, t- 6 g 
3
) = t a(z; g 
2
, g 3). 
Thus it is seen that Weierstrass' functions depend essentially on two 
parameters which may be chosen, for instance, as the ratios of z, OJ, OJ~ 
The expressions of the invariants in terms of the periods are given in 
13.12(13).Conversely, from 13,9(6) and 13.12(24), 
The functions 
are both elliptic functions of order six with periods 20J a' a = 1, 2, 3. 
They both have an irreducible set of double zeros at OJ a' a = 1, 2, 3, and 
a pole of order six at 0. By the general theorems of sec. 13.11, their 
quotient is constant, The value of this constant may be computed from 
the expansions 13.12 (4) and (5). Thus we obtain the algebraic differential 
equation of Weierstrass' if- function, 
An alternative form of this differential equation may be obtained from the 
remark that 
if , 2 (z) - 4if 3 (z) + g 2 if (z) 
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is an elliptic function of order six at most, and tha t all possible poles 
of this function are congruent to O. From the expansion s 13.12 (16) and 
(17) it follows that this func tion is regular at z = 0, and hence a constant 
by sec. 13.ll. The value of this constant, obtained by means of 13.12 ( 16) 
and ( 17), is - g 3 , and hence the a lternative differential equation 
(4) go ' 2 (z) = 4~ 3 (z)- g 2 &~ (z)- g 3 • 
A comparison of th e right-hand sides of (3) and (4) shows that e a' 
a = 1, 2, 3 are the roots of the algebraic equation IJ, t 3 - g 2 t - g 3 = 0, 
and the formulas for symmetric functions of the roots of algebraic equa-
tions lead to the fo llowing formulas 
(5) e 1 + e 2 + e 3 = 0, 
-4(e 2 e 3 + e 3 e 1 +e 1 e 2)=g 2, 4e 1 e 2 e 3 =g 3 
(6) 3 3 3 3 e ' + e 2 + e 3 = 4 g 3' 
The last of these expressions is the discriminant of the cubic equation. 
The differential equation (4), together with the remark that go (z) has 
a pole , and hence becomes infinite, at z = 0, establishes the relations 
13.9 (6) a nd (7), and the connection between Weierstrass' canonical form 
of elliptic integrals of the first kind, and Weierstrass' go - fu nction. From 
(4) we also have 
go"' (z) = 12 go (z) ~ '(z) 
and, by induction, 
~ (2n-2 l(z) and go (2n+ Tl(z)/go '(z) 
are polynomials of degree n in go (z ). 
The addition theorem of the go - function rna y be written in several 
forms. 
(9) ( 1 [ go '(tL)- go '(v)] 
2 
go u + v) =- - go (u)- go(v) 
4 go (u)- go (v) 
(10) 1 go '(u) 
~ '(v) 1 
1 ~ (u + v) - go '(u + v) 
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(ll) IP (u + v ) = tp(u) -~ _!_ [ IP ' (u)- IP '(v ) l 
2 au 1;0 (u)- ~ (v) J 
1 a 
= IP (v ) --
2 av [
tp '(u)- ~ '(v) l 
tp(u )- tp(v) J 
a2 
(12) tp(u+v)+tp(u - v)=2g.J (u) -- llog[tp (u)- tp (v)]! . 
au 2 
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These addition theorems may b e obta ined in several ways . They may be 
proved by observing that the fun ctions on the two sides of the equati on 
are e lliptic functions with the same periods, poles, a nd principal parts, 
and h ave the same value at some spec ified point. 
From the a ddition theor ems many formulas for Weierstrass' function 
follow. We note 
(e - e )(e - e ) 
(13) IP (z + w ) = e + a /3 a 'Y 
a a IP (z)- e a a = 1, 2, 3 
(14) tp (2 z) = - 2tp(z)+ IP , z [ "() ]2 2tp (z) 
(15) ~ (~z) =tp (z ) +[tp (z)-ey~ [tp(z)-e 3 ]l{ 
+ [~(z) - e 3 ] X [K<J(z)-e 1 ] l{ + [tp(z) -e 1 ] l{ [~(z)-e 2] x . 
In t he first of these , a, {3, y is any permuta tion of 1, 2 , 3 . Equation 
( 14) is the duplication formula. The square root s in ( 15) are to be taken 
in accorda n ce with (22). 
There are a lso corresponding formulas for Weierstrass' zeta and sigma 
functions . 
l 1;0 '(u) - 1;0 '(v) 
(16) ((u + v) = ((u) + ((v) + - - -,----.,------'- -
2 K<J(u )- tp (v) 
( 17 ) a (u + v) a(u - v ) = - a 2 (u) a 2 (v H &;.> (u) - 1;0 (v )]. 
These formulas are sometimes called the addition th e orems of the ze ta 
and th e s igma function, although they are n o t addition theorems as defined 
in 13 .ll (2). Since ( (u) a nd a (u) a re not elliptic functions, they cannot 
possess addition theorems. The following formulas may be deduced from 
(16) and (17) . 
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(18) 
l ~ '(z) 
((z ± CtJ ) = ( (z) ± 71 + - -.,---
a a 2 ~ (z)- e a a= 1, 2, 3 
(19) ((z + 2mCtJ + 2nCtJ ') = ((z) + 2m71 + 2n7}' 
(20) a(z + 2mCtJ + 2nCtJ') = (-l)m+nhna(z ) 
x exp[(z + mCtJ + nCtJ')(2m71 + 2n71 ')) 
m, n intep;ers 
m, n integers. 
Equations (16) to ( 18) may be proved by expressing the e lliptic functions, 
[80'(u)- ~ '(v)11[80 (u)- ~(v)] in terms of zeta functions, ~(u)- 80(v) in 
terms of sigma fun ctions , a nd ~ '(z )/[80 (z) - e a] in terms of zeta functions 
(see the following sections ). 
It has been mentioned in s ec. 13 .12, in the line s following 13. 12 (24), 
that [~ (z) - e a] l{ may be defined as a s ingle-valued function of z. This 
may be done by taking tha t square root which will make z = 0 a simple 
pole with residue unity for this function. Since the principa l part near 
th e origin of ~ '(z) is -2 z - 3 , this definition implies that 
(21) 80 '(z) = - 2 [80(z)- e ,J'~ [80(z) - e
2
] l{ [80 (z.)- e 
3
] l{ . 
T o obtain an explic it formula for [gJ(z)- ea] l{ , put u = z , v = CtJ a' in (17) 
and use (20) and 13. 12 (21). 
80 (z.)- e =- a(z + CtJa) a(z - CtJ) 
a a 2(z )a2(CtJ ) 
a2 (z + CtJ a) 
o-2(z ) a2(CtJa) exp [-271 (z + CtJ )] = ~ [ (z) J 2 a a <7 (z ) 
Extracting the square root according to the definition made above, 
In particular, putting z = CtJ /3' 
In relations involving square roots, such as (15), we shall always assume 
that th e square roots are determined as in (22) and (23) . From (23) and 
13. 12 (22) we have 
(24) (e 
13
- e )l'.l = a(CtJa + CtJ/3) exp (-7} a CtJ
13
), 
a a (CtJ) a (CtJ 13) 
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and this equation in combination with Legendre's relation 13, 12 ( 10) shows 
tlmt 
(25) (e - e ) }:: = i (e - e ) y, (e - e ) y, = i (e - e ) y, 
1 3 3 1 ' 1 2 2 1 
(e - e ) ;-; = i (e - e ) y, 2 3 3 2 • 
13 .1•1. The expression of elliptic functions and elliptic integrals in 
terms of Weierstrass' functions 
We shall now consider the problem of expressing any elliptic function 
in terms of standard functions, either as a rational combination of ~"' and 
~<>' (line ar in i? '), or a s a linear combination of zeta functions and their 
derivatives, or else as a quotient of two products of sigma functions, Let 
((z) be an elliptic functio n with periods 2w, 2w ', and le t so(z ), '(z ), 
a (z) be Weierstrass' fun c tions constructed with primitive periods 2w, 2w : 
Ex pression in t erms of fP (z) and IP '(z ), First, let ( (z) be an even 
function of z, If ((z) has a zero or pole at z = 0, this zero or pole must 
be of even order, and hence f(z) [so (z.)] s will be analytic and f. 0 a t z = 0, 
for some integer s, The zeros and poles of the even function f(z )[IP (z )]' 
are s itua ted symmetrically to the origin. Let a 1 , ••• , ah , -a 1 , . .. , - ah 
be an irreducible set of zeros, a nd {3 1 , ••• , {3 h, - {3 1 , ... , - {3 h a n irre-
ducible set of poles, each zero and pole repea ted according to its mul-
tiplicity, Then 
h 
f(z)[fP(z )]• n 
r = 1 
1P (z) - ·K-J ( (3 r) 
!P (z) - !P (a ) 
r 
is a n elliptic function without zeros or p oles and hence a constant, An 
even elliptic (unction may be expressed as a rational function of !P (z ). 
Let ((z) be a ny elliptic function 
1 f(z )-f(- z ) 
f(z)= ?. [f (z ) + f(-z)] + ';'J '(z) 
_ 21P '(z) 
llere f(z) + f(-z) a nd [{(z) - f(-z )V K-J '(z) are even e lliptic functions a nd 
hence rationa l functions of i'P (z ). Thus, any elliptic (unction may be 
expressed in the form 
where R 1 (w) and R 2 (w) are ra tiona l functions of w , 
From t!t is , in conjunc tion with the d iffe r e nt ia l equation a nd add it ion 
th eorem of the &"' -function it fo Ilows eas il y tha t any e I li pti c fun c tion has 
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an algebraic differential equa tion and an a lgebraic addition theorem, and 
that a ny two e lliptic functions with the same periods are a lgebraically 
connected (see sec, l 3 .ll), 
Expression in terms of zeta functions. The function ((z) is not an 
e lliptic function, but it is easy to see by means of l3.l3(l9) that 
h ~ c r ((z - y) 
r = l 
is an e llipti c function if and only if 
h 
r= I 
~ c = o. 
r 
~·Joreover, ('(z) = - ~ (z) so that all derivatives of ( (z) are e lliptic func-
tions . 
l.et (1 I ' ••• ' {3 h be an irreducibl e set of distinct poles off (z ), and let 
be the principal part (the s um of the negative powers m the Laurent 
expansion) of f(z) for t!Je neighborhood of z = {3 r wh ich is a pole of order 
m k , Consider 
Now , 
h 
<l.J (z) = f (z) - L 
r = I 
h 
m 
r 
2: 
•= I 
(-l)• - 1 
-:----:--- b ( (s-1 >( z - {3 ). (s-1)! r,s r 
r ~ I b r, I ((z - {3 r) 
is an elliptic function since ~ b 1 , being the sum of residues at an 
irreducible set of poles, is zero (s;'e s e c , l3.ll), Also t::<•-t)(z - (3 ) is 
an elliptic fun c tion for s = 2, 3 , ••• , and he nce ("{)(z) is an elliptic f~n c ­
tion. Since th e principal pa rt of ((z - (3 ) at z = {3 is ( z - (3 )- 1 , it 
r r r 
follows that <11 (z ) has no poles at z = {3 1 , ... , (J h, hence no poles at all, 
and thus is cons tan t. Any ellipt ic function may be expressed as 
h 
(2) f(z) = b 0 + L 
r = 1 
m 
r (-l)•-1 
\' b ((s - l)(z - (3 ). 
L, (s -1)! r, s r 
s= 1 
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Such a n expression is especially useful when integrating elliptic func-
tions. From (2), 13. 12 (7), and 13,12 (12), 
(3) ]f(u)du=b 0 u+c+ r!l { br, 1 log[a(u-,8r)]-br,z((u-,8r) 
m 
+ ~ (-l)' b &O(s -3)(u- ,8 )} L (s _ l)! r, s r 
s = 3 
The expansion (2) may be used to est ablish 13.13 ( 16) a nd (18). 
Express ion in terms of sigma fun ctions. Although a (z) itself is not an 
e lliptic function, it is easy to see by means of 13. 13 (20) that 
h 
(4) 'l'(z) = n a(z- ar) 
a(z-,8.) 
r=1 r 
h 
is an e lliptic function if a nd only if L (ar- ,8 r) = 0. Now let a 1 , ••• , ah; 
r = 1 
,8 1 •••• ' ,8 h be an irreducible set of zeros and poles off (z ), each repeated 
h 
according to its multip li city. We know (sec. 13,11) that :L. (a - ,8 ) is 
r= 1 r r 
a period, and replacing some of the zeros and poles by congruent ones, 
h 
we may assume that L (a - ,8 ) = O. We then form 'l'(z) according to 
r = 1 r r 
(4), and see that f(z )/ '!' (z) is an elliptic function without zeros and pole s 
a nd hence a constant. Any e lliptic func tion may be expres s ed as 
h 
n a(z - a ) (5) f( z ) = c r 
r = 1 a ( z - ,8) 
where a 1 , ••• , a h is a n irreducibl e se t of zeros, and ,8 1 , ••• , ,8 h an irre -
duciblesetofpoles , off(z), each zero a nd pole repeated acc ording to its 
multiplicity, and th e sets are so chosen that 
(6) h h :L. a = "5. ,8. 
r= 1 r r= t r 
The representation (5) may be use d to prove 13.13 ( 17). 
Elliptic integrals . Given an elliptic integral in We iers tra ss' canonical 
form 
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we may put 
(8) x=so(z;g2,g3), r=so'(z;g2,g3) 
to reduce (7) to 
(9) I = f R [so (z ), so '(z)) so '(z) dz . 
The integrand is a rational function of so (z) a nd so '(z) and hence an 
e lliptic function, say f (z ): it has an expansion (2), and the integral itself 
may be e valuated in the form (3). 
The substitution (8) represents points on the a lge braic curve 
The coordinates, x andy, appear as single-valued fun ctions of a pa r ame ter 
z, which is a uniformizing variable for (10) (see a lso sec, 13 . 2). 
Any elliptic integral 
(ll) I= f R (x , y) dx 
( 12) y 2 = G (x) = a 0 x 4 + 4 a 1 x 3 + 6 a 2 x 
2+ 4 a 3 x + a 4 
may be reduced to Weiers trass' fun c tions. We firs t reduce (12) to Weier-
strass' canonical form as in sec, 13.5, a nd then proceed as above. To 
some extent the computations indicated in sec , 13.5 may be a voided by 
using the expressions 13.5 (8) for the invaria nts with which to form 
Weierstrass' functions, See, for instan ce , I3 ianchi ( 1916, 371-374) where 
the computation of an elliptic integral of the firs t kind invo lving (12) is 
carried out, 
13. 15, Descriptive properties and ·degenerate cases of Weierstrass' 
functions 
In many applications tl1e coeffi c ients of G (x) a re real . In this case 
13. 5 (8) shows tha t also th e invariants {!, 2 , g 3 a re real, We shall describe 
briefly the behavior of so (z) for real g 2 and g 3 , distinguishing two cases 
according as the discriminant !\ = g ~ - 27 g ~ is positive or negative, 
First let /J. > 0, In this case th ere exists a pair of primitive per iods 
2w, 2w ' so that w is real and w ' is imaginary. The point-lattice of a ll 
periods may be generated by a rec tan g ul ar line la ttice . The function 
so (z) is real on the lines of the lattice, 
Re z = 2m w 
ilmz=2n w ' 
and also on th e ha lf-way lines 
m integer 
n integer 
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Re z =(2m+ l) cu 
i Im z = (2n + l) cu' 
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m integer 
n integer, 
We have the following symmetry re lations in which z 1 and z 2 are real, 
80(z 1 +iz)=80(z 1 -iz 2)=80(-z 1 -iz 2 )= 80(-z 1 +iz 2), 
the bars denoting conjugate complex quantities. In this case e 
1 
, e 
2
, e 
3 
are real, e 1 > e 2 > e 3 , e 1 > 0, e 3 < 0. As z describe s the boundary of the 
rectangle 0, cu, cu + cu ~ cu ~ 0, the function 80 (z) decreases from oo to 
e 1 = 80(cu), to e 2 = 80 (UJ + cu '),toe 3 = RO(UJ '),to -oo, 
Now let 1'1 < 0, This case is very different from the first one. There is 
again a pair of periods, the first of which is real and the second imaginary, 
but they are not primitive periods, There exists, however, a pair of con-
jugate complex primitive periods giving a rhombic fundamenta l paralle lo-
gram. If 2cu, 2cu' are a pair of conjugate complex primitive periods, the 
diagonals of the period parallelograms are the lines 
Re z = m (cu + cu ') 
i lm z = n (cu - cu ') 
m integer 
n integer 
and these are the only lines on which 80 (z) is real, Only e 2 is real in 
this case: e 1 and e 3 are conjugate complex, As z varies along diagonals 
of period parallelograms from 0 to cu + cu' to 2cu (or 2cu ') 80 (z) decreases 
from + oo to e 2 to - oo, 
Degenerate cases of Weierstrass' functions occur when one or both of 
the periods become infinite, or, wha t is the same, two or a ll three of e 
1 
, 
e 2 , e 3 coincide. We list the following three cases, 
(i) Real period infinite, 
(l) e 1 = e 2 =a, e 3 =- 2a 
(3) 80 (z; l2a 2 , -8a 3 ) = a+ 3a lsinh[(3a)~ z]}- 2 
(4) ((z; l2a 2,-8a 3) = -au+(3a)~ ctnh[(3a)~z ] 
(5) a(z; 12a 2,- 8a 3 ) = (3a)-~ sinh[(3a)~ z] exp(-~az 2 ), 
(ii) Imaginary period infinite, 
(6) e 1 = 2a, e 2 = e 3 =-a 
, . 
(L) = too. 
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(8) 8f!(z; 12a 2, 8a 3 ) = -a+ 3alsin[(3a)~z]l- 2 
(9) ((z; 12a 2, 8a 3 ) = az + (3a)~ ctn[(3a)X z) 
(10) a(z; 12a 2, 8a 3)=(3a)-~ sin[(3a)Xz] exp(~az 2). 
(iii) Both periods infinite. 
(ll) e 1 =e 2 =e 3 = 0, g 2 =g 3 = 0, (JJ = -iw'= oo 
(12) RO(z; 0, 0) = z- 2, ( (z; 0, 0) = z-1, a(z; 0, 0) = z. 
In all three cases D.. = 0. 
13 .16. Jacobian elliptic functions 
Jacobi's function 
(l) w =sn u =sn(u,k) 
may be defined as in sec. 13.9 by the integral 
(2) u=J" [(l-x 2)(l-k 2 x 2))-~ dx 
0 
13. 15 
in which the square root has the value 1 at x = O. Also sn (0, k) = 1. T he 
integral m!3-y be evaluated in terms of Weierstrass' functions (see sec. 
13.14). It turns out that 
(3) e 1 · : e 2 : e 3 = (2 - lc 
2) : (2/c 2 - l) : - (l + k 2), 
and 
(4) sn (u, k) 
(e - e )Y. 
1 3 
[8f!(z)- e
3
)y, 
For the other two basic functions of Jacobi's we have 
(5) en (u, /c) [8f! (z) - e 1) y, 
[8f! (z) - e 
3
) ~ 
[RO(z)-e2) y, 
dn (u, lc) = ~ • 
(b-o (z) - e 3] 
(6) 
In (4), (5), (6), 
z = (e - e )-X u 
1 3 
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and all square roots occurring here are unique ly defined by 13. 13 (22) 
and (23). Using these latter relations we may rewrite (4) to (6) as 
(8) 
a(z) 
sn (u, k) = (e 1 - e /'~ ---
a3(z)' 
a 
2 
(z) 
dn (u, !c)=---. 
a 
3 
(z) 
a 
1 
(z) 
en (u, k) =---
a 
3 
(z) 
The nine subsidiary functions 13.9 (4) may similarly be expressed in 
terms of sigma functions. In what follows these nine functions will be 
omitted in general, since the formulas relating to them may easily be 
obtained from the formulas for the three basic functions (8) . 
In sec. 13 . 9, the Jacobian functions have been established in a neigh-
borhood of the origin by the inversion of an elliptic integral. Equation 
(8) shows that an analytic continuation of these functions leads to single-
valued analytic functions with poles at the zeros of a 3 (z ). Moreover, it 
is easy to see from (8) a nd 13.12 (23) that the ] acobian functions are 
doubly-periodic. We put 
( ~ (9) u = e 1 - e 3 ) z, ( ) ~ . , ( ) ~ , K = e 1 - e 3 <U, L K = e 1 - e 3 <U , 
call K the real quarter-period and K' the imaginary quarter-period, and 
verify that (9) is in accordance with the definition of K and K' as com-
plete elliptic integrals in 13.7 (1) and (2). The primitive periods of sn, 
en, dn may now be found by means of 13.12 (23). The zeros of a (z.) are 
all simple and may be read off 13.12 ( ll), those of a a(z) follow from 
13.12(22). This gives the (simple) zeros and poles of Jacobi's functions. 
Lastly, 13.12 (14) in conjunction with 13.13 (23) enables us to determine 
the residues of the three functions (8). The results are shown in Table 5 . 
TABLE 5 . PERIODS, ZEROS, POLES, AND RESIDUES OF JACOBI'S 
ELLIPTIC FUNCTIONS 
man d n are mtegers 
Primitive 
Function Periods Zeros Poles Residues 
4K (-1}'" 
s n (u,lc) 2mK + 2ni K' ---
2iK' lc 
4K 2mK (-l)"+n 
en (u, lc) (2m+ l)K+ 2niK' 
2 K + 2iK' +(2n+ l)iK' ik 
2K (-l)n+1 i dn (u, k) 
4iK' 
(2m + l)K + (2n + l)iK' 
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If 0 < k 2 < l, then K and K 'are real , and taking also e areal, we see 
from (3) that we may take e 1 > e 2 > e 3 , when cu becomes real and cu' 
imaginary. This is the case /'). > 0 of sec. 13.15 . 
For any k 2 (fo 0, l} we take 
the parallelogram which is one 
eighth of the fundamental paral-
lelogram for sn or dn and denote 
its vertices by the letters S, C, 
D, N as in the figure. With this 
notation, the first letter in the 
symbol of the twelve Jacobian 
functions shows the position of 
a zero, and the second, the 
position of a pole. Zeros and 
poles are repeated at half-periods. 
v=i K 
N 
s 
v = 0 
v= K + iK' 
D 
c 
v = K 
From Table 5 it is easy to verify that any cell contains two simple 
poles (with zero residue-sum} a nd two simple zeros of a ny J acobian 
elliptic function. Thus Jacobi's functions sn u, en u, dn u are elliptic 
functions of order 2. Given the modulus, k , the quarter-periods K, K 'are 
determined by 13.7(1) and (2), uniquely if the k-plane is cut from -oo to 
-1 and from 1 to oo . Thereupon the data g iven in Table 5 determine 
J acobi's functions uniquely. We have expressed these in terms of sigma 
functions, but an independent construction in the manner of the construc-
tion of sec. 13.12 is possible. See Neville (1944) where the construction 
of a ll twelve J acobian functions is carried out in a symmetric manner. 
(The reader should note , however, that Neville's notation differs some-
what from the customary notation adopted in this book.) 
Legendre's complete e lliptic integrals of the second kind are also 
expressible in terms of values of Weierstrass' functions 
(10) E e 1 cu + T/ 
= (e - e )y, ' 
I 3 
The modulus, lc, and the complementary modulus, lc ', are determined 
uniquely as 
(ll) k 
)X (e 2 - e 3 
(e I - e 3) X ' 
)X , (e I - e 2 
k = X • (e I - e 3) 
Given any modulus, k, equation (3) determines the e a (up to an in-el-
evant factor}, a nd hence the invariants according to 13.13 (5). The 
Weierstrass functions constructed with these invariants then fully define 
the Jacobian functions, their periods, the complete elliptic integrals. 
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Conversely, the Weierstrass functions formed with any invariants deter-
mine Jacobian functions whose modulus is given by (ll). 
In sec. 13.7 it has been pointed out that the (incomplete) elliptic 
integral of the second k ind is a single-valued function of u. This defines 
Jacobi's fun ction E (u). Putting ¢ = am (u, !c), sin¢ = sn (u, k), and 
sint = sn (x, !c) in 13.6(2) we find 
(12) E (u) = J u dn 2 (x, k) dx. 
0 
J acobi's function E (u) is not periodic since 
(13) E(u+2K)=E(u)+ 2E, 
E (u + 2 i K ') = E (u) + 2 i (K '- E '). 
Sometimes it is convenient to use the function 
E (14) Z (u) = E (u) -- u 
K 
which is singly-periodic, since 
(15) Z(u+2K)=Z(u), Z(u+2iK')=Z(u)-i7T/K. 
Although the functions E (u), Z (u) are not elliptic functions, they have 
many properties similar to those of e lliptic functions. See, for instance, 
Whittaker and Watson (1927, p. 517-520). 
13.17, Further properties of Jacobian elliptic functions 
We shall often use the abbreviations 
(1) s = sn (u, k), c = en (u, k), d = dn (u, k). 
The following basic formulas are consequences of the definitions of 
Jacobian functions and oftlte properties of Weierstrass ' fP -function. Differ-
entiation with respect to u will he indicated by a prime. Thus, 
(s)' = ds / du (s)" =d 2 s/dul, etc. 
(2) s z + c z = 1, k z s z + d z = 1, d z - k z c z = k ' 2 
(3) (s)'=cd, (c)'=-sd, (d)'=-k 2 sc 
(4) (s)" = -s(d 2 +k 2 c 2 ), (c)" = -c(d 2 -k 2 s 2 ), 
(d)" = -k 2 d(c 2 - S 2 ) 
(5) (s) ' 2 = (1- S 2 ) (1-lc 2 s 2 ) 
( 6) (c) , z = ( 1 - c z) (k z c 2 + lc , z) 
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(8) sn(-u)=-snu, cn(-u)=cnu, dn(-u)=dnu 
(9) sn(2K-u)=snu, cn(2K-u)=-cnu, dn(2K-u)=dnu 
(10) sn(2i K'-u)=-snu, cn (2i K '-u)=-cnu, 
d n (2 i K ' - u) = - dn u . 
The power series expansions 
u 3 u 5 
( ll) sn (u, k) = u - ( 1 + k 2 ) - + ( 1 + 14 k 2 + k 4 ) -
3! 5! 
u2 u4 u6 
en (u, /c)= 1-- + (1 + 4e) - - (1 + 44/c 2 + 16/c 4)- + •.. 
2 ! 4 ! 6! 
have a radius of convergenc e 
(12) min(IK'I, I2K+iK'I, I2K-iK'I). 
The addition theorems rr.a y be obtained from the addition theorems of 
the 50 - function in combination with th e transformation (see Table ll, sec. 
13 .22) 
(13) sn (iu, /c)= i sc (u , lc '), en (iu, !c)= nc (u, lc ') 
dn (iu, /c)= de (u, lc '). 
In the addition theorems we shall use the abbreviations 
(14) s 1 = sn(ut' !c), s 2 = sn(u 2 , !c), s;=sn(u 2 , k') 
with similar abbr eviations for en, dn. We then have 
(15) sn(u 1 + u 2,lc) = (s 1 c 2 d 2 +c 1 d 1 s 2)/(1-es~s~) 
en (u 1 + u 2 , k) = (c 1 c 2 - s 1 d 1 s 2 d ) / (1 -lc 2 s ~ s ~) 
dn (u 1 + u 2 , k) = (d 1 d 2 - lc 
2 s 1 c 1 s 2 c )/(1 - k 2 s ~ s ~) 
(16) sn (u 1 + iu 2, /c) = (s 1 d; + ic 1 d 1 s; c ;V<c; 2 + lc 2 s ~ s ; 2 ) 
en (u 1 + iu 2 , !c) = (c 1 c;- is 1 d 1 s; d ;V<c; 2 + k 2 s ~ s ; 2 ) 
dn(u 1 + iu 2, k) = (d 1 c ;d;- ilc 2s 1 c 1 s ;)/(c ; 2 + lc 2s ~ s ; 2 ) 
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(17) sn(2u,k)= 2scd/Cl -k 2 s 4 ) 
cn(2u, k)= (c 2 - s 2 d 2 )/(1-lc 2 s 4 ) 
dn(2u, !c)= (d 2 - lc 2 s 2 c 2)/ (1- k 2 s 4 ) 
(18) sn(~u, lc) = (1- c)y, (1 + d)-X 
cn(~u, k)= (d + c)X (1 + d)- 'h 
dn(Yzu, lc) = (d +Fe + k ' 2) y, (1 + d)-X. 
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In (17) and (18) we r everted to the notation (1). Equations (16) show 
that the values of Jacobi's elliptic fun ctions for any complex u may be 
computed if the values of these functions, and also of the functions with 
the complementary modulus, are known on the r eal axis. 
We also note the foll owing Fourier expansions 
(19) 2 7T \' sn u = lc K 1.-
qn-Y, 7TU 
sin(2n- 1) --1- qzn-1 2 K 
2 7T Ioo q n- Y, 7T U 
en u = -- cos (2 n - 1) --
lc K n= ll +q2n-l 2 K 
2 rr 
dn u = --
K [! + n~ I _l_q_+_n q--.,..2n- COS n -"-:-] 
in which 
(20) q = e i 77r = exp (- rr K ' / K ). 
The expansions ( 19) are valid in the s trip of the complex plane bounded 
by the lines ± iK ' + ,.\K, -oo < ,.\ < oo, 
The values of sn , en, dn at the points m K + ni K' (m, n integers ) may 
be found by means of 13.12 (24): from these the va lues a t the points 
(21) ~ m K + Yz ni K' m, n integers 
may be found by means of (18) . The results for 0 s m, n s 3 are shown in 
Table 6. The points chosen in Table 6 range in each case over one -half 
of a cell. The values at the points (21) in the other ha lf of the ce ll may 
be found by means of T a ble 7, a t other points (21) by th e period ic prop-
erties of sn, en, dn. All square roots in this table are to be taken as 
positive when 0 < k < 1, and are de fined by a na lytic continuation other-
wise. 
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From the addition theorems and Table 6, we may obta in th e values of 
Jacobi 's fun ctions a t the point ~ m K + ~ ni K ' + u in terms of their values 
a t u , Table 7 shows the results for th e points m K + ni K ± u , The table 
covers more than a ce ll in order to exh ibit th e symmetry a round th e points 
S, C, D, N of Jacobi's functions, In the ta ble the abbreviations (l) have 
been used and when double s igns appear, th e upper signs refer t o m K + 
ni K ' + u, the lower to m K + ni K '- u, 
Jacobian e lliptic functions may be used for the computation of Weier-
s trass' fun ctions when e 1 , e2 , e 3 are given , The modul us of the J acobian 
functions, and th e variabl e of th e Jacobian fun ctions are give n by 13 .16 
(7). The periods of Weierstrass' functions follow from 13.16 (9), the 
quantities T) a nd TJ 'from 13.16(10). We ie rstrass' basic function is 
e 1 - e 3 (22) &O (z) = e 3 +--::-2 -'----
s n (u, k) 
The three e a may a lways be numbered in such a fashion th a t lkl S l. 
13.18. Descriptive properties and degenerate cases of Jacobi's elliPtic 
functions 
In many app lications we have 0 < lc < l. In this case also 0 < lc ' < 1, 
a nd 13 .8 (1) shows tha t K a nd K' a re rea l. The point-la ttice m K + ni K' 
may then be genera ted by a rectangul ar line-lattice (although the la tter 
need not correspond t o primi tive periods), We shall indicat e the behavior 
of sn u , en u, dn u in th is case by diagrams (see be low), The notations 
outside the fig ure indicate the position of the la ttice-points m K + ni K ', 
the notations inside the figure g ive the value of the functio n in question 
a t the l attice points. Along full y drawn lines the fun ction is real a nd 
between any two consecutive la ttice-points it is monotonic . Along the 
broke n lines the function is imaginary and between any two consecutive 
lattice-points it is monoton ic . Along lines joining a zero and a pole of a 
function the s ign of the imaginary part is n ot a t on ce obvious from the 
fi gure and will be indicat ed by a - or+ symbol. 
From th ese diagrams we see tha t all three functions are real and 
periodic on the line s lm u = 2n K ', The functions sn and en have periods 
4 K a nd oscillate between 1 and -1, th e function dn has p eriod 2K and 
oscilla te s b e tween 1 and k ' on lines corresponding to even n, and be-
tween -1 and -k ' on lines corresponding to an odd value of n , 
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TABLE 7. CHANGE OF THE VAR IABLE BY QUARTER-AND HALF- PERIODS. 
SYMMETRY. 
sn(m K + niK' ± u) 
X , -K 0 K 2K 3K 
-iK ' 
-d/ (kc ) ± 1/ (ks) d / (kc) + 1/ (ks) -d/ (kc) 
0 -cld ±s cld +s -c/d 
i K ' -d/ (kc) ± 1/ (ks) d / (kc ) + l/{ks) -d / (kc) 
2iK' - c ! d ±s c/d +s -c/ d 
en (m K + ni K ' ± u) 
X , - K 0 K 2K 3K 
-iK' 
- ik'/ (kc) ±id/ (ks ) ik'/ (kc) + id / (ks) - ik'/ (kc) 
0 ±k' s ! d c + k ' s ! d - c ±k's! d 
i K' ik '/kc +id/(ks ) - ik'/(kc) ± id/(ks) ik '/ (kc ) 
2i K ' + k's! d - c ± k's ! d c + k 's!d 
dn (m K + ni K ' ± u ) 
~ , -K 0 K 2K 
-i K ' + ik's ! c ± ic / s + ik 's !c ± ic/s 
0 k'! d d k/d d 
i K ' ±ik's!c + ic /s ± ik's / c + ic / s 
2iK' -k/d - d -k'!d -d 
3i K' + ik' s ! c ± ic /s + ik's / c ± ic / s 
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2 i K'• o 
I •o I -I o • I 
I_ I + -1 I I I 
I I 
- Ilk 
I 
i K' "" 1/k "" OO I 
I I I 
I+ I I 
I 1- +I 
o
1
o 
I I 
1 10 -1 01 
0 K 2 1\ 3 K 4 K 
s n u for 0 ;:;: Re u :S 4K, 0 :S lm u :S 2K' 
2 iK '•-~1----------r----------.~--------~----------~ I 0 11 I 0 -I 
I I I 
: I I 
"" 1-ik '!k I "" l ik/k "" 
i K ' ------------ -+- ----~--- ---~ I I 
1 I I 
I I I 
1 o l-1 1 o 0 ~--------~~--------~----------~----------~ 
0 K 2K 3K 4 K 
en u for 0 .:S He u :S 4H., 0.::; Im u :S 2K' 
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4 i K' r-:---------r-:-..,-------:-, k' 
00 0 00 
3i K' f------ 1------
+ 
-1 -k' -1 
2 i K' 1----- ---+--------1 
0 00 
iK' f------ ------
+ 
k, 
0 
0 K 2K 
dn u for 0 ~ Re u ~ 2 K , 0 ~ Im u ~ 4K' 
13. 18 
These diagrams may a lso be used to determine the signs of the real 
and imaginary parts of Jacobi's functions in any of the rectangles, Take, 
for instance, the rectangle whose vertices are K, 2 K, 2 K + i K ', K + i K ', 
From the diagrarr:s we have on the boundary of this rectangle 
Re sn u 2:. 0, Im sn u S 0; 
Re en u ~ 0, Jm en u ~ 0; 
Re dn u ?: 0, lm dn u ?: 0; 
and by the th eory of conformal mappings these inequalities hold also in 
the interior. 
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f (u) = 0 or oo 
• 
u 1 
f(u) f, 0, oo 
SYMMETRIES OF JACOBIAN ELLIPTIC FUNCTIONS 
The symmetries of Jacobi's functions may also be read off the dia-
grams . Let u 
1 
and u 
2 
lie symmetrica lly with respect to a zero or pole of 
one of Jacobi's functions, f(u), say, let u 1 and u 3 be symmetric with 
respect to a lattice point which is neither a zero nor a pole, u 1 and u 4 
symmetric with respect to a line on which f(u) is real, and u 1 and u 5 
symmetric with respect to a line on which f(u) is imaginary. Then 
We also note that 
(l) JsnuJ = k-'lz lm u = (n + ~) K' 
(2) Jdn u I = k ' 'lz Re u = (n + ~) K. 
A rotation by a right angle carries the diagram of sn u essentially 
into the diagram of dn u; a rotation by a right angle does not change the 
diagram of en u essentially. 
A more complete description of the Jacobia n elliptic functions for 
0 < k < l is contained in the relief diagrams given in Jahnke-Emde (1938, 
P• 92, 93). 
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The J acobian elliptic functions degenerate if one or both of the periods 
become infinite, that is, if k 2 is 0, l, or indefinite (the last case being 
trivial). As in the case of Weierstrass' functions (see. 13 , 15), we list 
three cases, 
(i) Real period infinite. 
(3) k = 1, k ' = 0, K = oo, K '= ~ rr 
(4) sn (u, l) = tanh u, en (u, l) = dn (u, l) = sech u. 
(ii) Imaginary period infinite. 
(5) k = 0, k ' = 1, K = ~ rr, K ' = oo 
(6) sn (u, 0) = sin u, en (u, 0) = cos u, dn (u, 0) = l. 
(iii) Both periods infinite. 
(7) K=K'=oo, sn u = 0, en u = dn u = l. 
13. 19. Theta functions 
Although functions closely related to theta functions were encountered 
by Euler, Jakob Bernoulli, and Fourier, their systematic study and their 
exploitation for the theory of elliptic functions is due to Jacobi. Jacobi's 
theta functions correspond to the sigma functions of Weierstrass' theory. 
Like the sigma functions, theta functions are entire functions and hence 
certainly not doubly-periodic, yet such that they show a simple behavior 
under a translation by a period. Theta functions are more highly standard-
ized than sigma functions. They are simply periodic, can be represented 
by series whose convergence is extraordinarily rapid, and they are the 
bes t means for the numerical computation of elliptic functions. 
For Weierstrass' functions we had the ·variable z, the half-periods 
w, w ~ we put r = w '/ w, and assumed Im r > 0, Jacobi's functions were 
represented in terms of u, and the quarter-periods K, K : where 
i K '= (e - e ) y, w : 1 3 
Theta functions will be expressed in terms of the variable 
(2) z u v =--=--' 
2w 2K 
the parameter be ing e ither 
w K' (3) r=-= i-
w K 
or 
Im r > 0 
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(4) q = e i7T-r = e ' 71""
1 
/ru = exp (-77K /K) /q / < l. 
The half-periods are 1, r. Making use of 13.10 (8), we may always achieve 
(5) /ql < exp(-%77 • 3X.), 
but such a choice of the primitive periods will not be assumed in what 
follows, 
The definition of the four theta functions is 
(6) 00 L (-1)" q" (n+!) sin[(2n +1)77v] 
n= 0 
(7) 00 L qn(n+l)cos [(2n+1)77v] 
n= 0 
(8) e3(v)=03(v,q)=03(v/r)=1 + 2 ~ 
n= O 
2 
qn cos(2n77v) 
00 (9) 6l 4 (v)=0 4 (v,q)=04 (vlr)=1+2 L n= 0 
The last of these functions is sometimes denoted by 0
0 
(v) or e (v) simply. 
These series converge for all (complex) v and all q satisfying (4). On 
account of the factor qn 2 we have excellent convergence, The four series 
may be rewritten in the form 
(lO) 01 (v)=i ~ 
n=-oo 
00 q(n-Y, )2 e i7T(2n-1 )v (ll) e 2 (v) = L 
n=-oo 
00 2 
e i'TT2n v (12 ) e 3 (v ) = L qn 
n=-oo 
00 2 
e i1T2nv (13) e 4 (v) = L (-1)" qn 
' n=-oo 
when they appear as Laurent expansions in the variable exp (i 77V ), a nd 
are convergent for a ll finite non-zero values of this variable , 
All four theta functions are entire functions of v . All four are periodic, 
the period of e 1 and e 2 being 2 , and tha t of e 3 and e 4 being 1. Their 
behavior under the addition of half- and quarter-periods may be seen from 
Table 8 in which the abbreviations 
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B (v) = e- i7T(v+\(r) 
have been used, Table 8 also shows the parity of the four theta functions. 
Table 8 shows that all four theta functions may be generated by any 
one of them by the addition of quarter-periods. From the table, e 1 ha s a 
zero at v = 0, and hence zeros at m + nr, where m,n are integers, It can 
be proved (by integrating e;; e 1 over the boundary of a parallelogram with 
vertices ± ~~ ± ~2 r) that these are the only zeros of e 1; and Table 8 then 
may be used to determine the zeros of the other three theta functions , In 
Table 9, m and n are integers, 
TABLE 9. ZEROS OF THETA FUNCTIONS 
e(v ) e1 (v ) e2(v) e3 (v) e 4 ( v ) 
zeros m+ nT m+ Y. +nr m + Y, + (n + Y, ) T m + (n +Y, )r 
From the knowledge of the z eros it is possible to obtain infinite pro-
ducts representing the theta functions, and from these products the partial 
fraction expansions of log e (v) and e '(v )/ e(v) follow. From ( 17) we also 
have (19). In the products we use the notation 
ns) q o = rr 
n = t 
and have 
(16) e1 (v) = 2qo q"' 00 smrrv Il (1- 2q'ln cos2rrv + q 4") 
n = f 
e (v) = 2q q'j, 
2 0 
00 
COS77V II (l + 2q 2n cos 2rrv + q 4n) 
n = 1 
00 
n 
n = 1 
en (v) = q 0 rr 
n = 1 
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(l?) log rr - 1-- = log(sin rrv) + 4 L q 2 [ (:1 '(Q} J 00 2m s in 2 m TTV (:1 I (v) ct= I 1 - q m m 
log [(:1 2 (v) J = log(cos rrv) + 4 ~ (-1)" q 2 m • 2 S ln m TTV 
e (0) L. 1 - q 2m 
2 m= l 
Jog [ ~33~~) J = 4 m~ I (-1)m 1 ~:2m sin~mrrv 
• 2 
Sln m TT V oo qm 
=4 \' 
m';, 1 1- q 2m m 
8 ;<v) oo q 2n 
(18) (:I I (v) = TTC tnTT V + 4rr m~ I 1 _ q 2m sin 2m TT V 
e ;(v) 
--- = -rr tan rrv + 4 TT 
e 2 (v) 
e ;cv) 
e 3 (v) 
00 
m= 1 
00 
2: 
m= 1 
sin 2m TTV 
e;cv) 2: qm 
4 s in 2mrrv 
e () = 7T 1- q2m 4 V m= I 
sin 2mrrv 
1 [ 0 1 (v+w)J (19) -log 
2 el(v - w) 
l [ s inrr(v+w)J 
= -log 
2 sin rr(v- w) 
Loo 1 q2m + 2 - sin2mrrv s in 2mrrw, 
m= I m 1- q 2m 
1 log r e 2 (v + w) l 
2 l {:/ 2 (v - w)j 1 [ cosrr(v + w) ] = -log 2 cosrr(v - w) 
00 (- 1}m 
+2 l 
m= 1 m 
sin2mrrv sin2mrrw, 
m 
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1 [ 8 3 (v+w) ] ~ (-1)" q" (19) -log = 2 L --- sin2mrrv sin2mrrw, 
2 e /v - w) :n= 1 m 1- q 2" 
1 2_log [ ·e4(v+w)]=2 i 
2 e 4 (v - w) m = 1 m 
q .. 
--~ sin 2m rrv sin 2m rrw, l - q2m 
E quations (16) a re valid in the e ntire v -plane o Of equations (17) and 
(18) those rela ting to e 1 and e 2 are valid in the s trip lim v I < Im r, those 
re la ting to e 3 and e 4 in the strip lim v I < ~ Im To 0 £ equa tions (19), the 
first two are v a lid when lim vi +l im wl < Irn r, the last two a re valid when 
lim v i + lim wl < ~ Im To F rom (18) we have 
e '(v+ m + nr) 
(20) -=a:------
8 a(v + m + n r) a= 1, 2, 3, 4; m, n integers o 
Between the squares of theta functions of the same variable there are 
the fol lowing re la tions 
(21) e ~(v) e~(O) = 8!(v) 8~(0) - 8~ (v ) 8!(0) 
82 (v) ez(o) = 82 (v) 8 2 (0)- 8 2 (v ) 82 (0) 
1 3 4 z 2 4 
8~(v) e:<o) = 8~(v) e~(O)- e~(v) 8~ (0) 
8!(v) e!(O)= 8~(v) 8~(0) - 8; (v) 8;(o). 
Each of these re lations may be proved by r emarking tha t th e rati o of its 
two sides is a doubly pe riodi c fun c tio n (with periods 1 a nd r) without 
zeros or poles a nd he nce a constant, and evaluating this constant by 
using spec ia l values of v (half-periods )o 
Equations (21) are special cases of the so-called addition formulas of 
the theta functions which express 
8a(v + w) 8a(v- w ) 8!(0) 
in t erms of squares of theta func tions of v and w (see \'i'hittaker a nd 
\';'a tson, 1927, po 487)o 
The "theta func tions of zero a rgument" 
8
1
'(o), 8
2
(0), 8
3
(0 ), 8
4
(0) 
are of especial importance (see sec o 13..20)o They satisfy several ide n-
tities among wh ich the most irr. portant are 
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For graphs illustrating the behavior of the theta functions of argument 
zero, and for a description and graph of the behavior of 8a(v!0.1) for real 
v see Tricomi's hook (1937, P• 137-140). 
Theta functions arise, independently ofthe theory of elliptic functions, 
in the theory of heat conduction and similar boundary value problems. 
As is seen from (l0)-(13), the functions e a(~x li "t ), a = 1, 2, 3, 4, 
satisfies the partial differential equation 
a2y ay 
(24) - =-· ax 2 at 
In this connection it is worth noting that theta functions have remarkably 
simple Laplace transforms. 
There are also non-linear differential equations of the first order (the 
variable is v) satisfied by quotients of theta functions. These can he 
derived very easily from the connection between elliptic functions and 
theta quotients (see sec. 13.20). 
Hermite has studied the func t ion 
(see Hurwitz and Courant, 19z5, P• 198- 201).Jacobi's four theta functions 
are particular cases of Hermite's function. 
13. 20. The expression of elliptic functions and elliptic integrals in 
terms of theta functions. The problem of inversion 
Theta functions are very c losely related to Weierstrass' sigma func-
tions: hence the expression of Weierstrass' functions in terms of theta 
functions. Jacobi's functions have already been expressed in terms of 
Weierstrass' functions and may now he expressed in terms of theta func-
tions. Lastly, theta functions may also he used to write down expressions 
for complete and incomplete elliptic integrals of the third kind. We shall 
use the variable z for Weierstrass' functions, u for Jacobian elliptic 
functions and v for theta functions. These are connected by 13.19(2). 
The connection between the various notations of periods and other quan-
tities is given by equations 13.19(1) to (4). 
Weierstras s' functions 
(l) a(z) = 2w exp (~~ ) :;~; 
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(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
( ) ( T'/Z 2) 0a+1 (v) a z = exp -
a 2w 0 a+ 1 (0) 
T/ l o;(v) 
t;(z)=- z + - --
w 2w 01 (v) 
1 [ o;<o> &O(z ) = e + --
a 4w2 0 a +1 (0) 
(6) l2w 2e 1 = 77 2[0:(0)+ o:(o)] 
l2w 2e 2 = 77 2 [0~(0)- o:<on 
l2w 2 e3 = -77 2 [0~(0) + o;(o)] 
oa+1(v) J2 
0 1(v ) 
(7) (e -e )~ =i (e - e)~=~ 0 2
2
(0) 
2 3 3 2 2w 
~ ~ 77 2 (e - e ) = i (e - e ) = - 0
3 
(O) 
1 3 3 1 2w 
(8) 
(9) 
1 o;" <o> ( l 0) T/ = - - ---'----,.-
l2w o; (0) 
, 11i r o;"<o) 
T/ =-- ---2w l2w 01' (0) 
361 
a= l, 2, 3 
a= l, 2, 3 
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Equation (1) may be proved by remarking that the quotient of the func-
tions on its two sides is a doubly-periodic function without poles or 
zeros, and approaches 1 as v and z tend to 0 . Equation (2) follows by 
13.12 (22) and Table 8 of sec. 13 .19. Equation (3) follows by logarithmic 
differentiation of (l), (4) from (2) and 13. 13 (22), (5) by (4) and 13. 13 (21), 
(6) and (7) from 13 . 13 (23), (8) from 12.13 (5) and (6), (9) from 13.13 (7), 
(lO) from (l) and (3). All of Weierstrass' functions are formed with periods 
2w, 2w ', and variab le z . The vari ables v and q in the theta functions are 
given by 13.19(2) and (4). 
Jacobian e lliptic functions . The following re lations are obtained from 
the formulas of sec. 13. 16 by means of equations (l) to (10) . 
(ll) k'/,=02(0)/03(0), k ' '/,=04(0)/03(0) 
(12) K y, = o~ ") y, o (o), 3 K' y, = (- %; ri)y, 0 (O) 3 
o (O) o (v) 04(0) 02(v) (13) sn u = 3 I en u = 
02(0) 04(v) ' 0 2 (0) 0 4 (v) 
04(0) 03(v) E 1 0 ;cv) 
dn u = Z(u) = E(u)- - u = -
03(0) 04(v) K 2K 04(v) 
Given r, equation (ll) determine s the modulus of the Jacobian elliptic 
f unctions, (12) the quarter-periods, and (13) the functions themselves . In 
applications of elliptic functions, usually lc 2 is g iven and the question 
arises whether there a lways exists a q such that \q \ < l and 
(14) lc 2 
This is known as th e problem of inversion. In many practical app lications 
0 < lc 2 < l. In this case consider 
o: (0, q) noo 1 - q2n- l 
e:(O,q)=n = , 1+q2n + t 
by 13 .19 (16) , As q increases from 0 through real values to l, the infinite 
product decreases monotonically from 1 to 0 and hence (14) has exactly 
one solution q for which 0 < q < l. For other values of lc 2 the disc us sion 
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is much more difficult (see for instance Whittaker and Watson, 1927, p. 
480-483) and involves complex values of q. The proof of a unique system 
of Jacobian e ll iptic functions for any given k 2 .J= 0, 1 may be based on the 
theory of elliptic modular functions . 
Elliptic integrals . The basic e lliptic integrals in Legendre's normal 
form, 13.6 ( 1)-(3), may be computed by means of theta functions. We form 
Jacobian elliptic functions with modulus k , determine the quarter-pe riods 
K and K ', and put 
F(¢ , k) (15) v = , q = exp(-rrK ',/K) 
2 K 
for the parameter and variable of the theta functions. We then have from 
(13) 
1 e '(v) 
(16) E(¢, k)=- - 4 - + 2Ev. 
2K 6
4
(v) 
The computation of elliptic integrals of the third kind is more difficult. 
We shall give the results for real ¢ , v, and 0 < k < 1, shall express v in 
terms of an auxiliary real parameter y, different expressions·being valid 
in the intervals (-oo,-1), (-1, -k 2 ), (-k 2 , 0), (0, oo), use (15), and put 
y (17) {3 =- • 
2K 
We then have (see Tricomi, 1937, P• 153-158) 
( 18) cn(y,k)dn(y,k) [ 1 c n ¢,- 2 , 
sn y, k) sn (y, lc) 
= ..: lo r e 1 (v + f3) J -e; ({3) v 
2 g[ e
1
(v-{3) 6
4
((3) 
= 2:._ log [e1 ((3 + v ) J 
2 e 1 lf...:{- v ) 
e: ((3) 
- ---v 
e 4 ( /3 ) 
I~ 
(19) lc ,2 sn (y, lc ') en (y , k ') TI [¢ ,- dn 2 (y, lc '), lc] 
dn (y, k ') 
1 [ 6 2 (v + i {3) ] . e;um 
= - -log -£ --- v 
2i 0 2 (v-if3) e3 (if3) 
O <y< K, lv l > f3 
0 < y < K, lvl < {3 
O < y < K' 
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cn(y, k)dn(y, k) n [¢, -k 2 sn2(y, k), k] 
sn (y, k) 
= _..:_ lo [e 4 (v + (3) J + e;<f3) v 
2 g 8 4 (v - (3 ) 8 I ((3) 
dn(y,k') IT [ lc 2 sn 2(y, k ') k ] 
sn (y, k ') en (y, k ') ¢ , en 2 (y, k ' ) ' . 
1 [84 (v + if3) ] .e ; (i(3) 
= -log +~ --- v 
2 i e 4 (v - i (3) 8 I (i (3) 
13.20 
O<y < K 
O < y< K'. 
In a ll these formulas logarithms have the ir prin c ipal values, In (18) and 
(20) these are rea l, in (19) and (2 1), - 77 s_ Im l og[···] S rr. The right-hand 
sides of (19) and (21) are real. F rom 13.19(18) a nd ( 19) we have 
(22) 
8'(i(3) 
i I = 
8 1 (if3) 
00 
TT c tnh rr{3 - 4 TT L 
n= 1 
q 2n 
---::2- sinh 2n rr{3 1 - g n 
l [ 82 (v + i (3) J I (24) - log = - tan - (tanh rr{3 • tan TT v) 
2i e2(v- i(3) 
00 (-l)" q2n 
+ 2 L -- 2 sin 2n rr v • sinh 2n rr{3 
n=l n 1- g" 
l [ e 4 (v + i (3 ) J ~ 1 q n (25) - log = L, -
2i e4(v-i(3) n= l n 1-q 2n 
s in 2n rrv • sinh 2 n rr{3 . 
The convergence of the infinite series in (23) and (25) is not always 
a s rapid as one would wish, Wh en g is not small, the expansions 
00 2 
(26) e4(v ± i(3)=1+2 ::s (-1)"qn cos(2nrrv)cosh(2nrr(3) 
n= I 
± i ~ 2 (-l)"- 1 qn s in(2nrrv )sinh( 2nrr(3) 
n= 1 
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00 2 (27) (} 3 (i {3) = 1 + 2 ~ qn cosh (2 n rr{3) 
n = 1 
(28) i(J; (i {3) = 4rr 00 2 ~ nqn sinh (2 n rr{3) 
n= 1 
may be used for th e computation of the right-hand sides of ( 19) and (21), 
These expans ions, and some others whic h are useful in these computa-
tions, follow from 13, 19(6) to (9). 
Complete elliptic integrals ofthe first kind have a lready been expressed 
in terms of theta functions, see (12). For complete e lliptic integrals of the 
second k ind, we have from (6), (7), (10), and 13.16 (10), 
8~(0) + (J=(O) 1 e';' (O) (29) E = K ------, 
3 e~ co) 12 K e;co) 
Complete elliptic integrals of the third kind have already been reduced, 
in 13,8(21)-(24), to el liptic integrals of the first and second kinds and 
hence may be computed by means of theta functions. 
Finally we mention that in applying theta functions to the computation 
of Jacobian e lliptic functions orof elliptic in tegrals with a given modulus 
k, 0 < k < l, the parameter q of th e theta functions may be computed from 
2f = Cl- k ' ~ )/(1 + k '~). 
13. 21. The transformation theory of elliptic functions 
The transformation theory of elliptic functions deals with the relations 
between e lliptic functions belonging to different pairs of primitive periods, 
Since any elliptic functions of periods 2w, 2w ' may be expressed a lge -
braicall y in terms of IP (z fw, w '), it is sufficient to discuss relations 
between &<J - functions, \':7e shall always assume 
( l) Im ( w 'l w) > 0, lm(w/w) > o, 
and w ill sumn.arize briefly the results of the genera l transformation theory, 
referring for proofs and fuller details to the books li s ted at th e end of 
this chapter . 
We sh a ll say that two functions f (z) and g (z) are algebraically con-
nected if there is a polynomial in two variables, P (x, y ), such that 
P [f( z ), g (z)] = 0 identically in z . 
A necessary and suffic ient condition for &<J (uf w, w ') and 8<J (ufw, w ') 
to be algebraically connected is the ex istence of integers a, {3, y, a, p 
s uch that 
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(2) p iu= a w+{3w ', p iu ' =y w +ow ', D=ao - {3y> 0. 
Given (2), clea rly both &0 (uJ w, w ') and K-J (u Jw, w ') are even e lliptic 
functions of periods p w, p w ', a nd hence they are rationa l fun c tions of 
K-J (uJ p w, p w ' ) , Thus, it is s ufficie nt to envi s a ge s ubstitutions (2) w ith 
p = l, a nd these we shall write in matr ix not a tion as 
(3) [:} [ :J [:.J D · : : > 0 . 
T he n the re lation be tween 
(4) x = K-J (z Jw, w ' ), y = K-J (z Jw, w ') 
is of the form 
(5) P (x, y ) =O 
where P is a polynomia l in x a nd y , l inear in x , and of degree D in y . 
(The degree i n y is elucidated b y counting poles , ) We call D the degree 
or orde r of the transformation 
(6) T = [ : ~] , 
a nd s ha ll multiply transformat ions as matrices, 
b J = [a a+ (3 c 
d ya + oc 
a b +{3d ] · 
yb + (]d 
T he tran s formations (3) may also be envisaged as tloebius trans-
formations of the upper ha lf of the complex p lane onto itself, 
(7) i y + OT 
a + (3 r 
A ll transformations of t he firs t order form a group (the modular gro up). 
A necessary and sufficient condition fo r K-J(uJw, w ' ) = ~<J(uJw, w ' ) is that 
w, w ' a nd w, w' be conn ected by a t ransformat ion of t h e fi rst order 
(unimodul a r trans formation). 
The modular group i s gen e rated by the trans f ormations 
(8) A= [: B= [0 l], 
- l 0 
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that is, any unimodular transformation is a product of powers of A and B. 
Thus, the study of transformations of the first order may be limited to the 
study of A and B. 
Similarly, the study of transformations of the second order may be 
limited to Landen's transformation 
(9) L = [ ~ ~]. 
since any transformation of the second order, S, may be decomposed as 
S = H LK, where !1 and K are unimodular transformations. 
13.22. Transformations of the first order 
A transformation of the first order leaves the point-lattice n, of all 
periods (sec, 13.10) unchanged, Since Weierstrass' functions a(z), ((z), 
IP (z ), and the invariants g2 , g3 , b. = g:- 27 g: depend only on n, they do 
not change, The e a may undergo a permutation. From 13.12 (19) and 13. 
13 ( 19) 
~ = ((u)ju), u) ')= ((u) \((.),((.)')=((a((.)+ f3 ((.)1((.), ((.)')= a71 + f3TJ' 
~'=yTJ+oTJ' 
so that T/• TJ' undergo the same transformation as ((.), ((.) ', The functions 
a a(z) may undergo a permutation, A straightforward computation shows 
that A of equation 13.21 (8) interchanges the indices 2 and 3, and B the 
indices 1 and 3, in e 
1 
, e 
2
, e 3 and a 1 (z ), a 2 (z) a 3 (z ). 
The behavior of Jacobian elliptic functions under unimodular trans-
formations is more involved, If a and o are odd integers, and (3 andy even 
integers, in 13.21 (6), we call T a ,\-transformation. It is easy to verify 
that all ,\-transformations form a subgroup of the modular group, and this 
subgroup is called the ,\- group. For a ;\-transformation, 
e
1 
= IP (u) \w, u) ') = 1P (a(() + (3 ((.) '\((.), c/) = fP(((.)) = e 1 , 
since (3 ((.)'is a period for even (3, and a((.) differs from ((.) by a period for 
odd a. Similarly e 
2 
= e 
2 
and e 3 = e 3 • From 13 .16 (4)-(6) it is seen that 
Jacobi's functions sn, en, dn are invariant u.nde r >..-transformations. Any 
other unimodular transforiT!ation affects Jacobi's elliptic functions, 
We shall consider the five transformations 
(1) A=[~ OJ 1 ' 
[
-1 
D= 
-1 
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The last three may be expressed in terms of A and B. 
(2) C =ABA, D = ABAB, E = BABA . 
In Table 10 the six transformations U (identity), A, ••• , E are listed 
together with the permutations of ea. effected by the m. Every permutation 
of e 1 , e2 , e 3 occurs . Since the permutation of the ea. completely deter-
mines the transformations of Jacobian elliptic functions, it is sufficient 
to consider the transformations (l) in order to obtain all possible trans-
formations of the first order of Jacobi's e lliptic functions. 
TABLE 10. PERMUTATIONS OF THE ea. 
Transformation ~ . , (U e1 e2 e3 
u (U , (U e 1 e2 e3 
A (U w+w 
, 
e I e3 e2 
B (U 
, 
-w e e2 e I 3 
c w+w 
, , 
(U e2 e I e3 
D - w + w 
, 
-w e2 e3 e l 
E 
, , 
(U 
-w- w e3 e I e2 
This table in combination with 13.16 (4), (5), (6), (9), and ( ll) at once 
leads to the transformation formulas recorded in Table ll. 
For th e transformation of elliptic integrals see Tabl e 3, sec. 13.7, and 
Table 4, sec. 13.8. 
The transformations of the four theta functions may be derived from the 
expression 
(3) 
(U 1/2 fl.. 1/8 
e 1 (vI T) = 1/2 
7T ( 
TfZ
2
) 
exp - 2w a(z) 
z 
v= - , 
2w 
(U 
r=--
w 
which follows from 13.20(1), (9), and 13, 19(2), (3). We know already 
how the right-hand side behaves under a transformation 13.21 (6) of the 
first order and note in particular that 
aTf+f3Tf ' 
aw+{3w ' 
{3 <Tf (U , - Tf , (U) 
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by 13.12(10), and also that 
z z v y + OT 
r =---
a + {3 r 
v = - = .....,.-----:-
20 '2 (aw+ {3w ') a+ {3 r 
Then we have, from (3 ), the general trans formation formula of 0 1 (vIr) for 
trans formations of the first order, 
(4) e, ( v l y+OT ') = da +f3 r) ~ exp (irr{3v2 ) (I) a+{3T~ a+fJT (;1 1 VT, 
where fa = l. The factor f accounts for the ambiguity in the fractional 
powers in (3) and may be determined by dividing (4) by v , making v .... 0, 
and then comparing both sides . The transformations of the other three 
th e ta functions then follow from Table 8, sec. 13.19. 
The explicit formulas for the transformations A and B of ( l), which 
generate the modular group, are as foll ows. 
Transformation A. 
(5) V = V, T = l + T, q =- q 
(6) e,Cvlr+l) .. =e~7Tie ,Cvlr), e2(vlr+l)=e!47Tie2(vlr) 
e3(vlr + l) = e4(vlr), e4(vl r + l)= e3(v\r). 
Trans formation B. 
(7) v = v/r, i = - 1/r, log q = rr 2 / log q 
(8) e , (+1- ~ J =-i(-ir)~ exp(irrv 2/r) e ,Cvlr) 
e2 (; 1- ~) =(-ir)~ exp(irrv 2/r) e4(vlr) 
e3 ( ; 1- ~ j =(-ir)~ exp(irrv 2/r) e3(vlr) 
e 4 (: ~-~) =(-iT)~ exp(i TTV 2/r) 8 2 (vir), 
In these formulas (- i r) ~ has its principal value (lies in the right half-
plane). Transformation B is known as ! acobi' s imaginary trans formation. 
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Transformation B may be used for the numerical computation of theta 
functions when g is near 1, or r is very small, when the series for 61(v I r) 
conver ge somewhat slowly, but those for e 
1 
(v/rl- l/r) converge very 
rapidly, In particular, the asymptotic behavior as q -> l may be investi-
gated in this way, and one obta ins 
(9) e2(0,q)'"'-'63(0,q)'"'-'(-rr/logq)~ q->1. 
13 . 23. Transformations of the second order 
There is essential! y only one transforma tion of the second order, in 
the sense that any trans forma tion of the second order is a combination 
of Landen's trans formation 
(1) L = [~ ~] 
and two unimodular transforma tions, In wntmg down the tra nsformatio n 
formulas we sha ll observe the following convention, All Weierstrassian 
functions whose periods are not indicated are formed with primitive per-
iods cu, cu ', and a ll e a' T/ a (without dots) are derived from such functions. 
(2) 
(3) 
Landen's trans formation. Weierstrass' functions, 
cJ = X cu, . , (.<) = (.<) 
e 2 = e 1 - 2(e 1 - e /'~ (e 1 - e 3)~ 
(4) 7]1 = T/1+Xe1cu1, 7]2 = .,.,2-.,.,3 +Xe 1(cu2 -cu3) 
7] 3= 2 T1 3+e1cu3 ' 
(5) a(z !Xcu, cu')=exp(Xe 1 z 2 )a(z)a 1 (z) 
a 1 (z! Xcu , cu ') = exp(Xe 1 z 2) [a ~(z)- (e 1 - e 2)~ (e 1 - e 3 ) ~ a 2(z)] 
a 2(z!X cu, cu ') = exp(Xe 1 z 
2) [a~(z) + (e 1 - e 2)X (e 1 - e 3·) ~ a 2 (z )] 
a 3(z!Xcu, cu ') = exp(Xe 1 z
2 )a 2 (z) a 3 (z) 
(6) ( ( z !Xcu, cu ') = ( (z ) + ((z + cu) + e 1 z- Tit 
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(7) &0 (z I X w, w ') = &O (z) + &O (z - w 1) - e 1 
( ) (e 1 - e 2)(e 1 - e 3) = &0 z + 
S'J(z) - e 1 
13.23 
Since Landen's tra nsformation of Weierstrass' functions involves 
e a' TJ a' which are not invariant under unimodular transformations, we 
record the basic formulas for two other transformations · of the second 
order. 
Gauss' trans formation. Weie rstrass ' &0 - function . 
(8) G= [~ ~] =-BLB 
(9) &O (zlw, Xw ') = &O (z) + &O(z - w)- e 3 
( (e 1 - e 3)(e 2 - e ) = &0 z ) + _.!___.:!....____:_ _ __2..._ 
flO (z)- e 3 
The irrational trans formation. Weierstrass' &O - function 
(10) 1=[ 1 
-1 ~] =- ABLABAB 
Landen's transformation . Jacobian e ll iptic and theta functions. When 
the parameter in a the ta fun ction is not indicate d, it is understood t o be r. 
(12) u =(1+k')u, k = (1- k ')/ (1 + k '), k '=2k '~/(1+k') 
(13) [(1 ') 1- k' J ( ') s n (u, /c) en (u, lc) sn + k u, -- = 1 + k 
1 + k ' dn (u, k) 
[( ') 1- k' ] 1- (1 + k ') sn 
2 (u, k) 
en l + k u, = ---...,---------
1 + k ' dn (u, k) 
d [( ') 1 - k ' J 1 - (1 - k ') sn 2 (u, k) n l +k u , - -- = 
1+k' dn(u ,k) 
(14) v = 2v, i = 2 r, q = q 2 
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e (Oj2 r) = T~ [02 (O) - 0 2 (0)]~ 
2 3 4 
0 
4 
(O j2 r) = [0
3 
(0) 0 
4 
(0)])1 
(16) 01(2vj2r)= 0 1(v) e2 (v) 
84 (Oj2r) 
0 (2v j2 r)= O~(v)- O~(v) 
2 20
3
(0j2r) 
0~ (v) - o: (v) 
28
2 
(Oj2 r) 
0 (2vj2r) = O~(v) + O~(v) 
3 20 2 (0j2r) 
e~ (v) + O=(v ) 
20 3 (Oj2 r) 
Gauss' transformation. Jacobian elliptic functions 
(17) u=~l +k) u, k=2k~/(1 +k), i.'=(l - k)/(l+k) 
[ 2k'h J (18) sn (1 + k) u, __ l +k 
[ 
2k)1 J en (1 + !c) u, --
1+k 
sn (u , lc) 
=(l +k)----~~~~ 
l + k sn 2 (u, k ) 
en (u, k) dn (u , k) 
l + k s n 2 (u , k) 
[ 
2k )1 J 1 - k sn 2 (u, k) 
dn (1 + lc) u, -- = -----,----
1 + k 1 + k sn 2 (u, k) 
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Tra nsforma tions of highe r orders are more involve d, We mention here 
only the transformation (LB) 2 which is of the fourth order and leads to 
the following duplication formulas for the theta functions. All theta func-
tions have the same parameter r. 
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e:(v)- e~(v) 
e! Co) 
13. 24. Elliptic modular functions 
13 .23 
An elliptic modular function, f(r), is a function which is regular save 
for poles, when 1m r > 0, and has the property that f(r) and f(i) are alge-
braically connected whenever r and i a re connected by a transformation 
of the modular group 
a r + {3 
(l) r=---
yr+ o 
a, {3, y, o integers, a o- {3 y = l. 
[Note that a, ••• , y have been renamed as against 13 .21 (7).j If f(r) = 
f(i) for any transformation of the modular group, then f(r) is called an 
automorphic function of the modular group . 
A first example of such a modular functio n is the square of the mod-
ulus of the Jacobian elliptic functions. From 13.16(7) and 13.20(14) 
2 e 2 -e 3 e~(OJr) k = = = ,\ (r), 
e 1 -e 3 e~ (OJr) 
(2) 
is an analytic function of r for lm r > 0, with the real r- axis as a natural 
boundary . From th e in variance of e 1 , e 2 , e 3 under ,\-transformations 
(a, o odd, {3, y even, see sec. 13.22) i t follows that ,\(r) is an auto-
morphic function of the ,\- group. In general, a transforrr.ation o f the mod-
ular group will permute the e a a nd hence change ,\(r) into one of the s ix 
values 
(3) ,\(r), 1- ,\(r), 1 --, 
,\ ( r) 
1 ,\ (r) 
1 - ,\ (r)' ,\ (r) - 1 ' 
1 
1---. 
A ( T) 
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Since all thes e are algebraically connected with ,.\(r), this function is 
an elliptic modular function. 
From 13.12 (13), g 2 , g 3 , and!!..= g:- 27 g: are h omogeneous functions 
of degree -4, -6, -12 respective) y in w and w 'and the absolute invariant 
3 3 
( 4) .!L = __ g-'2'-------:--
,0,. g~-27g~ = J(r) 
is a function of r alone: it is analytic in the upper half-plane. A trans-
formation of the modular group leaves g 2 and !!.. unchanged (see sec, 
13. 22), showing that J(r) is an automorphic function of the modular 
group. From 13.13 (6), (7) and 13.16(3), J may be expressed in terms of 
;\, and from 13.20 (8) , (9) in terrr.s of theta functions 
(S) J(r)=~ (1-.\+.\2 ) 3 =_2_[e:<Oir)+e~(Oir)+e!(O\rW 
27 .\ 2 (1-,.\) 2 54 e~(Oir)e~(Oir)e!(Oir) . 
We call two points r, i in the upper half of the complex r- plane equi-
valent if they are connected by a transforma tion (1) of the modular group. 
The fundamental region of the modular group is defined by 
I rl ~ 1, I r + 11 > I rl, I r- 11 ~ \rl. 
The upper r ha lf-plane may be subdivided into a n infinity of regions, 
each bounded by three circular arcs (one or two of which may degenerate 
into segments of straight lines), a nd each e quivale nt to the fundamental 
region. In fact every point in the upper half-plane is equiva lent to exac tly 
one point of the fundamental re gion, 
Given an automorphic function of the modular group, it is sufficient 
to investigate the behav ior of this function in th e fundamental region, 
For instance, it may be proved that J(r) assumes every finite value 
exactly once in the fundamental region, and this shows that to every 
(finite) value of J there is exac tly one system of Weierstrassian func-
tions. 
Th e fundamental region of the ,.\-group is hounded by the straight 
lines Re r = ± 1 and the circles \2 r ± 11 = 1; the boundary points in 
Re r ~ 0 belong to the region, the boundary points for which Re r < 0 do 
not. It may he proved that ,.\ (r) assumes every finite value different from 
zero and unity exactly once in the fundamental region of th e .\-group, and 
this is the key to the problem of inversion (sec. 13. 20): it may be used 
to prove tha t th e Jacobian e lliptic functions are uniquely determined when 
the square of the modulus is assigned as any number f 0, l. 
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13.25. Conformal mappings 
Elliptic integra ls, e llip ti c functions and re lated func tions occur in 
many important conformal mappings . Many examples of such conformal 
mappings, and some further refe rences, a r e to be found in H. Kober's 
"Dictionary of conformal representations" (1952, P• 170-200). In this 
section we shall describe some of the most important mappings briefly. 
Throughout the section we assume th e "real" case, 
O < k < l, 0 < q < l, w real, w 'imaginary, K, K 'real , 
and put e 1 > e 2 > e 3 • We put Re z = z I' l m z = z 2 , a nd similarly for oth er 
complex variables. In diagrams illustrating conformal mappings from the 
plane of one complex variable to the plane of another such variable, 
corresponding points will he indicated by the same le tter. 
z 1 = 0 
w 
J9 c 
w+w 
, 
II 
z 2 = 0 Cl !3 e3 e 2 e I w = 0 Cl 2 a 
0 w J9 c !3 
II 
19 c The mapping w = f.p (z) 
=w w - w 
The function w = f§J (z ). As z describes the boundary of the re c tangle 
with vertices 0, w, w + w ', w ~ the variable w is rea l and decreases from 
oo to e 1 , e 2 , e 3 , - oo (see sec . 13. 15). Th e func t ion maps the interior of 
the rec tangle on the lower w half-plane . Dy Schwarz'sreflection princ ip le , 
the rectangle with vertices - w ', w - w ', w + w ', w ' in the z -p la ne is 
mapped o n the whole w plane cut from - oo to e 1 • 
In the lemniscatic case, g 3 = 0, g 2 > 0, we have e 2 = 0 , e 3 = - e 1 • The 
rectangle in the z -plane becomes a square, the diagonal UC joining 0 a nd 
w + w ' is mapped on the negative imaginary axis in the w-plane, and the 
diagonal f;)J9 joining w and w ' is mapped on the lower ha lf of the c ircle 
with center at e 2 = 0 and radius e 1 , in thew-p lane . The interior of the 
rectangular isosceles triangl e with vertices ~ w + ~ w ~ w , w ' + w in the 
z-plane is mapped on the fourth quadrant of the circle with ra d ius e 1 in 
the w-plane . 
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The function w = sn (u, lc ). From sec . 13.18 it is seen that the interior 
of the rectangle with vertices 0, K , K + i K ~ i K 'in the u-p lane is mapped 
on the first quadrant of the w-plane, the rectangle -K, K , K + i K ~ 
u = 0 
1 
- K + iK' iK' K + iK' 
3 E t 
III II (,f c9 c 
IV I 
u 
2 =0 J\ a 13 
-K 0 K 
E 
w 1 =0 
The mapping w = sn (u, k) 
- K + i K 'is mapped on the upper ha lf of the w-plane, and the rectangle 
with vertices ± K ± i K ' is mapped on the whole w-plane cut from - oo to 
-1 and from l to oo . It can be proved (see for instance Dixon, 1894, 
Appendix A) that the lines u 1 = const., u 2 = cons t ., are mapped on the 
doubly orthogonal system of confocal bic ircular quartics in the w~plane 
whose foci are ± l, ±lc - 1 • These quartics are symmetric with respect to 
both thew1 and w2 axes . The quartics corresponding to u 1 = const . have 
two branches, one , encircling I~J9 , corresponding to u 1 > 0, the other, 
en circling 3U, to u 1 < O. The quar t ics corresponding to u 2 = 0 a re ovals 
encircling UJ3. In particular, for u 2 = (n + ~) K ', we ha ve a circle, see 
13.18 (l). See the figure for further detai ls. 
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The function w = en (u, k ). The interior of the rectangle with vertices 
0, K, K + i K ', i K 'in the u-pla ne is mapped on the fourth quadrant of the 
w-plane, the rectangle - K, K, K + i K ~ - K + i K ' is mapped on the right 
w half-plane cut from 0 t o l, the rectangle - i K ', K - i K ', K + i K ', i K' 
is mapped on the r ight half-plane cut from 1 to oo , a nd the rectangle wi th 
vertices ± i K ~ 2 K ± i K ' is mapped on the whol e w-plane cut from - oo 
t o -1, from 1 to oo,from -ioo to -ik'/k, a nd from ik'/k to ioo . The lines 
u 1 = const, u 2 = cons t are mapped on the doubly orthogonal s yst em of 
confocal bicircular quartics in the w-plane whose foci are ± 1, ± ik '/k . 
Both families are ovals, those corresponding to u 1 = const around CE, 
those corresponding to u 2 = const around a3. Both families are symmetric 
with respect to the axes w 1 = 0, w 2 = 0. 
j<,) 
u -0 
w 1 = 0 
I 
K+i K' 2 K+ i 
f) c j<,) 
K' 
III I: ik' I k II iK' 
I IV 
0 a B 3 u2 
-1 1 
J9 ----~--~-------- J9 
2 K 3 B a 
II ill 
J9 E f) IV C -ik'/k 
- iK , K-i K' 2 K- i K' 
The mapping w =en (u, k) 
The function w = dn (u, k). Since it follows from tables 7 (sec. 13 . 17) 
and ll (sec. 13.22) that 
dn (u, k) = k 'sn (K '- i K + iu, lc '), 
the mapping w = dn u may be derived from w = sn u. 
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u -0 
I 
2iK 3 c K+2iK' 
III IV 
K+ iK' 
J9 c 
iK' 
n I 
u ~~ u 2 = 0 
0 K 
3 c c ~  Q w =0 J9 --~~----~-------.------~---r---+--~2 J9 
-1 k'y, -k' 
IV 
ill II 
w 1 =0 
The mapping w = dn (u, k). 
In pa rti cular , tbe rectang le with vertice s 0, K, K + 2iK~ 2iK'is mapped 
on the lower w half-plane in the manner indica ted in the figure, and the 
rec tan gle with vertices 0, 2K, 2K + 2 i K ', 2 i K' is mapped on the whole 
w-plane cut from - oo to -1 and from 1 to oo, The lines u 1 = canst., u 2= 
canst. are mapped on the doubly orthogonal system of confocal bic ircular 
quartics with foci ± l, ± k ', and the lines u 1 = (m + Yz) K in particula r 
are mapped on the c ircle with center a t w = 0 and radius lc' y, , 
The functions w = S(z) + e az , Clear] y ( (z 1) is real, ((iz) is imaginary, 
and since we have from 13,13 (18) that 
1 IP '(iz 
2
) 
( (w + iz 2)- ( (w) = ( (i z 2) +2 l(oJ (i z )- e I 
1 ( (w' + z 
1
)- ( (w ') = ( (z 1 ) +--2 
~" '( z I) 
l(oJ '( z I) - e 3 
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the first of these two expres-
s ion s is imaginary, th e second 
real. Investigating the mapping 
of the rectangle with vertices 
0, w, w + w ', w 'in the z-plane, 
we find tha t 0. 8 and CJ9 are 
mapped on horizontal lines, and 
BC and O.J9 on vertical lines in 
the w-plane (a = 1, 2, 3 ), More-
over, 
.--------., (i.J + (i.J , 
Al c 
0 
z-plane 
w<CJ.) = oo , w(T~ )=77 + eaw' 
w (C ) = 77 + 77 '+ e a ( w + w '), w ( J9 ) = 77 ' + e a w : 
\Ve have to discuss the signs of 77 + e a w and of (77 '+ e a w ')/ i. From 
13,16(9), (10), (ll) and 13. 8(25), (26), we have 
(e 
1 
- e 3 )-~ (77 + e 1 w) = E > 0 
(e 
1
- e 
3
)-X (77 + e 
2 
w) = E- (e 
1
- e)-~ (e 
1
- e )w 
= E- k' 2 K = k 2 B>0 
(e 
1 
- e 3 )-~ (77 + e 3 w) = E- (e 1 - e 3 )~ w 
-i(e 1 - e 3 )-X (77'+e 3 w') = -E'< 0 
-i(e - e )-y, (n'+ e w') = -E'-(e -e )-Y, (e -e ) i w ' 1 3 . , 2 1 3 2 3 
=- E ' + k 2 K '=- k ' 2 B' < 0 
-i (e 
1 
- e 
3
) - y, (77 '+ e 
1 
w ') =- E '- (e 
1
- e 
3
)X i w' 
= K ' - E '= k ' 2 D ' > O. 
In the figures illustra ting the mapping w = ~(z ) + e a z of the rectangle 
Q8CJ9, the a bbreviations 
77+eaw= ll a, 
were used. From our discussion, 
H 1 > H 2 > 0 > H 3 , II; > 0 > II ; > H; • 
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In each case that portion of the plane which is to the left of aBCJ9a (in 
this order) is the map of the rectangle. I3y reflection on the sides of the 
rectangle we find the following results. The function w = ((z) + e 
1 
z maps 
C w 1 =H 1 
w2 =0 1------'--=----a 
w = ((z) + e1 z 
a 
w 1 = 0 
t----.---- n f;j u 
1------' c 
a 
wz = 0 
--~"8~----r---------- u 
c 
w = ( (z) + e 3 z 
a 
the interior of the rectangle with vertices ± cu, ± cu + 2cu' in the z-pla ne 
on the region exterior to two semi-infinite horizontal strips with corners 
± H1 , ± l11 + 2iH1'in the w-pla ne . The function w = ((z) + e 2 z maps the 
interior of the rectangle with vertices ± cu ± cu' in the z-plane on th e 
exteri or of the rectangle w ith vertices ± H 2 ± iH; in the w-plane . The 
function w = ( (z) + e 3 z maps the interior of the rectangle with corners 
± cu ', 2 cu ± cu' in the z-plane on the region ext erior to two semi-infinite 
vertical strips with corners ± iff;, 2ll 3 ± iH; in the w-plane , 
The mapping w = ((z) + e 2 z may be combined with one of the preceding 
mappings to map the exterior of a rectangle on a half-plane, 
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Approxima tion of quadratically 
integrable functions , 156 
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Automorphic functions, 296, 374 
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Barnes' integral representation s o f 
Bessel func tions , 21 ff . 
Uasset's function, 
(s ee modified 13es sel fun c tion of 
the th ird kind) 
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integral representations for, 
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notations for, 3 
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13essel functions ) 
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Bilinear forms, 284 
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Dirational invariant, 295 
Birational transformation, 295 
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C e ll, 3 25 
C hris toffe l-Darboux formula , 159, 
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C hr is toffe I numbers, 16 1 
C lassica l orthogo nal po ly nomi a ls , 
163 ff. 
(see a l s o L egendre, C egenba ue r 
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Jacobi , Hermite, Laguerre 
polynomia ls) . 
characte ri zation of, 164 
differe ntial e quation for, 166 If. 
differentia tion formula for, 167 
properties of, 164, 166 If. 
Complete ellipt ic integra ls, 
(see ellipti c integr a ls) 
Conflu e nt hypergeometric functions, 
expans ion in te rms of parabolic 
cylinder functions, 124 
Conformal mappings, 
involvin g e lliptic fun c tions and 
integrals, 376 If. 
Convergence in mean o f generalized 
Fourie r expansions, 157 
Co nvolution, 45 
Cornu's spira l, 151 
Cosine integral, 145 if. 
C ut Besse l func tions, 22 
D 
Didon series, 280 ff. 
Dini series o f Bessel fun c tions, 70 ff. 
Doubly-periodic fun c tions, 323 ff. 
(see also elliptic fun c tions) 
E 
Elliptic func tions, 294 ff., 322 fl'., 325 
addition theore ms satis fied by, 328 
differential eq uations s a tisfie d by, 
327 
ex pression o f, in te rms of ~ (z ), 
tp '(z ), 335 
e xpression o f, in terms o f s igma 
fun ctions , 337 
e xpression of, in te rms o f zeta 
fun c tions , 336 ff. 
genera l properties of, 325 ff. 
integrals of, expressed in te rms of 
Weierstrass' fun c tions, 337 
Jacobian, 322 IT., 340 ff. 
J acobian, addition th eore ms for, 
344 
Jacobian, degenerate c ases of, 354 
Jacobian, expressed in te rms o f 
th e ta fun c tio ns, 362 
J acobian, expressed in terms of 
Weierstrass ' func tions, 340 ff. 
J acobian, L anden's trans fo rm-
a tion of, 372 
J acobian, linear transformation 
of, 367ff. 
J acobian, periods , zeros, poles 
a nd re sidues of, 341 
J acob ian, quadratic trans forma-
tions of, 372 ff. 
J acobia n, special values of, 
346 fT. 
J acobia n, w ith 0 <k < 1, 349ff. 
Nevi lle's n ota tion for, 294, 342 
orde r o f, 326 
residue s of, 326 
transformations o f, 365 (f. 
We ierstrass', 323, 328 ff. 
Weierstrass', addition theor e m 
for, 332ff. 
We ie rs trass ', differential equa-
tio n for, 331 IT. 
We ie rstrass', degenerate cas es 
o f 339 ff. 
We ie rstrass ; duplication 
formula for, 333 
We ie r s trass: expressed in te rms 
o f theta func tions , 360 ff. 
We ie rstrass', L a nde n's trans -
formation of, 37 1 ff. 
We ier s trass', linear trans -
formations o f, 367 ff. 
We ierstrass', quadratic trans-
formations o f, 371 ff. 
We ier s trass ', with re al 
invariants, 338 IT. 
Elliptic integrals, 294 IT. 
addition the orems for, 315 
comple t e , expressed in te rms 
of hypergeornetric series , 
3 18 
comple te , integration 
formulas for, 322 
complete, Legendre ' s re lation 
for, 320 
compl e te , of the first, sec ond, 
and third kind, 3 14, 317 ff . 
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complete , particular cases F 
of, 320 
complete, transformations 
of, 318 fT. 
diffe re ntiation formulas for, 
317, 32 1 
expressed in terms of theta 
fun c tions, 363 ff. 
expressed in terms of 
Weierstrass' functions, 
337fT. 
interchange theorem for, 
303 ff., 315 
inversion of, 322ff. 
Landen's transformation of, 
317 
Legendre's, evaluation of, 
308 ff. 
Legendre's form of, 300fT., 
314fT. 
line ar transformations of, 
315 ff. 
Low's form of, 301 
mod uli of periodicity of, 303 
of the first, second, and third 
kinds, 299 ff., 313 ff. 
periods of, 303, 314 
reduction of, 296 ff ., 304 ff. 
reduction to Legendre's normal 
form, 305ff . 
reduction to Weierstrass' 
normal form, 304 ff. 
singularities of, 303, 314 
Weierstrass' form of, 299 ff. 
Elliptic modular functions, 374 ff. 
Equianharmonic ellipt ic functions 
and integrals , 306, 320 
Error func tions, 147 ff. 
connec tion with parabolic 
cylinder functions, 119 
expansions in terms of Bessel 
functions, 148 
powe r series expansions of, 14 7 
repeated integrals of, 149 
Exponential integrals, 143 ff. 
expressed in terms of confluent 
hypergeometric functions, 143 
e xpressed in terms of incomple te 
gamma functions, 143 
generalizations of, 145 
Field 
differential 327 
of e lliptic functions, 327 
Fourier-Bessel series, 70 ff., 104 
Fourier c oefficients (generalized ), 
156 
Fourier series (generalized) 156 
Fresnel integrals, 149 IT. 
connection with error functions, 
149 
connection with incomp le te 
gamma fun ctions, 149 
Functions 
of the paraboloid of r evolution , 
126 ff. 
of the par a bo lie cy Iinde r 
(see parabolic cylinder 
func tions) 
Fundamental period-paralle logram, 
325 
Fundamental region, 
of the modular group, 375 
of the ,\-group, 375 
Funk-Hecke theorem, 247 
G 
Gauss transforms, 194 
multi-dimensional, 289 (f. 
Gegenbauer polynomials, 164, 
174 ff ., 235 ff. 
asymptotic behavior as 
n ->oo, 198 
c onnection with Lege ndre 
functions, 177 
expressed as hypergeometric 
functions, 175 ff. 
generating functions of, 177 
inequalities for, 206 ff. 
integral representations for, 
177 
monotonic properties of, 208 
recurrence formul a for, 175 
Rodrigues' formula for, 175 
series of, 177 ff., 213 ff. 
zeros of, 203 ff. 
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Gegenbauer's addition theorem 
for Bessel functions, 43 ff. 
Gegenbaue r's polynomials 
A (z), B (z), 34 
n, V n; J..i.• t1 
Generalized Dirichlet series, 72 ff. 
Genus of algebraic c urves, 295 
Glaisher's notation, 
of Jacobian elliptic fun c tions, 
322 
Graf's addition theorem for Bessel 
functions, 44 ff. 
Gram's determinant, 155 
Gubler's integral representations, 
of Besse l fun c tions, 17 ff. 
H 
Hanke 1 's function, 
(see Bessel function of the 
third kind) 
Hankel's infinite inte gral 
involving Besse l functions, 49 
Hankel's integral representations of 
Bessel functions, 15 ff. 
Hankel's inversion theorem, 73 
- Hardy 's generalization of, 73 ff. 
Hankel's symbol (v, m), 10 
Harmonic polynomials, 237ff. 
complete set of, 239 ff. 
He rmite polynomi a ls, 164, 192 ff. 
addition theorems for, 196 
asymptotic behavior as n -> oo, 
201 (f. 
connection with Laguerre poly-
nomials, 193, 195. 
differential equations for, 193 
differentiation formula for, 193 
expansion o f analytic function s 
in terms of, 211 
expans ions in series of spherical 
Besse l functions, 201 ff. 
expressed as confl uent hypergeo-
metric functions, 194 
generating fun c tions for, 194 
ine qualities for, 208 
integral representation for, 194 
integrals involving, 194 (f. 
mean convergence of series of, 210 
monotonic properties of, 208 
recurrence relation for, 193 
relation to parabolic cylinder 
functi ons, 117 
Rodrigues' formula for, 193 
series of, 193ff., 216 
zeros of, 204 ff. 
Hermite po lynomials of several 
variables, 283fT. 
Hurwitz's theorem on zeros of 
13essel functions , 59 
generalizations of, 59 
Hypere lliptic integrals, 296 
Hypergeometric polynomials, 
(see Jacobi polynomials ) 
Hypergeometric series, 
of Laurice lla, 275 
Hype rspherical harmonics, 232fT. 
Incomplete gamma functions, 133 ff. 
asymptotic expansions for 
large x, 135 
asymptotic representations for 
large a, 140 
connec tio n with confluent 
hype rgeometric function s , 133, 
136 
continued fraction expansion, 136 
differentiation formulas, 135 
expansions in inverse fac torials 
139 , 
expansions in series of Bessel 
functions, 139 
expansions in series of Laguerre 
polynomials, 139 
integral representations of, 137, 
138 
loop integral for, 137 
Nielsen's expansion for, 139 
power series expansions of, 135 
recurrence re lations for, 134 
zeros of, 141 If. 
Integral equations involving 13essel 
functions, 76 If. 
Integral representations of arbitrary 
func tions in terms of Bessel 
fun ction s , 73 ff. 
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Invariants 
o f a quartic, 305 
of Weier s tras s' e lliptic functions, 
and integrals , 305, 329 
Inversion, 
problem of, 326 ff., 375 
Irre du c ible s et, 
of zeros or poles of an e lliptic 
func tion, 326 
J 
Jacobi-Anger formula, 7 
Jac obi func tion of the second 
kind, 170 ff. 
Jac obi po lynomials , 164, 168 ff ., 
224, 226 
asymptotic behavior as 
n -> oo of, 198 
c onne ction with Be s s el 
func tions, 173 
connection with Lague rre 
polynomials , 191 
converge nce of s e rie s of, 210 ff. 
differential e quation for, 169 
e xpansion of ana lytic func tions 
in t erms of, 211 
expre s s ed as hypergeome tric 
functions , 170 
ge ne rating function of, 172 
ine qualitie s for , 205 ff. 
inte gral re pre sentation for , 172 
me an c onve rge nce of s erie s of, 
210 
polynomials associa ted with, 171 
rec urre nce formu la for, 169 
r epre sente d as finite diffe rences, 
173 
Rodrigues' formula for, 169 
s e rie s of, 172 , 212 ff. 
z eros of, 202 ff. 
J acobian e lliptic functi ons, 
(se e e lliptic func tions , Jac obian) 
K 
Kapteyn s e rie s , 
of Be s se l functions , 66 ff ., 103 
o f the s e c ond kind, 67 ff. 
Ke lvin's functions , 6, 101 
L 
L a grangean interpolation, 161 
Laguerre po lynomials , 164, 1881£., 
226 
Abel summability of s eries 
of, 211 
a s ympto tic be havior as n -> oo 
of, 1991£. 
connected with Bess el functi ons , 
191 
conne cte d with Jacobi poly-
nomials, 191 
diffe rential e quatio ns for , 188 
differentiation formul as for, 
189, 190 
expansion of a na lytic func tions , 
in te rms of, 211 
expans ion s in serie s of Bessel 
fun ctions, 199 ff. 
e x pre s sed a s con fl uent hyper-
ge ome tri c function s , 189 
gener a ting func tions o f 189 
inequa lities for, 205 If. 
integral re pre s e nta tions o f, 190 
integrals involving , 191 
mean c onver genc e of serie s of, 
2 10 
monotonic proper ti e s of, 207 If. 
recurre nce re lations for, 188, 190 
re pre s e nte d a s finite diffe re nces, 
191 
Rodr igues ' formula for, 188 
se ries of, 188 ff . , 214 If. 
z eros o f, 204ff. 
Lambda- group, 367 
L a place transform, 45 ff ., 191 
Laplace ' s expansion, 242, 281 ff. 
L attice , 
line , 324 
point, 323 
Legendre function of the s econd 
kind , 180 ff. 
Legendre func tions , 182 ff. 
c onnection with Gegenba uer 
polynomi a ls, 177 
r e la tions wi th Bess el function s , 
55 fT. 
Legendre polynomia l s , 164, 178 ff. 
addition the orem for, 182ff. 
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asymptotic behavior as 
n -> oo of, 197 
differential equation for, 179 
differentiation formulas for, 
179 · 
e quiconvergence theorem for 
series of, 211 
expressed as hypergeometric 
functions, 180 
generating function s of, 182 
Hilb's formula for, 197 
inequalities for , 205 If. 
integral representations of, 182 
monotonic pr opert ies of, 208 
recurrence relation for, 179 
ser ies of, 182 If., 214 
L egen dre 's relation, 320, 329 
Lemniscate functions 320, 376 
Line -la ttice , 324 
Logarithmic integral, 143 
(see also exponential integral s) 
Lommel's func tions s (z ), 
iJ. ,V 
S (z) 40ff., 73 If., 84ff. 
iJ. ,V 
Special cases of, 4 1 If. 
L ommel's functions of two vari ab les 
U (w, z), V (w, z ), 42 
v v 
Lommel's p olynomia l s R m,v (z ), 34 ff. 
M 
Macdon ald's integral representations 
of products of Bessel functions, 
53 If. 
Maxwe ll's theory of poles, 25 1 
Meijer' s gen eralization of Laplace 
transforms, 75 
Mesh, 325 
Modified Besse l func tion of the first 
kind, 5 
Modified Bessel fun ction of the third 
kin d , 5 
duplic ation formula for , 45 
of integer order, .9 
o f order zero, 9 
zeros of, 62 If. 
Modified Bessel fun ctions, 5 ff. 
addition theorems for, 43ff., 102 
analytic continua tion of, 80 
asymptotic expansions for, 22ff ., 
86 ff. 
differentiation formulas for , 79 
integral representations of, 
18ff., 82ff. 
integrals involving, 45 If., 
56 ff., 89 
of order ± Yz , 10, 79 
of order n + Y, (see s phe rica l 
Bessel functions) 
relations with Legendre functions , 
56 If. 
recurrence r e lations for, 79 
Wronskians of, 80 
Modular func tions 
(see ellipti c mod ular func tions) 
Modu lar group , 366, 374ff. 
fundame ntal region of, 375 
i\ lodu lus of elliptic functions and 
integrals, 306 
Moment problem , 163 
!1-Joments , 157 
N 
Neumann series 
of Bessel functions 63 If., 98 ff. 
of the second kind, 65 
Neumann 's function 
(see Bessel funct i on of the second 
kind) 
Neumann's po lynomia ls On(z), 32ff. 
Neumann's polynomials D (z), 34 
n 
Nich o lson's formula for Besse l 
functions of large order and 
variable , 28, 88 
Nicho lson's integral representations 
of produ c ts o f Bessel func tions, 54 
0 
Ortho gonal group , 257 ff. 
Cay ley's representation o f 
the, 257 
Orthogonal invariant, 233 
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Orthogonal polynomials, 153 If, 
and continued frac tions, 162 IT. 
and mechanical quadrature, 160 
Christoffe l-Darboux formula for, 
159 
expans ion problems relating to, 
209 ff, 
extr emum properties of, 160 
in the c irc le , 273 If, 
in the sphere and hypersphere, 
273 IT. 
in the tri ang le, 269 If. 
of a discre t e variable, 221 IT. 
of several variables, 264 If, 
recurrence re la tions for, 158 IT. 
zeros of, 158 
Orthogonal system , 154 
of parabolic cylinder func tions, 
122 
of polynomia ls (see orthogonal 
polynomi als) 
Orthogonalization, 154 IT. 
Orthonormal syste m, 154 
p 
Parabolic c ylind er, 
coordinates o f, 115 
P arabolic cylinder functions, 116, 
117 
addition theore m for, 123, 124 
asymptotic expa nsions of, 122ff. 
Cherry ' s theorem for, 1241£, 
connection with error functions, 
119 
differential e quation for, 116 
generating fun ction o f, 119 
integra l representations of, 119, 
120 
integrals involving, 121, 122 
real zeros of, 126 
Wronskians o f, 117 
Paraboloid of revolution, 
coord inates of, 115 
fun c tions of (s ee functions of the 
paraboloid of revo lution) 
Parseval's formula , 157 
Period parallelogram, 325 
funda mental, 325 
P eriods , 
of e lliptic functions, 328, 341 
of e lliptic integrals, 303, 314 
of functions , 324 
primitive, 324 
Point-l attice , 323 
Poisson's inte gral for Bessel 
func tions, 14 
Polar coordinates , 
hyperspherical, 233 
Polynomia ls, 
(see a lso orthogonal poly-
n omials, c lassical ortho -
gona l polynomials, J acobi, 
Gegenbauer , Legendre, 
Tchebichef, L aguerre , and 
Hermite polynomials) 
har monic , 237fT. 
c> f N. Achyeser, 218 
of A .C . Aitken and H .T , Gonin, 
224 
of Appe ll, 269 If, 
of H . Bateman, 224 
of S. Bernstein and G . Szego, 
2 17 
of L .V. Charl ier, 222, 226 If, 
of J.P. Gram and H .E .H . Green-
lea f, 225 
of W. Ha hn, 165, 222, 224 
of E. He ine, 2 18 
of Hermite a nd Angelescu , 283 
of Hermite and Did on 273 If. 
of Hermite-Didon-Appe ll-Kampe 
de Feriet, 259 If, 
of M. Krawtc houk, 222 224 If, 
of J. Meixner, 222, 22S, 227 
of F. Pollaczek, 218ff. 
of Tcheb ic he f, 222, 223 If, 
Primitive periods, 324 
Products of Bessel func tions, 
integral representat ions for, 47 If, 
53ff ., 96fT., 
powe r series for, 10ff. 
Q 
Qu adratic forms, 283 If. 
Quaternions, 255 
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R 
Raabe's integrals, 144 
Ra tional curves, 295 
Rodrigues' formula, 179 
finite difference analogue of, 
22 2 IT. 
generali zed, 164, 169, 175, 
193, 276, 279, 285 
s 
Scalar product, 
of functions, 153, 264 
of vectors , 232, 273 
Schlafli ' s integral represe ntations 
of Bessel functions, 17 
Schliifli 's polynomials S (z ), 34 
n 
Sc hl'omilch series of Bessel functions, 
68fT., 103 ff. 
generalized, 68 
Separation theore ms, 162 
Sine integrals, 145 fl, 
genera li za tions o f, 147 
Sommerfeld's integra l represe ntations, 
of £Jesse! functions, 19 If, 
Sommerfeld's notation for spherical 
Bessel functions, 10 
Sommerfeld ' s wave, 125 
Sonine's expansion, 43, 64 
Sonine-Polya theorem, 205 
Sonine ' s inte grals involving Besse l 
func tions, 46 
Spherica l Bessel fun c tions, 9, 78, 79 
expressed in te rms o f elementary 
functions, 10, 78, 79 
Sommerfeld's notation for, 10, 78, 
79 
Spherical harmonics, 232fT, 
Spherical polynomials, 
(se e Legendre polynomials) 
Spherical surface harmonics, 240 If, 
addition theore m of, 242fT. 
completeness of, 241 
four-dime nsional, 253 If, 
generating fun c tion of, 248 If, 
!'vlaxwell's theory of, 251fT. 
orthogonal property of, 240 IT. 
three-dime nsional, 248 If, 
transformation of, 256 ff, 
Stationary phase, 
me thod of, 27 ff. 
Steepest descents, 
me thod of, 24 
applied to modified Oessel 
functions of the third 
kind, 24fT. 
Struve 's functions, 18, 37fT., 
47, 68fT., 74, 89, 99, 103 
integrals involving, 98 
T 
Tchebichef polynomials, 183 If, 
differential equations for, 185 
diffe rentiation formulas for, 
185, 186 
expresse d as hypc rgeornc tri c 
func tions, 186 
generating fun c ti ons, of, 186 
recurrence re lations for, 185 
Rodrigues' formulas for, 185 
Theta functions, 35.J.IT. 
(see also elliptic functions) 
expression of e lliptic fun c tions 
and integrals in terms of, 
360 fl. 
Hermite 's, 360 
of zero argument, 359 
tra nsformation s of, 368 If, 
Transformation, 
Landen's , see el lipt ic functions, 
e lliptic integrals 
of e lliptic fun c tion s and integrals, 
see elliptic fun c tions, 
e llipti c integra ls 
unimodular, 324 
Truncated expone nti a ! series, 136 ff. 
connection with in comple te 
gamma fun c tions, 136 
u 
Ultraspherical polynomials, 
1 
_(see Gegenbauer polynomials) 
Umcursal _ a lgebraic c urves, 29S, 327 Un~form1zmg variable, 295, 338 
Unimodular transformation, 324 , 366 
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w 
Watson's formulas for Bessel functions 
of large order and variable, 29, 89 
Weber and Schafheitlin, 
discontinuous integral of, 51 ff. 
Weber - Hermite function, 
(see also parabolic cylinder funct ion) 
differential equation for, 116 
Weber's fun ction E v (z ), 35 ff ., 84, 103 
Weierstrass' elliptic functions, 
(see elliptic functions, Weierstrass') 
Weierstrass' s igma function, 329fT. 
(see also elliptic func tions) 
Weierstrass' zeta function, 329fT. 
(see also elliptic functions) 
Weight func tion, 153 
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A 
am u Jacobi's function, 322 
A (t) Airy function, 200 
A 
1 
(t), A
2 
(t) Airy integrals, 29 
A (z) Gegenbauer's 
n,v 
polynomial, 34 
B 
bei x, bei vx Kelvin's functions, 6 
her x, bervx Kelvin's functions, 6 
B . (z) Gegenbauer's polynomial, 34 
n,J.L,V 
B complete elliptic integral, 321 
c 
cd u Glaisher's function, 322 
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